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Preface

Since ancient times Indian women have always played an

important role in the development of social, cultural and

philosophical values and trends. Tlie position of women have

changed from age to age. During the ancient times women held a

respectable position in the society. Education of women was

encouraged and the presence of women seers was fmmd in the

society. The women could even choose a husband of their choice.

Tlris high position thatwomen occupied in the society deteriorated

gradually. Societ)' became more complex and so did the social

norms and manners.

The position of women in the Indian society clianged

considerably witlr the coming of Islam. The Indian women now
came to occupy an even lower status. Muslim inroads made strict

enforcement olpurdah and seclusion ofwomen. Women's education

was not encouraged. The birth of a girl was not regarded as a

happy event. The women of the noble and royal families, even

though kept in seclusion, enjoyed a better position in comparison

to the middle and louver classes. They received good education

and had ample opportunities for the cultivation of their talents.

Sometimes they even took an active part in politics. During the

Delhi Sultanate, Razia Sultan, an intelligent, courageous and
capable daughter of Iltutmish became the only woman ruler in the

history of Ilbari Sultans. Though her reign was short but eventful,

yet the unparalleled courage and sagacity displayed by her makes
her name memorable in history. The Sultanate period also

witnessed some other politically ambitious ladies who played a

conspicuous role in the contemporarj^ harem politics like Shah
Turkan, a wife of Iltutmish and mother ofRuknuddinFiroz; Malika-
i-Jahan, queen of Jalaluddin Klialji; Khudavandzada, the sister of
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Muhammad Tughlaq; Shams Khatun, the chief queen of Bahlol

Lodi; and Bibi Ambha, the Hindu wife of Bahlol Lodi and the

mother of Sikander Lodi.

Sixteenth century India witnessed the arrival of the Mughals

from Central Asia, who became the rulers of Hindustan for the

next two and half centuries. With the coming of the Mughals

many new elements were introduced to the Indian society which

mingled with the existing culture in course of time. Tliey not only

influenced the country in the political sphere, but in almost all

spheres of social, cultural and artistic life of Hindustan. Their

influences in these spheres were so great that even after hundreds

of years the Mughal influence is still felt in their existing

monuments, the Mughlai cuisine, the embroideries in gold and

silver wire, the Zardozi and Chikankari embroideries, the famous

Kim-Khwab silk brocade weaving of Banaras, the leather shoes

and sandals of Kashmir, Delhi, Lucknow and Amritsar, leather

water vessels of Bikaner, the Kashmiri shawls and carpets, or the

Mughal influence in Indian music and musical instruments like

labia, sitar, sarod, saraiigi, shcimai and santoor. The Mughal past in

India does not merely linger, it over^vhelms us. The Mughals had

contributed much in various fields and have left behind them

their monuments which even today make us feel the essence of

these Persian words written in the walls of the Red Fort Delhi:

Agar Firdaus Bar Rtic Zamcen Ast

Hamcen Asl, Hatneen Ast wa Hanteeit Ast.

The Mughal Age not only witnessed the glorious achieve-

ments of its emperors and princes, but also that of the princesses,

queens and other ladies of the royal Mughal harem. Tire ladies of

the Mughal dynasty were almost ns remarkable as their men and

in certain cases even more cultivated. Tlrese beautiful, educated

and extremely talented women not only contributed towards the

social, cultural, literary, artistic and economic fields, but also

yielded great power and played a dominant role in contemporary

politics. It is indeed praiseworthy that hidden behind veils and
confined within the four walls of the Mahal, these ladies could

achieve so much that some of their contributions even today form

a part of our rich cultural heritage.

There are hundreds of books written on Mughal history. But
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whenever -^ve read about the Mughals, it is most of the times, the

illustrious men of the Mughal royal family \sfho happen to get the

attention and appreciation. Rarely we come across a book which

deals ^vith the royal Mughal ladies in detail and is concerned with

their life, activities and adrievements. Cpmmencing from the

Mughal times, tire contemporarj' Persian accounts were mostly

court histories concerned rdth the %'arious eventful happenings in

the life of the reigiring emperor. These accounts mention the royal

Mughal ladies in certain places as a part of the narrative, but

separate and detailed accounts of their lives are missing

considerably. The memoirs of Babar and Jehangir also speak of the

royal ladies connected to them but here too elaborate details are

not found regarding the various aspects of the lives of these ladies.

Gulbadan Begam's Humai/im Natm is the best contemporar}^ work

rvhere the life and activities of the royal ladies during Babar 's and

Huma}nm's time are concerned. The accounts of the contemporary

foreign travellers also speak of the Mughal ladies though not

usually in details.

In the historical wntings of the modem times also we find

mention of these royal Mughal ladies, but the information given is

very limited and condse. There are writings on prominent Mughal
ladies like Nur Jahan, or dealing rdth the Mughal harem system,

or the purdah system prevalent in those days. Other works deal

with certain aspects of the life of Mughal women as a part of the

stud}' of tire condition of women during the medieval times, or as

a part of the study of sodal and cultural life of the Mughal Age.

Rekha Misra's Women in Mughal India certainly speaks of the life

and contributions of royal Mughal ladies, but her rvork does not

elaborately deal rrith these rvomen alone. The position of middle

and lo'wer class women is also discussed in this book. Zinat

Kausar's Muslim Women in Medieval India emphasizes on the social

aspects of the life of Mughal ladies but here too not the Mughal
ladies alone, but the Muslim women of the Medieval times are

spoken about on the whole. K.S. LaTs The Mughal Harem gives a

vdvid picture of the Mughal harem system, the ladies who resided

in it and their activities. He also emphasizes on the life and
contributions of very prominent Mughal ladies like Nur Jahan,
Mumtaz Mahal, Jahanara, Roshanara and Zeb-rm-Nisa. But the
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Mughal dynasty certainly witnessed the contributions and

achievements of other royal ladies too who ought to be mentioned

side by side with the very prominent ones if we attempt at

presenting a comprehensive account of the life and contributions

of the royal Mughal ladies. It is very difficult to find any work
dealing exclusively and elaborately with the life and achievements

of the royal Mughal ladies alone. Scattered or scanty information

available in different w'orks do not help in giving the reader a

clear picture of these women, their life and achievements, and

therefore fail to do justice to these extraordinarily talented and

intelligent women.
The present study is therefore an attempt to present

collectively and in details a comprehensive account of the life and

contributions of the royal Mughal ladies from the times of Babar

to Aurangzeb, with special emphasis on the most prominent of

them like Aisan Daulat Begam and Qutluq Nigar Khanum,
respectively the maternal grandmother and mother of Babar;

Babar's sister Khanzada Begam; Babar's daughter Gulbadan

Begam; Humayun's wife and Akbar's mother Hamida Banu

Begam; Akbar's nurse Maham Anaga; Akbar's wives Ruqaiya

Begam, Salima Sultan Begam and Jodha Bai; Nur Jahnn, Man Bai

and Jagat Gosain, the important wives of Jahangir; Shahjahan's

beloved wife Mumtaz Mahal; Dara Shukoh's wife Nadira Begam;

Jahanara and Roshanara, the daughters of Shahjahan; Zeb-un-

Nisa and Zinat-un-Nisa, the daughters of Aurangzeb and a few

others.

A feeling of awe and mystciy' even today fills one's mind
when one thinks of the life of the Mughal ladies who resided

inside the emperor's harem. Tiie manner in which the Mughal
ladies spent their lives in their palaces, their outdoor and indoor

activities, dress and jewellery, purdah and religion, learning and
education and even their lov'cs and resentments side by side with

their ambitions, achievements and contributions have always

remained matters of interest to many. It does no harm to present

their story of joy and sorrow, pain and pleasure, longing and
disappointment and love and hatred to all those who would like

to know about them. Tlie stor}' ofwomen in Indian history is long

and detailed. History of Indian women in every age has different
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features and aspects rvhich should be dealt separately and in

much details. Tlrerefore, I have chosen in all humilit}', to deal rvith

elaborately the life and contributions of the royal Mughal ladies

from the time of Babar to Aurangzeb, and highlight the various

aspects of their much colourful and eventful Ih'es.

I am extremel)' grateful to m3' parents, Mr. Gopal Mukherjee

and Mrs. Sabita Mukherjee for their help, encouragement and for

being always b}' m}' side throughout the work. M}' husband.

Dr. Sandipan Chatterjee has been ver)' supportive to m3' efforts.

His Avise counsel and constructive criticism gave shape to m3'

work. I thank him for being so special to me. I acknoivledge %vith

gratitudemy teachers for all their help and guidance: Dr. J. Chaube,

Late Dr. Shefali Banerjee and Dr. Md. Arif - all of them of Banaras

Hindu Universit3'. I wish to express my sincere gratitude to

Dr. B.N. Naidu, Professor of Histor3', Bangalore Uni%'ersity for his

useful suggestions. I am thankful to m3' Persian teaclier Dr. Shamim
Akhtar for her kind assistance^ in consulting certain Persian

manuscripts. I am also tliankful to the Librarians and staff of

National Librar3', Calcutta, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta,

National Museum, New Delhi and the National Archives, New
Delhi, for the kind help the3' extended to me. A special thanks to

the staff of High Commission of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan,

Neu' Delhi and Iran Culture House, New Delhi for their assistance

and co-operation.

Place: Bangalore

Date: Juty, 2001

Soma Mukherjee



One

The Ladies of the Mughal Harem

The Mughal ladies spent their entire lives inside the emperor's

harem. A feeling of awe and mystery even today fills one's mind

when one hears of the Mughal harem. Many things have been

%vritten and many things have been guessed about the life of

Mughal ladies. The manner in which the Mughal women spent

their lives, their places of residence, their food and clothes, purdah

and religion, pleasures and pastimes, learning and education and

even their love and resentments, have always remained matters of

interest to many. The Mughal women were no ordinary women.

They were royal women. And therefore, their social life was
certainly very much different from that of the ordinary women of

the medieval times.

Inmates of the Harem, theirEveryday Life and their Relationship

with the Emperor

The harems of the Mughal emperors consisted of a large

number of women and in it lived women of different races,

provinces and communities. Manucci stated that there were "within

the palace two thousand women of different races."' Apart from

Muslim women, there were Hinduwomen including Rajput ladies,

and even Christian ivomen in the harem of the Mughal emperors.

The harems of Babar and Humayun were modest in size. But from
Akbar's time onwards the Mughal harem became an elaborate

affair having a large number of women. Akbar's harem has

approximately 5000 women. The harems of Jehangir, Shahjahan
and the puritan Aurangzeb were also very large. According to

Hawkins, Jehangir had "three himdred wives where foure be
chief as queens."^ According to Terry's estimates Jehangir 's harem
consisted of "four wives, and concubines and women beside

....enough to make up their number a full thousand."^
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When one thinks of the women who lived inside the harem,

only the picture of the king's wives, concubines, dancing and

singing girls and slave and ser^'ant girls comes to one's mind. But

the harem did not comprise of only the women belonging to these

categories. Of course, these women did live in the harem, but

other than these there were many others who also lived inside the

harem. They were the mother, step-mothers, foster mothers, aunts,

grandmothers, sisters, daughters and other female relatives of the

king. Even the male children lived inside the harem till they grew

up. Then, there were the ladies-in-waiting, slave and servant girls

and a number of women officials and guards who were appointed

by the emperor for taking care of the various needs of the harem.

There were eunuch guards also guarding the surrounding areas of

the harem quarters. Female fortune tollers also lived inside the

harem. Some women and eunuchs acted as spies and they kept

the emperor informed about the activities of the harem women.
Women usually came into the harem through marriage, birth,

purchase, appointment or as gifts.

Li/estyle

The lives of the harem ladies were governed by strict rules of

purdah. These ladies usually did not have the liberty to move out

of the harem as they liked. If at all they \vent out, their faces wore

well hidden behind veils. But inside the harem they could move
around as they pleased. Tliey were also provided with various

kinds of luxuries and comforts. The daily life in the harem was full

of gaiety and mirth. At least, this is the picture that foreigners like

Bernier and Manucci, who once in a while had access to the harem

as physicians, give in their accounts. Tliey led lives of great comfort,

luxury and materialistic pleasure. These ladies lived in grand

apartments luxuriously furnished, with lovely gardens, fountains,

tanks and water channels attached to them.* Tliey wore beautiful

and expensive clothes made from the finest material^ and adorned

themselves with jewellery from head to toe.‘ They rarely ivent out,

but when they did, most of the times the ladies of rank travelled

in style and comfort in richly decorated hoxodahs on elephant

backs’ and palanquins.®

The daily needs of the emperor and his harem inmates were
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fulfilled to a great extent by the imperial departments. Their food

came from the imperial kitchen called the Matbakh. The Akbar

Khana provided drinking water and wine.^ During summers ice-

cold water was supplied to the imperial household. The Maywa
Khanah provided fmits to the household.’® Rikab Khanah or the

bakery was in charge of supplying bread.” Ihe imperial karkhanas

provided the royal ladies with beautiful dresses, jewellery,

household articles and fancy articles.’^

The Diet

The diet of the Mughals comprised of a variety of rich and

delicious dishes. The imperial kitchen known as the Matbakh’^ was

elaborately organised. The Mughal emperors used to spend one

thousand rupees daily in order to meet the expenses of the royal

kitchen.” Cooks from different countries were employed in the

royal kitchen and theyprepared a number of tasty dishes everyday.

The emperor took his meals in the harem. According to Abul Fazl,

"the food allowed to the women of the seraglio commences to be

taken from the kitchen in the morning, and goes on till night."’®

Varieties of fresh and dry fruits formed a part of the diet of the

Mughal ladies like the royal men.’® Chewing, betel (pau) formed an

essential everyday habit of the royal ladies. It coloured tlie lips and
teeth red and this was considered a thing ofbeauty’^ in those days.

Betel was also presented to visitors as a mark of honour.’®

Recreation and Pastime

Since the harem ladies rarely went outside the palace, most
of their time was spent inside the seraglio. The harem staff had
their respective duties to perform. The royal ladies mostly spent

tlieir time by adorning, decorating and beautifying themselves.

Various arrangements were made for their recreation inside the

harem. There were female superintendents of music and dance’®

and a number of lady singers and dancers. The ladies played
many indoor games. Sometimes they read books like Gulistan and
BostajP'^ of Shaikh Sadi Shirazi. Some of the royal ladies went a

step ahead than the others and did great works like building

monuments and gardens, composing works of literary value,

participating in trade and commerce and sometimes even taking

part in contemporary politics.
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Status and Position

On the whole, the life of a Mughal lady revolved round the

emperor. All the harem ladies did not enjoy equal position. Their

status and the position of authority and respect in the harem was
determined by the place they had in the emperor's life or in his

heart. Their mutual relationship amongst themselves was usually

friendly and cordial. But jealousies rvere prevalent though it was

not shown directly. Evety'one tried their best to please the emperor

and nobody wanted to show her bad qualities like jealousy,

quarrelsome nature or short tempered attitude. To give the king

or prince his first male child was a great honour and competition

in this regard often resulted in a woman's trj'ing to miscarry the

pregnancies of other women around her.^' Worries or

unpleasantness were usually kept away from them. Death was

not usually mentioned throughout the palace. When a lady fell ill

she was shifted to the Bimar Khanah. Only the death of very

prominent harem ladies was mourned.

The more important position a lady occupied, the more

privileges she enjoyed. If she was childless, she was allowed to

bring up the child of some other loyal lady as her own. Maham
Begam, one of Babar's principle wives and the mother ofHumayun
had lost four children after Huma)’un's birth. She was given Hindal

and Gulbadan, the children of another wife Dildar Begam and she

brought them up.“ Tlie childless first wife of Akbar, Ruqqaiah

Sultan Begam was given Prince Salim's son Khurram after the

child was born.“ She brought him up with a lot of love and care as

revealed by Jehangir in his memoirs when he wrote, "My father

had given my son Kliurram into her charge, and she loved him a

thousand times more than if he had been her o%vn.^^ Shahjahan's

second son Prince Shuja Avas brought up by Nur Jahan Begam^ as

per Jahangir's rvishes.

The Status of Mother

During the Mughal age, the first lady of the realm was
usually the emperor's mother and not his chief queen, except in

the case of Nur Jahan and Mumtaz Mahal. Only after the death of

the Queen Mother did the chief consort of the emperor take her

place. All the Mughal emperors starting from Babar, showed great
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respect to their mothers. The Babar Nama and Gulbadan Begam's

Humayun Nama have many instances which reveal the great

honour and respect shown to the mothers by the emperors. After

the coronation ceremonies it was the mother whom the emperor

first visited. So was the case on other days of rejoicing like festivals

and birthdays. Abul Fazal said that when long fasts came to an

end, the first dishes of meat went to Akbar froni his mother's

place.^® Once when Akbar's mother was travelling in a palanquin

from Lahore to Agra, Akbar was travelling with her. At one place

he took the palanquin upon his own shoulders and carried her

from one side of the river to another.^ At one place in the Tuzuk-

i-Jahangiri, Jehangir reveals his love and respect for his mother in

these words:

On the same day Her Majesty the revered Maryam-Zamani

(his mother) came from Agra, and I acquired eternal good

fortune from the blessing of waiting on her. I hope that

the shadow of her bringing up and affection may be

perennial on the head of this suppliant.^

Foster Mothers and hlurses

In the Mughal household there were found quite a few foster

mothers besides the real mothers. Because of many political and

other crisis that arose from time to time, the child many a time was
separated from the real mother and therefore was looked after

and even breast fed by otherwomen of the harem. There were also

other nurses who were not wet nurses. All the nurses occupied

high rank in the harem and were known by the name of Anagas.

Akbar in his childhood was away from his motlier Hamida Banu
for some years because of the prevailing political conditions. Some
of these nurses ofAkbar was Jiji Anaga, the wife of Shams-ud-din;

Fakhr-im-Nisa, the wife of Nadim Koka; Koki Anaga the wife of

Togh Begi; Fiji Jan Anaga, the mother of Saadat Yar Koka; Khildar

Anaga; Bibi Rupa; Bhawal Anaga, a concubine of Humayun; a

lady called Hakima; and the mother of Zain Khan Koka.” But the

most prominent of all his nurses was Maham Anaga who played
an important political role during the initial years of Akbar's
reign.^ The Mughal emperors respected their foster mothers a lot.

Akbar was verj' fond ofMaham Anaga and Jiji Anaga. Jehangir in
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his memoirs reported the death of his foster mother, the mother of

Qutub-ud-din Khan Koka in the following words.

In the month of Zi-l-qada the mother of Qutbu-ud-din

Khan Koka who had given me her milk and was as a

mother to me or ever! kinder than my own kind mother ...

was committed to the mercy of God. I placed the feet of

her corpse on my shoulders and carried her a part of the

way (to her grave). Through extreme grief and sorrow I

had no inclination for some days to eat, and I did not

change my clothes.^'

Deference to Elder Women
Apart from their own mothers and foster mothers, the other

wives of their father wore also looked upon with a lot of respect by

the Mughals. Jodha Bai was Jehangir's own mother. But he had

great respect and affection for Ruqaiya Begam and Salima Sultan

Begam also. Akbar respected Haji Begam a lot. The grandmothers,

aunts and other elderly relations were also respected and well

cared for. Tlie memoirs of Babar and Jehangir and the Humayun
Nama of Gulbadan Begam reveal many a time the esteem that the

Mughal emperors had for their mothers and other elderly lady

relatives. A.S. Beveridge states that, "it may be said that both

Babar and Haider convey the opinion that deference to elder

women was a permanent trait of their age and set."’’ These ladies

too many a time, including difficult times, lent their active support

to their emperor and many crisis were solved. Various incidents

from the Babar Nama reveal the amount of respect that Babar had

for the ladies of his family even if they belonged to his rival camp.

From Gulbadan Begam's accounts too we have evidences proving

this. In one place Gulbadan Begam wrote:

All through the four ears that my father was in Agra he

used to go on Fridays to see his paternal aunts. One day it

was extremely hot, and her Highness my lady (Akam)

said, "The wind is very hot indeed; how would it be if you

did not go this one Friday? The begams would not be

vexed. His Majesty said, Maham! It is astonishing that

you should say such things! The daughters of Abu-sa'id

Sultan Mirza, who have been deprived of father and
brothers! If I do not cheer them, how will it be done?”
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Gulbadan Begam goes on to say:

To the architect, Khwaja Qasim, his Majesty gave the

following order; "We command a piece of good service

from you. It is this: Whatever work, even it be on a great

scale, our paternal aunts may order done in their palace,

give it precedence, and carry it out with might and main.^

The respect and affection that the Mughal emperors had for

the mothers, aunts and grandmothers extended to the sisters as

well. Gulbadan Begam gives many instances in hexHumaytin Hama

revealing the love that Babar and Humayun had for their sisters.

Babar held his elder sister KlranzadaBegam in high esteem and she

too underwent many a difficulties for her brother's sake. Though

Gulbadan was not Humayun's own sister, Humayun loved her

verymuchand he cared a lot forhis other sisters too. Ifany sistermet

any calamity like widowhood, the brother was always there to

provideherwith shelter.WhenGul-ChihraBegambecame awidow,
Humayun gave orders to bring her back to Agra.^ Jehangir in his

memoirs lovingly mentions his sisters Shukr-un-Nisa Begam and

Aram Banu Begam, though bom of different mothers.

Slahts of Girl Child

The daughters of the Mughal family or the Mughal princesses

occupied places of great honour in the seraglio. The birth of a girl

in those days was less welcomed than that of a boy. But the

Mughal emperors loved their daughters a lot and made the best

arrangements for their education and cultivation of their talents.

They were brought up in great luxvuies and had for themselves

available all the exclusive material things that life needed. But

many of them, especially after Akbar's time onwards, remained
unmarried. Many writers and foreign travellers like Manucci have
blamed Akbar for starting this tradition, but many scholars do not

agree to this theory because Akbar got his sisters and daughters

married off to eligible men. What he disapproved was marriage
between first cousins.-’* Even then, by the time of Shahjahan, certain

restraints on the marriage of princesses is seen. Probably this was
done to limit the contenders to the throne. But Aurangzeb got
some of his daughters and nieces married to first cousins. Apart
from this one factor, the Mughal princesses had almost everything
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they wanted including the love of their fathers and brothers.

Shahjahan's love for his eldest daughter Jahanara is well-known.

So did Aurangzeb love his eldest daughter Zeb-un-Nisa, till she

became a threat to his policies and his throne.

Emperors Wives

An extremely important place in the Mughal harem was

occupied by the emperor's wives. All the Mughal emperors had

many wives. But all the wives did not enjoy equal respect and

facilities. Usually the chief queen and other prominent queens

lived in big mahals amidst great luxuries. They had many servants

who attended upon them and they got a lot of wealth and money
as annual allowances from the emperor. Marriages in the Mughal
family were usually settled by the parents or near relatives, but

there were some love-matches too.

Babar's Queens: The wives of Babar as recorded by him and

his daughter Gulbadan Begam were — Ayisha Sultan Begam,

Zainab Sultan Begam, Maham Begam, Masuma Sultan Begam,

Gul-rukh Begam, Dildar Begam and Bibi Mubarika, the Afghan

lady.’^ Maham Begam, the mother of Humayun, was his chief

queen. Some wives of Humayun were Bega (Haji) Begam, Hamida
Banu Begam who was Akbar's mother. Gun-war Begam, Shad

Bibi, Khanish Agha Khwarizmi and Mah-chuchak Begam.

Akbar's Queens: Some of the prominent queens of Akbar

were: Ruqaiya Begam who was the daughter of his uncle Hindal

and was his first wife,-’® Salima Sultan Begam who was his cousin

and previously the wife of Bairam Khan, and after Bairam Khan's

assassination was accepted by Akbar as his wife;” and the Rajput

princess of Amber, Harkha on Jodha Bai, the daughter of Raja

Bihari Mai, and the mother of Akbar's first son Salim.’” Some
other Rajput wives of Akbar were (i) the daughter of Kanhan, the

brother of Rai Kalyan Mat of Bikaner,"*’ (ii) the daughter of Rawal

Har Rai ofJaisalmer;*’ (iiij the sister of Rana Udai Singh of Marwar”

and (iv) the princesses of Merta and Dungarpur.** Apart from

these, Akbar also married Bibi Daulat Shad, and the daughters of

Abdullah Khan Mughal and Miran Mubarak Shah of Khandesh.'”
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He even got Abdul Wasi to divorce his beautiful wife so that he

could marry her.'*^

Jehnngir's zvives: Jehangir had many wives including Hindu

wives. They were Man Bai, the daugher of Raja Bhagwan Das of

Amber and the grand daughter of Raja Bihari Mai, and she was

the mother of Jehangir 's eldest son Khusrau,''^ the daughter of Rai

Singh of Bikaner;'*® Jodh Bai, or Jagat Gosain, the daughter ofMota

Raja or Udai Singh and granddaughter of Raja Maldeva ofMarwar

and she became the mother ofKhurram (Shahjahan);*^ Raj Kumari

Karamsi, the daughter of Keshav Das Rathor;®** a daughter ofJagat

Singh, eldest son of Raja Man Singh,®* a daughter of Rawal Bhim,

brother of Rai KalyanMai ofJaisalmer,-®^ Kanwal Rani, the daughter

of the ruler of little Tibet,-®® and the daughter of Ram Chandra

Bundela.®* Some other waves ofhis were Sahib-i-Jamat, the daughter

ofKhw^aja Hassan, cousin ofZain Khan Koka; Nur-un-Nisa Begam,

sister of Muzaffar Hussain; Saliha Banu, daughter of Qasim Khan;

and the daughters ofMubarak Chak and Husain Chak ofKashmir.®

There W'ere many more. But his chief and most prominent queen

was his last wife, the beautiful talented and charismatic Nur Jahan
Begam.

Shahjahan's zvives: Shahjahan had as his ivives among others

the daughter of Mirza Muzaffar Husain Safawi, the daughter of

Nur Jahan's brother AsafKhan kno-wn as Arjumand Banu Begam,

and tire daughter ofShahnawaz Khan. But it is a very w'ell-knowm

fact that he never loved or adored anyone more than Aqumand
Banu Begam, later known as Mumtaz Mahal, the lady of the Taj.

Aurangzeb had four waves. Dilras Banu Begam was his chief

queen tliough he w^as not much attached to her. His otlier wives

Aurangabadi Mahal, Na^vab Bai and Udipuri Mahal were inferior

wives.

Secondary Wives

The daughters or relatives ofIndianprinceswhow’eremarried

to Mughal princes mostly as a part of diplomatic dealings or

because of defeat of the girl's family in battles or wars against the

Mughals, were generally considered as secondary waves or inferior
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wives. As we have seen, from the times ofAkbar, practically all the

Mughal emperors married Hindu princesses and princesses from

other Indian States. These secondary wives known as Dais and

Mahals^ enjoyed a position lesser than the main wives. In spite of

that, some secondary wives, especially some Rajput princesses

came to occupy positions ofgreat respect and honour in the Mughal
household. Jodha Bai gave Akbar his first son. Man Bai's son was
Khusrau and Jagata Gosain was the mother of Shahjahan.

Concubines

Apart from their legal wives, the Mughal emperors and

princes had a number of concubines. These concubines were not

really married legally but they lived as wives. The children bom
of these concubines were treated equally like those born of the

legal wives. These concubines were known as Kaniz, Sarark and

Paristar.®^ Manucci mentions some names given to concubines in

the Mughal times like Nazuk Badan (Delicate bodied), Badam
Chasm (Almond eyed), Sukh Dain (giver of Repose), Kutuhal

(Joyous), Singar (Adorned), Piyar (Loving), Mahan (Proud), etc.®®

Emperor Akbar seems to have made a rule that the concubines of

the Mughal emperors were to be named after the places they

belonged to. Thus we get names like Akbarabadi, Fatehpuri,

Aurangabadi, Zainabadi and Udipuri.-'

Concubines in spite of their inferior status, were not always

treated as inferiors or with disrespect. Sometimes they even came

to occupy more important places than some legally married wives.

From the times of Babar we find all the Mughal emperors having

many concubines in their harems. Two of Babar's concubines,

Gulnar Aghacha and Nargul Aghacha,*^ who were Circassian

slaves gifted to him by Shah Tahmasp, became recognised ladies

of the royal household. Gulnar Aghacha even accompanied

Gulbadan Begam to Mecca for the Ha;.'’' One of the Humayun's

concubines by the name of Bhawal Anaga was one of Akbar's wet

nurses.“ Akbar had many concubines, some of whom became the

mothers of his children. His daughter Shahzada Khanum born of

Bibi Salima*® and Shukr-un-Nisa Begam and Aram Banu Begam,

both bom of Bibi Daulat Shad,** were all bom of concubines. Two
of his three sons, Murad and Daniyala too were bom of concubines.
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Tvvo of Jehangir's sons, Jahandar and Shahryar, were bom of

concubines in 1605 A.D.®Two prominent concubines of Shahjahan

Avere Akbarabadi Mahal also known as Aizunissa and Fatehpuri

Mahal. Waris mentions the names of Akbarabadi Mahal and

Fatehpuri Mahal as the two favourite slave-girls of Shahjahan.®*

They took great care of Shahjahan and his children during his

days of imprisonment. Aiurangzeb, who was extremely strict in

almost all matters was not so where his favourite concubine

Udipuri Mahal, whom some sources mention as his wife, was

concerned. He was also very fond of a slave girl called Zainabadi,®^

or Hira Bai, in his youth, whose untimely death took her away

from his life. These concubines, however, were not always faithful

to their masters. Udipuri Mahal Avas originally a concubine in

Dara's household, but later she gladly went over to Aurangzeb.®®

Sometimes they even betrayed their masters. But this was not the

case always. Many a times they remained faithful too. Rana-i-dil

Avas a concubine of Dara, but she refused to go over to Aurangzeb

even after Dara's execution.®’

Apart from the categories of ladies living in the Mughal
harem already mentioned, the harem also had a number ofwomen
in charge of the harem administration, women guards, female

servants and slaA’^e girls. There were also dancing and singing girls

Avho provided entertainment to the harem inmates. They usually

Avere knowm as Kanchanis.^ They were fine performers and

practised no profession other than singing and dancing.’' Some
important royal ladies of the Mughalharem had their OAvn personal

singing and dancing girls. Babar had once gifted a female dancer

to each of his important Begams.” Many of these women lived

inside the harem and some came from outside to provide

entertainment to the harem ladies.

Slave and Seroant Girls

Though the slave and ser\'ant girls occupied quite Ioav

positions in the harem, the chief women servants or ladies-in-

Avaiting of the important harem ladies enjoyed a much better

place and sometimes had a lot of power in their hands. Many
important duties cormected to the emperor, his chief queen or his

children were assigned to them and they carried out their duties
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with utmost sincerity and dedication. The memoirs of the Mughal
emperors and Gulbadan Begam's Humayun Nama, and other

accounts of that time mention some such women servants known
for their service and loyalty. A certain Atun-mama served Babar's

mother Qutluq-Nigar Khanum” and Bachaka Khalifa was a head

woman-servant of Babar's household.^^ Jehangir speaks highly of

such a head servant by the name ofAqa Aqayam in his memoirs.”

During Shahjahan's time we come across the efficient and loyal

lady-in-waiting of Mumtaz Mahal, Sati-un-Nisa.” She was an

educated lady and tutored Princess Jahanara. She helped Mumtaz
Mahal, and later Princess Jahanara in carrying out their duties and

was extremely trusted by the Emperor, the Empress and the

Princess. Xg. 2. 2L- o l:?-

Tifles Given to Royal Ladies

Some of the very' important royal ladies of the Mughal harem
were given (itfes as a mark of honour and privilege. About the

giving of titles, Manucci said that the "kings are very choosy about

giving names to suit the persons receiving them."" Tlie mothers of

the Mughalemperorswere held in highest respect and most ofthem

were given lofty titles. Akbar's mother Hamida Banu Begam had

the title of Maiy'am MakanP meaning "Mary of both Worlds".

Jehangir's mother Jodha Bai got the title of Maryam-uz-ZamanP
meaning "Mary of the Universe". Shahjahan's motherJagatGosain

was called Bilqis Makani^ meaning "the Lady of Pure Abode".

Though the mothers of the Mughal emperors received lofty

titles, the favourite queens, and the most loved sisters and

daughters too were recipients of such titles. Jehangir gave the title

of Shah Begam to his first wife Man Bai after she gave birth to his

eldest son Khusrau.*' In 1611 A.D. after Jehangir married

Mehrurmisa, he bestowed on her the title of Nur Mahal meaning

"the Light of the Palace", and in 1616 A.D. during the 11th New
Year's feast after his accession, he changed it to Nur Jahan*^

meaning "Light of the World". Bernier too mentions these titles of

Nur Jahan Begam.“ Nur Jahan Begam later cylso received the title

of Padshah Begam.*^ Shahjahan's favourite wife Aqumand Banu
Begam was given the title of Mumtaz Mahal.®* Bernier calls her

Tage Mehalle.®* She also enjoyed tire titles of Malika-i-Jahan®^
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(Queen of the World) and Nawwab Mahd' Ulya (Her Majesty the

Queen).*®

Shahjahan's favourite daughter Jahanara Begam was
popularly knovm as Begam Saheb.*’ She also had the title of

Nawwab' Ulya (Her Royal Highness).^ Later she was given the

most honourable title of Padshah Begam.®' After her death she

^vas bestowed with the title of Sahibat-uz-Zamani meaning

"Mistress of the Age."®^ Aurangzeb's second daughter Zinat-un-

Nisa Begam also enjoyed the title of Padshah Begam.®'

Living Quarters of Harem Women
The splendid lifestyle of the Mughals is evident even today

from their still existent palaces and forts. The ladies of the royal

harem lived in exquisitely beautiful and grand quarters provided

for them by their emperor. The residences of these ladies were

called Mahals and also as Shabistan-i-Iqbal or Shabistan-i-Khas.

But the Mahal where the ladies lived usually formed a part of the

palace which itself was a part of the fort complex. The grand

living quarters of the royal Mughal ladies are seen in the forts of

Delhi, Agra, Fatehpur Sikri and Lahore. In Fatehpur Sikri we even

find separate Mahals for the royal ladies like the Mahal of Birbal's

daughter; Maryam's Mahal which belonged to Jehangir's mother

and also known as Sonahla Makan or "Golden House" and the

palace of the Rumi or Turkish Sultana belonging to Ruqqaiah

Sultana Begam, Akbar's first wife.®' Even then, the Mahal formed

only a small portion of the palace building inside the fort. For

example, the Rang Mahal or Imtiyaz Mahal, Moti Mahal and Hira

Mahal of the Red Fort in Delhi were meant for the harem ladies,

but they formed only a small part of the entire Red Fort complex

as seen even today. So all the inmates of the harem were not

provided with separate and spacious dwellings though Abul Fazl

says that Emperor Akbar had provided a separate apartment to

his 5000 women.®* Since the forts and palaces ofAgra and Fatehpur

Sikri do not reveal so many living quarters which could have

housed 5000 women, we can say that only the very special royal

ladies of the harem had their separate dwellings. But living spaces

were provided for all- harem inmates. The ladies of rank in the

harem also had separate lodgings for their "slaves, ofwhom there
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may be 10, or 20, or 100, according to her fortune".’^ However, the

ladies enjoying such special privileges were very few. Even when
they had separate apartments, they did not live in them all alone.

There were always many maids and ladies-in-waiting, slave girls

and dancing and singing girls and musicians surrounding them.

The lodgings of these harem ladies usually occupied the inner

portion of the palace. The servants, slave-girls, dancing girls and

singing girls were provided humble dwellings in an area just

within the main gate of the fort and this enclosure was known as

the Chowk.’^ Some important harem ladies also had their own
palaces outside the fort. In Agra near the Jamuna river are found

palaces which belonged to Akbar's wife Ruqaiya Sultan. Begam
and Shahzadi Begam a sister ofJehangir.” Nur Jahan and Jahanara

Begam had their palaces in Agra, Lahore and Kashmir.”

Many of the foreigners visiting the Mughal cities and forts

have talked in details about the women's living quarters in these

forts. All of them were extremely interested to find out about the

interior of these forts and palaces. Since no outsiders or male

persons were usually allowed inside these palaces and harem
quarters, most of the information they got about the mahals were

that what they heard from the local people or from the eunuchs or

servant women who lived inside these mahals or had regular

access to these quarters. Bernier confirms this by saying

—

It would afford me pleasure to conduct you to the

Seraglio... But who is the traveller that can describe from

ocular observation the interior of that building? I have

sometimes gone into it %vhcn the King was absent from

Delhi, and once pretty far I thought, for the purpose of

giving my professional advice in the case of a great lady

so extremely ill that she could not be moved to the outward

gate, according to the customs obser\'ed upon similar

occasions; but a Kachemire shawl covered my head, like a

large scarf down to my feet, and an eunuch led me by the

hand, as if I had been a blind man. You must be content,

therefore, with such a general description as 1 have

received from some of the eunuchs.'”

Bernier goes on to describe the harem quarters of the Delhi

fort as told to him by the eunuchs. He says:
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They inform me that the Seraglio contains beautiful

apartments, separated, and more or less spacious and

splendid, according to the rank and income of the females.

Nearly every chamber has its resenmir of ruiming water

at the door; on every side are gardens, delightful alleys,

shady retreats, streams, fountains, grottoes, deep

excavations that afford shelter from the sun by day, lofty

divans and terraces, on which to sleep coolly at night.

Within the walls of this enchanting place, in fine, no

oppressive or inconvenient heat is felt.*'”

Other foreigners like William Finch'®’ and De Laet too give

wdd descriptions of the women's quarters in the Forts of Agra

and Lahore. De Laet, describing the Mahals inside the Agra Fort

says:

The fortress, which stands on rising ground, is a wonderful

place, and is most beautiful to look at from all view points,

especially from the rh^erbank; for on that side are galleries

with golden mndows, from which the king is wont to

look at elephant fights. Behind these galleries lies the

audience chamber, which is called the Gussal-can (Ghusl-

klrana)... Beneath are situated the women's apartments

(called the Mahal) belonging to Nourzian Begum, the

favourite ^vife of the last emperor Ziangier (Jehangir).The

rest of the fort is occupied by various buildings, the most

important of -which are women's apartments, such as that

of Mariam Makany (actually Jahangir's mother Mariam-

uz-Zamani), the ^v^fe of Achabar and mother of Ziangier:

there are also the three palaces in which the king's

concubines are accommodated of which one is called

Lethevar (i.e., Sunday), the second Mongel (i.e,, Tuesday)

and the third Zenisser (i.e., Saturday): for on these days

the king is -^vont to visit the said palaces.There is also a

fifth palace for women, in which live foreign concubines

of the king. This is called the Bengaly Mahal."®

Not onl}'- the structures of these Mahals were grand, but the)'^

%\'ere ver}' well furnished too. They were usually made of fine

marbles, engraved with gold and gems and elegantly decorated.

The floor ^vas covered with rich embroidered Persian carpets.
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thick and soft. The bases of the columns of the halls were decorated

with hollow silver pedestals in which different sweet perfumeries

were burnt. There were gorgeous tapestries, elegant and richly

decorated furnitures, beautiful mirrors, chandeliers, itardans,

flowerpots, golden lamps and finest works of art decorating the

wails.

Tliese apartments also had to themselves attached beautiful

gardens with a variety of flower trees and plants, orchards,

fountains, pools, water channels, artificial waterfalls and tanks.

Tlie tanks and pools were used as a part of decoration and also for

providing bathing facilities to the ladies. Tliese tanks were therefore

usually large and quite deep to provide privacj'. Water was
supplied to these tanks and fountains from spring-fed wells

beautifully "wrought up with firm stones, laid in fine plaster."''^

Water was drawn everyday by oxen turning large wheels with

many small buckets.

On the whole, the Mughal ladies lived amidst splendour

and luxury. Irrespective of what the foreign travellers tell us in

their accounts, the beauty and splendour of these palaces and

mahals is evident to our eyes even today when we see for ourselves

these grand and splendid edifices on our visit to the Mughal forts

of Delhi, Agra, Fatchpur Sikri and Lahore. Even the Mughal
gardens in Kashmir, Lahore, Agra and Delhi had beautiful quarters

for the harem ladies where they rested and stayed on their visits

to these royal gardens.

Sources of Wealth and Expenses of Royal Ladies

Tlie royal ladies of the Mughal harem had a lavish lifestyle.

Tlie important harem ladies owned a lot of wealth and money which

they spent as they ivished. The question that arises in our minds is

that — how could the royal ladies spend such large amounts or

rather, what were the sources of their income and wealth?

The Mughal ladies of rank, the queens and princesses,

received allowances and maintenance grants to meet their personal

expenditure and wants. As Manucci says:

These queens and princesses have pay or pensions

according to their birth or the rank they hold. In addition,

they often received from the king special presents in cash.
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under the pretext that it is to buy betel, or perfumes, or

shoes.'®^

Apart from their regular allowances some important ladies

of the Mughal household owned vast jagirs bestowed upon them

by the emperor. Soon after his accession, Humayun paid a visit to

his mother, sisters and other ladies of his seraglio and he gave

them jagirs and confirmed their mansabs.’®® The royal ladies from

time to time continued to receive jagirs from the respective

emperors. During Jehangir's time a lot of jagirs were given to the

royal ladies. Jehangir mentions in his memoirs that he "increased

the allowances of all the veiled ladies of my father's harem from

20 per cent to 100 per cent, according to their condition and

relationship",’®® after his coming to the throne in 1605 A.D. The

maximum number of jagirs during his time were oumed by Nur

Jahan Begam. The jagir of Ramsar situated about 20 miles south-

east ofAjmer”® and the pargam ofBoda (Toda), the annual revenue

of which was two lakh of rupees,”’ belonged to Nur Jahan. Beni

Prasad comments; "If she (Nur Jahan) could have been admitted

to the order of mansabdars, her jagirs would have entitled her to

the rank of 30,000."”^ Nur Jahan also had the right of collecting

octroi duty at Sikandarabad”® on the merchandise coming there

from the eastern parts of the country and Bhutan. She had her

owm vakils who supervised h.erjagirs and kept the necessary records

of her property. Shahjahan too bestowed a lot of jagirs on his

ladies and Manucci says that during his reign all the ladies of rank

had their o%Nm nazirs ^vho looked after theii jagirs, properties and
incomes.”^ The largest number of jagirs were given by Shahjahan

to his eldest daughter Princess Jahanara. Some of her jagirs were
that of Achchol”® (later called Begamabad as Qazwini states and
Sahababad as Lahori states), Bachchol, Safipur,’”' Dohraha,”®
Farjahara”® and Panipat.’^®

The royal ladies also received special gifts in cash and kind
on special occasions. Gulbadan Begam infomas us that after Babar 's

victory against Ibrahim Lodi at Panipat, he told Khwaja Kilan Beg
to take valuable presents and curiosities of Hind to his "elder

relations, sisters and each person of the harem."’^’ His further

orders were.

To each begam is to be delivered as follows: one special
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dancing-girl of the dancing-girls of Sultan Ibrahim, with

one gold plate full of jewels— ruby and pearl, cornelian

and diamond, emerald and turquoise, topaz and cat's eye

— and trvo small mother-o'- pearl trays full of ashrafis,

and on two other trays Shahrukhis, and all sorts of stuffs

by nines— that is, four trays and one plate.’^^

Gifts and Offerings

Akbar used to give valuable gifts to his harem ladies on

special occasions like that on the Nauroz day.'^ Jehangir too

continued this tradition. When Shahjahan as a prince became

victorious in his Deccan campaigns, he give Nur Jahan offerings

worth 200,000 rupees and 60,000 rupees to his other mothers and

begams.'*^ On his accessions to the Mughal throne, Shahjahan

bestowed 60 lakhs of rupees on the high-ranking ladies of his

seraglio.’^ He awarded 2 laklrs of ashrafis and 6 lakhs of rupees to

Mumtaz Mahal, and 4 laklrs of rupees were given to Princess

Jahanara.'^*’ On the occasion of the first Nauroz festix’al after his

accession, Shahjahan gave Mumtaz Mahal "various kinds of

precious gems and jewelled ornaments worth 50 lakhs of rupees",

and to Princess Jahanara he gave similar articles worth 25 lakhs of

rupees.'^^ He also gave a sum of 25 lakhs of rupees to the other

princes and princesses.'^’ Out of the total 180 lakhs of rupees

awarded on that day, 160 lakhs "were awarded to Her Majesty the

Queen and the royal Princes and Princesses..."'” On the birth of

his son Prince Daulat Afza, Shahjahan gave many gifts to the

Queen.'” As a part of the festivities connected to his lunar weighing

at the completion of the 46th year of his age, Shahjahan gave two

lakhs of rupees to Jahanara Begam.'-' Jahanara Begam, who was a

very privileged royal princess, was given ornaments and jewelled

articles worth 10 lakhs as a part of the celebrations after her

recover)' from severe burns after eight months in Shawrval, 1054

A.H. The Emperor also bestowed on her 130 unbored pearls for a

dast-band (bracelet), the value totalling 5 laklis of rupees. He also

gave to her a sar-hand, on which was strung a largo diamond rvith

a pearl pendant. Its value came to a lakh of rupees.'” Aurangzeb

also gave gifts to his harem ladies on special occasions. On his

accession to the throne he gave a lot of presents to his Begams.'”
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Aurangzeb's sister Roshanara Begam received five lakh rupees in

cash and kind*^ for her active support to him in the war of

succession. His four daughters got 4, 2, 1.6 and 1.5 lakhs

respectively'-'^. Once when a son was bom to Aurangzeb's son

Prince Muhammad Azam by Dara's daughter Jahanzeb Banu

Begam or Jani Begam in lOSl A.H., Aurangzeb gave the mother a

necklace of pearls ivorth Rs. 10,000 i\dth a Samaran of the value of

Rs.7,000.‘^^ Once in 1094 A.H. when Aurangzeb visited the

Yatishkhana of Prince Muhammad Azam in the Fort, he bestowed

a pearl necklace and an ear-drop of ruby worth Rs. 14,000 on

Jahanzeb Banu Begam, a pearl necklace worth Rs. 19,000 on Giti

Ara Begam (daughter of the Prince), and a jewelled Kara, worth

Rs. 12,200 on Bijapuri Mahal.'-'

Besides the gifts giv'en by the emperor and royal princes,

some very important ladies of the Mughal royal family received

gifts from the foreign merchants and ambassadors who tried to

please them in order to gain the emperor's favours. Once in 1608

A.D. TOlliam Hawkins, the English Ambassador, presented some

valuable je^vels to Jahangir's sister Shakurunnisa Begam. He wrrote:

... knowang the custom of these Moores that "without gifts

and bribes nothing would either go forward or be

accomplished, I sent my broker to seek out for jewels

fitting for the king's sister.'^

Cor3'at too once gave a rub}' studded gold ^vhistle to Jehangir

which he gave to one of his ladies.'-’’ SirThomas Roe in his accounts

mention many occasions ^s’hen he gave costly and rare presents to

the all powerful Nur Jahan Begam to gain royal favours. Among
them were an English coach, a mirror chest and toys.''® Many
foreign merchants and agents tried to please Jahanara Begam too

by giving her costly gifts. Tavernier mentions gmng her presents.'"

The English merchants and ambassadors tried to please her "ivith

gifts like broad cloth, embroidered cloth, mirrors, perfumed oils,

cabinets, etc."*

It is quite evident that the royal Mughal ladies had a lot of

wealth in their hands. The more important the place she occupied

in the emperor's life, tlie "jvealthier she ivas. As a result they

earned lakhs and lakhs of rupees apart from the gold, silvers,

gems, jeweller}' and other costly articles they o^s’ned. On special
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occasions their annual allowances were increased by their loving

husbands or doting fathers and brothers. On Shahjahan's accession

ten lakh rupees were fixed as the annual allowance of Mumtaz
Mahal. Jahanara Gegam's annual allowance was fixed at six lakh

rupees.''*^ After the death of Mumtaz Mahal, the half of her property

consisting of gold and silver, gems and jewelled articles, and all

sorts of goods, worth upward of rupees one crore (100 lakhs) was
given to Princess Jahanara. Also her annual allowance of six

lakh rupees was raised to ten lakh rupees.'^^ Manucci estimated

Jahanara Gegam's income to 30 lakli rupees annually apart from

the precious stones and jewels owned by her.”* Totally it amounted

to nearly three million rupees.'” At the time of her death she

divided her property and jewels among her nieces, but her finest

jewels and greater share of her money went to Jani Gegam, Dara's

daughter.”’ To vcrj' prominent royal ladies an annual maintenance

allowance was given by the next emperor after their emperor

husband's death. Shahjahan continued to give Nur Jahan Gegam
an annual maintenance allowance of two lakh rupees when he

came to the throne.”’

Tliis vast wealth that the royal ladies of thcivlughal harem

accumulated were spent by them in various ways. Apart from

their daily needs, these ladies spent a lot of money in getting for

themselves fine silks, brocades and muslins from \vhich they got

stitched beautiful garments. Then, they were extremely fond of

gems and jewellery and often bought rare gems from different

places that they had access to. They also were fond of buying rare

objects of decoration or anything that they took a fanc)' for. Some
of the royal ladies built buildings, palaces, tombs, gardens,

mosques, sarais and even market places from their own purses.

Many of them donated large sums in charity to the poor and

needy. Some of the prominent royal ladies invested large sums in

profitable trade. Apart from all this, the Mughal queeru. and

princesses, often entertained guests and arranged for feasts and

banquets. Sometimes these feasts were arranged in a very grand

and lavish manner. On special occasions like birthdays, marriages,

coronations and victories, they gave costly gifts to their dear ones.

Humayun's mother Maham Gegam on the occasion of

Humayun's accession to the throne in 1530 A.D. arranged for a
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grand feast and gave special robes of honour to about seven

thousand persons.’®*’ Nur Jahan Begam was well known for

arranging grand feast and bestowing costly gifts on others. When
Prince IGrurram (Shahjahan) came back from his successful

Rajputana campaign, he was presented a rich dress of honour a

jewelled sword, a horse and saddle and an elephant by Nur Jahan

Begam.’®’Again in 1617 A.D. as a part of Khurram's success in the

Deccan campaign Nur Jahan gave a grand feast of celebration and

presented him costly dresses of honour along with other costly

gifts including a waistband studded with pearls, a sword with

jewelled shoulder-belt and a phiil katara. His children. Iris harem

ladies and even his servants received valuable gifts. She spent

almost 30,000 rupees on this occasion.’®^ Many a times she also

made to her husband Jehangir many valuable offerings. Once Nur
Jahan bought two large pearls for 60,000 rupees from a merchant

who had got those from Turkey. She offered them to Jehangir.’®®

On important days like the weighing ceremonies of her husband,

she gave robes of honour to the amirs and nobles. Mumtaz Mahal

too many a times offered valuable objects in the form of Peshkash

to her husband Shahjahan.’®’ Once Shahjahan's aunt Shukrunnisa

Begam presented to him precious stones {Ms) worth four lakh

rupees when she came from Akbarabad to congratulate Shahjahan

on his victory of Balkh.’®® On his solar weighing ceremony in 1066

A.H., Shahjahan's secondary rvife Akabarabadi Mahal offered to

him a ring set with a diamond priced at 30,000 rupees.’®® Jahanara

Begam often presented valuable gifts to many including her father

Shahjahan. Once on his weighing ceremony she gave him a pearl

costing 31 sarakh and 40 thousand rupees.’®? She also gave away
gold and silver for distribution amongst the poor. During one of

Shahjahan's lunar weighing ceremony, she made an offering of an
enamelled bedstead costing 40,000 rupees.’®® During Aurangzeb's
coronation, Jahanara Begam and the other harem ladies sent him
costly presents including jewels.’®® Once in 1070 A.H. when
Jahanara Begam paid a visit to Aurangzeb on the occasion of his

44th Lunar weighment, she offered him a string of pearls and 5
rubies worth Rs. 2,80,000’®® and again in Shamvil 1072 A.H. she
sent him jewels and jewelled articles.’®’
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Organisation and Administrative set-up of the Mughal Harem
The Mughal harem was not just a beautiful marble and red

sand-stone enclosure decorated lavishly, with beautiful women
residing in it. It was much more than that. It was an institution

and had an administrative set up which was organised in similar

basis like that of the outside administration of the emperor's

household. Tliey were a set of officials, all women, who were

entrusted with the various harem duties. Tliere were female guards

responsible for the security of the harem inmates. Eunuchs were

stationed just outside the harem enclosure as guards. Manucci

gives a detailed description of the harem officials and ser\fants.

He says:

Ordinarily there are within the palace 2000 women of

different races. Each has her office or special duties, either

in attendance on the king, his wives, his daughters, or his

concubines. To maintain order among this last class, eacli

one is assigned her own set or rooms, and matrons are

placed over them. Each has usually attaclied to her ten or

twelve women ser\'ants, who are selected from the above

named women. In addition to these matrons, there are the

female superintendents of music and their women players.

Among them are some who teach reading and writing to

the princesses, and usually what they dictate to them are

amorous verses... Just ns the king has his officers outside,

he has the same among the fair sex within the palace.

Among these ladies are some who occupy the same offices

that are held by grandees outside: and it is by the mouth

of these illustrious persons, when the king does not come

forth, that the officials outside receive the orders sent

them from within. All the persons employed in these

offices are carefully selected; they have much wit and

judgement, and know all that is passing in the empire. For

the officials outside arc required to send written reports

into the palace of all that the king ought to know. To these

reports the women officials reply as directed by that prince.

And to carry this out there are eunuchs who take out and

bring back the sealed letters written from one side to the

other on these matters.'**
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The female officers of the harem were divided into three

categories: the high (Mahin banu), the middle (Paristaran-i-hudur)

and the low.’*^ The internal harem administration was in charge of

women officials called Matrons or Daroghas. These Daroghas

were appointed by the emperor and it was a very honourable

post. Abul Fazl says that Emperor Akbar had elevated many of

them to higher ranks of service in the harem from the dust of

obscurity because of their merit.’^ Most of these matrons were

•well educated, intelligent and capable ladies and even belonged

to high families. Nur Jahan's mother Asmat Banu Begam once

occupied this place in the royal harem and Jehangir writes about

her: "Of the amiable qualities of the matron (Qadbanu) of the

family of chastity, what can I -writeT'^ It was the duty of these

daroghas to make sure that all thewomen did their duties properly

and also to keep order in the harem.’“

Another important post in the harem was that of the

Mahaldar. They were selected from among the Daroghas.'*’’ She

was like a female major domo and even acted as a spy in the

interest of the emperor.'*® She informed the king about the activities

of the prominent personalities in the harem. Reports of the news-

^vriters, Waqia-Na'wis (public news \vriter) and Khufyan-Na^vis

(secret news writer) ^vere read out to the king by them. They also

sent the replies to these reports as per the king's direction.'*'’

During Jehangir 's time this post was given to a certain lady by the

name of Dil-Aram -vvho had nursed Nur Jahan in her childhood.

Previously it was held by Haji Koka.''"” Sati-un-Nisa had this post

in Shahjahan's time."^ In Aurangzeb's time a lady called Hamida
Banu was appointed as Mahaldar of the harem of Muhammad
Muazzam Bahadur Shah.'’^

In the next grade of harem staff came the supervisors whose
duty was to keep control over the maid servants and the dancing

girls.'’® They were also supposed to report to their appropriate

superiors about all that went on inside the harem.'’'’ Each of these

supervisors or matrons of the second category was in charge of a

group of subordinates.'’’® These matrons had names like Niyaz
Bibi Banu, Qadir Bibi Banu, Gul Sultan Banu, Simtan Banu, Mihr
Nigar Banu, Hira Bai Banu, Nav^al Bai Banu, Manik Banu, etc., and
these names were given to them by the emperor.'’*
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Another category of harem officials was that of the

Tahwildars, who were in charge of the accounts of the harem. It

was their duty to keep a check on the harem expenditure and to

give away the salaries and allowances to the harem inmates.

When a harem woman wanted anything within the limit of her

salary, she applied to the Tahwildar. The Tahwildar then sent a

memorandum to the writer who checked it, and the General

Treasurer made the payment in cash.*^ The female store-keepers

of the harem were known as Ashrafs, and they were incharge of

supplies, and accounts.’^

Tlie low category of harem staff consisted of the slaves and

the servant girls. Tliey were usually known as baudis, and also as

Khawas or Paristar.'^ Tlieir duty was to serve the emperor, the

princes and important harem ladies. Sometimes they were even

used to satisfy their masters' physical needs. The important and

high ranking ladies of the harem usually had ten to Uvelve women
sen'ants to look after their personal needs.'“ Tlicse baudis enjoyed

no freedom or rights and their importance in the harem lied only

when it came to serve the important inmates of the harem.

According to Manucci some of the names of these slave girls were

Gulal, Naiki, Chambaili, Subhati, Achanak, Rangmala, Kishmish,

Pistah, Koil, etc.’"' When Manucci visited the Mughal court, he

found that usually Kashmiri w'omen were employed to stand at

the doors of the chambers and their duty was to "carry away and

bring back anything that \vas necessary.""^ Tliese women remained

unveiled. Strict discipline was enforced on the harem staff,

especially on the slaves and servants by the higher officials.

Sccurily of Ihc Mughal Harem

Tlie royal seraglio of the Mughals was well guarded. Inside

the harem only women were employed as guards. Tliey were

brave, active and faithful and armed with bows and arrows and

short daggers. Usually Habshi and Tartar women,'*-’ and also

Urdubegis were appointed in this post."” The most trustworthy

and efficient of them were in charge of looking after the safety and

security of the emperor's chamber."'” Over all those guards was a

chief armed woman who supervised their activities. Bibi Fatima

held this post in Humayun's harem.'"* The women guards like the
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male ones were allotted different places of duty inside the harem

from time to time in a day/®^ probably to prevent internal plottings

and conspiracies. Beyond the limit of these female guards, eunuchs

were appointed to guard the Zenana from outside the harem

enclosure. They were called Khwaja Saras.'®® The word eunuch is

derived from the Greek word 'eunoukhos' which literally means

bed chamber attendant.'®® Manucci says that these eunuchs were

responsible for preventing all illict foods, beverages and drugs

from entering the harem.'®® The senior eunuchs also had a number

of other eunuchs under them. Manucci says - "there is always one

set above everything that goes on in the Mahal."'®' The senior

eunuchs were known as Nazirs.'®' The chief Nazir had the title of

Itimad or Aitbar Khan. They were given great responsibilities by

the emperor, and were men of importance. Some of them were

even given mansabs or made commanders of armies or governor

of Subahs. They amassed a lot of wealth too. Rajput guards, from

Akbar's time onwards, Avere stationed some distances from the

eunuch guards. On the gates of the palace porters were posted.

On all the four sides many nobles, Ahadis and other troops were

also stationed.'®® The gates of the Mahal were very well guarded.

These gates closed at sunset and torches were kept burning

throughout the night.'”' Outsiders and strangers were never

allowed to step inside the Mahal and if any such person was
caught, the punishments were very severe. Even female visitors

were sent inside after a lot of scrutiny. The female guards of the

harem had to send all the reports of the harem activities to the

Nazir rvho finally gave all the reports to the Itimad Khan who
passed it on to the emperor.

Many important harem ladies had their own staffwho looked

after their properties. Nur Jahan's officials are mentioned in the

Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri.'®® Hakim Hamam and the son of Hakim Kashi

ser\'ed as Diwans in the Sarkars of Mumtaz Mahal.'®® Ishaq Beg
was Mir-i-Saman of Mumtaz Mahal and later had this post under
Jahanara Begam.'®' Afterwards he was promoted by her to the

position of Diwan and got the title of Hakikat Khan.'®® In 1681

A.D. Saiyed Ashraf became the Mir-i-Saman of Jahanara Begam
and got the title of Khan.’®® Sadullah Khan was appointed as Mir-

i-Saman of Zinat-un-Nisa Begam.'®®
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All the harem officials were given high salaries. During

Akbar's time the matrons got upto 1028 to 1610 rupees a month.

Lower than that the officials were paid 20 to 51 rupees. The lowest

staff got 2 to 40 rupees.^*” Tire emperor also gave them lots of

presents and costly gifts on special occasions. Tire salaries of the

harem officials increased in course of time and by Aurangzeb's

time the juniors got 300 to 500 rupees and the lowest staff got 50

to 200 rupees in a month.^“^

Religious Life

While talkingabout the lifeofMughal ladies, the usual picture

that comes to one's mind is a life spent in pleasure and merriment

surrounded by all the luxuries and comforts that life could offer.

Any serious aspect is not usually associated with their lives. But,

amidst all the merriment and enjoyment, there was a serious side of

^heir lives as well, like their interest in religious activities.

The ladies belonging to the Mughal royal family were

introduced to the doctrines of Islam quite early in their lives.

Religious education was a must in the learning process of the

princesses and other ladies connected to the royal family from an

early ago. Learning the Quran was considered of highest

importance and almost all the Mughal princesses had good

knowledge of it. Aurangzeb's eldest daughter Princess Zeb-un-

Nisa became a Hafiz at the age of seven when she learnt the

Quran by hcart.^ Aurangzeb's two other daughters Zinat-un-

Nisa and Badr-un-Nisa also learnt the Quran by heart.*'”

The Mughal harem had in it women from many cultural and

religious backgrounds. There were many Hindu women including

Rajput ladies. The Mughal emperors, especially Akbar, allowed

his Hindu ladies to practise their own faith inside the harem.

Akbar's first Rajput wife Jodha Bai, the princess of Amber is

known to have kept up her Hindu ways of ^vorship even after her

marriage to a Muslim king. In Agra fort, the Jahangiri Mahal bears

testimony of Sun worship, fire and Havan Kund.

Festivals Celebrated

Because of the liberal religious policies of the Mughal
emperors like Akbar, both Muslim and Hindu festivals started
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being celebrated at the Mughal court. The Mughal emperors

celebrated Muslim festivals like Id-ul-Fitr^®, Id-e-Qurbaan“^.

Shabb-i-Barat,^“' Barawafat^°® and Muharram which was later

banned by Aurangzeb^'^.They also adopted and started

celebrating Persian festivals like Nauroz^'® and Gulab Pash^".

The Hindu festivals celebrated by them were Dussehra^’^

Diwali^’®, Holi'"'*, Raksha Bandhan^’-'', Janamashtami and

Shivaratri^*^. In the celebration of these festivals the Mughal
ladies also participated in the gaiety ^nd festivities. They

sometimes even arranged feasts on such occasions. Nur Jahan

Begam arranged grand feasts on the occasion of Shab-i-BaraP’".

Offering of special prayers also formed an essential part of the

festival days. Special Prayers of thanks were also offered on

other occasions like victories in wars, campaign, coronations,

etc. We know from Gulbadan Begam's accounts that the ladies

of Babar's harem offered prayer of thanks when the news of

Babar's victory at Panipat reached them through a certain

Khwaja Kilan-*®.

Death Rites

Death ceremonies and the celebration of death anniversaries

also formed an important part of the religious activities ofMughal

ladies. Many contemporary ^vriters like Lahori, Qazwini, Inayat

Khan, Waris and other mention in their accounts the obserx^ance

of such ceremonies connected to death. Usually forty days of

mourning followed a death and then certain rites xvere performed.

Tlie celebration of the death anniversaries of Mumtaz Mahal is

described in details by Qazwini, Lahori and Inayat Khan.^'®

Haj Pilgrimage

The Mughal ladies sometimes went on pilgrimages to holy

places and to the shrines ofholy men. During the time ofHumayun
and wth his permission Sultanam, the wife of Nizam-ud-din

Khalifa Barlas, x\'ent on a pilgrimage to Mecca. Gulbarg Begam
accompanied her.^® During Akbar's time, the royal ladies of the

Mughal harem xvent for pilgrimages quite a fexv times. First Bega
. Begam or Haji Begam, xvidoxv ofHuma}Tm xvent on a pilgrimage

to a holy places and Akbar made all the necessarj^ arrangements
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for In the year 1575 A.D. Akbar once again made the necessary

arrangements when some prominent ladies of his harem went on
the Haj pilgrimage to Mecca, starting in October 1576 A.D.^^

Some of these ladies were his aunt Gulbadan Begam. Akbar's wife

and Bairam Khan's widow Salima Sultan Begam, Sultanam who
was the widow of Akbar's uncle Askari, Gulnar Agha who was a

wife of Babar. Haji Begam and Gul-izar Begam who were the

daughters of Kamran and Gulbadan Begam's step nieces,

Gulbadan's own grand daughter Um-Kulsum, a certain Gul-nar

aghacha from Babar's household and another lady called Bibi

Saru-qad or Saru-i-sahi of Babar's household^. The journey was
.a tedious one in spite of the efficient arrangements made by

Akbar. The party came back to India in April 1582 A.D.“* In the

course of this time Gulbadan Begam and the ladies performed the

Haj thrice. On the journey back home the ladies visited the shrine

of Khwaja Muin-ud-din Chisti at Ajmer‘S.

Pilgrimages to Shrines and Tombs

In the later 3'cars we do not come across any reference of Haj

pilgrimage undertaken by the Mughal ladies. But they continued

their pilgrimages to the shrines of holy men. Some Mughal ladies

accompanied Akbar to the shrine of Khwaja Muin-ud-din Chisti

at Ajmer \vhen Akbar went there on foot-'’. Pilgrimages were also

undertaken to the tombs of late emperors and other members of

the Mughal royal family. Jehangir in his memoirs makes a mention

of quite a few such times. Once in 1619 A.D. the harem ladies

visited "the enlightened shrine of Humayun" in Delhi and then

visited the shrine of Shaikh Nizam-ud-din Chisti^. In 1607 A.D.

Akbar's widow Ruqaiya Begam went for a pilgrimage to the

mausoleum of her father Hindal in Kabul-*. Jahanara Begam, who
had a great inclination towards spirituality and mj'sticism, often

visited the tomb of the Chisti saint Shaikh Nizamuddin Aulia in

Delhi. After her death she was oven buried in a simple marble

tomb near the tomb of her favourite saint Shaikh Nizamuddin

Aulia. When she recovered from her severe bums in 1644 A.D.

Jahanara Begam went on a pilgrimage to the shrine of Khwaja

Muin-ud-din Chisti at Ajmer^.
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Sufi Belief

Princess Jahanara was a deeply religious minded person.

She was a believer in Sufism. Quite early in her life, when she was

arotmd twenty-seven years of age, under the influence of her

brother Dara, Jahanara became a member of the Qadiriya Sufi

order^®. Dara had turned towards Sufism after meeting the great

Sufi mystic Main Mir of Lahore. On a visit to Kashmir, at Dara's

initiative Jahanara came in contact with saint Mulla Shah^^ who
taught her the benefits of meditation. She had certain spiritual

visions too. Jahanara wrote many Risalas (pamphlets) on the

subjects of mysticism and spirituality^^. In her Risala-i-Sahihiya

she speaks of her spiritual visions and experiences.^^ She also

wrote a book called 'Munis-ul-Arwah' which was a biography of

the Sufi saint of Ajmer, Khwaja Muin-ud-din Chisti and some of

his descendants.^ Aurangzeb's eldest daughter Princess Zeb-un-

Nisa's verses reflect these thoughts and sentiments.

Charitable Works

Some Mughal ladies engaged themselves in a lot of charitable

works. They helped poor people especially needy women, gave

large amounts in alms on special occasions, built rest houses and

sarais and constructed educational centres and mosques for the

use of people. Maham Begam, mother ofHumayun seems to have

constructed in 1561 A.D./969 A.H. a masjid called Din Panah near

the fort of old Delhi.^^ Nur Jahan Begam built the Pathar Masjid,

also kno’wm by tire names of Shahi Masjid and Nau Masjid at

Srinagar, though this mosque was never used by the people for

the purpose for which it rvas built. It was used as a store-house

Iater“®. Three of Shahjahan's secondary wives, Akbarabadi Mahal,

Fatehpuri Mahal and Sarhindi Mahal built mosques in Delhi.^^^ At

Akbarabadi Mahal's request Shahjahan once performed the Id

prayers in her newly completed mosque^®. The mosque of

Akbarabadi Mahal was destroyed in 1857 A.D. but the Fatehpuri

and Sarhindi mosques are still foimd in Delhi. Jahanara Begam
built a mosque costing 40,000 rupees in Kashmir for Mulla Shah at

her own expense^’. This mosque was surrounded by large

buildings for the habitation of the poor and this was constructed

at a further cost of 20,000 rupees^'*® Jahanara Begam also built the
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Jami Masjid at Agra. It stands outside the Agra Fort on the north-

west direction. It was completed after five years of work in 1648

A.D. and had cost five hundred thousand rupees^^' Jahanara Begam
also built a Rabat (monastery)^^^ Princess Zinat-un-Nisa, the second

daughter of Aurangzeb built the Zinat-ul-Masjid in Delhi. It is

said that Zinat-un-Nisa asked her father to give her the amount of

her dowry and she used it to build this mosque^”.

Other than building mosques, the Mughal ladies gave large

amounts as alms and charities on special occasions. Some ladies

gave charity as a regular basis also. Humayun's widow Haji Begam
gave regular alms to five hundred poor and needy people during

her days of widowhood^”. Nur Jahan Begam was extremely

charitable and was widely knorvn for her generosity. If she got to

know about any orphan and poor girl of marriageable age, she

arranged for her wedding^“. About five hundred girls were helped

by her in this rvay and thousands more were the recipients of her

generosity in some way or the others’**. She also made the required

arrangements for many people to go for pilgrimages to holy places.

Shahjahan's wife Mumtaz Mahal and his daughterJahanara Begam
were also known for their charitable works. Jahanara Begam
patronised scholars and distributed large sums of money to poor

and needy people.^*^ Aurangzeb's daughter Princess Zeb-un-Nisa

also patronised scholars and learned men. Her sister. Princess

Zinat-un-Nisa was also extremely bountiful and charitable.^** She

built caravan serais for the benefit of poor travellers.'*’

The Purdah System

Since ancient times a veiled woman has always been

associated with respectable and aristocratic families in India as in

many other oriental and occidental countries and cultures of the

world. Some scholars arc of the view that the concept of strict

veiling of women which we know by the term 'purdah system'

have come to India with the coming of Islam to this land,^*® while

some others opine that women in ancient India, especially of royal

or noble birth, were not unknown to purdah or veiling as is

known from the tu'o great epics: Ramayam and Maliablmrata, certain

vedic literatures like Braliamn Ptiraua and even from Bana's Harsha

Clmrita and Kautilya's ArlUashnstra.^^ Tliough veiling of women
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as a mark of respectability existed in ancient India, the Epics and

other literatures of those times reveal that the women of those

days enjoyed considerable freedom of movement, speech, learning

and sometimes even the liberty of choosing their owm husbands.

These things certainly could not have been possible with strict

purdah prevailing in the society as they were no longer possible in

the Hindu society after the coming of the Muslims to this country.

When Islam came into existence in Arabia during the days of

the Holy Prophet, rvomen were not excluded from social activities

of the outdoor life.^ They even participated in political activities

and public meetings though not in warfare.^^ In the days of early

Islam, the burqn or chadar was not prevalent. Tl-ie women did put

on jilbab or over-garment, drawm over the face to keep away bad

eyes of some people, but they moved about freely.^^ These things

however began to change under the later Umaj^ad Caliphs when
the pre-Islamic forces of tribalism, racial pride and narrow loyalties

and interests began to appear once again.^ Slaves and women
rvere oppressed greatly. Unrestricted polygamy, concubinage and

male jealousy to conceal his innumerable wives and concubines

from public eyes naturally resulted in purdah as a,system side by

side with tire establislrment of the harem system.^'^ With these

came the degradation of tire Muslim women which then probably

reached the lowest level. Her position in society became that of an

exchangeable commodity. It was under sucli social conditions that

the Ulema and other religious interpreters misinterpreted the

Quranic injunctions and started believing that rvomen were not

supposed to move freely -without completely covering themselves

and such other tilings that implied strict purdah.^ With the rise of

the Abbasid Caliphate things became worse.

It is quite natural that when these Muslims from Western

and Central Asia came to India, their narrow ideas about keeping

rvomen in seclusion also came with them, and the Hindus were
also influenced a great deal in this regard. With the defeat of the

Hindus at the hands of Muslim invaders and the subsequent

establishment of the Muslim rule in India, the Hindus felt a greater

need to save the honour of their womenfolk and in the process

maintain their social and cultural integrity.^ Thus, the zenana and
the purdah in its strict form came into the Hindu society, especiallj'

in the higher castes and aristocratic families.’^
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During the Mughal times in India, we find purdah being

imposed on women quite vigorously. Even a liberal king like

Akbar issued the order that "if a young woman was found roaming

about the streets and bazaars of the town and while doing so did

not veil herself or allowed herself to be unveiled .. she was to go

to the quarters of the prostitutes and take up the profession.^'’’ Not

only the contemporary native accounts but also the foreigners

who came to India during the Mughal times have mentioned,

some times even in details, tlie prevalence of purdah in strict sense

among the Mughal ladies. De Laet observed "The Mahumetan
women do not come out into public unless they are poor or

immodest; they veil their heads.."’“

Whenever the royal ladies moved outside their palaces they

put on veils, usually white in colour, which covered their faces.’^^

Royal women seldom travelled on foot. Tliey mostly travelled in

covered palanquins^'’’ with servants and eunuchs surrounding

them on all sides. At the entrance of the residence, male

palanquin-bearers were replaced by females to carry the palanquins

further inside.-'''’ The royal ladies also travelled in covered

howdahs^’’' on elephant backs, chaudolcs'’’’^ and sometimes in

carriages covered on all sides to maintain purdalr‘’'^. When a royal

lady rode an elephant, the animal was made to enter a tent near

the palace-gate and the mahout covered his face with a cloth so

that he ^vas unable to see the princess when she entered into the

covered hou’dah.^'^ Whether the ladies travelled in palanquins or

chaudoks or hoiudahs or carriages, proper care was taken to hide

them from the view of the people outside,-"’ and they became

"almost inaccessible to the sight of man."-’’^

Not only outside their palaces but within the palaces too the

Mughal women lived in strict seclusion. Eunuclis and palace guards

saw to it that strangers never got the chance to enter the women's

apartments. Even female guests had to take permission of the

concerned authority before entering the harem quarters. No one

at the court was allowed to see the women housed there except

the emperor and a few select relatives.-^ The men having this

special privileges included the fathers and brothers of the royal

ladies living inside, but they too could meet the women only in

the presence of her husband.*"’ Tlierefore it was a groat honour for
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Nur Jahan Begam's father Etimad-ud-Daulah when Jehangir

decreed that "the ladies of the harem (were) not to veil their faces

from him.""^

About Jehangir and his wives. Roe writes: "No man enters

his house but eunuchs; his women are never scene; Pietro

Della Valle, ^vhile describing the Mughal emperor's lodgings says:

"What 'tis with in side I know not, for I enter'd not into it..."^^

According to Terry he never had sight of those women’^ as "none

(are) admitted, strangers or others, to have a sight of those houses,

rvhile the King's •^vives and ^vomen are there, which must not be

seen by any but by himself, and his servants and eunuchs."^^

Bernier and Manucci, as physicians were sometimes allowed inside

tlie Mughal Harem, but even they were not allowed to see much
of the women or the apartments inside. Manucci writes;

It is the custom in the royal household, when a physician

is called within the mahal, for the eunuchs to cover his

head with a cloth, which hangs down to his waist. Then

they conduct him to the patient's room, and he is taken

out in the same manner.^®*

Bernier too speaks of the same custom. Bernier gi\'es this as

the reason "why he could not obsen'e much of what ^vas inside the

seraglio.^®* Once Roe had a glimpse of two ndves (or women) of

Jehangir's harem, "whose curiosity made them break little holes

in a grate of reede that hung before to gaze on me."^®^ But such

incidents were too rare for any outsider and almost all of them

knew nothing of the women of the seraglio except a few stories of

them popular with the common people living outside.

From tire core of the strict purdah system that was prevalent

in the Mughal times and in the Mughal harem, we do find the

name of Nur Jahan Begam who "broke the purdah convention

and did notmind to come out in public."^®® According to Hamilton,

Emperor Shahjahan rvas sorry for the women who were kept

confined in the seraglio and therefore:

"He turned his thoughts to break those sordid Chains,

and introduce the Ladies to a free Air, and reckoned his

Court, which he then kept at Agra a great City, to be the

most proper part for the stage to act it first upon".*®^

We do not know what good the purdah system did for the
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women of those times other than branding them as belonging to

respectable, royal, aristocratic or noble families. The practise of

seclusion in a family might have also reflected the high economic

standing.“^ The lord of the house too had a lot of free time at hand

which he spent in the "pursuit of pleasure with his women"^ Tlie

harem therefore became the ultimate mark of social status and for

the king, "the real symbol of his imperial sovereignty"”^. This

system of keeping the women in seclusion however did a lot of

harm to the all round development of their personalities, especially

in the field of education. Higher education became a difficult

matter for them even when they desired it.’*^ We do come across

educated ladies in Mughal times like Gulbndnn Begam, Salima

Sultan Begam, Nur Jahan,Jahanara, Zeb-un-Nisa and some others.

But the mcijority of women in those days were deprived of this

opportunity which became the privilege of a very few, and that

too those belonging to aristocratic and royal families where tutors

could teach the girls inside the Zenana. Even paintings of Mughal

ladies were rare in those times because of strict purdah.”’ From

the time of Nur Jahan, due to her influence at the Mughal court,

women became more popular as the subject matter of painting.”®

Love Life of Mughal Ladies

A life without love is no life at all. Love has always been

love, and humans have always endeavoured to got love in any

form possible. In fact, there can be no being who does not want

love. But sometimes that which we consider as love can be a mere

illusion, a shadou', a mirage of our fantasy or our deepest desire.

Since all of us strive to got love, it is nothing strange that the ladies

of the Mughal harem too craved to get love. In fact, love was what

they craved for most and seldom got.

Tlio Mughal women lived under a lot of restrictions. They

seldom moved out of the harem quarters. Even when they went

out their faces were well hidden behind veils. Tlie seraglio was

well guarded and totally hidden from the eyes of outsiders and

strangers. According to William Finch, the rooms where the harem

ladies resided had no doors.”' If there were doors they were

fastened from outside.”® If such was the case then a watch could

be kept over the activities of the harem ladies quite easily.
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Hie ladies of the Mughal harem were expected to be the

epitomes of chastity and virtue. The contemporary Persian

chroniclers like Abul Fazl, Qazwini, Lahori, Inayat Khan, Khafi

Klran and others refer to the royal ladies as the chaste and virtuous

daughters or ^vives of someone. It was quite all right for the

Mughal men to enjoy as man)'' women as they could, but when it

came to their wives, daughters and other female relatives, such

things rvere not only strictly forbidden but were also unimaginable.

To Manned, "...all Mahomedans are very fond of women who are

their principal relaxation and almost their only pleasure"^^.

Although the men could seek any forms of pleasure for themselves

and could have any number of wives and concubines, their ladies

were never allowed any such pleasure and were expected to show

complete fidelity to their men. Edward Terry writes:

Not rdthstanding this polygamie, the hot jealousies of the

lustfull Mahometans are such that they will scare endure

the brothers or fathers of their beloved waves orwomen to

have speech tdth them, except in their presence; and

Time,by this restraint, hathmade it odious for suchwomen
to have the reputation of honesty to be seen at any time by
strangers. But if they dishonour their husbands beds or,

being unmarried, are found incontinent, professing

chastity rather than they shall want punishment, their

o^\Ti brothers will be their executioners...^^

Though it be a man or a woman, side by side with the want
for love comes a need to satisfy the physical desires. In the medieval

times, as in many other ages, a man's needs in this regard were
never considered evil, but a woman was not supposed to feel that

way about any other person other than her husband. Lots of

measures rvere taken by the Mughal emperors to prevent their

ladies from coming across any sort of temptations that could have
aroused their physical desires. Not only rvere they prevented to

meet any man or go out of the harem as they walled, even things

like certain vegetables and intoxicants were prevented from
entering the harem. According to Tlromas Coryat:

VNTiatsoever is brought in the virile shape, as for instance

radishes, so great is the jealousy, and so frequent the

s\ackedness of this people, that they are cut and jagged for

fear of converting the same of some unnatural abuse.”^
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Even Manned speaks of something similar when he says

"Nor do they permit into the palace radishes, cucumbers, or similar

vegetables that I cannot name."”*

What the Mughal emperors seemed to have ignored was
that the women living inside their harems were also human beings

with wants and desires like any others belonging to any age.

Tliese emperors had a number of rvives and concubines who were

expected to show complete loyalty and fidelity to them. There

were hundreds of other women living inside the harem who were

not the wives or concubines, mothers, sisters, daughters or other

female relatives of the emperor. The laws of the harem dictated

the lives of these women too and even they ^vere supposed to lead

chaste lives. But when it came to pleasing the emperor, any of

these women could be used as the emperor pleased.

Marriages and Courtships

In the Mughal royal family, marriages were mainly political

affairs. But that does not mean that the Mughal emperors and

princes never married for love or never fell in love. Babar himself

wrote in his memoirs that his marriage to Masuma-Sultan Begam
(Miran-Shahi) was a love match on both sides.”' Humayun's
marriage to Hamida Banu Begam, who later became the mother of

Akbar, was also a love matfch. Humayun who had fallen in love

with Hamida Banu on seeing her, had to court her and pursue her

a lot before he succeeded in getting Hamida Banu as his wife.

Hamida Banu on her part \vas not interested in marrying Humayun
basically for the reason that he was a king and therefore someone

above her status. She expressed the feeling that she wanted to be

the wife of someone who "shall be a man whose collar my hand

can touch, and not one whose skirt it does not reach."”* She finally

agreed after a lot of persuasion and advice from elderly harem

ladies.^”

Jehangir's love for Nur Jahan is well-known. There are not

enough evidences to prove the storjf that Jehangir when a prince

fell in love with the young Mehrunisa and Akbar's knowledge of

it forced him to arrange the marriage of this beautiful and talented

daughter of Ghiyas Beg with a Persian youth at the court by the

name of Sher Afgi'.an, and that Jehangir after coming to the throne
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planned the killing of Sher Afghan to get back Mehrunnisa. But,

contemporary native and foreign accounts do more than confirm

the fact that Jehangir fell head over heels in love rvith Mehrunnisa

rvhen as a widow she came back to Agra and took up employment

in Akbar's widow Ruqaiya Begam's household. After courtship

and persuasion Jehangir married her in 1611 A.D. After that Nur

Jahan gained extreme powers in administration and became the

virtual ruler of Jehangir's life as well as his kingdom. Nur Jahan

too loved Jelrangir and Jehangir confirms this by saying about her:

"I did not think anyone was fonder of me."^ Her affectionate care

even led him to diminish his excessive drinking, to abstain from

unwholesome diet and to take proper remedies.^’ During the

medieval age, a rvoman was considered old on attaining the age of

thirty, '\^^ren Jehangir fell in love with Nur Jahan and married her,

she was not onlj' above this age but was also the mother of a

daughter. Even though she was extremely beautiful, cultured and

talented, to love and marry a lady at that age during those days by

someone who never had a scarcity of beautiful women around

him, was certainly a matter of the heart. Many foreign travellers

have talked about the love of Jehangir and Nur Jahan in their

accoimts and the importance she had in his life.^

May be Jehangir loved NurJahan most but she was certainly

not the only love of his life. In his memoirs he speaks of the love

that he bore for his first wife Man Bai (who had the title of Shah
Begam), the mother of his eldest son Khusrau and mourns her

suicidal death. He writes:

What shall I ^vrite of her excellences and goodness? She
had perfect intelligence and her devotion to me was such

that she would have sacrificed a thousand sons and
brothers for one hair of mine... In consequence of her

death, from the attachment I had for her, I passed some
days wthout any kind of pleasure in life or existence, and
for four days... I took nothing in the shape of food or

drink.^

Jehangir's love for a dancing girl in Akbar's harem by the

name of Anarkali has become a love legend popular even today.

Emperor Akbar was so niuch against &e whole affair that he is

said to have buried Anarkali. alive, "enclosed quick -within a wall
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in his moholl, where she dyed..."“^ When Prince Salim became

EmperorJehangir, he built a lovely tomb in her memory in Lahore.

About it Finch says:

...and the King Oehangir)^m token of his love, commands
a sumptuous tomb to be built of stone in the midst of a

foure-square garden richly walled, with a gate and divers

room over it.’’®

Finch calls Anarkali a wife of Akbar's, but that carmot be

accepted as the truth. Considering the respect that the Mughals

showed to their mothers and even their step mothers, if Anarkali

was one of Akbar's wives, Jehangir could not have had an affair

with her how much ever inclined he might have been towards her.

She must have been a concubine, dancing-girl or a slave-girl in

Akbar's harem.

Jehangir's eldest son Prince Khusrau loved his wife so much
that he refused to marry Nur Jtihan's daughter Ladli Begam.

When Khusrau was in captivity, his wife left the life of luxury of

the palace and lived with him in captivity sharing his days of

misery. Nur Jahan told him "that if he would marry Nurmahal's

daughter he should be immediately set free."-''® Khusrau's wife

also urged him to accept this offer. But Khusrau adamantly refused

this offer again and again.A life of captivity along with his beloved

wife was more welcome to him than having another wife and a

life of freedom.’*’^ Without doubt he loved his wife extremely.

Tlie love that Shahjahan bore for his beloved wife Aqumand
Banu Begam has been immortalised by the greatest symbol of

conjugal love in the world — the Taj Mahal, which is her

mausoleum. Shahjahan had many wives and concubines. Roe

even says that he had an inclination towards his beautiful and

dynamic step-mother Nur Jahan.'** But Shahjahan never loved

anyone as much as he loved Arjumand Banu Begam whom he

married on 10th May, 1612 A.D.'*', when she was nineteen, and

gave her the title of Mumtaz Mahal. She became the mother of his

fourteen children, and died in 1631 A.D. at Burhanpur in the

Deccan after giving birth to the fourteenth child. She was his

constant companion in joy and sorrow and underwent a lot of

difficulties in sharing her husband's difficult times, but never left

his side. Her untimely death left Shahjahan a broken man. Qazwini
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describes his condition in details. He says that Shahjahan shed so

much tears that pretty soon he came to need spectacles resulting

out of excessive weeping. For two years after that he gave up

listening to musical performances, indulging in pastimes and

wearing good clothes and jewellery. His beard which hardly had

any grey hair before now turned almost grey.^’“ Other court

chroniclers like Lahori too speak of similar state that became of

Shahjahan after Mumtaz's death.^**

The love that Shahjahan bore for his wife seemed to have

been inherited by his son Dara Shukoh, who had great love for his

wife Nadira Begam. Nadira Begam too like Mumtaz Mahal, had

shared Dara's days of happiness and misery and was his constant

companion. In Hansen's words:

For 27 years Nadira Begam had been far more than a wife

and a consort; she had been companion, counsellor,

disciple, a substitute mother filling the gap of Mumtaz
Mahal's early death.^'^

Nadira Begam's untimely death of 6th June, 1659 A.D. left

Dara miserable and totally shattered.

The othervNUse strict and stone-hearted Aurangzeb was not

so where his youngest and most loved concubine Udipuri Mahal

was concerned. In the words of Sir Jadunath Sarkar, "She retained

her youth and influence over the Emperor till his death, and was
tire darling of his old age."^'^ Before this too, Aurangzeb as a

prince, during his viceroyalty of the Deccan, had met and fallen in

love with a young slave girl by the name of Hira Bai, sumamed
Zainabadi. Her sweet voice and unparalled beauty had charmed
Aurangzeb to a veiy^ great extent. Her early death ended this love

story soon.^’''

From the few instances discussed here, it can be clearly seen

that all Mughal ladies were not devoid of love. But love touched
the lives of very feiv women. There were so many wives and
concubines for one man and it was not possible for any man to

give attention to all of them. Usually the ones they loved most got

all their love and attention. Sometimes the wives got their husband's

attention because the husband felt that it was his duty to do so.

Babar speaks of his first wife Ayisha Sultan Begam towards whom
he did not have love, saying:
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Tliough I was not ill disposed towards her, yet this being

my first marriage, out of modesty and bashfulness, I used

to see her once in 10, 15, or 20 days. Later on when even

my first inclination did not last, my bashfulness increased.

Then my mother Khanum used to send me, once in a

month or every 40 days, with driving and driving,

dunnings and worryings.^'^

But all the ladies did not even have the chances of Ayisha-

Sultan Begam. After the age of thirty they were considered aged.

Terry confirms this by saying that the men of that age did not

come "near their wives or ivomen, after they exceed the age of

thirty years."’’'' Though some of the royal ladies were lucky enough

to get their husband's love, it xvas never the case that they happened

to be the only women in their husband's life. Tlie Mughal emperors

and princes did have some special rvomen they loved and cared

for, but the)' also had a number of other women like concubines,

dancing-girls and slave girls whom they could use for their pleasure

as they liked. Then, there wore the Mughal princesses, many of

whom were never given in marriage, probably because no man
was considered worthy enough to marry them, and also may be to

limit the contenders for the throne. Whatever might have been the

reason, these princesses had to remain satisfied with the material

luxuries and the love of their fathers and brothers. About the

condition of these women Pelsaert says:

Tliese wretched women wear, indeed, the most expensive

clothes, eat the daintiest food, and enjoy all u’orldly

pleasures except one, and for that one they grieve saying

they would willingly give everything in exchange for a

beggar's poverty.”'

Under all these circumstances it is not a very strange thing

that the ladies of the Mughal harem seeked other forms of physical

pleasure. Tliough these women w'ere guarded strictly, yet they

managed to enjoy the company of other men inside the harem. In

some way or the other a man's touch meant a lot to them. Tlie

physicians w'ho came into the harem for treating ailing w'omen

W'ere the most accessible ones. When a doctor came to examine a

lady, there used to be a curtain separating them and the doctor

used to feel the pulse of the lady and diagnose the ailment. Manucci,
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who went inside the harem sometimes as a physician, mentions

the times when as the doctor he put his hand inside the curtain,

the ladies used to "lay hold of it, kiss it, and softly bite it. Some out

of curiosity, apply it to their breast, which had happened to conceal

what was passing from the matrons and eunuchs then present,

and not arouse their suspicion."^'®

Apart from the physicians, the ladies of the harem sometimes

had other men brought inside the harem. The help of the eunuchs

and maids were greatly needed for this. In the darkness of nights

outside men used to be smuggled inside the harem. Sometimes

these men were not total strangers, but those connected to the

palace. Then there were the Khanzadas whose mothers belonged

to the seraglio, and therefore they had more liberty in the palace

than total outsiders and were more accessible to the harem ladies.

Great risks were involved in such matters and the punishment

was death if the emperor found out about it. But this did not stop

the practise. Lights burned all nights in the palaces but they were

not bright enough to illuminate all the areas well. This certainly

helped these love-sick ladies of the harem. Even eunuchs were

sometimes enjoyed for the satisfaction of physical pleasure. As a

result many love affairs between eunuchs and harem women
came to be established. K.S. Lai states that:

...some eunuchs werebom inter-sexual, rsnth characteristics

of neither sex fully developed due to hormonal or genetic

disturbances. Some others were hermaphrodite who
combined characteristics of both sexes... But such cases

are rare... The vast majority of eunuchs were strong men
rvho were subjected to castration.®'®

Some eunuchs rvere very handsome. Roe mentions an affair

between a gentel woman of Normalls and a eunucli.®®® Tlre'sfdf}'

of one of the principal eunuchs of Akbar by the name of Didar
Khan, who fell in love with a scrivner's sister and got killed by the

scrhmer, is quite popular.®®' At later times, during the reign of

Muhammad Shah (1719-1748 A.D.) his queen carried on an affair

with the head evmuch Javed Khan.®“

Manucci and Bernier speak of the love escapades of
Shahjahan's daughters, Jahanara and Roshanara. About the love

adventures of Mughal princesses Bernier wrote:
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What I am writing is a matter of history, and my object is

to present a faithful account of the manners of this people.

Love adventures are not attended with the same danger

in Europe as in Asia... but in this part of the world, few are

the instances in which they are not followed by some
dreadful and tragical catastrophe.^^

About Princess Jahanara, Bernier speaks of two incidents.

He says:

Begam-Saheb; although confined in a Seraglio, was
guarded like other women, received the visits of a young

man of not very exalted rank, but of an agreeable person.

It was scarcely possible, surrounded as she was on all

sides by those of her own sex whose envy she had long

provoked, that her conduct should escape detection. Shah-

Jehan was appraised of her guilt, and resolved to enter

her apartments at an unusual and unexpected hour. The

intimation of his approach was too sudden to allow her

the choice of more than one place of concealment. The

affrighted gallant sought refuge in the capacious cauldron

used for the baths. The King's countenance denoted neither

surprise nor displeasure; he discoursed with his daughter

on ordinary topics, but finished the conversation by

observing that the state of her skin indicated a neglect of

her customary ablution, and that it was proper she should

bathe. He then commanded the Eunuchs to light a fire

under the cauldron, and did not retire until they gave him

to understand that his wretched victim was no more.^-’

Manucci also speaks of the same incident but he says that

this youth jumped info a stove when he heard Shahjahan coming.'^^

Relating another incident about Princess Jahanara, Bernier

says:

Begam-Saheb formed another attachment, which also had

a tragical termination. She chose for her Kane-Samen, or

steward, a Persian, named Nazerkan, a young nobleman

remarkable for grace and mental accomplishments, full of

spirit and ambition, and the favourite of the whole court.

Chah Hestkan (Shaista Khan), the Uncle of Aurangzeb

ventured to propose him for Begam-Saheb's husband: a
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proposition which was very ill received by the Mogol. He
had indeed already entertained some suspicion of an

improper intercourse between the favoured Nobleman

and the Princess and did not long deliberate on the course

he should pursue. As a mark of distinguished favour the

King presented the betel, in the presence of the whole

court, to the unsuspecting youth, which he was obliged

immediately to masticate, agreeably to the custom of the

country... Little did the unhappy lover imagine that he

had received poison from the hand of the smiling

monarch... He died before he could reach home.^^^

Both Bernier and Manucci relate the incidenthow Roshanara

Begam once allowed two men into her apartments at night. This

stor)' was told to them by a Portguese lady who had access to the

harem frequently. VNTien Aurangzeb found out about it and caught

them red-handed, he seems to have let them go, but the eunuchs

superseded his orders and the two men were thrown down from

the top of the palace walls. Aurangzeb punished the eunuchs

severely for the lack of security at the entrances of the seraglio.^"

Manucci goes on to say that again sometime later, Roshanara

Begam kept nine youths secretly in her apartments for her pleasure.

WhenAurangzeb's daugher Fakhr-un-Nissa Begam (Badr-un-Nisa

Begam) discovered it, she asked Roshanara to give at least one of

them for her pleasure. Roshanara refused and Fakhr-im-Nissa

reported this to her father Aurangzeb. He then ordered a search

and the nine men were caught. They were announced to others as

thieves and the Kotwal Sidi Faulad "destroyed them in less than

a month by various secret tortures. Already angered at the

misconduct ofhis sisterAurangzeb shortened her life by poison."^^

Such stories are many in the Mughal annals. Emperor
Shahjahan, ivell knonm for his love for Mumtaz Mahal, seems to

have led a licentious life after her death. Manucci said that the

only thing that Shahjahan seemed to have cared for was "the

search for women to serv'e his pleasure."^” He had great intimacy
with the wives of his nobles Jafar Khan and Khalilullah Khan. It

seems they became so notorious that whenever they passed, the

mendicants and beggars cried out in loud voice to Jafar Khan's
wife, calling her Shahjahan's breakfast and they called Khalilulah
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Khan's wife as the Luncheon of Shahjahan.““ Almost all the

foreigners who came to the Mughal capital at that time speak of

Shahjahan's affairs with many women. Some of them like Bernier

even say that he had incestuous connection with his daughter

Jahanara Begam. About this he writes;

Begam-Saheb, the eldest daughter of Shah-Jehan, -svas very

handsome, of lively parts, and passionately loved by her

father. Rumour has it that his attachment reached a point

which it is difficult to believe, the justification of which he

rested on the decision of the Mullas, or doctors of their

law. According to them it would have been unjust to deny

the King the privilege of gathering fruit from the tree he

had himself planted.’^'

Even present day scholars like Vincent Smith accept this

theory'. He comes to the conclusion that "the unpleasant accusation

against Shahjahan and his daughter, even if it be not conclusively

proved, certainly is not disproved. Although it may bo reasonably

regarded as improbable, it cannot be dismissed summarily as

incredible."”- Somehou’ Manucci does not accept this as the truth.

He says;

It was from this cause (Shahjahan's great affection for

Jahanara) that the common people hinted that she had

intercourse with her father, and this has given occasion to

Monsieur Bernier to write many things about this princess,

founded entirely on the talk of low people. Tlierefore it is

incumbent on me, begging his pardon, to say that what he

writes is untrue.”’

Whether Manucci sincerely disbelieved this story or tried to

disbelieve it because of his great liking for Begam Saheb cannot be

said. But as such this story' cannot be accepted as true. The origin

of this go.ssip lay in the great love and trust that Shahjahan had for

Jahanara and the manner in which she reciprocated this love. As

it has already been said, the Mughals had a strong sense of family

ties and great regard for family members and there could never

have existed such relationships between fathers and daughters,

mothers (even step-mother) and sons and brothers and sisters.

Tlie love that Dara had for his sister Jahanara has been

interpreted by some historians, especially westerners, to be
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something more than a brotherly or sisterly affection, something

like an "unholy union of brother and sister."^ Dara and Jahanara

had muclr in common like believing in Sufi ideology and having

the same bent^of mind and spirit. They were very much fond of

each other. She even seems to have said, "I love my brother Dara

Shikoh extremely both in form and spirit. We are, in fact, like one

soul in two bodies and one spirit in two physical forms. The

Mughal kings and princes might have enjoyed any number of

women they could, but they gave due respect to the ladies related

to them. Tire fact that Dara and Jahanara were very fond of each

other cannot be concluded as any romantic attachment between

them.

The ladies of the Mughal harem led unhapp)’’ lives as far as

satisfaction of physical desires or love rvas concerned. Tliey spent

long hours and innumerable days waiting for the lo\'’e they rarely

got. The number of those lucky ones who got it was very few.

Frustrated, they took recourse to intoxicants or searched for lovers

elsewhere. Great risk lay in this and even if they got a lover, their

fathers or brothers made it sure that the unfortunate man ceased

to live and the whole matter was hushed dov^m. All the Mughal

ladies did not indulge in adultery or extra-martial affairs. But we
cannot blame the ones who did so. After all, they did so to find

love and as the famous saying goes - 'Everything is fair in love

and war.'
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Two

Adornment of the Mughal Harem:

Education and Beauty

After discussing the socio-religious life of the Mughal ladies, here

is an account of the cultural aspects connected to the life of the

Mughal ^vomen, like the manner in which the Mughal women got

education, the types of clothes and jewellery they wore, the

cosmetics they liked to use while dressing themselves up, the

pleasures and pastimes they indulged in and the feasts and festivals

that were celebrated by the Mughals.

Learning and Education

Women's education, both among Hindus and Muslims were

not encouraged during the medieval times. The strict rules of

purdah and seclusion made their education a matter of great

difficulty.’ At the primary level, the Muslim girls usually were

imparted education in the same school with the boys,^ or in separate

tmdrasas and maklabs^ meant for them. But once they grew up, the

scope of education became limited to the daughters of the rich,

noble and royal families. Therefore, the middle and lower class

^vomen usually remained imeducated.

The Mughal emperors who were themselves men of literary

tastes, took keen interest in education of their children including

their daughters, the princesses of the royal household.'* Though
Emperor Akbar hiselfhad very less formal education, he was very

much interested in educational process as a whole, and also that

of the royal princes and ladies. He made proper arrangements for

imparting education to the ladies of the imperial seraglio. It is said

that he set apart some chambers at his Fatehpur Sikri palace in

order to establish a girls' school there, and also appointed some
mistresses to work in it.^ Monserrate, who came to Akbar's court
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says: "He (Akbar) gives very great care to the education of the

Princesses... (who) are taught to read and write and are trained in

other ways by matrons."* About Aurangzeb, Bakhtawar Khan
writes: "Tlie Emperor has given a very liberal education to his

fortunate and noble children... The ladies of the household also,

according to his orders have learnt the fundamental and necessary

tenets of religion..."^ Babar, Humayun, Jehangir and Shahjahan

too must have made adequate arrangements for female education

and educated princesses and royal ladies.

The Mughal Princesses were imparted education inside the

palaces by educated tutoresses or aged male tutors known for

their literary achievements." Usually, the tutoress, who was also

the governess, was given the name of Atun’, sometimes called as

Atun Mama. A certain Atun Mama's mention is found in the list

of the guests at the Mystic Feast mentioned by Gulbadan Begam
in her Hiiviayuit Nama"^. Princess Jahanara had as her tutoress the

scholarly Persian lady Sati-un-Nisa, who herself recited the Quran

well and had proficiency in Persian". She belonged to a family of

scholars and physicians. Her brother Taliba Amuli had earned the

title of "Prince of Poets" at Jehangir's Court'^ Princess Zeb-un-

Nisa received her education under Hafiza Mariam Bibi", the wife

of Mirza Shukrullah of Kashmir, whose family originally came

from Naishabur in Khurassa'\ She also had another lady teacher

named Miyabai under whom she learnt Arabic, mathematics,

astronomy, etc.'"

Apart from giving training on household activities,

embroidery, etc., there were quite a few subjects in which the

royal ladies received tutoring during the Mughal limes like prose,

poetry, humanities, theology and the study of languages like

Persian and Arabic.'* The language of everyday use inside the

harem was Turki for the Mughal women and Hindi or other

regional languages for the Hindu ladies and the ladies from other

Indian provinces.'' Having a good command over Persian, which

was the language of poetry and literature, and was considered as

an accomplishment.'* The women competed among themselves in

various fields of learning to please the emperor'’. About the

educational system of Mughal ladies, Manucci says:

Among them are some who teach reading and writing to
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the princesses, and usually what they dictate to them are

amorous verses. Or the ladies obtain relaxation in reading

books called 'Gulistan' and 'Bostan', written by an author

called Sec Sadi Chiragi (Shekh Sa'di Shirazi)^®.

Religious education was a must in the learning process of

the royal princesses as was in the case of the royal princes, and

learning the Quran thoroughly was considered of prime

importance. Mehrunnisa, the daughter of Ghiyas Beg, a Persian

noble at the Mughal Court, was taught the Quran^*, when as a

child she lived and moved around with the royal ladies and

princesses at Agra. Later she became Jehangir's most loved wife

Nur Jahan. It is said that Zeb-un-Nisa, the scholarly daughter of

Aurangzeb, became a 'Hafiz' at the age of seven, when she learnt

the Quran by heart.^ Her proud father Aurangzeb, to celebrate

the occasion, feasted the whole army in the great maidan at Delhi,

gave 30,000 gold mohurs to the poor and kept the public offices

closed for two days.^ Zeb-un-Nisa received as a reward a sum of

30,000 asharfis.^* Aurangzeb's second daughter Zinat-un-Nisa too

had indepth knowledge of the doctrines of Islam^, and Badr-un-

Nisa, Aurangzeb's daughter by Nawab Bai also learnt the Quran

by heart.“

The Mughal times did witness quite a few royal Mughal
ladies who were not only educated themselves, but have left

behind them works of literary value or influences with long time

effects. Babar's mother Qutluq-Nigar Khanum was an educated

and accomplished daughter of Yunus Khan, the Chagtai Chief in

Central Asia, and descendent of the great Mongol Chengiz Khan^.
Herself being a scliolar's daughter she was educated in Turki and
Persian.^® Qutluq-Nigar Khanum and her mother Aisan-daulat

had a great influence in shaping Babar's life at an early age which
became the guiding force of his later life activities. Babar is even
said to have inherited much of his intellectual and artistic faculty

from his mother.^’ Babar's daughter Gulbadan Begam will always
be remembered as the author of her brother Humayun's biography,

the Humayun Nama, which she wrote according to the wish of

Emperor Akbar during his reign, so that the composition of the
Akbar Nama of Abul Fazl be made easy.^ DuringAkbar 's time, his

nurse Maham Anaga and his wives Ruqaiya Begam and Salima
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Sultan Begam were all educated women.’’ Akbar's mother Hamida
Banu Begam is also known to have been an educated women.”
Salima Sultan Begam is even said to have composed verses,” and

was probably that wife of Akbar who wrote under the pen-name

of 'Makhfi' (the concealed one).” Empress Nur Jahan was not only

accomplished in various fields like riding, shooting, embroidery,

etc., but w’as also a highly cultured and educated woman of that

time, one of her various preoccupations being writing poetry.”

Mumtaz Mahal, wife of Shahjahan's too wrote poetry.” Jahanara

and Roshanara, the beautiful daughters of Shahjahan were

educated ladies and Jahanara produced literary works of great

value. She wrote beautiful verses’* and a biography of the great

Sufi saint, Khwaja Moin-ud-Din Chisti of Ajmer, called Mtmis-ul-

As we have already seen, Aurangzcb gave good education

to all his children including his daughters. His eldest daughter

Zcb-un-Nisa, not only received good tutoring, but became a’

reknoumed poetess of her times. She could also write the different

kinds of Persian hand like nastaliq, maskh and shikasta

beautifully,” Zinat-un-Nisa, the second daughter of Aurangzeb,

also composed verses.’’

The Mughal women spent much of their personal allowances

in giving active support to the spread of education, establishing

educational institutions, lending patronage to learned men,

maintaining libraries and collecting books. We come to know that

out of the nine copies that were made of Bayazid's Humayiin Nnmn

written in obedience to Akbar's command, one was given to

Gulbadan Begam.” Gulbadan Begam had a library of her own
which had many rare works.” Salima Sultan Begam too collected

books.” Zeb-un-Nisa Begam had her own library of repute,” and

is said to have employed skilled calligraphers to copy valuable

books for her.” Many Mughal ladies built madrasas for the benefit

of the ordinary people. Maham Anaga, Akbar's nurse, herself

being educated, built a madrasa at Delhi known as 'Khair'ul

Manzil', tvith a mosque attached to it.” Several other Mughal

ladies like Jodha Bai, Nur Jahan, Jahanara and Mumtaz Mahal,

had air made sincere efforts to spread education among the

common people.” Princess Jahanara's madrasa attached to the

Jami Masjid at Agra prospered in later times too.” Mumtaz Mahal,”
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her daughterJahanara^ and Zeb-un-Nisa/‘ daughter ofAurangzeb,

extended active support and patronage to scholars, poets and

learned men who flocked to the Mughal court at that time. Zeb-

un-Nisa encouraged compilations and translations ofvarious works

too.^ A certain Mulla Safi-ud-Din Ardheli (Ardbeli) under her

patronage translated the gigantic Arabic work Tafsir-i-Kabir into

Persian and named it Zeb-ut-Tafsir after her.^^

Thus, we see that the Mughal harem was not devoid of

learned ladies who could keep pace with the learned Mughal

emperors and princes of distinguished literary tastes. They received

good education from learned men and ladies, maintained libraries,

composed works of literary value, patronised men of letters and

encouraged mass education. But, ifwe take into consideration the

large number of women in the Mughal harem, we will find that

only a few of them received higher education or contributed

towards the literary field. What most of them received was limited

education^ till the primary level only, because they were married

off early,^ after which there existed very little scope for further

education. Even then it cannot be denied that considering the

prevailing social conditions and position of women in those days,

it is indeed remarkable that these educated Mughal ladies, though

not too many, could keep their mark in the literary world keeping

pace with the men of that time. That certainly was a great

achievement.

Methods of Beautification

Since ancient times women of various civilisations have
known the use of cosmetics for beautifying themselves. Different

concepts of beauty have resulted in the creation of different kinds
of cosmetics of various people throughout the world. The first

ancient people whose concept of beauty was similar to what we
have today were the Egyptians.^ They felt that a woman should
have a good complexion, slim figure, healthy shining hair and
well-defined lips, cheeks, brows, eyelids and lashes. Eg)rptians
were great users of perfumes. Next, we come across the ancient
Greeks. They also used many kinds of perfumes, got their lips

painted and had their hair made blond. When the Romans
conquered the Greeks, they brought back with them the "beauty
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doctors", thus acquiring the secrets of dying the hair, special face

masks and skin foods for complexion and various other beauty

treatments.^ Ancient Roman ladies made face and body masl«
out of beauty clays to get smooth and clear skin, just as today's

women do.

As in other parts of the world, in India too women had a

deep liking for cosmetics since ancient times, as is evident from

various carvings (like those of Khajuraho and others), paintings

(like those of Ajanta, etc.), and mythological legends.

In the Mughal times too women were not left behind in the

use of cosmetics to beautify themselves. As in all ages, it were the

women more than the men of those days, who gave importance to

toilet and cosmetics making their daily routine of dressing up and

beautification an elaborate and complicated affair. They used

different kinds of oil like narayana oil to massage their bodies” and

turmeric paste, sandalwood paste, paste of kusum flower, pulse-

flower powder, rice powder and many other things to wash their

bodies.” It was considered a luxury to bathe with water drawn
from wells or tanks because the common people went to the rivers

and tanks for bathing.“ Abul Fazl says that oils extracted from

certain sweet smelling flowers were used for the skin and hair.*’

Manucci also speaks of 'scented oils distilled from different

flowers'.*’

Great emphasis was laid on hair care and hair decoration.

Hair dyes, methods for curing baldness and removing unwanted

hair were also used.*’ Sometimes hair ivas washed with amlaki

fruits also.*’ Long hair were considered a mark of beauty.** Manucci

reported - "Their hair is always very ivell dressed, plaited and

perfumed with scented oil.** Women decked their heads with

jewels and flowers like marigold and jasmine.*^ Some elegant

styles of coiffure in those days were even named after birds, e.g.,

Santhali, Man, etc.**

Like their men, the Mughal women were very fond of

perfumes. A detailed account of various kinds of scents and oils

and their prices is given by Abul Fazl in the Ain-i-Akhari'’'’. There

was a special perfumery department under Akbar known as the

Khushbu Khana. Jehangir writes in his memoirs about a new
kinds of perfume prepared from rose petals by Nur Jahan's mother
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Asmat Banu Begam, who called it as Itr-i-Jehangiri.’^ Jehangir

writes: "It is of such strength in perfume that if one drop be

rubbed on the palm of the hand it scents a whole assembly, and it

appears as if many rosebuds had bloomed at once"7' As a reward

the Emperor presented a string of pearls to the inventress.”

According to Monserrate, certain parts of the city of Lahore were

full of fragrance because of scents and scented oils prepared thereP

The Mughals were very fond of chewing betel leaf. The

Mughal women's habit of chewing this leaf had reached such a

proportion that it is said that Jahanara Begarrd* and Princess Zeb-

un-Nisa^ spent the entire revenue of the port of Surat on providing

betel for the entire household during their respective times. This

leaf when chewed colour the Ips red.'^ The frequent use of betel

leaf discoloured the teeth whiA turned red, but was considered

one of the beauties of Indian women.^ In Idkha, a form of lip-dye,

rolls of betel leaves filled with a solution of catechu and the

essence of kerne blossoms were preserved overnight in a piece of

damp cloth (chhana) to be chewed early in the morning after

treating the Ups with black missi powder.^

Apart from this, the women used collyrium for the eyes,^

antimony to darken the eyebrows and eyelashes,®® and mehndi and

7nahaiuar to colour their hands and feet.®’ Manucci writes:

Allwomen in India are in the habit of scenting their hands

and feet with a certain earth, which they call mehndi,

which colours the hand and feet red, in such a way that

they look as if they had on gloves.®^

Manucci further comments that this -was done because the

hot climate of India prevents the women from wearing either

gloves or stockings. Married Hindu women used vermillion (shiditr)

in the parting of their hair and as a dot in the middle of their

forehead.®®

According to Abul Fazl, there are sixteen constituents by
which a woman is adorned: .

Bathing, anointingwth oil, braiding the hair, decking the
crown of the head with jewels, anointing with sandal-
wood unguent, wearing various kinds of dresses, sectarial

marks of caste, and often decked with pearls and golden
ornaments, fintingwthlamp-black Uke coU}Tium, wearing
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ear-rings, adorning with nose-rings of pearls and gold,

wearing ornaments round the neck, decking with garlands

of flowers and pearls, staining the hands, wearing a bell

hung with small bells, decorating the feet with gold

ornaments, eating pan, and finally blandishments and

artfulness.*^

Other than literarj' accounts, quite a few Mughal paintings

too reveal the various methods used by Mughal ladies to beautify

themselves, as it does regarding the other aspects of their lives. As
an example we have a later Mughal painting showing a lady

colouring her feet.®*^

The various methods of beautification that have been

discussed so far certainly reveal the high level of beauty

consciousness of the Mughal ladies. This elaborate routine of

beautification might have consumed most of their time in a day.

Foreign travellers like Manucci even felt that the Mughal ladies

did nothing much with their lives other than decorating themselves

and engaging themselves in such other frivolous activities.** But,

this certainly was not the case with all of them, and there were

quite a few Mughal ladies of the royal household who engaged

tlicmselvcs in various constructive activities, as can be seen from

other aspects of their lives. One such remarkable lady was Zeb-

un-Nisa, the highly educated daughter of Aurangzeb, who had no

interest in toilet accessories or jewellery to decorate herself.*^ Why
she did not take a liking for these things is not known clearly.

Probably all her interests revolved round learning and education

which loft her with little time or interest for other things.

Jewellery and Ornaments

Jewellery has been an obsession with women of all ages and

times. Ornaments are worn not only for the purpose of attracting

the attention of others around but also as a distinctive mark of

status, rank and dignity. Indian women, too, have shown a great

liking for jewellery since times immemorial. Both Hindus and

Muslims have given religious significance to the use ofornaments.

Hindus consider gold ornaments auspicious.** A touch of gold on

the woman's body is considered to be auspicious. Muslims lay

emphasis on holy amulets and ornaments with stone-settings, and
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their basic intention in wearing ornaments is to secure protection

against e\’il eye ®

Women in India were accustomed to the use of ornaments

for tlieir very childhood. The noses and ears of girls were pierced

through at an early age. Gold or silver or brass ornaments,

according to the means of the parents were put in these holes

which, it seeiirs greiv rsider and rvider with age.^ Almost every

child had a gold or silver chain with bells tied arovmd their ^vaist

and anklets round the legs.’' The widows, horvever, discarded all

ornaments.”

Indian Avomen's fascination and deep liking for ornaments

were in no Avay less during the Mughal age. Various contemporarj'’

sources, accoimts of foreign travellers and Mughal paintings reveal

the fact that the Mughal ladies loaded themselves with a large

variety of ornaments. Most of the travellers agree that ornaments

were "the very joy of their hearts".”

Head Ornaments

The Mughal ladies decorated every' part of their bodies from

head to toe A\ith different ty'pes of ornaments. Abul Fazl speaks of

thirty*seven different kinds of ornaments Avom by women in his

Ain-i-Akbari.^ The five head ornaments he speaks of are Sis-phul

Avhich Avas a raised bell-shaped piece of gold or silver, holloAv and

embellished from inside A\ith attachments fastened to the hair

over the croAvn of the head; Mang Avas Avom on the parting of the

head; Kotbiladar, Avhich consisted of fiA'e bands and a long centre-

drop Avas Avom on the forehead; Sekra, mairvly used in marriage

ceremonies and other special occasions, consisted of seven or

more strings of pearls luaked to studs and hung from the forehead

in such a marmer as to conceal the face; and finally the Binduli,

Avhich As'as smaller than a (gold) mohar and Avom on the forehead.”

Adding to the list of head ornaments. Manned sa3's;

Upon the middle of the head is a bimch of pearls Avhich

hangs doATO as far as the centre of the forehead Avith a

valuable ornament of costly stones formed into the shape

of the Sun, or Moon, or some star or at times imitating

different floAvers.”

This ornament Avas probably similar to the Mang. Manned
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further speaks of a little round ornament worn on the right side of

the head, in which a small ruby was inserted between two pearls.

Women sometimes wore turbans which often had in them "a

valuable aigrette surrounded by pearls and precious stones."’^

Ear Oruameiils

All women wore pierced earring or pendants usually made
of gold, silver or copper which hung down from the ears almost

touching the shoulder.’® Bauli was worn in the upper part of the

ear while kundala was for the lower part.” Sometimes women of

those days wore several small rings of gold or silver in holes bored

around the rim of the ear.*“ Abul Fazl speaks of certain ear

ornaments like Kuntila, a tappering shaped earring; Kamphul
(ear florver) shaped like the flower of the Magrela; Pipal-patti,

crescent-shaped, worn as a bunch of eight or nine in each ear;

Champakali, smaller than the red rose, worn on the shell of the

ear; and Mor-Bhanwar, which was a ear-pendant shaped fifce a

peacock.”” All these ear ornaments had valuable stones set in

them.’'”

Nose Ormvtcuis

Nose ornaments were not known in India in the ancient

times. The pre-Muslims literatures do not refer to Nath or nose

ornament. The fashion of wearing nose ornaments was brought

into India probably by the Muslim invaders from the north-west'°®.

Even after their introduction, nose ornaments look sometime to

become popular in the Mughal harem as known from the Persian

miniature paintings,”” and was certainly not in the height of fashion

during the Mughal age.'®® However, its presence in the Mughal

harem is knoivn from various sources. Abul Fazl mentions in tire

Aiu-i-Akbari nose ornaments like the Besar, which was a broad

piece of gold to the upper ends of which a pearl was attached and

at the other a golden wire which is clasped on to the pearl and

hung from the nose by gold wire; Phuli, which rvas like a bud, the

stalk of which was attached to the nose; Laung, which had the

shape of a clove; and Nath, which was a golden circlet ^s’ith a ruby

between two pearls, or other jewels, worn in the nostril.''^ There

was another nose ornament known as the mkmachi?^
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Necklaces

Various kinds of necklaces mostly made of gold and silver

and studded s\nth gems and pearls were worn by the Mughal

women. Guluband'® consisted of five or seven rose-shaped buttons

of gold strung on to silk and worn roimd the neck. Har^” was a

neddace ofstrings of pearls interconnectedby golden roses. Hans'*®

was another tj^pe of necklace. Some other necklaces contained five

to seven strings of gold beads.*** Sometimes, the Mughal women
also had three to five rows ^ pearls hanging from their neck,

coming down as far as the lower part of the stomach.*’^ Round

their necks they also had strings of pearls or precious stones, and

over these a valuable ornament having in its centre a big diamond,

or ruby, or emerald or sapphire, and round it huge pearls.**^ These

necklaces of jewels were worn like scarvers or both shoulders,

added to three strings of pearls on each side.***

Hand Ornaments

In Abul Fazl's list of bracelets, we have the Kangan**® which

were of different designs, surmounted with small knobs;**®

Gajrah,**^ a bracelet of gold and pearls; Jawe,**® consisting of five

golden barley corns stnmg on silk, and fastened on each wrist;

Chur,**® a bracelet worn above the wrist; Bahu,*^® like the Chur but
a little smaller; and Churin,*** thinner than the bracelet and worn
•in a bunch of seven or more. Sometimes the bracelets were in the

form of pearl bands which went round the wrist nine or hvelve

times.*“ Manucci found these an obstruction for feeling the pulse

as these covered the wrist completely.**®

Arms wthout ornaments were not considered a good omen.***

The upper part of the arms above the elbows were ornamented

TOth armlets, called Bazuband,**® usually Uvo inches wide, inlaid

with precious stones and ha\ing small bimches of pearls hanging

dowm.**® Tad*** ^vas a hollow drcle worn on the arm just below the

Bazuband.

The Mughal women w^ere also fond of wearing rings of

various designs on their fingers, usually one for each finger and
they were studded with precious stones like diamonds and
sapphires.’*® On their right thmnb there was always a ring where
in place of a stone there was a little round mirror (arsi), having
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pearls around it.'” The reason for this, Manucci tells us, was that

the Mughal women were very fond of looking at themselves in

these tiny mirrors quite often.”® Abul Fazl also speaks of the

Anguthi (finger-ring) which were of different kinds.”'

Waist Belts

On the waist the women wore some sort of waist belt of gold,

two fingers wide, and studded with precious stones.'” Abul Fazl

alsomentions a similar gold belt called the Kati-mekhla and another

type called the Chhudr-Khantika,whichhad golden bells strungon
gold wire and twisted round the waist.'” Manucci tells us that at the

end of the strings which tied up their drawers there were bunches

of pearls made up of fifteen strings five fingers in length.'”

Auklc/Foot Oruameuts

Among the various kinds of ankle-ornaments worn by the

Mughal ladies, we come across the three gold rings called Jehar.'”

The first was called Chura, consisting of two hollow half-circlets

whicli when joined together formed a complete ring; the second

called Dundhani was the engraved form of the first; the third was

called Masuchi which was like the second but differently

engraved.'” Then we have the Pail'” or anklet called Khalkhal in

Arabic. These produced a jingling sound when its wearer moved
about.'” Ghunghru, consisting of small golden balls, usually six

on each ankle and strung upon silk was worn between the Jehar

and Khalkhal.'” Bhank was a triangular and square ornament for

the instep."® Bichhwah, another ornament for the instep was shaped

like half a bell.'” Anwat was an ornament for the great toe.'”

Writing about foot ornaments Hamilton says:

They wear also Rings on their Toes, and Shekels on their

Legs...made hollow, and some Glass Beads loose in them,

that when they move the Leg they make a Noise like a

rattle Snake.'”

The large number of ornaments worn on their feet did not

permit wearing a shoe which was consequently dispensed with,'"

at least inside the four walls of their palaces.

So far we have seen various kinds of ornaments, usually

made of gold and studded with precious gems, worn from head to
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toe by the Mughal ladies. These ornaments undoubtedly reveal

the excellent craftsmanship of the goldsmiths and jewellers of

those times who certainly remained very busy.’^® These also helps

us to get an idea of the Mughal grandeur and wealth. The best and

the costliest ornaments made by the goldsmiths and jewellers

were for the king and the royal ladies.^^ Abul Fazl says that their

delicacy and skill is such that the cost of the 'work is ten tolahs

(about 120 grams) for each tolnh of gold.'"*'

The royal ladies had no difficulty in affording these costly

ornaments because of their rich allowances, personal sources of

income and gifts thej*^ got from the emperors and from others.

According to Manucci, all these princesses owned six to eight sets

of jewels in addition to others worn according to their fancy.*'*®

They were also very fond of exhibiting their jewellery, and Manucci

himself came across such situations several times 'A'hen they used

their ornaments, brought in great trays of gold, to open up a

conversation.*” Sir Thomas Roe who once had a glimpse of

Jehangir's "hvo principal wives", one of them probably Nur Jahan,

found them so gorgeously dressed that he said - "If I had no other

light, their diamonds and pearls had sufficed to show them."*®**

It will be wrong to assume that the royal Mughal ladies were

concerned only with decorating themselves with these costly jewels

and ornaments. There were some of them who were creative

enough to bring out new patterns in jewellery. Abul Fazl mentions

one of Akbar's queens who contributed in this field, though he

does not give her name.'®* Begam Nur Jahan is also famed to have

invented ne'w.' patterns for gold ornaments.*®^

Dress of Mughal Women
The Mughal Women's concept of beauty did not confine

itself to jeweller)' and cosmetics alone, but extended to various

kinds of costly, brightly coloured, richly designed and brocade

patterned dresses. With the arrival of the Mughals in India, we
find the coming of Iranian and Central Asian fashions in dresses

too. Before this the Indian women never wore stitched dresses or

covered their upper-bodies with a separate garment. But with the

coming of the Mughal culture came a totally different concept in

women's as 'ivell as in men's clothing.
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It will be wrong to assume that the gorgeous dresses worn
by the Mughal ladies inside the harems wore confined within its

four walls. Tliere were quite a few opportunities for frequent

contacts between the Indian and the Mughal ladies. Noble and

royal women of both communities had mutual social gatherings.

Muslim and Hindu festivals were publicly celebrated amidst great

splendour where ladies also took part.'” Royal laides sometimes

entertained Hindu officials and their wives at their residences.'”

The Mughal Emperors many a time organised fancy fairs called

Mecna Bazaar'” which were exclusively for women with the

exception of the Emperor and some royal princes. Rajput women
also participated in these.'” It is, therefore, quite natural that the

Hindu women connected to the Mughal court and other Rajput

ladies of high rank and birth belonging to the Rajput dependencies

of northern India adopted "that distinctively Mogul style of dress

which has been immortalised in the old Kangra school of

painting."''* Tlicse various fashions in dress of the Mughal period

"are so well known that a Mughal miniature painting can be

dated often within five years with no auxiliary method than that

of costume historjf."'”

Usually, the Mughal women inside the harem wore short

fight bodice fops with the midriff showing, ankle-length loose

pants under a thin long skirt and a large veil covering their heads

but not their faces as is evident from contemporarj' paintings.'”

When the Mughals first came to India, their women wore

long gowns, caps and trousers.'^ Knrtiji, an inner garment was

worn beneath the gown "as a short bodice reaching to the hips.""’'

Another jacket worn over the dress like a vest was called

Gulbadan Bcgam in her Humayim Naim, while describing Mirza

Hindal's marriage, mentions 'nine-jackets {uimlaua) with garnitures

of jewelled balls' and four shorter jackets {karliji) with 'ball

trimmings' among the articles of dovrry for the bride Sultana

Begam."’’

Bodice, JacL'i and Breaches

The garment to drape the upper part of the body has been

described by Slavorinus'” and Grose'” as a pair of hollow cups or

cases. Stavorinus writes - "Tlrcy support their breasts and press
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them upwards by a piece of linen which passes under the arm and

is made fast on the back"3“

The bodice were sometimes "brocade lined with pearls and

kept together with a beautifully wrought clasp in diamonds and

emeralds."’®' The use of this garment was greatly popularised in

India under the influence of the Mughal culture with its fashion of

close-fitting garments for women. The bodice in its latest form is

said to have been brought into fashion by one of Aurangzeb's

daughters.’®®

Some of the ladies wore half smocks reaching the waist,

which were made of fine cotton or silk through which their skin

was quite visible.’®’ While going out they put on a waist-coat over

the smocks, the sleeves of which reached till the middle of the

arm”” and covered the rest of the arm with ornaments.

Breeches (trousers) were common among Mughal ladies

which usually reached the ankle. These breaches which did not

differ much from those of men, were tied at the naval by means of

a silver or silk string running through them, which hanged down
to the knees or even lower.”^ These breaches were in tapering

shape and slowly the tight ones began to be considered fashionable

and more and more ladies started preferring those.”® The breeches

were made of silk or brocade, mostly white or red in colour, or

striped with all sorts of colours.’®’

Apart from the bodice, jacket and close-fitting trousers, the

Mughal ladies wore the jagulfi, "a sort ofempire-go\vn fastening at

neck and -ivaist, opening between the fastening and permitting a

glimpse oftine breasts and with long tightwinkled sleevesand long
flowing skirt" reaching donm to the ankles.”® This garment in

course of time nvas adopted by the Rajput and other women as an
imitation of it or with modifications. Sometimes a short imder
petticoat was worn b-'lonv the skirt of the outer robe, usually slit

open in front. According to Abul Fazl, instead of drawers, some
ladies nvore lehnga stitched on both sides and fastened with a belt,

which appeared tobe a shortunder-petticoat and with itno chemise
wasworn. Over the lehnga isworn thecommonshalice orpetticoat.’®®

In the 16th and IZtlr centuries, stripes, were very popularpattems
for these skirts.’®® Under the Mughal influence long skirts became
the fashion even if it meant hiding the foot-ornaments.’®®
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Mughal women did not wear gloves or stockings, probably

for the many different varieties of hand and foot ornaments used

by them. According to Manucci, gloves and stockings were not

used by them because of the hot climate of this country.’” Women
of aristocratic or royal families put on shoes of various designs

and beautiful slippers covered with golden and silver flowers,

usually red in colour and without backs.’^

Head Cover

Both Hindu and Muslim ladies covered their heads with an
orhni or diipatla \vhich Manucci describes as a sheet of gold cloth

of different types and colours.'*' This cloth "hung down on both

sides ns low as the knees"'*^ and was sometimes made of white

calicos. Sometimes the Mughal ladies covered their heads with a

shawl or mantilla made of the finest materials and dyed in delicate

colours.'*' Gulbadan Begam in the Humayim Hama mentions the

laq, a type of cap worn by unmarried girls, and the lachak, which

\vas a kerchief folded cross ways and tied under the chin by two

comers, used by married women.'** Both the taq and the lachak

were probably meant only for princesses and daughters of nobles.

Sometimes the royal ^vomen wore turbans'** some of which had in

them "a valuable agirette surrounded by pearls and precious

stones.'**

Whenever the Muhammaden ladies went out they covered

themselves from head to toe with white shrouds or burqas.'^ During

the \\'inter season the Mughal women wore the same clothes but

covered themselves from top of the other garments "with a woollen

cabayc (qaba, a long open gown), of fine Kashmir make."'** Above

all those, they put on fine shawls so delicate and fine that they

could go through a small finger-ring.'*’

Materials Used

Tlie garments of Mughal ladies wore made of the finest

muslins, silks, velvets and brocades. The muslins used for their

clothes were of three types: Ab-e-Rawan (ranning water). Baft

Hawa (woven air) and Shabnam (evening dew).’’^ Muslins called

Shabnam ^vere brought from Dacca and were famous as Dhaka

mahml. Some of the Dacca muslins used for their dresses were so
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fine that they became invisible to the eye when made to float on

water.’^* A lot of silk was brought from China and Persia and also

from parts of India like Banaras, Bengal and Orissa to make

beautiful dresses for the royal ladies who had great love for silk.

Some of tire other well-known fabrics used by the Mughal ladies

were Satin, Kimkhab, Katan, Tasser, Tafta, Ambari, Atlas, etc.

Imported velvet, both plain and brocaded, called Makhmal was

also used.'”

Inayat Khan in his Shah Jahan Namn also speaks of the delicate

fabrics used for the dresses of the royal ladies, which were also

perfumed with fragrant oils.'” He says that this was the reason

why Jahanara's garments once caught fire so easily from a burning

lamp and caused her severe bums.'” Manucci elaborately talks

about the fine and scented dresses of Mughal ladies. According to

him these women normally wore two to three garments in a day,

perfumed with the essence of rose, each weighing about one ounce,

costing forty to fifty rupees each without the gold lace added to

them.'” They changed ^eir clothes several times a day and even

slept in these clothes.'’® Each day new garments were worn and

the old ones given away to the servants.'” Pelsaert also considered

these garments as the most expensive of anything available.'”

Costly dresses and fine garments not only revealed the rank and

position of the Mughal women, but also the extent of the Emperor's

affection towards them.'”

Fashions and Designs

The Mughal ladies were not just content with wearing
beautiful, costly and decorative garments. Some of them like Nur
Jahan Begam went a. step forward and introduced new fashions

and designs in dress and jewellery, laces, brocades, gowns and
carpets, some of which like dudami and panchatolia, badhah, kinari

and farsh-i-chandani are still well known.^”

When it came to colours, theMuslim women preferred white
dresses, either plain, "or wrought with gold flowers" The other
colour popular among both the Hindus and the Muslims was red.

Sometimes the garments were made of "certain linen stamped
with works of sundry colours (in spots) but all upon red."®^
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Expert Slilchhig and Tailoring

Since the Mughal emperors like Akbar, Jehangir and Shah

Jahan took equal amount of interest as their ladies in wearing

beautiful garments, the ladies certainly had no difficulty in getting -

costly materials for their clothes and expert tailors to stitch these

clothes. Cloth came from foreign lands and different parts of India

including Southern India famed for its woven fabric.^’ Bernier

speaks of "the riches and most exquisitely wrought brocades, fine

linens and alachas or silk stuffs intenvoven with gold and silver,"

among the presents which passed between the 'Great Mogul' and
the neighbouring kingdoms.*" Some of these items were exhibited

at the fairs and festivals held in the royal seraglios.^ Among the

various Karkhanas, or manufacturing houses under the Mughal
emperors, we find a separate dress and apparel making unit known
as Tushak Kliana and a shawl department.^®* Bernier also speaks

of Kar-Kanays (Karkhanas) where embroidery was done.^®^ He
also says that these costly articles of dress beautifully embroidered

with needle-work cost ten or hvelve crov\ms or even more but tliey

were only used for a few hours.^ Akbar is said to had employed

eleven thousand tailors for the manufacture of clothes for his

household.^

For the innovative designs in dress that we find in Mughal
times, we have to thank their women whose boldness sometimes

made them go against the established traditions in many fields

including garments. Manucci tells us of an incident through which

Jahanara Begam made EmperorAurangzeb change his mind about

issuing laws barring women from wearing tight trousers like men.*'®

Aurangzeb, it seems, was influenced by the Mullas in this respect.

So Jahanara Begam invited the wives of the Kazi and other Mullas

to her palace and treated them with wine. When they got heavily

drunk Aurangzeb was called to her palace and Jahanara asked

him as to why he put such restrictions on women's clothing.

Aurangzeb told her that the learned men felt that wearing such

dresses by women was against the Islamic Law. Jahanara then

took him inside the Zenana and showed him the %vives and

daughters of the learned men of Faith, drunk, lying in disorder

and wearing tight trousers. Jahanara told Aurangzeb that if the

Musliin Law prevented wearing sucli garments, then how could
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the Mullas allow their women to wear those or drink intoxicating

drinks. This changed Aurangzeb's mind about the matter.

Therefore, we can see that the contributions of the royal

Mughal ladies were quite apparent in the field of dress too. The

Mughal grandeur famed world wide was very well reflected in

the clothes worn by the Mughal men and their ladies. Their

garments revealed not only their riches and tastes but also the

excellent work done by the tailors in those times. The fashions in

garments introduced to our land by the Mughals have come down
to us in their various modified forms which are found even today,
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Three

Amusements and Festivities

The Mughal ladies apparently led verj^ lonely lives in their harems

though tlrey had several people in the form of relatives, servants,

attendants and guards, around them most of the times. But, there

seemed to be a void in their lives, a void which could only be filled

up by love and companionship. And this they rarely got. To fill

this emptiness in their lives, they fovmd many ways and means to

entertain themselves. The Mughal emperors too made many
arrangements to provide entertainment to the harem ladies.

Indoor Amusements
Chess

Chess or Shatranj, one of the most popular indoor games of

all times, rvas a ver)”^ popular one with the Mughals. It is not

exactly known when this game came into existence, but it is the

only game which is considered lawful by the exponents of Muslim
law as it depends totally on the skill of the person playing it and

not on chance.' Chess is played differently in different parts of the

world.^ Emperor Akbar liked the game of chess. Through it he not

only tested the skill of the players but he also wanted to establish

harmony and good fellow-feeling at the court.* Chess could be

played both "two-handed and four-handed".' The chess-board is

divided into 64 squares, eight on each of the four sides. Each

player had a command over an army of sixteen men with king,

queen, pawns, castles, bishops and knights.

During the Mughal times chess was a very popular indoor

game pla
3'ed by tire men as well as the ladies of tire Mughal

harem. Paintings of those times reveal the rvomen's interest torvards

it.* Apart from Abul’ Fazl, Badauni* and even ManuccE in his

accounts talk about the popularity of this game among the Mughals.
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Manucci mentions a chess combat which lasted for three days and

was played between Jehangir's courtier Khan-i-Khanan and Shah

Shafi of Persia.® Aram Jan Begam, one of Jehangir's wives was a

well known chess player.’

Chaupar

Another popular indoor game of the Mughals was Chaupar.

Both the Mughal men and ladies took interest in it and this game
has existed in our country since ancient times. As in the Mughal

days, it was a popular pastime in the royal and aristocratic families.

Chaupar is played on a cloth board which is in the shape of a

•cross. "Each arm of the cross is divided into 24 squares in three

rows of eight each, twelve red and twelve black."*’ In the centre

the arms meet in the form of four triangles to form a large black

square. "Tlie cross is called Chaupar, the arms Phansa, the square

Khana."" On the same board three types of games were played

under three different names with certain differences. They were

Chaupar, Chausar and Pachisi. On this board, the game played

with dice is called Phansa and that played with cowries called

Pachisi.*’

Emperor Akbar liked the game of Chaupar. Through this

game he measured the talents of a man and taught kindness.'*

Many noblemen also took part in it and "there were often as many
as t\vo hundred players and no one was allowed to go home
before he had finished 16 games, which in some cases lasted three

months."'* Among the Mughal ladies. Princess Zeb-un-Nisa is

said to have been fond of the game of Chaupar.'-’

Pachisi

Pachisi was a very popular game of Indian origin. It was a

favourite with the Mughal ladies. The pachisi board consisted of

four triangles with their sides placed in such a manner that it

formed a square in the centre. Each rectangle was divided into 24

smaller squares, each of which further consisted of three rows of

eight squares each. The game was played with ^ols or golis which

were ivory or wooden cones of a particular colour for each player.

Usually four persons played it, each one sitting opposite to one of

the rectangles.” .
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The Pachisi board could be used as a carpet, beautifully

sewn and ornamented. Sometimes it was played by two persons,

"each taking the two opposite rectangles mth eight pieces, and

plajing them all from the rectangle next to him."’^ The game was

usually never played for mone}': The popularity of the game of

pachisi in the Mughal days is seen from the boards marked out in

marble squares in a quadrangle at the Fatehpur SikrP® and also in

the Agra Fort.*“ During Akbar's time the game was played using

beautiful slave girls as pieces.^Many Mughal paintings also reveal

tlie popularity of the game of pachisi among the ladies of the

Mughal harem.

Cards (Ganjifa)

Playing cards was another popular pastime of the Mughals.

This game too has existed in our lands since the ancient times. The

first reference of this game among tire Mughals is found in the

Babur Nama.^‘ Akbar,^ and later Shah Jahan too liked the game of

cards very much. So did Emperor Jehangir.^ Abul Fazl says that

Emperor Akbar had made certain changes in this game.^'' The

royal ladies also must have played this game as a pastime.

Chaudal Mandal

Chandal Mandal was a game invented by Emperor Akbar.^

The board consisted of sixteen parallelograms arranged in a circular

fomr. Each parallelogram was divided into 24 sections, 8 of them
for making a ro^v. Total number of pieces were 64 and four dices

were used, of which the four longer sides -were marked with 1, 2,

10 and 12 points respectively. Sixteen players were required to

play the game.-®

Game of Dice (Gambling)

Since the ancient times, gambling hasbeen a favourite pastime

of all classes of people, especially the rich and aristocratic classes.^

Any indoor game like Chaupar, cards, etc. played for stakes -was

considered as gambling.A very early reference of it is found in the

Mahabbarata. During the Mughal times too both the aristocratic

classes as well as the commoners indulged in it. It is not knorvn for

sure Avhether the Mughal ladies too indulged in it. May be not
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seriously, but as a form of pleasure the Mughal ladies might have

gambled.

Aukh Michauli

Tlie Mughal ladies were very fond of playing the game of

ankh-michauli which is an Indianised form of the game 'hide and

seek'. In this one of the players' eyes were covered with a piece of

rough cloth so that she was unable to see the others. The other

players then hid themselves at different places and after that the

player's eyes were unco\'ered. If she succeeded in catching any of

the other players who were Iiiding, then the player caught was

made to cover her eyes while the others hid, and then the same
process was repeated. Tliis game could be played both indoors

and outdoors, but the strict rules of purdah and seclusion which

were imposed on the Mughal ladies made them play the game of

aiikh-mkhauli inside their living quarters. In Fatehpur Sikri we
find a section of the living quarters known to have been built for

the purpose of this game.” Thus we can say that this game was a

popular one among the Mughal Indies.

Dancing, Singing and other Sources of Enterlainnicnt Inside the Harem

The Indies of the Mughal harem were often entertained by

groups of singers and dancers.*' Other than during Aurangzeb's

time, such forms of entertainments were very common. Jehangir

and his women had great liking for it and during his time singers

used to lino up outside the palace gate for their turn.’® There was

a female superintendent of music and dance inside the harem.”

These musical groups put up different programmes. Sometimes

the emperors received dancing and singing girls as pre.sents and

used to send them to the harem for the entertainment of their

ladies.” Tlierc were times when famous musicians and dancers

performed at the Mughal Court and at such times too the royal

Indies were allowed to attend the programmes, but always hidden

behind veils and sitting in a covered area meant for them, from

where they could see the performers, but no one saw them. Many
of the harem ladies themselves could sing and play musical

instruments. Manucci tolls us that Jahanara Begam was much
fond of singing, dancing and other forms of entertainment.”
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Apart from music, the Mughal ladies took interest in painting

also. Sometimes they passed their time in reading books especially

romances and books like Sheikh Sadi Shirazi's Gulistan and

Bostn7i.^ Some Mughal ladies like Gulbadan Begam, Salima Sultan

Begam, Nur Jahan, Jahanara and Zeb-un-Nisa composed poetry

and other works of literary value. Composing verses seems to

have been a favourite pastime of the royal ladies. Some Mughal

women like Nur Jahan took interest in the art of decoration and

dress, textile and jewellery designing. Some ladies took interest

in perfumery. Pelsaert wrote that these women studied day and

night to find methods of making exotic perfumes.^ Nur Jahan's

mother Asmat Banu Begam invented a perfume from rose petals

and named it Itr-i-Jahangiri.^ Some royal ladies who had the

money and taste designed and funded the construction of

buildings and gardens. Certain royal ladies like Nur Jahan and

Zeb-un-Nisa were even skilled at the use of arms and certainly

used this special skill as an engaging pastime. Apart from these

individual hobbies and pastimes, the Mughal women spent some

of their evenings in watching displays of fireworks. They also

spent a lot of their money in getting torches lighted in hundreds

and thousands.^^

Use of Intoxicofits

Many of the royal ladies, side by side with their men, loved

to take various kinds of intoxicants and stimulants which elevated

the spirit even though Islam puts a strict 'ban on this. During

Jashns, feasts and evening of music and dance there was much
drinking and merrymaking. Even otherwise some Mughal ladies

drank wine and consumed intoxicants quite frequently. Apart
from various types of wines, different kinds of intoxicants were
used during the Mughal days. Some of them were opium (afyun or

afim) bhang, diaras, ma'jiin, ganja, hashish, etc.^

Opium and hashish and a variety of wine were the most
popular intoxicants in the Mughal harem. Even though the Mughal
emperors tried their best to prevent intoxicants like bhang, wine,
opium,nutmegs, etc., from reaching the hands of the harem ladies,^’

these ladies certainly foimd their own ways in getting hold of
these intoxicants. Jahangir's first wife Man Bai (Shah Begam) is
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said to have died by swallowing a large quantity of opium/” The

Mughal ladies also smoked water pipes or hukkas as known from

contemporary paintings.

Pelsaert found the Mughal women eating during the day,

efficacious preserves containing amber, pearls, gold and opium as

these elevated the spirit, and at night, drinking wine. He also

found the habit of drinking quite fashionable during Jehangir's

time.^' Jahanara Begam was very much fond of drinking wine,

and Manucci says that she brought them from Persia, Kabul and

Kashmir.^^ But the best liquor she drank was made in her own
palace from wine and rose water and spiced with aromatic drugs

and flavours.'*” Manucci further adds: "Many a times she did me
the favour of ordering some bottles of it to be sent to my house, in

sign of her gratitude formy curing people in her harem."** Another

Mughal lady greatly addicted to drinking was Udipuri Mahal,

one of the wives of Aurangzeb. Aurangzeb often found her in a

dishevelled condition.*”

Outdoor Amusements
During the Mughal times the royal ladies of the seraglio

sometimes had the opportunity for outdoor recreations and

amusements side by side with indoor amusements. Outdoor

recreations tvere provided in forms of hunting expeditions, visiting

palaces for sightseeing or holiday excursions to places of scenic

beauty like the Kashmir valley, and in playing outdoor games like

Chaugan (Polo), pigeon flying, kite flying and watching animal

fights. In all these recreations the Mughal women participated in

them along with their menfolk.

hunting

As said earlier, some Mughal ladies like Nur Jahan Begam

and Zeb-un-Nisa Begam*” were skilled in the use of arms. Aasaish

Banu Begam, the daughter of Murad Baksh and grand daughter

of Shah Jahan is said to have been a good hunter and a perfect

shot.*^ Tlie Mughal ladies frequently went on hunting expeditions

as companions of their king. Gulbadan Begam mentions some

women who were able to shoot with the bow and arrow, played

polo, etc.*"
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Nur Jahan Begam accompanied her husband Emperor

Jehangir several times on himting expeditions. She was a skilled

shooter. Once she shot a qarisha (a kind of bird) weighing 19 tolas

and 5 mashas."’’At another time she shot four tigers with six shots.

About this Jehangir writes:

Until now such shooting was never seen, that from the

top of an elephant and inside of a howdah (amari) six

shots should be made and not one miss, so that the four

beasts foiond no opportunity to spring or move. As a

reward for this good shooting I gave her a pair ofbracelets

(pahunchi) of diamonds worth 100,000 rupees and

scattered 1,000 ashrafis (over her).®°

Jehangir mentions anotherhunting expedition where he went

with his ladies. Here too NurJahanBegam under difficult situations

killed a tiger with one shot.®* Nur Jahan's skill with the gun was
undoubtedly great but Khafi Khan gives a very interesting theory

as to how she acquired such a skill and excelled even men in this

field. According to him, Nur Jahan developed this skill in order to

compete with a rival wife, Jagat Gosain. Once it seems, both these

ladies accompanied Jehangir on a himting expedition where they

were confronted by a lion. Jagat Gosain acted swiftly, picked up a

gun and killed the lion. Emperor Jehangir praised Jagat Gosain

greatly and foimd Nur Jahan to be a coward. Thereafter Nur
Jahan tried her best to develop her skill in shooting.®^

Chaugan (Polo)

The game of chaugan or polo was an extremely popular one
among themembers of the Mughal royal family and the aristocrats

of that time. Young and active royal ladies also participated in the

game,®® though strict rules of purdah might have restricted their

number to just a few ladies who could really play it well.

Contemporary paintings too reveal that Mughal ladies played

Chaugan.®* Abul Fazl says that the game of Chaugan revealed

hidden talents and skill, both of the players and the animals

(horses).®® This game was played with 10 players, each on horse-

back and five on each side (team). Each player had a chaugan or

polo-stick with a curved end in hand. The game couldbe played
in two ways as said by Abul Fazl.®* The Mughals maintained large
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openfields {maidans) for the game of chaugan. The famous ones

were at Agra and Fatehpur Sikri. Badauni mentions a place called

Gharawali near Agra where Akbar used to play chaugan.®^ At
Fatehpur Sikri too such fields existed The game of chaugan is

said to have had a direct influence on the development of games

like hockey, golf and cricket.”

Ishq-Baazi (Pigeon-flying)

Pigeon-flying was another popular outdoor amusement of

the Mughals. So was kite flying. Akbar called pigeon-flying Ishq-

baazi (love-play).“ This amusement had been popular with the

Mughals even before Akbar, but Akbar's pigeons excelled all the

previous ones in breed and skill. Some of them were called Ashki

(the weeper), Parizaad (the fairy), Almaas (the diamond), and

Shah Sudi (Aloe Royal).*' Home bred young pigeons were trained

in the palace. Pigeons were also engaged for carrying messages

from one place to another.*^

Animnl-flghls

Animal fights were greatly enjoyed by the Mughals. Fights

were arranged between tigers, elephants and other ferocious

animals. Some fights were arranged between a tiger and a ram, or

between deer and stags. Mughal emperors like Akbar, Jehangir

and Shahjahan \vere much fond of this sort of entertainment.*^

Combats like boxing and wrestling were also arranged

between men.** Tlierc were a large number of Persian and Turani

boxers at Akbar's court.** Some other forms of outdoor sports and

amusements were archer)', mock-fights, blind man's buff, javelin-

throwing, ball-throwing, climbing trees, etc.**

In all these various forms of outdoor amusements and

recreations, the Mughal ladies participated as spectators, because

of the prevailing purdah system and also because these forms of

sports and games were totally for men as participants.

Persian Festivals Celebrated by the Mughals

We have already discussed about the Muslim and Hindu

festivals that were celebrated at the Mughal Court. Tire Mughals

also adopted and celebrated certain Persian festivals which became

very popular among them.
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Ab-i-Pashan

This was a Persian festival held in memory of the rain which

fell on the 13th day of the Persian month of Hr and put an end to

the famine. It was similar to the Hindu festival of Holi, but here

rose water was sprinkled instead of colours. It was introduced by

Akbar to the Mughal Court.*^ The Mughal rulers celebrated this

festival amidst gaiety and great elegance at the commencement of

the rainy season. The members of die royal family along with the

other people cormected to the Mughal court and seraglio foimd

great pleasure in sprinkling rose water over one another. As a part

of the custom the emperor was presented with jewelled golden

flasks containing rose water, juice of the jujube tree flower and the

aroma of orange flowers.*® This festival was called Ab-i-Pashan by

some and Id-i-Gulabi (rose water festival) or Gulab Pash by some

others. Contemporary Mughal paintings reveal that women also

joined the Mughal men in the celebration of Ab-i-Pashan.

Nauroz

Nauroz was the PersianNew Year's Day which fell on the 1st

of the Persian month of Farwardin (aroimd 20th or 21st March)

when the Sun moved to Aries.® It was the greatest festival during

the Mughal times, celebrated for nineteen days (from the 1st to

19th of Farwardin),^ and marked the advent of spring in India.

Monserrate says that it lasted for rrine days.^ The first-and the

nineteenth day of Farwardin were considered most auspicious

and on these two days a lot of money and gifts were distributed.”

Nauroz was the time of merrymaking, abandon and gaiety.

Preparations for the festival were made months ahead. The palaces,

porticoes, gardens, private and public audience halls and even the

market places were richly decorated. The common people also

decorated their houses” and wore good clothes. Many people

from the villages and small towns flocked to the capital to

participate in the festivities.” Restrictions on gambling were relaxed

during the days of the festival.” Thecommon people were allowed

to meet the emperor freely once a week during these days.”

Musicians and nautch girls thrilled the audiences by their

performances. Singers came from many parts, even Persia.”

Several foreign travellers like De Laet, Mandelslo, William
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Hawkins, Sir Thomas Roe, Monserrate, Manrique, Thevenot,

Bernier and Manned, the contemporary Persian chroniclers and
even Jehangir in his memoirs have given a detailed and picturesque

description of the Nauroz celebrations. Jehangir writes about the

Nauroz celebrations of March 11 or 12, 1606 A.D.:

Players and singers of all bands and castes were gathered

together. Dandng lulls and charmers of India whose caress

would captivate the hearts of angels kept up the exdtement

of the assemblies. I gave orders that whoever might wish

for intoxicating drinks and exhilarating drugs should not

be debarred from using them.”

The Nauroz celebration was introduced by Akbar and
continued till it was abolished by Aurangzeb on grounds of his

religious orthodoxy. He is said to have substituted for it another

imperial festival called Nishat Afroz Jashn, which began in the

month of Ramzan and continued upto Id-ul-Fitr.”

Some other Special Days of Feasts and Festivities

Mina Bazaar (Kittts Ruz)

On special days, especially during the Nauroz celebrations

in the Mughal times, a special kind of fair knoum as the Mina

Bazaar was held which usually lasted for eight days.*® According

to Tlievenot it lasted for five days, and Tod is of the opinion that

this fancy fair lasted for nine days.'^ The days of the fair were

termed as Khus Ruz, or the day of joy and gaiety.

The Mina Bazaar in an elaborate form was introduced at the

Mughal seraglio by Akbar as a source of entertamment for the

harem ladies, but it was not his owm invention. These fairs were

first instituted by Humnyun and the first of its kind were held on

boats near the king's palace after the mystic feast.“ This custom is

said to have been borrowed by the Mughals from Turkistan and

Transoxiana®* where such bazaars were held once or hvice a week

in every village, but there women as well as men participated in

the buying and selling.®

The Mina Bazaar was an exclusively women's affair and not

open to the general public.® Here beautiful stalls were set up by

the royal ladies and other harem women and also the wives and

daughters of the nobles, who acted as traders, to sell a variety of
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commodities ranging from handicrafts, jewellery, cloth, brocades,

fruits, flowers, etc. Rajput ladies also participated in these.®' Only

the emperor, royal princes and privileged nobles could enter the

bazaar as buyers. The commodities were sold at sky high prices

and the return went for charitable purposes.®® A lot of mock
bargainingwas also done. Sometimes the emperor and the princes

landed up paying double for a single commodity. The women
who sold these articles were very charming and beautiful, and

quite skilled at the art of conversation and therefore became good

sellers. Berruer gives a detailed description of the Mina Bazaar. He
writes:

A whimsical kind of fair is sometimes held during these

festivities in the Mehale, or royal seraglio: it is conducted

by the handsomest and most engaging of the wives of the

Omrahs and principal Mansebdars. The articles exhibited

are beautiful brocades, rich embroideries of the newest

fashion, turbans elegantly worked on cloth of gold, fine

muslin worn by women of quality, and other articles of

high price. These bewitching females act the part of traders,

while the purchasers are the King, the Begums or

Princesses, and other distinguish»;d ladies of the seraglio....

The charm of this fair is the most ludicrous manner in

which the King makes his bargains, frequently disputing

for the value of a permy.... The women, on the other hand,

endeavours to sell to the best advantage, and when the

King perseveres in offering what she considers too little

money, high words frequently ensue, and she fearlessly

tells him that he is a worthless trader, a person ignorant of

the value of merchandise; that her articles are too good

for him, and that he had better go where he can suit

himself better, and similar jocular expressions.®’

According to Abul Fazl, the main intention ofAkbar behind

holding such fairs was "to select any article which he wshes to

buy, or to fix the price of things, and thus add to his knowledge.

The secrets of the empire, the character of the people, the good
and bad qualities of each office and worship, ivill then appear."

After the bazaars for -women, bazaars for men were also held.’®

During the time of Shahjahan these fancy fairs were even more a
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grander affair. Hamilton says that by letting his harem women
participate in these fairs, he introduced the ladies to a free air.”

Though the Mina Bazaar was primarily held as a part of the

Nauroz celebrations, it was held at other times too. According to

Abul Fazl it was held once a month.” During Shahjahan's time

such fair were also held on the occasion of every festival.”

Marriage Feasts

Marriages of the emperor and other members of the Mughal
royal family used to be celebrated in extreme grandeur and amidst

gaiety and merrymaking. In such occasions the royal ladies had

an important part to play. The royal marriages were usually

arranged by the emperor, even in the case of love matches. But the

entire responsibility of arranging the feasts and festivities depended

on important royal ladies of the Mughal harem. Marriages were

celebrated lavishly.

When these royal marriageswere settled, usually betel leaves

(Pan) were given as a mark of acceptance of the proposal by the

elders of the bride's family. Then the first wedding gift or sacnaq

came to the bride's home on behalf of the bridegroom. The

hennabandi ceremony was performed next in which henna or

tnchandi was applied on the bridegroom's hands and feet by the

harem ladies.” Tlren came the day of tire actual wedding. On the

day of the wedding princes and nobles went to the groom's place

to offer him wedding presents. Then a magnificent procession

was taken out where the groom mounted an elephant and was

followed by important men, some on decorated horses and some

on foot, till the procession reached the Diwan-i-Aam (Hall of

Public Audience). Here the emperor himself tied on the groom's

forehead the sehra made of pearls and gems. Then the marriage

procession started for the bride's place \vhere they were cordially

received, and at an auspicious hour the marriage was performed

by the Qazi in front of the emperor. Finally gold and silver coins

and gems were showered on the newly wedded couple.”

In the Mughal annals we come across many important and

grand marriage ceremonies. Prince Khurram's (Shahjahan)

marriage with Arjumand Banu Bcgam (Mumtaz Mahal), the

daughter of Asaf^han and niece of Nur Jahan was such a lavish
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affair. This marriage was held on the night of Friday, the 9th of the

month ofRabi I of the year 1021 A.H. (10 May, 1612), corresponding

to the 22nd of the month of Urdibihisht of the 7th year ofJahangir's

accession.®* Before the actualwedding took place, emperor Jehangir

along with his ladies paid a visit to Asaf Khan's house where a

feast was arranged. Again after the conclusion of the marriage

ceremonies, Jehangir paid another visit to Asaf Khan's house.

Magirificient processions were taken out and gifts lavished on

people. Exclusive fireworks lit the night sky. The festivities

continued for about a month.®^

Another grand Mughal royal family marriage was that of

Shahjahan's eldest son Dara Shukoh with Nadira Begam, the

daughter ofPrince Parvez, another son ofJehangir.®* This marriage

had been settled by Mumtaz Mahal when she was alive, but she

did not live to see it take place due to her untimely death. So, for

this marriage Princess Jahanara took upon her the responsibility

for the successful organisation of the feasts and festivities. The

entire sum kept aside for this purpose was about 16 lakh rupees

including both what Mumtaz Mahal had set aside for her son's

marriage diuing her lifetime, and also what Princess Jahanara had

added to it. On Juniada I, 1042 A.H. (Nov.-Dee. 1632) one lakh

worth of goods and another in cash was sent to the mansion of

Jahan Banu Begam, the widow of Prince Parvez, as the customary

sachaq gifts to the bride. Half of the goods consisted of jewellery

and the other half a valuables and dresses.®®.An exhibition of the

wedding gifts was arranged in the hall of public audience at the

Agra Fort on 25 January, 1633 A.D. by Jahanara Begam and Sati-

un-Nisa Khanum.’™ Hundred^robes of honour were given to the

princes and princesses of the royal family and the wives and
daughters of nobles. Other costly clothes and jewellery were also

given to them.’®' The hinabandi ceremony was performed on the

21st of Shaban, 1042 A.H. (11 February, 1633 A.D.). Shahjahan

gave his consent to the revival of music and dance in the harem
which were earlier stopped due to Mumtaz's death.'“ The whole
of Agra was illumined with lights and fireworks. Next day the

marriage was performed. The total sum of money spent on this

occasion armounted to 32 lakhs out of which 16 lakhs were given
by Jahanara Begam alone.'**
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Once again soon Jahanara Begam played an important role

in arranging the marriage of her second brother Prince Shuja with

the daughter of Mirza Rustam Safawi. The ceremony was held on
the night of Friday, the 23rd of Shaban, 1042 A.H. (5 March, 1633

A.D.). Rupees 1,60,000 in cash and one lakh worth of goods were
sent as sachak to the mansion of Mirza Rustam.’'” On 23rd Feb.

1633 A.D. the wedding presents worth Rupees 10 lakhs were
displayed by Jahanara and Sati-im-Nisa."®

Mughal history is quite abundant with stories of grand

marriages like the ones already mentioned and many more, like

that of Aurangzeb's marriage to Dilras Banu Begam and the

marriage of Data's daughter Jani Begam to Sultan Azam, son of

Aurangzeb. The history is long. But the fact that these marriages

did not lack in grandeur and style cannot be denied. Most of the

limes a royal lady took upon herself the charge of arranging the

marriage feasts like Jahanara Begam did in Data's and Shuja's

marriages and also when Data's daughter Jahanzeb Banu Begam
got married to Muhammad Azam son ofAurangzeb.”* Another of

Shahjnhan's daughter Gauhara Begam and a certain Hamida Banu
Begam arranged the marriage feast of Zubdat-un-Nisa Begam, a

daughter of Aurangzeb to Sipihr Shukoh, Data's son.’"^ Zinat-un-

Nisa Begam supervised the marriage celebrations of Muizzuddin

to Sayj’id-un-Nisa Begam.”” Moreover, these occasions provided

a lot of enjoyment and merrymaking to the harem inmates.

Emperor's Birthday

The Emperor's birthday was another extremely joyous

occasion at the Mughal Court. On this day the emperor was
weighed against some precious metals and commodities in

imitation of the Hindu fashion. Humayun was the first Mughal

emperor to adopt this atstom of weighing.'*”Akbar celebrated

both his solar and lunar birthdays and on both these days the

\s'eighing ceremony formed an important part of the festivities.”®

Almost all the contemporary foreign travellers have described the

weighing ceremony as part of the emperor's birthday

celebrations.”' Says De Laet;

...he weighs himself in a golden balance against gold,

silver, precious stones, all kinds of grain, and so on. His
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weight is carefully noted and compared with that of the

previous year. On the next day the king distributes all the

above things as alms to the poor (or as others say, to the

Bramens); but the gifts which he receivesfrom his courtiers

far exceeds in value against which he is weighed, though

they are estimated to be worth L 10,000 sterling.”^

The custom of weighing on the occasion of the emperor's

birthday continued in Jehangir's and Shahjahan's times. Jehangir

mentions about it in his memoirs.”^ Aurangzeb weighed himself

only once a year and even this was stopped in March 1670 A.D.,

i.e., in his 51st year.’“

The weighing ceremonies formed just a part of the entire

birthday celebrations. There were great rejoicing everywhere.

Feasts were arranged and arrangements were made for a lot of

enjoyment and entertainment like singing, dancing, fireworks,

gambling etc. The palaces, elephants and horses were grandly

decorated. A lot was given in form of charity. The festivities

continued for five days. Some courtiers gained ranks and some

others jagirs. The chief ladies of the harem and also the wives of

principle nobles exchanged lots of gifts amongst themselves.”^

Coronation Festivities

Another grand festive occasion at the Mughal Court was
when a new king came to the throne. Whatever might have been

the method of getting the crown, the new kings did not let the

coronation ceremonies lack and sort of grandeur or gaiety. This

fact is clearly seen when we go through the accoimts of the

coronation celebration of Shahjahan and Aurangzeb. Humayim is

said to have even introduced another festival to be held to

commemorate the anniversary of the coronation.”® The coronation

festivities usually continued for about a week.”^ The palaces,

gardens, market places and other important public places were
grandly decorated. Fireworks were displayed at night.”®

Tournaments in archery were also orgarused.”’ Jagirs were given

to the nobles and alms to the needy. The chief ladies of the-harem

also became the recipients of a lot of money and valuables.

During Shahjahan's coronation held on 4th February, 1628

A.D., the emperor bestowed on his wife Mumtaz Mahal a present
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of two hundred thousand ashrafis, and six hundred thousand of

rupees and fixed 10 lakhs of rupees as armual allowance for her. ’2'

To his beloved daughter Jahanara Begam he presented one lakh

ashrafis and four lakhs of rupees and fixed for her an annual

allowance of 6 lakhs of rupees.”* His other children also got gifts.

During Aurangazeb's coronation, his sister Roshanara Begam
received as gift five lakhs of rupees in cash and kind for her

constant support to him. His four daughters got Rupees 4, 2, 1.6

and 1.5 lakhs respectively.'”

Other Feast Days

Other than the occasions already discussed, the Mughals

also arranged for grand feasts at certain other times. Feasts were

an important part of all Mughal ceremonies, festivals and other

occasions. The royal ladies of the harem always participated in

these and sometimes themselves arranged for feasts.

Babar in his memoirs make a mention of such occasions

when special guests were entertained like the one when gold

embroidered silk dresses were presented to the servants of his

daughter Masuma and his son Hindal and even dancing girls

were brought for the occasion.*” Babar's widow and Humayun's

mother Maham Begam, arranged for a grand feast at Humayun's

accession, when not only the bazaars but also the nobles and

soldiers' quarters were lighted and decorated. With all the

arrangements and lavish decorations, Gulbadan Begam says that

Maham Begam "made an excellent and splendid feast."”*

Also in Gulbadan Begam's accounts we find detailed

description of the great Mystic feast where important harem ladies

like Khanzada Begam and Maham Begam played an important

part. Describing the Mystic House w’here the feast rvas arranged,

Gulbadan writes:

First there was a large octagonal room with an octagonal

tank in the centre, and again, in the middle of reserx'oir,

an octagonal platform on which were spread Persian

(Wilayati) carpets. Young men and pretty girls and elegant

women and musicians and sweet-voiced reciters were

ordered to sit in the tank. The jewelled throne which my
lady (Maham Begam) had given for the feast rvas placed
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in the forecourt of the house, and a gold embroidered

divan was laid in front of it, (on which) his Majesty and

dearest lady sat together.’^

On the whole the feast was extremely grand.

Dildar Begam, another wife of Babar, arranged a grand feast

in 1514 A.D., when Humayun was at Pat.*“ All the harem ladies

took part in it. Gulbadan Begam also describes the circumcision

feast of Akbar in Kabul when Akbar was five years old. All the

bazaars were well decorated and the royal ladies celebrated it in

Bega Begam's garden.'^^ Akbar's nurse Maham Anaga arranged a

large feast and banquet on the occasion of her son's wedding.'^®

She often arranged feasts and in such occasions the harem ladies

participated.’^ Nur Jahan Begam's wonderful ability to arrange

feasts is quite clear from their accounts in Jehangir's memoirs.’^

Sometimes feasts were arranged for very strange happenings, like

the one given by Roshanara Begam when Dara was Idlled in 1658

A.D.’3‘

Thus, we see that during the Mughal times the royal women
had a lot ofways, means and opportunities to entertain Aemselves.

They also got lot of scope to indulge themselves in hobbies and

pastimes of their choice. They played a variety of indoor games

and some of them even participated in outdoor recreations like

playingpolo and going for hunting expeditions. Some very talented

royal ladies engaged themselves in constructive works. Apart

from these activities, there were a munber of festive occasions

where they had the chance of participating. Even an exclusive fair

called the Mina Bazar was organised for the entertainment of the

harem women. The royal ladies also wore beautiful clothes and
jewellery, ate good food and drank exclusive wine. Many of them
were addicted too intoxicating drinks and drugs.
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Four

Mughal Ladies in Contemporary

Politics

The Mughal age was an era marked by many distinctive features

and developments in almost all fields of art, architecture, learning,

economy, and polity. In the political field, their rule of about two

hundred years is just a droplet in the bucket of Indian history, but,

during their rule, the Mughal presence was felt heavily from the

northern parts to the southern parts of India and from the eastern

to the western parts. In fact, the Mughals were the first ruling class

in the country whose domain touched almost the entire India.

They ruled the country efficiently and provided stable governance

in the areas under them. They crushed rebellions with ease and set

up an efficient administrative system. Most of the Mughal rulers

were men of indomitable courage and proved their worth as

efficient rulers.

As in all other fields, in the political field too, the Mughal
women tried to keep pace with their menfolk. Some of these

Mughalwomen were just not satisfied ivith leading a life of luxury

and pleasure inside the harem. Their activities were not only

confined to beautifying themselves, indulging in the pleasure of

life and trying to please the emperor in their own ways. The ladies

of the Mughal harem went a step forward, and in each period,

right from the time of Babar to Aurangzeb, and even during the

time of the later Mughals too,we come across politically ambitious
women, or women who directly or indirectly influenced the

political course of events of those times.

Since many hundreds of years the Central Asian women
have played an active part in war and politics. It is said that they
accompanied their menfolks to the war fields, where they looked
after the comforts of the warriors and sometimes even took part in
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the combat themselves. In the army of Taimur there were many
dauntless and daring women warriors, efficient in the use of

bows, spears and swords.' Tlie same could be said about women
in Chengiz Khan's time too.^ When the leader of the tribe died, his

widow could assume all the rights of her husband, and could even

act as regent to her son if he was a minor.^

The Women Behind Babar

Babar's family which had the assimilation of the blood and

traditions of Chengiz Khan and Taimur, gave their women many
opportunities to directly or indirectly participate in the political

affairs of that time. But, the right to sovereignty was denied to

them.'' In the Babur Nama, we come across an instance when once

Shah Begam ofBadakhshan wrote to Babar that she being a woman
could not become a sovereign, but her grandson Mirza Khan
could.''

History gives a lot of importance to the political exploits of

Babar, the establishcr of the great Mughal rule in Hindustan. But,

rarely docs one think about who the people were, who contributed

in the making of this man, Babar, the adventurer, who became the

Emperor of Hindustan, even though ho had once literally lost

evcrj'thing he had, including his father Umar Sheikh Mirza's

small principality of Farghana in Central Asia. A popular saying

goes that behind every successful man there is a woman. Tliis

saying could not have been more true than in the case of Babar's

life. In fact, there was not one, but quite a few women in Babar's

life who contributed in shaping the life and career of Babar. But

the roles played by his maternal grandmother Aisan-Daulat Begam

and his mother Qulluq-Nigar Klianum were perhaps the most

important in shaping his life.

Aisaii Daulat Begam

Aisan-Daulat Begam, the maternal grandmother of Babar,

the mother of Babar's mother Qulluq Nigar Khanum, was the

wife of Yunas Khan, a dcsccndent of Chaghatai Khan, the second

son of Chingiz Khan.* Aisan-Daulat Begam seems to have played

an important part in contemporary politics right from her young

days, when she was to be married. She ^vas the daughter of the
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Sagharichi Tuman Begs, a sub-division of the Kunchi Mughals.

The BabarNama says that by marryingAisan-Daulat Begam, Yunus

Khan was honoured and raised to Khanship by the Sagharichi

Tuman Begs who had attacked Mughulistan/ Bom in the desert

and herself used to the rigours of a wild country, Aisan-Daulat

Begam was certainly the one to inculcate tenacity, self-reliance,

courage to face hardships and a die-hard attitude in her grandson

Babar, which together became the integral feature of Babar's

character and later the key to his success. Aisan-Daulat Begam

shared the many hardships of her husband's life for thirty-years.

Several times she fell into the hands of the enemy, but always

came back from their clutches safely.®

The death of Umar Shaikh Mirza in 1494 A.D left Babar an

insecure boy of about eleven years old. He found himself

surrounded by enemies from his own family, who were keen on

ousting him from his father's principality of Farghana. Right from

that time, Aisan-Daulat Begam was constantly by her grandson's

side, guiding him and helping liim overcome many a political

crisis. In her hands lay the real administrative power and control

of the state affairs and Babar always took her advice in these

matters. Old officers were reshuffled and new officers were put in

charge of the administration of many areas like Andijan, Aush,

Akhsi and Marghinan.®

Towards the end of 1494 A.D. Babar faced a political crisis

when Hasan-i-Yaqub planned to dethrone Babar and raise his

younger brother Jehangir Mirza to the throne.’® Apart from the

support of his father Yaqub, Hasan also had the support of some
disaffected nobles like Muhammad Baqir Beg, SultanMuhammad
Duldai, etc.” But his plans were soon discovered and nobles loyal

to Babar like Khwaja-i-Qazi. Qasim Quchin and Ali Dost Taghai

hastened to meet Aisan-Daulat Begam to inform her about these

developments.’^ Immediately Aisan-Daulat Begam took action

against the conspirators. Babar was sent with some trusted people

from the gate-house of the outer fort towards the citadel to seize

Hasan-i-Yaqub and his supporters. On reaching the place they got

to know that Hasan was out on a hawking excursion. Babar's men
fell upon Hasan's supporters and made them captives. When
Hasan learnt about this, he fled to Samarqand to get the help of
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Sultan Mahmud Mirza. But, he changed his mind after reaching

Kand-i-Badam, and decided to deliver a surprise attack on Akhsi
and convert it into a base for a further attack on Andijan, where he
could wait for the arrival ofhis ally Sultan Mahmud Mirza. Aisan-

Daulat Begam got to know of this plan too and once again she

took the necessary stops to deal with it. An army was sent to deal

with Hasan-i-Yaqub. Hcsan-i-Yaqub came forward to meet it, but

in the dark of the night a chance arrow from one of his own
soldiers killed him.” Tlius, Babar was saved from the evil designs

of Hasan-i-Yaqub, who had failed to understand the capabilities

of Aisan-Dauiat Begam, the lady rvho was the real power behind

Babar.

Aisan-Dauiat Begam continued to guide and support her

grandson in his days as a 'ivandercr. It was she who had related to

him stories of the military exploits of Timur and Chengiz Khan,

and these served as his preliminary lesson in the art of warfare.”

About his grandmother Aisan-Dauiat Begam, Babar in his own
words say: "Few among women will have been my grandmother's

equals for judgement and counsel; she was very wise and farsighted
'

and most affairs of mine wore carried through under her advice."”

Qulluq-Nigar Kliamim

The second lady in Babar's life who also influenced him was

his mother Qutluq-Nigar Khanum. She w’as the second daughter

of Yunus Khan and Aisan-Dauiat Begam.” Qutluq-Nigar Khanum
was an educated lady and she too like her mother, was her son's

constant companion in his day of difficulty when Babar was

nothing but a homeless wanderer. Babar in his memoirs speaks of

his mother accompanying him among great difficulties on several

occasions and bearing all hardships for her son's sake.'' In one

place Babar even says that in his mother's service were 1500 to

2000 Mughals.'" May be she had some sort of an army of her mvn

as well. Qutluq-Nigar was with Babar even during his most difficult

days of exile and groat hardship due to the problem of Shaibani

Klian.” Qutluq-Nigar Khanum proved to be a woman of great

courage, patience and endurance. No wonder her son had in him

the qualities and attributes that later made him the Emperor of

Hindustan. Qutluq-Nigar Klianum could not sec her son becoming
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the conqueror of Hindustan as she passed away in 1505 A.D7“

About his mother Babar writes: "She was with me in most of my
guerilla expeditions and throneless times."^'

Matrimonial Alliances in Babar's Life

Matrimonial alliance played an important role in shaping

the political career of Babar and we find three important instances

when matrimonial alliances were concluded by Babar to strengthen

his political position. Two of them were his own marriages, one

with Maham Begam of the Shia sect, and the other with Bibi

Mubarika of the Afghans. Another matrimonial alliance that Babar

concluded even before these two marriages of his own, was

between his elder sister Khanzada Begam and Shaibani Khan.

In May, 1501 A.D. Babar was badly defeated by Shaibeg

Khan, also known as Shaibani Khan, at Sar-i-Pul. Within eight

months Babar had to abandon Samarqand, and he purchased his

freedom by giving his elder sister Khanzada in marriage with

Shaibani Khan. Babar himself wrote that while he was leaving the

to\\Ti of Samarqand at midnight by Shaikh Zada's Gate, his elder

sister Khanzada Begam fell into the hands of Shaibani Khan.“ But

Babar's daughter Gulbadan Begam in her Humayun Nama said

that Shaibani Khan had asked for the hand of Babar's sister

Klianzada Begam in return for peace between him and Babar.^

Mirza Haider Doghlat too gives a similar version of the event in

his Tarikli-i-Rashidi.'^^ Through this alliance Babar thought that

though he had to abandon Samarqand, this would eventually

help him in his attempt to win back Farghana, his father's

principality. But the future events did not turn out to be so. When
Babar made attempts to get back Farghana rvith the help of his

uncles Mahmud Khan and Ahmad Khan, it was Shaibani Khan
who inflicted a crushing defeat on Babar and his allies in the battle

ofArchiyan inJvme 1503 A.D. After this incident, Babar thought of

trj'ing his fortune in the land beyond the Hindukush.^ Khanzada
Begam was later divorced by Shaibani Khan as he suspected her
of having alliance with her brother Babar.

Khanzada Begam after a while was married to Sayyid Hadi
and after his death in the battle of Merv, fell into the hands of the
Persians. When they recognised her as Babar's sister, she was
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treated with great respect by Shah Ismail Safwi, who sent her back

in 1511 A.D. with servants and property to her brother as a sign of

goodwill and friendship.^* She was thirty-eight years old then.

Shah Ismail Beg wanted Babar's help in crushing the Uzbegs. On
the other hand, Babar too was waiting for his friendship as he

wanted the Shah's assistance to enable him to recover his ancestral

dominions.^ Thus, Khanzada Begam in this case acted as an

ambassador of goodwill and helped in strengthening diplomatic

ties between Babar and the Shah of Persia. During the time of

Humayun too, Khanzada Begam continued to play an important

political role, mostly that of a diplomat settling disputes.

Babar married Maham Begam in 1506 A.D. She came from

Herat and belonged to the Shia sect, and was related to Sultan

Husain Baiqara.’® Tliis marriage alliance did not have any political

motive behind it but it helped Babar a lot in his political career.

Tliis marriage helped Babar to get the active support of the Shias

of that time. Maham Begam stood by her husband's side during

his difficult days and travelled with him to Badakshan and

Transoxiana.” She was Babar's chief wife and the mother of

Humayun, the next Mughal emperor in India.

The matrimonial alliance that Babar concluded with a political

motive was when on January 30th, 1519 A.D. (Muharram 28th,

925 H),’*’ he married Bibi Mubarika, an Afghan. She was the

daughter of Shah Mansur Yusufzai,” the head of the Yusufzai

tribe ofAfghanistan. Tlie reason for this marriage alliance in Babar's

OUT! w'ords, was to establish friendly relations with the Yusufzai

tribe,’^ a veiy troublesome Afghan tribe. With their help Babar

strengthened his position in Afghanistan.” Bibi Mubarika was one

of the most loved wives of Babar, But she bore him no children.

Gulbadan Begam in her accounts lovingly refers to her as the

Afghani aghacha. One of the brothers of Bibi Mubarika, Mir Jamal,

accompanied Babar to Hindustan in 1525 A.D. and was in high

posts under Humayun and Akbar. Bibi Mubarika died in Akbar's

reign.

Women's Intervention in Politics During Babar's Time

Apart from the political effects of the above mentioned

matrimonial alliances, we also find a few instances during Babar's
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time when Mughal women intervened in politics to seek pardon

for their dear ones. Babar in his memoirs speak of the time when
his younger brother Jehangir Mirza plotted against him and joined

hands with Tambal. Babar and his men fought and triumphed

against them. Then Babar's paternal grandmother Shah Sultan

Begam arrived in Babar's camp from Andijan in order to seek

pardon for Jehangir Mirza if he had been captured.^

At another time Babar had faced the rebellion of his relatives

Mirza Khan and Mirza Muhammad Husain Gurkhan, who were

holding Kabul. Mirza Muhammad Husain Gurkhan was married

to Khub-Nigar, own sister of Babar’s mother Qutluq-Nigar

Khanum. Mirza Khan was the son of another of Babar's maternal

aunts. Babar crushed their rebellion. Out of fear Mirza Khan hid

in his mother's house and Mirza Muhammad Husain hid in his

wife's house. Babar, in the end, forgave them their offences because

of the interv^ention of his aunts.^ Babar had great respect for his

aunts and for their sake he forgave even such great offenders.

Thus, the women during Babar's time were quite active

politically. Many of the royal Mughal ladies of Babar's time, either

directly or indirectly, played important roles in political events.

Moreover, these royal women along with Babar remain the link

between Central Asia and India. They also foreshadow the

multifarious roles the future royal Mughal ladies were to play,

Mughal Women During Humayun's Time
There weren't too many royal ladies connected to Huma)nm,

who played an important part in politics of his time. Even then,

the political roles played by his wife Hamida Banu Begam, and his

aunt Khanzada Begam is worth mentioning.

Hamida Banu Begam (Humayun's Wife)

Humayun married Hamida Banu Begam in September, 1541

A.D. (948 A.H.). She was the daughter of Mir Baba Dost (alias Mir
Ali Akbar Jami), a Persian Shia and a friend of Mirza Hindal.

Hindal treated Hamida as his sister and Avas opposed to his elder

brother Humajoin wanting to marry her.^ At first Hamida Banu
did not like the idea of marr)dng an emperor. She is knowm to

have said; "I shall marry someone; but he wall be a man whose
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collar my hand can touch and not one whose skirt it did not

reach."^^ She finally agreed to marry Humayun and the marriage

was solemnized. Hamida was fourteen years old then.

This marriage alliance proved to be politically beneficial for

Humayun. From then onwards the Shia powers became his staunch

supporters and stood by him in his days of adversity. When
Humayun was in exile, Shah Tahmasp of Persia assisted him with

a powerful army. Due to this help Humayun could defeat Askari

and capture the fort of Qandhar. Humayun had to hand over

Qandhar to the Shah of Persia, but after the Shah's death, recovered

it. From there he went to Kabul and captured it. The occupation of

these two places gave Humayun a stable ground in Afghanistan

and made it easy for him when he got a chance to recover his lost

Empire of India.’®

After her marriage with Humayun, Hamida Banu Begam
was constantly by her husband's side in his good times and more

so in his days of adversity when he lost his empire and was in

exile in Sind and Persia. During these difficult days, Hamida Banu

gave birth to her son Akbar on 15th of October 1542 A.D. (949

A.H.),” at Umarkot, a place in Sind. In 1543 A.D. she undertook

the most difficult and perilous journey from Sind in order to reach

Qandhar and finally join her husband. She even left her infant son

behind to be by her husband's side. Hamida Banu was with

Humayun in Persia where she and her husband got a kind

treatment from Shah Tahmasp of Persia. In 1544 A.D. she gave

birth to a daughter in Camp at Sabz-Awar. She returned from

Persia with the army given to Humayun by Shah Tahmasp. It was

on November 15, 1545 A.D. that she saw her son Akbar once

again. In 1548 A.D. Hamida Banu and her son Akbar accompanied

Humayun on his way to Kabul. She did not accompany her

husband when he set out for Hindustan in November, 1554 A.D.

She finally rejoined her son Akbar in 1557 A.D. (964 A.H.) during

the second year of his reign. From then onwards she remained

with her son and continued to intervene in the contemporarj"

politics from time to time. She passed away in the autumn of 1604

A.D. (19th Shahriyar, 1013 A.H.), sixty-three years after her

wedding, and almost fifty years of widowhood, probably at the

age of seventy-seven.^’ Hamida Banu's greatness certainly lay in
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the sacrifices she made for the sake of her husband and also in

being the mother of Akbar, the Great, one of the greatest rulers in

the history of India and also of the world.

Khanzada Begam (Humayun's Aunt)

Now we come to the role played in politics by Humayun's

aunt, Babar's elder sister, Khanzada Begam. We have already seen

how she in her own way played a role in the politics of Babar's

time. After the death of Babar's principle wife Maham Begam in

1532-33 A.D., Khanzada Begam was given the title of Padshah

Begam.''* During Humayun's time she occupied the esteemed

position of the first lady in the royal harem. Humayun had great

regard for her and consulted her in many matters. The political

role that Khanzada Begam played during Humayun's time was

that of a goodwill ambassador and peace-maker, trying to settle

disputes between Humayun and his brothers, Hindal, Kamran

and Askari.

In 1541 A.D., Hindal occupied Qandhar at the instance of the

governor of Qandhar, Qaracha Klian. Kamran marched against

him to recover Qandhar. Humayun heard about this when he was
moving towards Thatta. Humayun asked Khanzada Begam to go

to Qandhar and tried to bring a reconciliation between his two

brothers, as the Uzbegs and the Turkmans could bring an attack

upon them any time, and under such circumstances, the best thing

for them was to remain as friends. Khanzada Begam went to

Qandhar, but she was not successful in her mission.''^

Once again in 1545 A.D. Humayun on his way from Iran laid

siege to the fort of Qandhar. Kamran, who fell into difficulty due
to this sent Khanzada Begam to his brother Askari, who was then

in charge of the fort, with the secret instruction ofsomehow holding

out the fort till the arrival of Kamran there. But the forces of

Humayxm could not be resisted by Askari and the fort came to the

hands ofHumayun. Tlaen Askari, as per the instructiorrs ofKamran,
sent Khanzada Begam to negotiate peace terms with Humayun.
Khanzada Begam requested Humayun to treat Kamran and Askari

' mildly, but Humayun was too angry with them. This matter was
not yet solved when Khanzada Begam died in September, 1545
A.D. after a serious illness.^^
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Though the efforts of Khanzada Begam were not very

successful in settling political disputes between Humayun and his

brothers, yet she tried her best in her own way to establish amity

and peace where her own people of the illustrious Mughal family

she belonged to, were concerned.And this she did till the very last

day of her life.

Akbar's Ladies, Famous and Infamous

During Akbar's reign there were quite a few royal ladies

who from time to time played important parts in the polih'cs of the

time. Akbar ascended the Mughal throne in 1556 A.D. at the

tender age of fourteen. Right from the time of his accession,Akbar
seems to have been surrounded by some politically ambitious

women. Then, there were some women who helped Akbar
politically through their marriage with him, especially his Rajput

wives. Akbar's mother Hamida Banu Begam too continued to

play her part in the politics of Akbar's time. But the foremost

name in the list of politically active women that we come across

during Akbar's time is that of his Turkish nurse, Maham Anaga.

Maham Auaga (Turkish Nurse)

Maham Anaga was the wife of Nadim Khan Kuka, and had

two sons by the names of Baqi and Adham Kuka,^^ or Adham
Khan, as he is known in historj'. Nadim Khan Kuka had sensed

Humayun faithfully. Maham Anaga was the chief nurse of Akbar,

in charge of looking after his needs since he was a small child.

Maham cared for him like his own mother and Akbar too loved

Maham deeply and tnisted her a lot. Moreover, she was connected

to his mother Hamida Banu Begam and also to Haji Begam, another

of Humayun's widows.'”

In 1556 A.D. Huma}^^ passed away and Akbar became the

next emperor of the Mughal dynasty in India. Bairam Khan, who
had devotedly serv’ed under Babar and Humayun, and was the

man behind Akbar's coming to the Mughal throne, became the

regent of the boy-king and administered the empire on behalf of

adolescent Akbar. In his initial days, Akbar depended a lot on

Bairam Khan, whom he respected and trusted a lot. But gradually,

as he began growing up, Akbar found the extra care that Bairam
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Khan showered on him and the influence he exercised in the

administration, a bit too suifocating. He soon grew tired of Bairam

Khan's assertive ways.Akbarnow wanted a life of freedom where

he could act on his owm and make his own decisions.

Maham Anaga from the very begirming was politically

ambitious and power crazy. She wanted to exercise her power in

the administration of the empire from behind Akbar, making him

some sort of a puppet in her hands. Maham always detested

Bairam Khan, a Shia, fot his excessive influence over the

administration. Akbar 's discontentment over Bairam Khan's high

handed ways gave an opportunity for Maham Anaga to rise

politicall)'. Now was her chance to take revenge against Bairam

Khan and thro'vv him out of power. This became not too difficult a

task for Maham Anaga. Many of her close relatives already

occupied responsible and important posts rmder Akbar. Her son

BaqiKuka was the governor ofAligarh.Adham Khan too occupied

a high post. Abul Fazl writes:

Maham Anaga in her great loyalty and wisdom took

charge of affairs and made Shihabu-d-Din Ahmad Khan
and Khwaja Jahan her tools, and exerted herself to soothe

those who came, and to hearten everyone.^

Maham also, "devised the appointment of Bahadur Khan,

the brother of 'Ali Quli Khan, to the lofty office of Vakil..."''' Abul

Fazl also says that "though Bahadur Khan had the name of Vakil,

yet in reality the business was transacted by Maham Anaga."''®

In 1560 A.D. Akbar went on a hunting expedition from Agra.

Maham Anaga carried on negotiations wth Shihabuddin, the

governor of Delhi. She urged Akbar to visit his ailing mother in

Delhi. Taking advantage ofAkbar's visit to Delhi whereAkbarwas
free from Bairam's domination, Maham Anaga along with

Shihabuddin poisoned the Emperor's mind against Bairam Khan.

They also told theEmperor abouttheir intentionto goonpilgrimage
to Mecca as the)'’ were tired of Bairam's lofty ways. Akbar did not

like the idea ofpartingwithMaham.Hewas already tired ofBairam
Khan and wanted to break away from his control. Now Akbar
publicly armounced that he had taken the administration into his

ownhands and sent orders to BairamKhan to go on pilgrimages to

Mecca. Meanwhile, Maham Anaga and Shihabuddin spread this
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news about Akbar and gave hopes of jagirs and titles to all who
came to visit the Emperor. Bairam Khan sent some messengers to

Akbar, but Maham encouraged Akbar to arrest them saying that

they might have evil motives for meeting him. The gulf between

Akbar and Bairam Khan widened. Bairam, disheartened and
depressed left for Gujarat, from where he intended to proceed to

Arabia. But he fell among evil counsellors who tempted him to

revolt. Bairam Khan was aware ofMaham's hand in his downfall.

Akbar crushed this rebellion but pardoned him out of his old

feelings for Bairam Khan, who got the permission to go to Mecca.

But Bairam Klian was murdered on hisway to Mecca in 1561 A.D.'”

Now came the day of Maham Anaga %vhen she became free

to exercise her political influence in the administration. Though
formally Akbar had the reins of the government in his hands, but

it \\'as Maham Anaga who became the de facto ruler. She was
intelligent and devoted to Akbar. But her triumph did not last

long as she became quite pushy in matters concerning her second

son, Adham Khan. Maham Anaga wanted Akbar to install Adham
Khan as the prime minister. But the post that Bairam Khan had

once occupied was given to Munim Khan, who celebrated the

event among great festivities. Maham Anaga, in order to compete

with him, soon arranged the marriage feast of her elder son, Baqi

Muhammad Khan with the sister of Adham Khan's wife.^ The

celebrations were just like that pul up by Munim Khan. Munim
Khan ^vas aware of the rising power of Maham and tried to

complain quite a few times against this female interference in

administration, but Akbar paid no heed to it. He was too occupied

with the pleasures of life.

Soon Akbar's attention fell on Malwa whiclt ^vas ruled by

Baz Bahadur. Baz Bahadur was a pleasure loving person and

spent most of his time in the pursuit of music and other pleasures

of life. In 1561 A.D. Akbar sent Adham Klian to Malwa. Baz

Bahadur was defeated and forced to fled from Sarangpur. Adham
Khan took into his possession all the property of Baz Bahadur

including the women of his seraglio, and the dancing and singing

girls.^' Among Baz Bahadur's women ivas the beautiful and

talented Rupmati, whose praises had spread far and wide. Adham
Khan's soldiers tortured Baz Bahadur's people. Many of the \vomen
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of his harem tried to end up their lives, Rupmati too was seriously

injured and she wished to die. Adham Khan falsely promised her

that if she would take care of herself and become totally cured,

then she would be sent back to Baz Bahadur.

Meanwhile, Adham Khan, full of vanity and conceit,

disregarded the usual rulesand did not send much of the booty to

the Emperor, and in stead kept it for himself.^ Akbar sent a

warning to his nurse Anaga and himself hurried off to Sarangpur

and took Adham Khan by Surprise. She came the next day and

advised Adham Khan to surrender the booty. The Emperor went

back to the capital after settling all matters. But Adham Khan
continued his wicked ways. As soon as Akbar went back, Adham
Khan regained possession of Rupmati and another female slaves

of Baz Bahadur. This news reached Akbar, who ordered these two

women to be returned to the royal camp. But in stead of returning

them, Maham had them murdered, so that they would not be able

to tell the tale of their abduction to the Emperor.®^

Akbar was very angry and horrified at the misdeeds of

Adham Khan, but he did not directly say anything to Maham.
Maham once again tried to bring Akbar under the spell of her

flattering tongue. Now Akbar started taking indirect steps to turn

away from the clutches of Maham. He posted Pir Muhammad as

the governor of Malwa and called back Adham Khan. Instead of

Munim Khan, the post ofprime minister wasnow given to Shams-

ud-Din Ahamad Ghaznavi, the husband of Jiji Anaga, who had

nursed Akbar as an infant. But the power crazy and villainous

Adham Khan did not spare Shams-ud-Din and killed him on May
16, 1562 A.D. The Emperor rushed to the spot, caught Adham
Khan red handed and felled the assassin with a blow of his fist.

Adham Khan was throrvn over the battlements of the palace and
killed by Akbar's order. The Emperor himself informed Maham
about her son's death saying "Mama! we have just killedAdham."
Maham was totally shattered by grief and anger. She died about

forty days after this incident. Akbar showed his last respect for

Maham Anaga by placing his shoulder imder the nurse's bier.^

With this Akbar freed himself from the clutches of the 'Petticoat

Goverrunent' of his nurse Maham Anaga. Now Akbar was totally

free to administer his Empire in whatever way he pleased.
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Mahchuchak Bcgam (Humayun's Widow)

Another Mughal lady who gave a lot of trouble to Akbar in

the initial days of his reign was Mahchuchak Begam, one of

Humayun's widows, and a step-mother of Akbar. Humayun
married Mahchuchak Begam in 1546 A.D.^ Her son \vas Mirza

Muhammad Hakim. In 1554 A.D. Humayun nominated this boy,

then three years old, as the governor of Kabul under the charge of

Munim Khan. In 1556 A.D. Akbar confirmed the appointment.

Munim Klian came to the court in 1561 A.D. and his son Ghani

took his place. Mahchuchak was politically ambitious. One fine

day she threw Ghani out from Kabul and took upon herself the

task of directly ruling Kabul.^ Ghani Khan came back to India.

When Akbar heard of all this, he sent Munim Khan with an army
against Mahchuchak.-^ Mahchuchak met him and defeated Munim
Khan at Jalalabad.-^’’ Mahchuchak ruled Kabul with the help of

three advisers, two of whom were killed earlier. Now, even the

third one was killed. In their place came Haidar Qasim Kohbur.

Around this time a certain Shah Abul Maali, who belonged

to the family of the great Sayyids of Tirmiz and, who had escaped

from the prison at Lahore, arrived in Kabul and approached

Mahchuchak Begam for refuge. Tlie Begam welcomed him, was

generous to him and gave her daughter Fakliru-n-Nisa in marriage

with him. Shah Abul Maali soon grew tired of the dominating and

interfering ways of Mahchuchak Begam. He wanted Kabul for

himself. So he killed the Begam and Haider Qasim in 1564 A.D.^

Akbar's half-brother and Mahchuchak's son Mirza Hakim was

luckily rescued by Mirza Sulaiman of Badakshan, who defeated

Abul Maali and helped Mirza Hakim to keep his hold over Kabul.

The activities of Mahchuchak Begam and her political ambitions

certainly proved to be a headache for Akbar and troubled him like

a sore thumb, just when he was trying to consolidate his father's

inherited, lost and finally gained empire in India. But he was soon

freed of Mahchuchak Begam and her ambitious ways.

Bakhlimnisa Begam (Akbar's Half-sister)

Another Mughal princess who played an important part in

politics of Akbar's time was Bakhtunnisa Begam (or Faklirunhisa

Begam). She ^vas the daughter of Humayun and Mahchuchak
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Begam and bom in 1550 A.D. (957 A.H.) Therefore she was

Akbar's half-sister. Bakhtunnisa Begam was married to Khwaja

Hasan Naqshbandi of Badakshan.®’ Bakhtunnisa's brother Mirza

Muhammad Hakim •\vas the governor of Kabul. In 1581 A.D. he

rebelled in Kabul. He advanced to Lahore inv'-ading Punjab on the

ivay. Here he was checked by Man Singh, the governor of that

pro\Tnce. Akbar declared war on Mirza Haldm and himself went

to Kabul. Mirza Hakim ran away to the hills.® Akbar pardoned

him. But the governorship of Kabul was now given to his sister

Bakhtunnisa Begam.® Akbar also promised not to show any

kindness to Mirza Hakim ifhe misbehaved in future.® AfterAkbar

came away from Kabul, Mirza Hakim got back his old position,

but all the official orders -were issued in Bakhtunnisa's name.®

Thus, Bakhtunnisa Begam helped Akbar to solve the problem of

Kabul region;

Matrimonial Alliances of Akbar

Akbar -was a farsighted man and he kne\v very •well that to

make his foothold strong in India, he had to take the help of the

powerful Rajput mlers of that time. The Rajputs 'were chivalrous,

dauntless and ver}' good at war and the use of arms.Therefore,

their help and support were soughtby Akbar for the stability and

expansion of his Empire. Akbar tried many measures to 'wdn over

the support of the Rajput chiefs. The foremost among those rvas

establishing matrimonial alliances rsith them. Apart from the

diplomatic factor, these alliances reveal Akbar's broad minded

nature and the feeling of universal tolerance that perrmded his

heart. The Rajput princesses who came into Akbar's harem ^vere

not converted into Islam by force. Even if some of them took up
Islam, they ^vere all given freedom of faith and belief. In the royal

harem they could practise any religion they pleased. The relatives

of these Rajput ladies -weie given high posts in the Mughal
administration. Hindu festivals were celebrated in the Mughal
court side by side wdth Muslim festivities.

Hindu/Rajput Wives

The first Rajput lady •whom Akbar married in 1562 A.D. •jvas

Jodha Bai, the eldest daughter of Raja Bihari Mai of Amber.®
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Jodha Bai occupied a very important place in Akbar's harem. She
had the good fortune of becoming the mother of Salim, the future

emperor. Soon after her marriage with Akbar, her father. Raja

Bihari Mnl, was given the highest rank of the official aristocracy,

as a mansabadar of5000 horses.*^ Later, her brother. Raja Bhagwan
Das was given the title of Amir-ul-Ulema and her nephew. Raja

Man Singh, was appointed a mansabdar of the rank of 7000. This

status during Akbar's time was enjoyed only by his sons Salim

and Daniyal.

Akbar married the niece of Raja Maldeo of Jodhpur in

November 1570 A.D.“ He also married the daughter of Rawal
Hari Rai of Jaisalmer.*’ Tl-ie relatives of these Rajput princesses

ivere also given high ranks like mansabs above 1000, but none of

them could achieve the status that the house ofAmber held under

Akbar. Akbar's policy of concluding matrimonial alliances with

Rajput princesses did not limit itself to his own marriages alone.

Tliey extended to his eldest son and successor Salim as well.

The first Hindu wife of Salim was Man Bai, daughter of Raja

Bhagwan Das of Amber, who %vas then the governor of Punjab.^

This marriage took place on Februaiy' 13, 1585 A.D, and was

conducted in both the Hindu and Muslim styles. This marriage

brought great wealth to Akbar in the form of dowry. Man Bai was

a ver}'- beautiful lady and her fidelity and sincere devotion to

Salim won for her a special place in Salim's heart.^* She was given

the title of Shah Bcgam after the birth of her first son Khusrau.

Tlic second Rajput wife of Prince Salim was Jodh Bai, better

known as Jagat Gossain, daughter of Udai Singh or Mota Raja and

Rani Manrang Do of Gwalior. The marriage took place at Mota

Raja's palace on January 11, 1586 A.D.^ Salim, it seems, fell in love

with Jagat Gossain at a function which he attended with his mother.

Though his parents were a bit reluctant, yet this marriage was

finalised by Hamida Banu. Tlie dowry was fixed at seventy five

lakh tankas.^ Jagat Gossain is famous in historj' as the mother of

prince Khurram who later became the next Mughal Emperor

Shahjahan. Tliis marriage also proved of benefit to both the sides.

After the marriage, Udai Singh was given the title of 'Raja' and a

mansab of 1000 'zat'.’'* Tiie brothers and nephews ofJagat Gossain

were also given royal favours. With the Mughal help, Udai Singh
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crushed the vassals of Marwar into submission and got much
wealth in the form of tribute. Akbar too received the full co-

operation of Udai Singh in his political endeavours. Udai Singh

was appointed to manage the affairs of Lahore in 1592 A.D.^

The third Hindu rvife of Salim was a Bikaneri princess, the

sfacteen year old daughter of Rai Singh of Bikaner. The marriage

was performed atFatehpur Sikri on May 28, 1586 A.D. The dowry

was Rs. 2,50,000.'^ The fourth Rajput rvife ofSalim was the daughter

of Rai Kalyan Mai of Jaisalmir whom Jehangir married in 1587

A.D. She had the title of Malika-i-Jahan.” In 1591 A.D. Salim

married Rajkumari Karamsi (Karamnasi), the daughter of Raja

Keshava Das Rathor. She was Salim's fifth Hindu wife.^ The sixth

Hindu wife of Jehangir was Kanwal Rani, daughter of the ruler of

little Tibet. This marriage was a total diplomatic affair. The Tibetan

chief offered his youngest daughter in marriage to Salim in order

to avert Akbar's attack on Tibet.”

The seventh and eighth Hindu wives of Salim came into his

harem after the death of Akbar and rvhen Salim became the next

Mughal Emperor Jehangir. In 1608 A.D. Jehangir married the

daughter of Jagat Singh, who was the eldest son of Raja Man
Singh of Amber. This marriage was the outcome of Jehangir's

interest and initiative. He gave Jagat Singh 80,000 rupees as

marriage present. From the port of Cambay, a European tapestry

of unparalleled beauty was also sent to Jagat Singh. The marriage

took place in the house ofMariam Zamani (Jodha Bai). Among the

other articles of dowry, Man Singh, the bride's grandfather, gave

sixty elephants.® The eighth and last Hindu wife of Jehangir was
the daughter of Ram Chand Bundela, whom he married in 1609

A.D."

These matrimonial alliances with the daughters of Hindu
rulers, especially the Rajput chief went a long way in strengthening

the roots of the Mughal Empire in India. The Mughal
administration got efficient officials and generals. Many battles

were successfully won and many important and fruitful measures
^vere introduced in the Mughal administration. Moreover, the

downy that these princesses brought w'ith them, enriched the royal

treasuries. These Rajput and Hindu Chiefs also benefited through
these marriages. With the Mughal help they could conquer new^
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lands and stabilise their political positions. Their prestige and
dignity were enhanced.

Part Played by Some Mughal Ladies During Salim's Revolt

During the reign of Akbar too we find instances when the

royal ladies intervened to secure pardon against the wrong doer.

Akbar did not believe in women interfering in his decisions. Once
his mother Hamida Banu Begam and his wife Ruqaiya Begam
(Turkish Sultana Begam), by their joint effort could not secure

pardon for a Sunni Muslim who had murdered a Shia in Lahore

purely out of religious fanatism.®^ But, when it came to be the case

of his son Salim, Akbar seems to have softened when his royal

ladies tried to secure his forgiveness for his son's misdeeds.

Toivards the end of the 16th century. Prince Salim had not

bctn granted audience with the Emperor for quite some time due

to his habit of excessive drinking. In 1599 A.D. when Akbar was

leaving for the Deccan, due to the pleadings of Mariam Makani

Hamida Banu, Salim was allowed to make Qumish to the

Emperor.®® Prince Salim's misconduct did not stop with that. He
was soon tired of his father Akbar's long reign and revolted in

1601 A.D. and assumed the royal title at Allahabad. WTien peaceful

measures failed to put good sense into Salim. Akbar decided to

deal with him verj' sternly.

Salim was much loved by many of the senior ladies of the

royal harem. Tlicy were scared ofAkbar taking stem action against

him. Akbar's mother Hamida Banu Begam and his aunt Gulbadan

Begam,®' Salim's mother Jodha Bai, and another wife ofAkbar and

a senior lady of the harem, Salima Sultan Begam, all pleaded with

the Emperor to pardon their favourite child, Salim. Some other

senior ladies like Bakhtunnisa Bcgam,“ Akbar's half sister and the

governor of Kabul, no^v staying with Akbar, was also concerned

in this reconciliation effort of the royal ladies to make peace

between Emperor Akbar and his son Salim. Salima Sultan Begam

constantly reminded Akbar of his prayers and efforts to get a son.

Akbar's heart softened aT^it and he asked Salima Sultan Begam to

go to Allahabad and persuade Salim to give up his rebellious

ways and come back to Agra,®® where Salim could ask for his

father's forgivene.ss. Salima Sultan Begam was successful in
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bringing back Salim to Agra and everybody was jubilant at her

success. Hamida Banu Begam travelled two stages to welcome her

grandson. Salim was lodged in her apartments. He wanted to

meet Akbar at an auspicious hour but Akbar wanted to see him

sooner.®^ Akbar received his son cordially and asked him no

question. No explanations were given either and Salim meet his

family among smiles and tears. Salim presented to his father 1000

gold mohars and about 354 elephants. This amounted to a partial

disarmament. The Emperor placed his turban on his son's head.

This was in early 1603 A.D.^

Every thing went on fine till May 1603 A.D. Akbar now
%\^anted Salim to imdertake a military expedition in order tohumble

Rana Amar Singh, son of Maharana Pratap of Mewar. Rana Amar
Singh was try'ing to occupy Mughal territories in Rajasthan. But

Salim was suspicious of his father's motives. Under some pretext

or the other, he refused to go on this expedition. The senior ladies

of the Mughal harem once again pleaded with the emperor to

keep his son at the Court. Salim wanted to go back to Allahabad

and Akbar, after much thought let him do so. As soon as Salim

reached Allahabad, he went back to his evil ways and there came

into existence a situation of reign of terror.

Akbar was distressed at his son's brutalities. He wanted to

save his Empire and save his son for the Empire's future. Peaceful

persuasion failed. Then Akbar left Agra with a huge army, but on
the way got the news of his mother Hamida Banu's serious illness.

At first Akbar could not believe it as he thought it to be put up by

Hamida Banu to stop him as she loved Salim very much. To

confirm it Akbar sent Prince Khurram and Hakim Ali to Agra.

Khurram came"back and clarified the news of Hamida Banu's

illness and Akbar immediately rushed back to Agra just in time.

Hamida Banu passed away soon, on 29th August, 1604 A.D.®’

Salim was informed of his grandmother's death. He came
back to Agra and Akbar accepted him and his gifts. But at the

same time he wanted to teach him a lesson for his misdeeds. So
Salim was imprisoned in the female apartments.’® Opium and
alcohol ^vere stopped for him. His sisters pleaded with Akbar for

his release. Akbar freed Salim after ten days and he came to live in

his onm palace.’'
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With this ended Salim's rebellion. This rebellion did not

bring success for Salim because it could not fructify Salim's motives

in overthrowing Akbar. But the rebellion of Salim did not bring

success to Akbar either, who tried to crush it by all means. Every

time, when he thought of dealing strictly with his rebel son, the

senior ladies of the harem, his mother, sister, aunt and his wives

and daughters were also more than prepared to compel him in not

dealing with his son sternly. In fact, Salim oived his freedom and

well-being to these special ladies of the Mughal harem. Without

their infer\'ention he could never have escaped his father's wrath.

Nur Jahan— The Light of Jehangir's World

The royal ladies of the Mughal harem like Salima Sultan

Begam continued to interfere in politics even during Jehangir's

time. Jehangir came to the Mughal throne in 1605 A.D. In 1606

A.D. Khusrau, the eldest son of Jehangir and his Rajput wife Man
Bai, revolted his father, at the instigation of Mirza Aziz Koka, also

known as Khan Azam, the son of Shamshuddin Atka. Jehangir as

per the decision of his nobles thought of punishing Mirza Aziz

Koka. But Salima Sultan Begam and some other leading ladies of

the harem inlcr%'ened in this matter and compelled Jehangir to

pardon Mirza Aziz Koka. Once again Prince Khusrau revolted in

1613 A.D. and once again the royal ladies, i.e. the mothers and

sisters of Jehangir compelled the Emperor to forgive Khusrau who
was permitted audience with the Emperor.’’ Tliat Khusrau was

not spared by Prince Khurram and Nur Jahan is another storj' to

bo dealt with later on.

But the most prominent female personality of Jehangir's

time and of the Mughal ago as a whole was Nur Jahan Begam, the

last wife of Emperor Jehangir. Nur Jahan originally named as

Mehr-un-Nisa, was the daughter of a Persian noble, Ghiyas Beg,

who came from Persia to Akbar's court in search of fortune. Ghiyas

Beg and the other members of his family gradually came to occupy

responsible posts in the Mughal administration. But it was from

the time of Mehr-un-Nisa's marriage with Emperor Jehangir, and

then onwards, that the family of Ghiyas Beg, titled Etimad-ud-

Daula, saw the steady, rise of their power and position.

Legend goes that, with Jehangir it was a case of love at first
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sight, when he as the young Prince Salim, saw Mehr-un-Nisa, the

adolescent and immarried daughter of Ghiyas Beg, for the first

time in a garden. Mehr-im-Nisa's imparalleled beauty, innocent

charm and youthfulness left Salim totally smitten. But Salim could

not marry her then as Mehr-im-Nisa's marriage had been fixed by

Ghiyas Beg with Emperor Akbar's consent, to Ali Quli Istalju,

another upcoming Persian soldier at the Mughal Court, who later

became the Jagirdar of Burdwan in Bengal.

After the accidental death of Ali Quli Slier Afghan, Mehr-

un-Nisa returned to Agra and took up a job in the royal harem at

the household of Akbar's widow Ruqaiya Begam. Jehangir once

again got to see Mehr-un-Nisa during the Nauroz celebrations in

1611 A.D. The old flame is said to have ignited in Jehangir's heart

and he left no stones unturned to get Mehr-im-Nisa this time.

Mehr-un-Nisa seems to have kept the condition that she was to

become his chief queen after the marriage. This is certainly the

first great achievement in Mehr-un-Nisa's life. During the Mughal

times, women ivere supposed to have been aged at thirty. But at

the age of thirty four and already a mother of a child, Mehr-un-

Nisa's beauty and charm was such that it could captivate the heart

of Emperor Jehangir, who not only made her his Empress but

graduall}' let her rule his heart as well as his empire. After the

marriage, Mehr-un-Nisa was given the title of Nur Mahal (Light

of the Palace), then Nur Jahan (Light of the World) and later that

of Padshah Begam (the first lady of the realm) in 1613 A.D.

Nur Jahan Begam was a lady of varied interests and many
talents. In her days there was hardly any field where she did not

take an active interest. But, she was not contented with her

contributions towards the artistic 'field alone, and her activities

extended towards the political field as well. Nur Jahan Begam
ivas a learned, talented, artistic, courageous, philanthropic and
extremely beautiful woman. But more than anything else, she was
politically ambitious and power crazy to a very great extent.

Nur Jahan's rise to power is generally dmded into two
periods of unequal length. The first was from 1611 A.D. to 1622

A.D. and the second was 1622 A.D. tol627 A.D. During the first

period, Jehangir was active and so was Nur Jahan's junta which
comprised of herself, her father Etimad-ud-Daula, brother Asaf
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Khan and step-son Prince Khurram. The second period saw the

break-up of the junta, the death of Etimad-ud-Daula and his wife

Asmat Banu, the illness of Jehangir and his deteriorating health

and Asaf Klian joining hands with his son-in-law Prince Khurram.
Nur Jahan's influence over Jehangir was so great that she

became the 'de facto' ruler of the Empire and the Emperor was
only too happy to leave the tedious job of running the Empire in

her capable hands. Several foreign travellers who visited India

during the Mughal times, speak of Nur Jahan's influence in the

royal harem and in the political matters of Jehangir's times. Says

Pietro Della Valle; "He Qehangir) hath one wife, or Queen, whom
he esteems and favours above all other women; and his whole

empire is governed at this day by her counsel".’^ Pietro Della Valle

further remarks;

...she commands and governs at this day in the King's

Haram with supreme authority; having cunningly

removed out of the Haram, either by marriage, or other

handsome wages, all the other women who might give

her any jealousy; and having also in the Court made
many alterations by deposing, and displacing almost all

the old Captains, and Officers, and by advancing to

dignities other new ones of her own creatures and
particularly those of her blood and alliance.’*

Francisco Pelsaert also gives a similar opinion when he says

that;

...Jehangir, disregarding his own person and position, has

surrendered himself to a crafty wife of humble lineage, as

the result either of her arts or of her persuasive tongue.

She has taken and still continues increasingly to take,

such advantage of this opportunity, that she had gradually

enriched herself with superabundant treasures, and has

secured a more than royal position. Her former and present

supporters have been well rewarded, so that now most of

the men who are near the king o\ve their promotion to

her...’*

In the later times Bernier and Manucci too spoke of Nur

Jahan's power and political activities. Sir Tliomas Roe, the English

ambassador, who visited the Mughal Court during Jehangir's
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time spoke elaborately of Nur Jahan's power and the influence

that she and her family members exercised in the politics and

administration of that time. So did the other Englishmen like

William Hawkins and Edward Terry.Terry in his accounts said

about Nur Jahan: "she hath much advanced her friends, before

mean, and in manner commands the commander of that empire

by engrossing his affection."®' Jehangir, who himselfwas charmed

by Nur Jahan Begam, writes in his memoirs about her love for

him. He says about her; "I did not think anyone was fonder of

me."®'

Thus, from the time Jehangir fell in love with her, Nur Jahan
Begam had the biggest advantage of having the xmshaken love

and confidence of the Emperor, who knew or saw nothing beyond

her. This situation was very intelligently exploited by the ambitious

Nur Jahan. It became quite easy for her to climb the shoulders of

her Emperor husband and reach the top of the administrative

network from where she tried to control all that happened in the

Empire. Dr. Pant even says that "...his Jahangir's) reign after 1611

A.D. was the reign of his consort Nur Jahan..."®®

Soon after her marriage with Emperor Jehangir, the family

members of Nur Jahan Begam, who had previously fallen out of

favour with Jehangir, now regained a position of respect, power

and influence. Apart from keeping the condition of becoming

Jehangir 's chief queen, NurJahan, it seems, kept two other marriage

conditions—first, "that her father should have the post of

Etmadoulet, or first minister," and second, "that her brothers, as

well as her other relations, should fill the first places at Court."™

If these were the marriage conditions, then Jehangir certainly kept

his words. Nur Jahan's father Ghiyas Beg, now Etimad-ud-Daula

became the Prime Minister and given a rank of commander of

5000 horses.’®’ The brothers of Nur Jahan too came to occupy high

posts in the administration, especially Abul Hassan, now styled

Itiqad Khan and three years later as Asaf Khan, who in 1611 A.D.

was appointed master of the household.’®-

All these things were not enough to satisfy Nur Jahan. She
continued to adopt various means to strengthen her position

politically. The first and the most important marriage that took
place between Etimad-ud-Daula's family and the royal Mughal
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family was that between Nur Jahan's niece and Asaf Khan's
daughter Aijumand Banu Begam with Prince Khurram, son of

Emperor Jehangir. The marriage took place on 1612 A.D. This

marriage certainly strengthened the political position of NurJahan's

family, but Nur Jahan could not have been the real force behind

this marriage. It is said that Prince Khurram fell in love with

Aijumand Banu and their betrothal had taken place some five

years and three months before the wedding took place, i.e.

sometime in 1607 A.D.’® This marriage, though contributed in

strengthening Nur Jahan's political position, could’nothave given

her much happiness as some sources say that she was keen on
getting her daughter Ladli Begam married to Prince Khurram, as

he was the most eligible heir to Jehangir's throne. But Khurram's

love for Arjumand Banu was too great for him to accept Nur
Jahan's proposal.'®

Nur Jahan then aimed at getting her daughter married to

Jehangir's eldest son, Prince Khusrau. This rebellious son of

Jehangir was the most popular with all classes of people, the

ladies of the royal harem and the older nobility as the heir to the

Mughal throne. Even Emperor Akbar is said to have had Prince

Khusrau in mind as the heir to his throne. Soon after his coming to

the throne, Jehangir in 1606 A.D. had to face the rebellion of his

eldest son Khusrau. From that time onwards Khusrau was kept in

imprisonment. Nur Jahan thought that Prince Khusrau might

succeed Jehangir as 'the next emperor. So she tried to get her

daughter married to him in order to strengthen her own position.

She told Khusrau that if he agreed to marrj^ her daughter Ladli

Begam, then he would be freed from imprisonment and the

miserable life he then led.'® Khusrau's imprisonment was shared

by his very devoted wife who left the life of luxury in the palace,

to share her husband's difficult times. Khusrau loved his wife

very much and could not think of taking another wife. So he

refused Nur Jahan's offer which came to him quite a number of

times."’* Even his wife pressed him to accept it as it would free

him. But Khusrau was adamant and he preferred his life of

imprisonment to Nur Jahan's proposal. Della Valle says that —
"For these things, SuUan Chosrou remained always much in the

hatred of NurmaJial...""’’ No wonder, Khusrau always remained
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in captivity. Under Nur Jahan's influence, Khusrau was forbidden

in 1614A.D. to come to Court and pay his respect to the Emperor.*”®

In 1616 A.D. Khusrau was handed over to Asaf Khan for safe-

keeping. Now Khusrau was totally under the grip of Nur Jahan's

junta. Roe gives a detailed description of the Khusrau problem

and says that Nur Jahan used all methods of feminine persuasion

to convince Jehangir that Khusrau could be still dangerous. When
this failed, Etimad-ud-Daula, AsafKhan and Shahjahan persuaded

the King on the same grounds.*® Finally Khusrau fell in Asaf

Khan's hand. Effort continued to make peace between Khusrau

and ihe junta. In 1619 A.D. freedom came at last for Khusrau. This

was probably a publicity stunt on the part of ihe junta. But Khusrau

did not live long after this and passed away in 1621 A.D. Even

after his release, Khusrau was not spared from the scheming

hands of the jvmta members who stilt feared him, and it seems his

death finally came from slow poisoning. Says Roe;

The prince Sultan Coronne (Khurram), Normahall the

deare queene, aunt to his wife, Asaph Chan his father-in-

law, brother to the Queene, and Etiman Dowlett, father of

them both, being they thatnow govern all and dare attempt

anything, resolved it was not possible for them to stand if

the Prince Sultan Coronne lived,whom the nobilitye loved

... therefore practised how to bring him into their power,

that poyson might end him.**”

Having failed to get Khusrau on her side and to marry off

her daughter to him, Nur Jahan finally settled with Sheihriyar, the

youngest sur\dving son of Jehangir. The other prince Parvez was
a dnmkard and lacked ambition and strength of mind. Shahriyar

too was not a right choice as future heir to the Mughal throne. He
had a feeble mind and lacked all qualities that made an emperor.

But Nur Jahan settled for him as the husband of her daughter and
took up the cause of pushing his candidature to the throne. Prince

Shahriyar was betrothed to Ladli Begam in December, 1620 A.D.

and the marriage was celebrated in April next year, amidst

grandeur and pomp.*** Shahriyar was raised to the rank of 8000

zat 4000 sawar.

Quite early in her political career, Nur Jahan Begam realised

that to exercise her full control over the affairs of the empire, she
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needed to have able and trustworthy people around her on whom
she could rely and who could form some sort of a structure that

would channelise power naturally and immediately to her. Thus,

the junta or the faction that grew around her was the result of the

needs and circumstances that surrounded her. The members of

this junta apart from Nur Jahan, happened to be her father Etimad-

ud-Daula, her brotherAsafKhan and Prince Khurram,Asaf Khan's

son-in-law and the junta's candidate as the heir to the Mughal
throne. The other sons of Jehangir, as has been already discussed,

were less capable than the ambitious and iron-willed Khurram,

who had all the capabilities of becoming an emperor. The eldest,

prince Khusrau was in imprisonment and constantly thought of as

a threat by the junta members. The second. Prince Parvez was a

dull and incompetent man heavily into drinking. The fourth son

of Jehangir, Prince Shahriyar too lacked a strong mind and was
too young at the time of the junta's rise. Therefore, Jehangir 's third

son, Prince Khurram, who was a man of ability, intelligence, strong

will power and self-control, was the natural choice of the junta

which could build up their power structure around him.

Another important man of Nur Jahan's junta was her father

Etimad-ud-Daula. He was the man on whom Nur Jahan chiefly

relied. He was the Prime Minister of the empire and always looked

into the interests of his daughter. Beni Prasad calls him "the

strongest pillar of the Nur Jahan ascendancy.""^ Next in the line

came Nur Jahan's brother, Asaf Khan. He was an educated,

intelligent, talented and level-headed man and an efficient

administrator. He was fond of grandeur and magnificence, but

was courteous and amiable in social dealings. In 1611 A.D. Asaf

Khan was appointed master of the household. His importance at

the royal Court increased greatly when in 1612 A.D. his daughter

Arjumand Banu Begam was married to the twenty years old

Prince Khurram, the third son of emperor Jehangir.

Thus came into existence the faction popularly known as

NurJahan's junta. The real power did not lie in EmperorJehangir's

hands, but in the hands of his beautiful queen Nur Jahan and her

junta. Pelsaert observed that, "he (Jehangir) is king in name only

while she (NurJahan) and her brotherAsafKhan hold the kingdom

firmly in their hands."'” About Nur Jahan's role in the junta. Roe
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says that, "... Normahall fullfill(s) the obsen'^ation that in all actions

of consequence in a court, especially in a faction, a woman is not

only always an ingredient, but commonly a principal drugg and

of most vertue; and shee showes that they are not incapable of

conducting business, nor herself voyd of nut and subtiltye."”^

Nur Jahan Begam certainly lived upto Roe's description.

Says Dow:
Her abilities were imcommon, for she rendered herself

absolute, in a government in which women are thought

incapable of bearing any part. Their power, it is true, is

sometimes exerted in the harem; but, like the \urtues of

the magnet, it is silent and imperceived. Noor-Jehan stood

forth in public; she broke through all restraint and custom,

and acquired porver by her onm address, more than by
the rveakness of Jehangir.”^

Nur Jahan had endless power in her hands. Nothing

happened in the empire without her consent. Jehangir had no

objection to her decisions. Pelsaert talks of a strange method

adopted by the empress to get her ways with Jehangir. According

to him Nur Jahan used to get Jehangir's permission for all things

when the emperor used to retire to his bed chamber at night, quite

in a drunken state. At this time, Nur Jahan, who knew ver}' well

how to manage Jehangir, got her work done by getting the

emperor's permission wherever it was needed.”^ We cannot say

how far this particular story is true, but the truth is that Jehangir

hardly ever refused anything that Nur Jahan ^vished for and

therefore the empress had almost absolute powers in her hands.

The Emperor's orders or grants of appointments and removals

had no value until and unless they were approved by NurJahan.”"

If anyone came mth a plea or an appeal to the Emperor, the case

^vas referred to Asaf Khan who in turn took Nur Jahan's opinions

regarding the particular matter.”® If anyone, therefore, was a

recipient of royal favour or a high appointment, he had the Empress

to thank for and not the Emperor. All the chief offices in the

administration went to her favourites. Elder statesmen and"nobles
like Mirza Aziz Koka reproached Jehangir for placing so much
power and authority in Nur Jahan's hands.”®

Nur Jahan's influence became so great that coins were struck
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in her name. This was something never known before in

Muhammaden history. These coins were made of gold and bore

the twelve signs of the Zodiac, one sign on each coin.’^“ Opinions

differ as to whether these coins were used in daily transactions or

not. Pelsaert says they were not,’^' but to Manucci, they were
"Current money".'^ According to Dr. Pant, "the other prerogative

of having prayers read in her name was denied to her on the

ground of her sex..."'“ Nur Jahan is also known to have sat for the

'jharokha darshan'*^^ or conducting administrative business with

the common people and hearing their pleas from a high window
of the palace. The custom of 'jharokha darshan' was an exclusive

duty of the Emperor, but Nur Jahan replaced Jehangir even in this.

Even 'Farmans' were occasionally issued with her name and under

her initiative. Many of thesefarmans deal with grants of land, etc.,

made by Begam Nur Jahan to various people, and reveal the

significant part she played in Jehangir's administration.’^ Some of

these farmans are dated 1027 A.H./1617 A.D., 1027 A.H./1618

A.D., 1028 A.H./1618A.D.,etc.'“ Usually these farmans have Nur
Jahan Begam's name mentioned as "Nawab Mahd Uliya" or "Mahd
Uliya".”^

Along with her control over the administration, Nur Jahan

also accumulated and enriched herself with a lot of wealth'^® and

at the same time spent it lavishly not only on herself but also to

increase the grandeur of the Empire as well. It was during her

time that the widespread custom of 'nazrs' or offerings to the

emperor and high officials had started.’^ Anybody who wished to

gain favours with Nur Jahan and her close associates had to

present themselves with costly gifts and valuable presents. Roe

tells about many such occasions when he gave costly and rare

presents to Jehangir, Nur Jahan, Shahjahan, Etimad-ud-Daula and

Asaf Khan to gain their favours and get his work done.”” Nur

Jahan o^vned vast jagirs too. Beni Prasad writes that "If she could

have been admitted to the order of mansabdars, her jagirs would

have entitled her to the rank of 30i000."”’‘
'

All thesC’things are proof enough to’ show the power and

might of Nur Jahan Begam. But, it must also be mentioned that

Nur Jahan Begam \vaS not just power crazy. She was an able and

efficient administrator as well. She was a fine judge of men and
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matters and had a practical approach to all things. Never did she

leave any matter to its periphery, but went right to its core to find

out its real nature. Even her enemies admitted that difficulties

simply melted at her touch. She was wise, tactful, bold and

dauntless even at the face of grave adversities. The strict rules of

purdah could not keep her behind the veils. To go with these

qualities of the head and mind she had great qualities of the heart

too. Much of her personal funds was used in charity towards

helping widows, orphans and in getting poor girls married. Any
poor and needy person asking for her help and charity ^vere

seldom or never returned unsatisfied. Moreover, she ^vas a lady of

taste, refinement and learning. All these things added up to make
Nur Jahan Begam a worthy and capable ruler and administrator,

and to criticise her alone for her unboimd ambition and power

loving nature 'ivill be rvrong and biased on our part. Ambition and

an eye for power to rise to the top are qualities that surely take one

to the zenith in any field. But the fault wth Nur Jahan was that

these traits were present in her to such a great extent that they

came to be considered the negative shades of her character. The

famous quote goes
—

'Tower corrupts and absolute po^ver corrupts

absolutely". That is what that exactly happened in Nur Jahan's

case, and that -which led to her downfall, and the chaos and

confusion that marked Jehangir's reign from 1622 to 1627 A.D.

and some time after that, till Shahjahan became the next Mughal
emperor and Nur Jahan had to bring herself always from the life

of active politics and settle down in Lahore for a life of self-

imposed obscurity.

It has alread}’^ been discussedhowNurJahan tried her best to

get her daughter married to Prince Khurram and then to Prince

Khusrau, and having failed in both the cases, settled for the less

capable Prince Shahrayar. Despite the differences behveen Nur
Jahan and Khurram regarding this marriage proposal and finally

Khurram's setting for his beloved Aijumand Banu Begam as has

wife in 1612 A.D., relationship betw'een Nur Jahan and Khurram
^vere quite amicable forsometime. Over the years Khurram proved
himself to be a fine general. He led successful expeditions in 1613

A.D. against Rajputana’^’ and in 1616-17A.D. in theDeccan.By then
he already had !he title of 'Shah'. NurJahan arranged a grand feast
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to celebrate his victory. Khurram was raised to the rank of 30,000

Za t and Sawar.’” But the problematicMalikAmberonce again tried

to raise his head in the Deccan. Nur Jahan successfully solved the

crisis and Malik Amber was forced to pay a sum of 50 lacs.'^

Khurram was also successful in his campaign against Kangra.

These military victories of Shahjahan were initially welcomed
by Nur Jahan. But, she soon realised that Shahjahan was too

proud and ambitious to let her continue with her interference in

politics when he became the next Emperor. Nur Jahan wanted the

position of authority desperately. She now used the youngest son

of Jehangir, Prince Shahryar as a pawn for the fulfilment of her

unending ambitions. She got her daughter married to him and
Shahryar now was raised to very high rank. Nur Jahan's aim was
to push Shahrj'ar's candidature to the Mughal throne against that

of Khurram. She was sure that if Shahryar came to the throne, she

would once again be the 'de facto' ruler of the empire.

At this time came up the Central Asian crisis. The ruler of

Persia, Shah Abbas, annexed Qandhar in 1622 A.D. Nur Jahan

decided to send Khurram to drive out the Shah of Persia from

Qandhar. Khurram was no fool and he knew that probably this

was the chance that Nur Jahan wanted when she could force

Jehangir to declare Shahryar as the heir to the throne. Khurram

refused to go. He was also aware that the Qandhar expedition

which was an almost hopeless affair, might ruin his image and

prestige if he was unsuccessful.'” This was the period of the

break-up of the famous Nur Jahan junta. Etimad-ud-Daula and

his wife Asmat Banu were already dead. Asaf Khan was almost

turning to Khurram's side, though not yet directly. Jahangir's

health was deteriorating day by day, Jehangir, it seems, was slowly

turning towards his son Parvez, who according to Lane Poole,

"could drink level with himself."'” Nur Jahan was desperately

hoping for power to remain in her hands, and therefore was

openly supportive of Shahr)’ar. These circumstances finally forced

Shahjahan to revolt against his father who was totally under the

control of his Persian wife.

Khurram started with seizing some of the jagirs ofNurJahan
and Shahryar. Jehangir sent him afarvian directing him to mend his

ways. But Khurram refused to obey him and decided to march to
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Agra. Jehangir decided to march against him to punish this son of

hiswhomhe preferred to call a 'wretch' (bidaulat)

.

Khurramreached

Fatehpur. He was assisted by Khan-Khanan Mirza Abdur Rahim

Khan, son of Bairam Khan and many other amirs who held high

office in Gujarat and the Deccan. Nur Jahan's superb war strategy

inflicted defeat on Khurram (Shahjahan) and drove his men to the

south of Delhi in 1623 A.D. Khurram fled away to Malwa and then

to the Deccan and tried to get the help of Malik Amber, but failed.

From the Deccan, Khurram came to Bengal and Bihar where he

captured the forts of Rohtas and Asirgarh in 1624 A.D. Nur Jahan

sent an army led by Mahabat Khan to deal with Khurram. Then

Khurram ran away to the Deccan in 1625 A.D. when he once again

tried toform an alliance withAhmadnagar, asMahabatKhan sided

wath Bijapur. Mahabat Khan and Price Parv'ez were sent to the

Deccan against him. They rvere successful. By this time, Khurram
tired and losing hope, decided to surrender to his father and wrote

a letter asking for his father's pardon. Jehangir, at Nur Jahan's

insistence replied inMarch, 1626A.D. thatKhxirramwas tosurrender

the forts ofRohtas andAsirgarhand also senthis two sons, Dara and

Aurangzeb as hostages to the royal court at Lahore. These terms

and conditions had to be accepted by Khurram as they secured

royal pardon for him. Aftenvards, he with his wife and his other

children stayed in Nasik forsome time to normalise the situation.’^^

Thus Khurram's rebellion ended after a futile period of three years

when there was much bloodshed and wastage of men and money.

The credit ofcrushingKhurram's rebellionwasNurJahan's,though
in many ways she was herself responsible for the prevailing

discontentment in the Empire.

Soon after Khurram's rebellion, Nur Jahan faced another

political crisis in the form ofMahabat Khan's rebellion7and this too

was firmly dealtwithby her, Mahabat Khanwas an ambitious, able
and reputed commander of the army. He was sent by Nur Jahan

Begam to suppressKhurram's rebellion in the Deccan and he did so

quite successfully in 1625 A.D. After this, while he was encamping
near Sarangpur, Imperial ordersreachedhiminforminghim thathe
was transferred to Bengal.'^ Nur Jahan probably in her heart of

hearts feared Mahabat Khan who had earlier expressed his

discontentment towards on all powerful queen.'^^ Khan-i-Jahan
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Lodi succeeded Mahabat Khan as Vakil to Parvez.'^” Prince Parvez

refused to part with Mahabat Khan and the imperial messenger
returned and conveyed this to Jehangir and Nur Jahan. A second

farman with a stricter tone was sent to Prince Parvez,who this time

agreed to the imperial command.'*’ Next, Mahabat Khan was
ordered to send to the Court the elephants he was alleged to have
obtained in Bengal and Bihar at the time of Khurram's rebellion.

MahabatKhan was also required to furnish the accounts ofthe large

sums forfeited to the state for the dismissal of disloyal jagirdars."^

To top it all, Mahabat Khan was ordered to present himself before

the royal court as he was charged with breach of royal conduct and

etiquette as he had betrothed and got his daughter married without

the permission of the Emperor. Mahabat Khan was furious with

NurJahan for this harsh treatment given to him. He w’as convinced

that Nur Jahan was behind all this. He was deeply humiliated and

extremely angry at the way he was ruined.

Mahabat Khan's Revolt

All these things led to Mahabat Khan's revolt and he marched

towards the Imperial Court with about 500 Rajput soldiers.

Meanwhile, Jehangir had set out for Kabul in March, 1626 A.D. He
was encamped on the bank of river Jhelum, when Mahabat Khan

and his army approached the vicinity of the royal camp.'” For

Mahabat Khan this served as an opportunity to avenge his

humiliation. He took Jehangir by surprise and through proper

planning and strategy, imprisoned him.'” Mahabat Khan here

made a mistake in neglecting to take Nur Jahan too into custody.

\Vlien he came back to the royal camp, he found that Nur Jahan

had already cleverly managed to escape to the other side of the

river in disguise. Nur Jahan alongwith Asaf Khan and some other

nobles gathered an army to deal with Mahabat Khan.'” Jehangir

sent repeated messages to her asking her not to take up arms

against such a powerful man.'” But Nur Jahan did not pay heed to

his advice. The bridge connecting the opposite river banks had

been destroyed by Mahabat Khan. In spite of that, Nur Jahan

boldly plunged into the river w-ith her men and animals to fight

Mahabat Khan. The operation was personally super\'ised by Nur

Jahan, who, it is said, led the army herself. Along with her was her
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infant grand-daughter, the daughter of Shahryar, who was struck

by an arrow in the arm. NurJahan too was injured. Her men failed

badly against Mahabat Khan's army. Manymen even deserted the

imperialist forces and joined Mahabat Khan.'"”^NurJahan exhibited

great courage in dealing with such a grave crisis. But fate was not

on her side.

Itnow became very hard forNurJahan to bear the separation

of her husband whom she loved very much. She did not give up

the idea of freeing her husband. But now she tried a different

method which would need the power of her mind and not her

might. She surrendered herself to Mahabat Khan and joined her

husband in captivity. Gradually things started becoming favourable

to Nur Jahan. Mahabat Khan became unpopular with many of the

nobles who had come over to his side previously. His Rajput

soldiers were also discontented. Nur Jahan took full advantage of

these developments. Very carefully and intelligently, and without

arousing the suspicion of Mahabat Khan, Nur Jahan won over

many of the nobles to her side. After some time, Jehangir as per

Nur Jahan's advice, tried his best to convince Mahabat Khan that

he felt completely satisfied with Mahabat Khan's arrangements

which had freed him from Nur Jahan's clutches. He also informed

Mahabat Khan of Nur Jahan's secret arrangements to kill him by

poisoning him through Abu Talib's wife, the grand daughter of

the Khan-i-Khanan.”® Nur Jahan's plot worked well and Mahabat

Khan failed to realise the fact that Jehangir .was siding wth Nur
Jahan. He decreased the Rajput guards that he had earlier placed

around Jehangir. Mutamid Khan says that Jehangir, "... set

Mahabat's heart at rest, and removed that doubt and suspicion

with which Mahabat Khan had at first regarded him,"’’’’

Mahabat Khan along with the imprisoned Emperor and

Empress and the rest of the Imperial cortege left Kabul for Lahore

on Monday, the 1st Shahryar, 1626 A.D. In the meantime Nur
Jahan continued in her efforts and got her eunuch Hushiyar Khan
to collect about 200 men in Lahore and proceed towards the

Imperial camp.A few miles away from Rohtas, Jehangir reviewed

the troops collected by NurJahan and Mahabat Khan was informed

about it. Now he know that his game and power possession of

hundred days was over.'“ So Mahabat Khan having no other way.
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fled. He took along with him Asaf Khan, his son Abu Talib, and
the sons of Daniyal, Tahmuras, Hoshang and Lashkari.*^'A regular

Darbar was held at Rohtas. Mahabat Khan was sent an lu-gent

mandate by hJur Jahan through Afzal Khan, commanding him to

release Asaf Khan, his son and the sons of Daniyal immediately. It

also said that if he failed to release Asaf Khan soon, an army
would be sent after him. Mahabat Khan released the sons of

Daniyal but kept back Asaf Khan and his son Abu Talib till he was
reasonably safe. Nur Jahan again sent a letter of warning to

Mahabat Khan. He released Asaf Khan after getting a promise of

fidelity from him, but Abu Talib was still in his custody, who was
later released.

The Imperial Court arrived at Lahore. Nur Jahan set about

reorganising the administration. Asaf Khan became the Vakil.’^^

Other important posts were given by her to people she trusted.

Mahabat Khan in the meantime joined hands with Shahjahan and

this made Nur Jahan afraid. She appointed Khan Jahan as the

Commander-in-Chiefofthe Imperialarmy and senthim to suppress

them. At this juncture Johangir died in October, 1627 AD. near

Rajauri, on his return journey from Kashmir to Lahore. Thiswas the

full stop to Nur Jahan's political ambition and career. Though she

tried to place Shahrj'ar on the throne as the next Emperor, Asaf

Khanwhonowopenlysupported his son-in-lawShahjahan,defeated

and captured Shahryar. Nur Jahan was also kept in confinement.

Shahjahan finally reached Agra, and the Khutba was read in his

name on January 19, 1628 A.D. by Asaf Khan. Shahjahan ascended

the Mughal throne on Monday, Februarj' 10, 1628 A.D.

After this, Nur Jahan passed the last years of her life in

Lahore, ^vhere she led a life of simplicity and obscurity. Ladli

Begam too lived with her. In this manner ended the very colourful

political career of the most ambitious and powerful royal Mughal

lady. Whatever might have been her achievements or failures in

this field, Nur Jahan's name will always be written in bold letters

in Mughal history. Her courage, intelligence, sagacity and mental

equilibrium at the time of danger and difficulties are certainly

praiseworthy. Women of the future ages have much to learn and

be inspired from the remarkable qualities exhibited by this beautiful

Persian lady and Mughal Empress in war and peace.
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Mumtaz Mahal

During the times of Shahjahan we come across his most

beloved wife Mumtaz Mahal, the lady of the Taj, who, though not

directly, is said to have played her own little part in the

contemporary politics. Mumtaz Mahal orArjumand Banu Begam,

as she was originally called, was the daughter of Asaf Khan, the

son of Etimad-ud-Daula, and brother of Nur Jahan Begam.

Arjumand Banu was married to Shahjahan in 1612 A.D. Arjumand

Banu's marriage to Prince Klturram (Shahjahan) was of great

consequences. It led to the formation of the great Nur Jahan's

Junta or clique. It also helped Shahjahan in his political career. She

bore him fourteen children. Mumtaz Mahal died quite young

when she was about 38-39 years of age, and her fourteenth child

was bom at Burhanpur in the Deccan. After her deatli in 1631 A.D.

Shahjahan made her memory eternal by building her mausoleum,

the famous Taj Mahal in Agra.

It is said that Shahjahan loved and trusted Mumtaz Mahal

greatly. Her early death had lefthim completely shattered. Mumtaz
Mahal too, on her part bore great love and devotion towards her

husband. Her entire life revolved around her husband. She was

always by his side in pleasure and in pain. Boldly and courageously

she shared her husband's misfortunes and difficult days. In the

process she herself had to make sacrifices like sending away two

of her sons as hostages after husband's unsuccessful rebellion.

Mumtaz never complained and always stood as a source of constant

courage and encouragement to her husband, on whom she had

complete faith and trust.

It is quite natural that when Shahjahan became the Mughal
Emperor, his beloved queen Mumtaz Mahal also came to occupy a

very' special place and a unique position in the harem and Court.

She got the title of Malika-i-Zaman and rvas given the foremost

position amongst the ladies of the harem. Herjagirs also increased.

Shahjahan very often consulted her in both private matters and
state affairs.’^ She acted as his anchor, where he found love, solace

and contentment.TheEmperor trusted her tosuch an extent that the

Uzuk, or the Royal sealbearing theEmperor 'snamewaskept inher

charge.'^ All important documents andfarmans (Imperial letters)

were brought to her and she affixed the seal to them.
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Mumtaz Mahal was a benevolent and kind hearted lady. She

undertook humanitarian activities on a large scale.'^^ Widows,

orphans, destitutes and other troubled and poor people came to

her from all parts of the country. She listened patiently to all their

pleas and brought these matters to the Emperor's attention when
he retired to the Harem in the afternoons. The Emperor generously

gave his permission and large sums of money and Mumtaz Mahal

went ahead with her humanitarian works. In these activities she

was assisted by an efficient and educated Persian lady named
Sati-un-Nisa,'-'^' who was also the tutoress of Princess Jahanara.

Tlirough their efforts, money, land grants, pensions, and even

jewellery were given to the poor and needy people.

Shahjahan, under the influence and pleas of Mumtaz,
sometimes even went to the extent of forgiving serious offenders.'^

One such offender was Saif Khan, the governor of Gujarat and a

relative of Mumtaz Mahal. Around 1627-28 A.D. when Shahjahan

was travelling towards the North to occupy the throne, he came to

know of Saif Khan's doubtful and uncooperative attitude.

Shahjahan thought of imprisoning Saif Khan, but Mumtaz Mahal

intervened in the matter and Saif Khan was spared of any sort of

torture or trouble.'^®

Though Mumtaz Mahal was known for her soft and calm

nature, some history writers like Manucci say that she was

responsible for the large scale massacre of the Portuguese at

Hugh.'-'’ It seems that these Portuguese men had captured two of

her slave girls. This had infuriated her and she made Shahjahan

undertake the task of their massacre. This was a great blow to the

Portuguese and their settlement at Hugh. Dr. Pant even goes on to

say that Mumtaz Mahal had "urged upon him (Shahjahan) a large

scale persecution of the Hindus."’'^’ However this was not done as

Shahjahan know from earlier experiences the dangers of female

intei^'ention in politics.’'’’ Tliis particular fact about Mumtaz Mahal

cannot be said for sure because other sources do not mention her

as anti-Hindu. Mumtaz Mahal did not live long enough to enjoy

this position of power, authority and eminence bestowed on her

by her loving husband. She died in 1631 A.D. at Burhanpur after

the birth of her fourteenth child.
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Jahanara and Roshanara Begams (Shahjahan's Daughters)

During the later years of Shahjahan's reign and during the

war of succession between his four sons, his daughters Jahanara

and Roshanara played very important roles in the political scenario.

Jahanara Begam, the eldest daughter of Shahjahan, was the

apple of her father's eye. She was fourteen years old at the time of

her mother's death. She was well educated and accomplished and

very beautiful like her mother, whom she resembled greatly.

Shahjahan's fondness of her is well known. Once on the night of

26th March, 1644 A.D. Jahanara met with an accident and got

severely burnt’®-Shahjahan was in great anguish and he neglected

even the urgent state affairs to beby her bed-side. The best doctors

rverebrought forher treatment. At last herbums got ciured through

an ointment prepared by a slave named Arif.

Among her brothers, Jahanara was particularly fond of Dara,

the eldest son of Shahjahan. Jahanara and Dara shared the same

wavelength of mind and attitude, and therefore had similar views

regarding many things including secular ideas about religious

beliefe. To her. Data was the best suited among the sons of

Shahjahan to succeed him as the future emperor of Mughal India.

Jahanara among the daughters of Shahjahan, was the

favourite of the people too. Even foreign travellers like Manucci

and Bernier have expressed their liking for her in their accounts.

Roshanara, the younger one was not much liked by them. Says

Bernier, "Rauchenara Begam, the Mogul's yoimger daughter was

less beautiful than her sister, neither was she so remarkable for

understanding;...’®

After her mother's death in 1631 A.D. Jahanara, as she was
the most loved daughter of Shahjahan, came to occupy the position

of the leading lady of the harem and she remained so for the next

twenty seven years, till Shahjahan became a captive at the hands

of Aurangzeb. Jahanara did full justice to her new role as the

leading lady of the harem and the Court. She enjoyed the title of

Begam Sahib. The Royal Seal was kept with her.’® Her wealth

increased day by day with all the valuable gifts bestowed on her

by the amirs whose affairs were confined to her charge. She had
great powers in her hands and the Emperor had full trust in her
and her advice.
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Jahanara was not politically inclined like her sister Roshanara,

who resented every bit of the power and influence that the elder

one enjoyed. But the turn of events during Shahjahan's reign

forced Jahanara to involve herself in politics as she was concerned

about the well being and happiness of her father and peace of her

family as a whole. She loved and cared for her father deeply.

Therefore, it is quite natural that things and events that troubled

her father troubled her too. In her own special way she tried as a

peacemaker, to settle differences behveen her father and her

brothers. Jadunath Sarkar writes— "...her loving kindness healed

all discords in the imperial family

Among Jahanara's brothers, it was Aurangzeb who got into

trouble with Shahjahan often. Power loving that he was, Aurangzeb

resented the loving treatment that Dara, his eldest brother got

from their father Shahjahan. In 1644 A.D. Aurangzeb got into

trouble with Shahjahan because of some foolishness on his part as

a result of which his rank and jagirs were confiscated. It was

Jahanara who succeeded in pacifying Shahjahan who forgave

Aurangzeb and gave back his former rank, office and position.’^

In 1654 A.D. Shahjahan sent an expedition against Raja

Prithvichand of Srinagar. After two years of war, in 1656 A.D. Raja

Prithvichand ^vas tired and lost all hope. He then corresponded

with Jahanara, assuring her of his loyalty and expressing his

willingness to submit if Dara Shukoh would intercede. With the

help of Jahanara matters settled down peacefully. Prithvichand's

son Medini Singh was sent to Dara who introduced him to the

Court and secured pardon for Prithvichand.'*’^

Once again Aurangzeb had differences of opinion with

Shahjahan regarding the Deccan stale of Golconda in 1655 A.D.

Aurangzeb wanted his sway over this rich Deccan kingdom. He
was also angry with its ruler Abdullah Qutb Shah for arrears in

paying tribute timely and also for imprisoning Aurangzeb's Wazir

Mir Jumla. Aurangzeb urged Shahjahan to annex Golconda. But

Abdullah Qutb Shah appealed to Jahanara and Dara for help.

They were convinced by Abdullah's agent at Delhi ofAurangzeb's

unjust and unwarranted attack on Golconda.'** They interx’ened

and Qutb Shah was pardoned after paying indemnity.'*’ Aurangzeb

was angry at not getting his way out of this matter. He felt that
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Jahanara and Dara had influenced Shahjahan in this regard because

they were sure that if Aurangzeb w^as permitted to "pursue his

designs against the king of Golconda, he would become too

powerful.*^

The War of Sticcession

The events whichbrought out in totality the political activities

of Shahjahan's daughters, Jahanara and Roshanara, was the war

of succession between the four sons of Shahjahan, which followed

Shahjahan's illness in 1658 A.D. During this war of succession

Jahanara supported her favourite brother Dara, and Roshanara,

anti as she was against Jahanara and Dara, took up the task of

passing out secret information of the harem and Court to

Aurangzeb,’^ and this ultimately helped him a lot in being able to

come to the throne.

From December 1657 A.D. onwards Shahjahan started

remaining ill. His ambitious sons who were waiting to capture

power found this as a good opportunitj^ to try their luck. Shahjahan

was aware of his sons' aspirations. Jahanara tried her best to wipe

out his fears. She sent separate letters to all her brothers confirming

the fact that Shahjahan's health condition was all right and that he

was still in full command of the affairs of the state.’^ Shahjahan, in

reality, was not yet fit to run the administration. This was now
done by Jahanara and Dara. The other three brothers, meanwhile,

kept themselves informed about these happenings through their

respective supporters at the Court. They also got together to discuss

these matters themselves. Their sisters were also active. Gauharara

Begam sent information to Murad and Roshanara Begam acted as

a valuable supporter of Aurangzeb.

In May 1662 A.D. Aurangzeb fell very ill. Roshanara wms in

charge of his chamber. Shahjahan too was ill. Roshanara kept

Aurangzeb's illness a secret. She had no hopes of his recovery. She
took away the royal seal and wrote to various Rajas, Chiefs and
nobles in favour of Aurangzeb's third son Prince Azam, then nine

years old. His another son, Muazzam, did not like this. Roshanara

behaved badly towards him and towards many more. Aurangzeb
recovered soon and was offended with Roshanara for all this and
she fell in his regard.’”
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jahatiara's Emphasis on Dara as Ihc Successor

Aurangzeb mentally was the strongest among his brothers.

He was a staunch and devout Surmi Muslim. The liberal and
broadminded views of Dara made him a heretic in the eyes of

Aurangzeb. Roshanara was well aware of Aurangzeb 's religious

orthodoxy. She took full advantage of this and wrote a letter to

him informing him about the Court events and also how Dara was
to be soon formally announced as the legal heir. She also wrote

that the orthodox section of the nobility were waiting to stage a

revolt in case the crorvn passed to his non believer Dara. They
were looking fonvard to Aurangzeb and that she was sure he

would not let them down.'"^

Aurangzeb made up his mind to get the throne for himself.

Ho sent urgent communication to Shuja and Murad to join hands

with him against their common enemy Dara, In fact Aurangzeb

had been preparing himself against Dara for quite sometime. In

December 1652 A.D. he joined hands with his brother Shuja for

forming an informal dual alliance against Dara, and sealed it by

engaging his son Mohammad Sultan to Shuja's daughter Gulrukh

Banu.'”Tliis marriage however never took place because of the

outbreak of the war of succession. The three brothers, Shuja

Aurangzeb and Murad decided to march towards the capital.

Defeat of Dara on Aurangzeb's Hands

First of all an army was sent under Dara's son Sulaiman

Shukoh and Raja Jai Singh to check the advance of Shuja. In the

battle fought at Bahadurgarh in February 1658 A.D. Shuja was

defeated. Aurangzeb joined hands with Murad, and Raja Jaswant

Singh and Kasim Khan were sent to deal with Aurangzeb and

Murad's combined forces. But Aurangzeb defeated them in the

Battle of Dharmat in April 1658 A.D. In May 1658 A.D. Aurangzeb

reached Gwalior via Ujjain from where he had set out on 30 April,

1658 A.D.’’*Jahanara continued her efforts to bring back Aurangzeb

in the right path. She sent a letter to him which was evident of her

master stroke in diplomacy, because through the sweet words of

sisterly love she tried to make Aurangzeb change his mind and

policy so that it will give a chance to her favourite brother Dara to

become the next emperor. She also urged him to meet their father
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and solve all differences between him and Dara. Aurangzeb sent

brief reply in which he refused this offer and listed out the sins of

Dara, which included his usurping power.'’^ Shahjahan was now
sure that Aurangzeb would not give up. The next defeat of Dara

in Aurangzeb's hands came in the Battle of Samugarh, 10 miles

east of Agra, on May 28, 1658 A.D. Dara ran away.

In early June, Shahjahan surrendered to Aurangzeb who
kept him in captivity in the Agra Fort. Shahjahan felt dejected, but

Jahanara did not give Up easily. She made Shahjahan continue to

send help to Dara in the form of gold and elephants.'^ Jahanara

also decided to visit Aurangzeb personally and make him an offer

by which the Empire was to be divided among the four princes—
Dara to be sent to Punjab, Shuja to Bengal, Murad to Gujarat,

Aurangzeb's eldest son. Prince Muhammad Sultan be made
governor of the Deccan, with Aurangzeb receiving control over

the rest of the Mughal domain. He was also to be given the rank

of heir apparent to the throne and the title of Buland Iqbal (which

was to be taken away from Dara).'^

Failure of Diplomatic Tactics

Aurangzeb was informed by Roshanara that Dara was being

sent help from Shahjahan and Jahanara. She also informed him
about the presence of some Tartar women kept by Shahjahan to

kill Aurangzeb when he entered the castle.'®® In spite of all this,

Aurangzeb welcomed Jahanara and heard iier offer. At first he

refused to see the Emperor saying that Dara was an infidel. But

after a long discussion his mind changed and the next day he

started his trip to visit Shahjahan. But on his way Shaista IQran

and Shaikh Mir informed him that the result of his trip would lead

to his murder in the hands of Tartar slave women which had been
planned by Shahjahan. A letter of Shahjahan to Dara also fell into

Aurangzeb's hand which confirmed this. Aurangzeb, verj'^ much
displeased at all this, made Shahjahan's captivity even stricter and
his communication with the outside world was stopped.'®' After

this there was no further communication between Jahanara and
Aurangzeb. Thus, Jahanara's efforts and diplomatic tactics failed

to bring about a political reconciliation between her father

Shahjahan and her brother Aurangzeb. After this Jahanara's life
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was spent in serving her old and heartbroken father imprisoned

inside the Agra Fort till his death on 31st January, 1666 A.D. at the

age of 76.'^

Rise and Fall of Roshanara Vs. Jahanara Begam

Shahjahan’s second daughter Roshanara Begam rose into

prominence during Aurangzeb's time because of her constant

support of Aurangzeb in his deeds or if we can say misdeeds

against his father and eldest brother Dara, which eventually led

him to the Mughal crov\'n. Hamilton mistakenly called Roshanara

as Nur Mahal but says about her that, "...she was a woman of

great Genius and vivacity, she fish out all the Designs of her father

and brothers, and acquainted Aurangzeb with them by letters,

and promised her assistance to set him on the throne."'®’ She is

said to have been the one who excited Aurangzeb to undertake

the bloody and heartless killing of Dara Shukoh.’®* But soon,

because of her illicit love affairs, she started falling in Aurangzeb's

esteem and regard. This once again brought Jahanara in the

forefront as the reinstated first lady of the realm. Roshanara Begam
mysteriously died soon. Jahanara Begam continued to exercise

her influence in the harem and the court. Dara's daughter Jani

Begam was married to Aurangzeb's third son Azam. It was only

Jahanara who could have the courage and authority to criticise

Aurangzeb's actions and religious bigotry. When Aurangzeb

imposed the Jazia, she repeatedly pleaded with the Emperor to

reconsider it. But Aurangzeb refused to listen. Later, she refused

to accompany Aurangzeb to the Deccan as she was old. She wanted

him to stop his hostilities towards these states as it was difficult

and she also told him that if he went there then they might not

meet again. True to her words, Jahanara passed away on 7th

September, 16S1 A.D. in her mid 60s.

Tlius ended the life and career of a remarkable Mughal

princess, Jahanara Begam, popularly known as Begam Sahib, the

beloved daughter of Shahjahan. In her lifetime she did much, but

politically her achievements were few. Even then, her efforts to

bring peace in her family cannot be underestimated. In comparison

to her younger sister Roshanara Begam, she certainly stands apart

as the more nobler, saintly and virtuous one. Her devotion to her
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father is also praiseworthy. She was so worthy of respect that in

spite ofher support to Dara in the war of succession, Aurangzeb's

regard for her never diminised and he always held her in great

esteem. A believer in righteousness and virtue, this courageous

ladybravedmany difficult times and even had courage to pointout

the mistakes of someone like Aurangzeb. Truth and virtue always

ivin and the upholder of these is not only worthy of her people's

respect, but also those of the later times who read about her.

Zeb-un-Nisa and Zinat-un-Nisa (Daughters of Aiuangzeb)

Aurangzeb's reign was not totally devoid of politically

ambitious and influential ro5'al ladies. His sisters Roshanara and

Jahanara continued to exert their respective influences in various

matters as long as they lived. Aurangzeb in his old age was much
under the spell of the beauty and youthful charm of his most

loved concubine Udipuri Mahal, the mother of his sonKam Bakhsh.

Kam Bakhsh was not a man of lofty character and was at fault

quite often. But his mother's influences over Aurangzeb seemed

the Emperor's pardon for him.*®^

A lot cannot be said about the political ambitions of

Aurangzeb's daughters.HiseldestdaughterZeb-un-Nisa, a poetess

and amystic, djdplayhero^vnpart inpolitical field too. Shewas her

father's favourite child and probably because of this she could

compelAmangzeb to pardon people who had offended him. One
such person was Zeb-un-Nisa's maternal grandfather and
Aurangzeb'sfather-in-lawShahNawazKhan,whohadnotextended
any help to Amangzeb during the war of succession and was
therefore imprisoned. Itwas Zieb-un-Nisa who secured pardon for

her grandfather from her father and ShahNawaz Khan was finally

released.^®®Many years laterAmangzeb's sonPrinceAzam go t into

trouble for quarrelling with the harem superintendent. He sent his

petition of pardon through Zeb-un-Nisa’®' as he was sme of being

pardoned by his father if Zeb-un-Nisa appealed for him.

Prince Muhammad AlAar's Rebellion

Though Aurangzeb loved Zeb-un-Nisa very much, yet he
was not kind to her when she supported her younger brother

Prince Muhammad Akbar rvhen he revolted against their father
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Aurangzeb in 1681 A.D. Prince Muhammad Akbar had
accompanied Aurangzeb in his wars against the Rajput States in

1679 AD. Soon he had the full army corps under his command.
But he fell under the influence of evil advisers. He rebelled against

his father, proclaimed himself emperor and even marched against

his father in 1681 A.D. Zeb-un-Nisa actively lent her support to

this brother of hers during his rebellion. She was secretly in

correspondence with her brother. After the suppression of Prince

Akbar's rebellion, her letters were discovered and then she became

the recipient of her father's wrath, as her letters clearly revealed

how closely attached she was to her brother's interests. Her entire

property was seized and pension of four lakhs a year stopped. She

was imprisoned in the Salimgarh Fort where she spent the rest of

her life fill her death in 1702 A.D.'®"

Sliivaji's Escapade

In some places we come across an interesting story of how
Zcb-un-Nisa's love for the Maratha Chieftain Shivaji made her

plan Shivaji's escape in fruit basket from the imprisonment imposed

on him by Aurangzeb.'®’ It seems that this was also one of the

reasons for her imprisonment as Aurangzeb was greatly enraged

at this,”® because the Princess had succeeded in outwitting her

father and saving the life of her hero.

Aurangzeb's second daughter Zinat-un-Nisa Begam,
afterwards surnamed Padshah Begam, was known for her piety

and extensive charity. She was in charge of her father's household

in the Deccan for many years till his death in 1707 A.D. and after

that continued to enjoy the respect as the senior lady of the harem.

Aurangzeb had entrusted her with the task of taking care of the

Maratha captives, Yesu Bai, the widow of Shambhaji, and her son

Sahu.”' Zinat-un-Nisa also loved her brother Akbar very much

and therefore was sympathetic with the Marathas as they had

been friendly with Akbar. She protected Yesu Bai and Sahu from

her father's wrath. In 1707 A.D. when Sahu crossed the Narmada

and started for the Deccan, Zinat-un-Nisa helped him a lot to

facilitate his journey. In 1718 A.D. when Balaji Vishwanath led an

expedition against the Mughals for the release of Sahu and his

mother, Zinat-un-Nisa helped in the process of their release.'”
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Therefore we can conclude that whatever part the Mughal

ladies played in contemporary polities right from the times of

Babar to Aurangzeb, had been very significant, and tlrey sometimes

even went to the extent of changing the complete political scenario.

They solved differences of opinions, settled disputes, secured

pardon for their loved ones, acted as an instrument to conclude

peace with the enemy, and sometimes even went out themselves

to face the enemy. To a certain extent all this was all right. But

when they tried to interfere too much with politics, chaotic

situations arose which generally went out of their control. This is

quite evident in Nur Jahan's case. Even then, the strength of mind,

determination and courage that some of the Mughal ladies

exhibited is indeed praiseworthy.
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Five

Literary Contributions

Establishments of Madrasas and Colleges

The Mughal Emperors were cultured and educated, they

knew the value of education and took interest for the

encouragement and spread of education. They established

madrasas, maktabs and centres of higher education in large

numbers and founded libraries. Almost all the Mughal emperors

except Akbar was learned. Babar and Jehangir even uTrote their

autobiographies. Humayun, a great bibliophile and scholar,

established a madrasah in Delhi, where special arrangements were

made for teaching mathematics, astronomy and geography.’

Tliough Akbar received no formal education, he patronised men
of learning. He even introduced certain educational reforms in the

existing curriculum of learning, especially at the primary level.^

Certain important subjects like arithmetic, logic, mensuration,

geometry, astronomy, physiognomy, accountancy, public

administration and agriculture were included in the course of

study at his command.® Hrus, under Akbar, secular touch was

given to the educational system which had a strong religious basis

so far. Akbar built colleges at Fatehpur Sikri, Agra and some other

places.'* These colleges were not always residential institutions,

and students could attend these without having to live in them as

well.®

Education continued to flourish imder Jehangir who made a

rule that if a noble died without an heir, his property was to be

utilised for the maintenance of madrasas.® Shahjahan formded a

madrash near the Jama Masjid in Delhi and provided sufficient

funds for its maintenance.’’ Aurangzeb too like his predecessors

was a patron of learning, but his educational system was more
religious than secular. He established a number of Madrasas at
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many .places and gave stipends to teachers and students. One of

the madrasas of his time was the Madrasai Rahimiyya.® He issued

orders to his Provincial Diwans that all students who studied the

Mizan and Kashahaf be given financial help from the provincial

treasury.’

Maintenance of Libraries

Since the Mughal Emperor were extremely fond of learning

and education, it is quite natural that they maintained well-

equipped libararies with a collection of large number of books

including many rare books and translation works. These libraries

ser\'ed as great centres of knowledge and learning. Humayun had

such a library and died by falling from the staircase of this library.

Akbar was very fond of books and he had a grand library

which had about 24,000 manuscripts and books on various subjects,

such as history, philosophy, theolog)' and sciences. There were in

addition Persian translations of many Sanskrit,Arabic and Greek

works.'” Akbar enriched his library by adding many valuable

books which in the course of his conquests, he procured from the

libraries of Gujarat, Kashmir, Jaunpur, Bihar, Bengal and Deccan.

Tlie books that he brought from Gujarat seems to have belonged

to Itimad Khan Guvarati." The Imperial Librarj' was located on

the side of an octagonal tower in Agra Fort. Talking about Akbar's

library, Abul Fazl says:

His Majesty's library is divided into several parts; some of

the books are kept within, and some without the Harem.

Eacli part of the librar}' is sub-divided, according to the

value of the books and the estimation in %vhidi the sciences

are held of which the books treat. Prose books, poetical

works, Hindi, Persian, Greek, Kashmirian, Arabic, are all

separately placed. In this order they are also inspected.

Experienced people bring them daily and read them before

His Majesty, \vho hears ever)' book from the beginning to

the end.'”

Jehangir inherited this grand library from his father. Since he

too was very fond of book, he had his personal collections also.

Whenever he went on a journey or an expedition he always carried

with himself certain selected books.” Shahjahan had a verj^ big
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library which is said to have contained nearly 24,000 well-bound

books.'^ This library was enlarged largely under Aurangzeb.

Library officials

The libraries belonging to the members of the royal family

were set up in separate buildings which had sufficient light and

air and whose floors were kept free from worms and dampness so

that the books might not be damaged.’® There were several officers

rvho looked into the organisation and administration of the library.

The highest official was the 'Nazim', also known as 'Mutamid',

who was in charge of the appointment and dismissal of the

subordinate employees and the income and expenditure of the

library.’® Next to him came the 'Muhtamin' or'^'Darogha',”’ who
looked after the internal administration of the library. He had to

be a man of experience and ability and was in charge of selecting,

purchasing and classifying the books subject-wise. There were a

number of officers, clerks and other employees imder him. Some
of these officials arranged the books in serial numbers. Some had

the duty to take out the books at regular intervals and clean them

free of dust, and separate the pages if they had stuck together.’®

There were book-binders Gi^d-Saaj) attached to the libraries,

calligraphists (khusnavis) employed to copy rare books, and

painters, who painted beautiful pictures on the margins of the

pages.’® Thus, the Imperial library of the Mughals was a well

organised department, ^vell looked after and_well-equipped and a

great place for the quest of knowledge.

Female Education

In an absolutely male dominated medieval society, female

education was not given importance. We have already discussed

how female education in medieval India was not encouraged and
it was a pri\yilege confined to the ladies of aristocratic and royal

families alone. Even then very few women got higher education

and in most cases the education was limited to the primary level

alone. Several social factors like the purdah system, child marriage

and the low position that women generally occupied, played a

great role in the low level of education among women.
As we have already seen, the Mughal emperors were men of
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letters and great patrons of learning and education and had
contributed a lot towards the cause of education. But, their greatest

contribution towards this field was educating their daughters and
other women of their harem by making suitable arrangements for

female education in their palaces. Suitable aged tutors and
tutoresses were appointed to teach various subjects and languages

to the princesses. Some cliambers in the royal palaces were set

aside for the purpose of female education. The well-equipped

Imperial Library could provide the necessary books to the royal

ladies who certainly had access to the Emperor's library and

sometimes had their own libraries as well. Right from Babar to

Aurangzeb, during the period of all the Mughal emperors, we
come across highly educated and accomplished Mughal ladies

who were not just satisfied with getting higher education, but also

contributed a great deal towards the cause of learning and

education and also sometimes left behind them literary works of

great value which have made them immortal.

Learned Mughal Women in Babar's Time

Tlie Mughal women have|)ecn busy in their literary pursuits

right from the days of Babar. Both Babar's mother Qutluq-Nigar

Khanum, and his maternal grandmother Aisan-daulat were

educated ladies and they both acted as great influences in shaping

Babar's life, who is said to have inherited his artistic and intellectual

faculties from them. One of Babar's daughters, Gulrukh Begam,

seems to have composed a number of verses.*'’ Some of Babar's

many wives were also educated and cultured ladies. But, the first

Mughal lady who left behind her a w’ork of literary and historical

importance was Babar's daughter Gulbadan Begam, well known

for her famous Humaytm Nawa, the biography of her brother

Humayun.

Gulbadan Begam

Gulbadan Begam (Princess Rose-body) was the daughter of

Babar by his wife Dildar Begam. She was born somewhere about

1523 A.D. when her father \s'as the lord of Kabul, and she was the

child of a man with strength of mind and will power, in wl^om

was united the blood of Timur, the Turk, through his son Miran
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Shah, and Chingiz, the Mongol, through his son Chaghatai7‘

Gulbadan spent her childhood under her father's rule in Kabul

and Hindustan, her girlhood and young wifehood saw the fall

and exile ofHuma5Tan, and her ageing years were spent under the

protection of her nephew Akbar.

Neither Babar in his memoirs, nor Gulbadan Begam in her

Huvmjun Nama, say anything much about Gulbadan's mother

Dildar Begam. When Gulbadan was about two years old, she was

adopted by Maham Begam, the chief wife of Babar, and the mother

of Humayun. Maham had lost four children after her eldest son

Humayun. Probably because of this reason and also may be because

of her importance as the principal wife of Babar, Maham Begam
adopted two of Dildar 's children. Hindal and Gulbadan. Gulbadan

was brought up and educated under the loving care of Maham
Begam^ of whom she fondly speaks in her Humayun Nama and

mentions her as 'My Dearest Lady'. After the death of Babar,

when Dildar Begam lived with Hindal, she got back Gulbadan,

who was still an unmarried girl then.^ After Babar's conquest of

Hindustan, Gulbadan came to tliis new land with Maham Begam
and her father.^^ Later, during the reign of Humayun, she was

given in marriage to Khizr Khan Khwaja.^

Gulbadan inherited her father's literary taste and intellect.

She was an educated woman and had good knowledge of both the

Persian and Turkish languages, though no source speaks of the

method by which she received education. But sources do speak of

her interest and achievements in the literary field which are proof

enough of her being highly educated. Gulbadan Begam was a

rvoman of considerable poetic talent and is said to have composed
many beautiful verses.^* But her verses no longer exist as they

have notbeen preserx^ed. Just two lines of hers have been preserved

by Mir Mahdi Shirazi in his Tazkirat-ul-Khwatin -

(Tr.) A beauty that is unfaithful to the lover

Believe me, she will find life imtrue to her.^'

Gulbadan Begam was also fond of collecting books and
o\vned a library of her o\vn which had many valuable and rare

collection of books gathered from various places.^® Out of the nine

copies that were made of Bayazid's Humnyun-Nama, written

according to Akbar's command, one was given to Gulbadan
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Begam,” probably because ofher keenness and interest in collecting

books and preserving them in her library.

Humaytin Nawa
But, the best expression of Gulbadan's literary

accomplishment is found in her Humaijun Nama, the memoirs of

her brother Humayun. When as an old lady Gulbadan stayed

under the protection of her nephew Akbar, the then Mughal
Emperor in India, around 1587 A.D., as per the wishes and

command of Akbar, she wrote the Humayun Nama, in order to

provide information for the composition of the Akbar Nama of

Abul Fazl.^Tlris book is of great historical value and is a first-rate

authority on the domestic relations of the first two Mughal rulers,

Babar and Humayun, with their wives, sons, daughters, and other

members of their family, and on their social and political life. The
book is written in Persian with a lot of Turki words and phrases.

Turki was Gulbadan's native language and Persian was an

accomplishment. The only available Persian manuscript of

Gulbadan's Humayun Nama (preser\'cd in the British Museum) is

incomplete and ends with the blinding of Mirza Kamran.^'

No other source speaks ofGulbadan Begam's Humayun Nama
and therefore, the book is its sole witness. A.S. Beveridge says that

the Humayun Nama "... is not literature, but a simple setting dowm
of what she knew or had heard for the help of the Akbar Nama."^'

Even if the book has more historical value then literary value, yet

it speaks a lot about the lady who wrote it, a lady who had

intelligence, wit and humour. On this aspect Mrs. Beveridge

remarks - "It is not only her book that lets us know she had a lively

mind, but the fact of its composition at an age when wits are apt

to bo rested by domestic peace. Only a light that was strong in

childhood would have burned so long to guide her unaccustomed

pen after half a contur}' of life and only a youth of happy thoughts

and quick perceptions have buoyed her, still g.ay and vivacious,

across the worries and troubles of Humayun's times."”

Gulbadan gives a brief account of Babar and a detailed

account of Humayun's life and career. Also we get a vivid picture

of the life of the loyal ladies in the harem and many important

events related to them. From Gulbadan Begam's account we come
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to know of many interesting events of Babar's, Humayxm's and

Akbar's times. We are informed ofhow Khai\zada Begam married

Shahi Beg Khan or Shaibani to save her brother Babar from

Shaibani's eiunity,"^ about Babar's invasion of Hindustan and his

sending valuable presents to his ladies in Kabul, after the "treasures

of five kings fell into his hands'',^ coming of Gulbadan to

Hindustan,-^ the strange way of passing awa}'’ of Babar after

Humayun's recovery from serious illness,-^^Humayim's accession,-^

Humayun's marriage with Hamida Banu Begam, who was at first

opposed to the idea of marrying Humayun;^’ the birth of Akbar

and ceremonies attached to it;'*® etc.

Thus, the Humayun Natna of Gulbadan makes interesting

reading and provides us with an ample information about the

events of her times, mostly those cormected to her father Babar

and her brotherHuma)nm and the royal ladies of their household,

the wars, campaigns, births, deaths, marriages, special occasions

of feasts and festivities and on the whole the various moments of

joy and sorrow, victory and defeat.

Learned Mughal Women of Akbar's Time
During the time of Akbar too we come across educated

ladies in the royal Mughal harem. Akbar's mother Hamida Banu

Begam was an educated women. Akbar's nurse Maliam Anaga
was also educationally inclined and was a patron of education.

MahamAnaga built a college (madrasah) at Delhi known as 'Khair-

uI-Manzil', whicti had a mosque attached to it.*” Akbar had

educated wives too. The most outstanding royal lady during

Akbar's time, who engaged herself actively in literary pursuits

was one of his wives Salima Sultan Begam.

Salima Sultan Begam

Salima Sultan Begam was the daughter of Mirza Nuru-d-din

Muhammad Chanqaniani"*^. Her mother was one of Babar's

daughters, probably Gul-rukh Begam, or as some sources call her

Gul-barg Begam.''^ Therefore, she was Humayun's niece and
Akbar's cousin. In 1557 A.D. (965 H) she was married to Bairam
Khan-i-Khanan. After the murder of Bairam in 1560 A.D. (968 H.)

Salima Sultan was married by Akbar. She was probably older to
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Akbar. After that she occupied a place of respect and importance

in Akbar's harem and played an important role in many future

events. She was a charming and highly cultured lady. Salima

Sultan passed away in 1612 A.D. (1021 H).^

Salima Sultan Begam was a woman of intelligence and literary

accomplishments. She had good knowledge of the Persian language

and came , to be known as a poetess.^* Her verses were of a high

standard and she ranked among the eminent verse composers of

her times. Salima Begam wrote her verses in Persian under the

pen name of 'Makhfi'^*’ (the concealed or hidden one). One of her

popular verses ran thus -

(Tr.) "In my passion I called Thy, lock the

'thread of life'.

I was wild and so uttered such an expression'^^

Salima Sultan Begam not only composed verses, but was
also known to have been a collector of books.^ She even maintained

a librar}' of her own.^’ Certain important manuscripts like the one

of Duval Rani Khizr Khan, by the poet Amir Khusrau Dihlavi in

the librar}' of Shahjahan and Aurangzeb, once belonged to Salima

Sultan Begam.*'’

Thus, Salima Sultan Begam, with her literary talents,

accomplishment and intelligence, without doubt enriched art and

culture of the Mughal times and car\'ed a place for herself among
the prominent ladies of the Mughal household.

Nur Jahaii Learned Mughal Women of jehartgir's Time

As in most other fields, NurJahan Begam, the highly cultured,

educated, accomplished and exceedingly beautiful wof^e ofJehangir,

was a lady of literary excellence. Mehr-un-Nisa, as Nur Jahan

Begam was previously called, was the daughter of Mirza Ghiyas

Beg, a Persian noble who came to India in search of fortune during

the time of Emperor Akbar. On way to Hindustan, his wife Asmat

Banu Begam, amidst trying situation, gave birth to a daughter

%vho brought them good fortune later. Ghiyas Beg and his family

were cordially received at the Royal Court of Akbar, and Ghiyas

Beg was given good rank in the administration. The royal favours

granted to him made his family life happy and comfortable.

Mehr-un-Nisa spent her happy childhood at her father's
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home. She grew up to be a beautifuh intelligent, educated and

accomplished girl. At the age of seventeen, in 1595 A.D, she was

married to a Persian youthAli Quli Istalju at the Court ofAkbar. Ali

Quli or Sher Afghan, as he %vas known as, was later given an

independent Jagir at Burdwan in Bengal. He started living there

with his wife Mehr-un-Nisa and their daughter Ladli Begam, who
was bom in 1597 A.D. In 1607 A.D. Sher Afghan was killed in an

encounter ^vith Qutub-ud-Din Khan, the new Governor of Bengal

and a very close friend of Jehangir. Some historians have alleged

Jehangir of planning Sher Afghan's murder, as he had an eye for

Mehr-un-Nisa,whomhehadknownandloved beforehermarriage,
but could not marry her himself. Many other historians do not

accept this view. Whatever may be the case, after the death of Sher

Afghan, Mehr-un-Nisa along with her little daughter came back to

Agra. After that she became the lady-in-writing toAkbar 's widow
Ruqaiya Begam, who was very kind and affectionate to her.

On occasion of Nauroz in 1611 A.D. Jehangir saw Mehr-im-

Nisa and fell head over heels in love with her.®‘ Two months after

this meeting, the two of them got married on 25th May, 1611 A.D.

Mehr-un-Nisa was now called Nur Mahal (Light of the Palace). In

1616 A.D. Jehangir gave her the title of Nur Jahan (Light of the

World).^ In 1622 A.D. she won the title of Padshah Begam (The

First Lady of the Realm).^

Nur Jahan's marriage with Emperor Jehangir brought her

family into prominence, and her father Etimad-ud-Daula (Ghiyas

Beg), and brother Asaf Khan, came to occupy important posts in

the administration of the Empire. Very soon through her

intelligence, beauty and accomplishments, Nur Jahan not only

became the ruling lady of Jehangir's heart, but of his Empire as

well, and the real power came to be vested in her hands. Jehangir

was only too happy for this new arrangement as he was blinded

by his love for Nur Jahan, and he also greatly appreciated the

many qualities of head and heart in his Persian wife, like

determination, comage, sagacity, capabilities, to name a few. After

the death of Jehangir in 1627A.D. Nur Jahan tried to put her son-

in-law and Jehangir's youngest son Shahriyar on the throne but

failed in her attempt. Thereafter she retired from politics totally

and led a quiet life in Lahore till her death in 1645 A.D.
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History will always remember the charismatic and talented

Nur Jahan Begam for her many-sided achievements which we
have been discussing, and will continue to discuss chapter wise.

In this chapter we shall deal with her literary achievements and

contributions towards the field of learning and education.

Since her very childhood, Nur Jahan Begam, or Mehr-un-

Nisa, as she was then called, received good education. Her father

employed educated tutors to teach her various subjects, and

Maulvis to give her religious education. By the age of fifteen she

was proficient in History and Persian classics. She had
knowledged of Arabic as well.“ It is not a strange factor that Nur
Jahan Begam was highly educated and literally inclined since

young d,ays. She belonged to a line of literary and scholarly

achievements and many of her relatives had engaged themselves

in poetic activities. Her grandfather, Muhammad Sharif "Hijri";

her great-uncle Khwajagi Razi and his son Mirza Ahmad named
Shapur; her father's brother Muhammad Tahir "Wash" and her

father himself were all poets and much of their works have

survived.®* Her sister Manija Bogam's husband Qasim Khan was a

poet of very high order and a master of extempore verses. He was
an active participant in the poetry contests or Mushairas at the

Mughal Court and was often the best of the lot.®’'

Poetry was a passion with Nur Jahan and she composed

verses in the Persian language which carried spontaneous outflow

of her emotions. Her verses echo with the feelings of intense love,

despondency, suffering, and Sufi sentiments. KhafiKhan hasquoted

some of her verses in his work which bear testimony to this.®®

Wit and humour happen to be %'ery evident in Nur Jahan's

verses, especially in her extempore verses, most of which were

composed as replies to Jehangir's queries, and the exchange of

verses between them. Here are a few examples:

Said Jehangir:

(Tr.) / am ml the rnghtiiigale tofill the air xoith my plamtiiv cries.

I am the moth that dies xvithoiit uttering a single moan.

Nur Jahan replied:

(Tr.) / am not the moth that dies an instantaneous death. 1 suffer

a lingering dath like the candle which burns through the

night without uttering a single nwan.-'^
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(Tr.) Why do old men go about luith their backs bait? asked

Jehangir.

(Tr.) They are searching in dust for the days of their youth,

replied Nur Jahan.“ Once Emperor Jehangir wore a

Qaba Gong gorra) which had ruby buttons.

Said Jehangir:

(Tr.) Tity collar my love, has not been dyed zuith saffron, engrained

therein is the pallor ofmyface.

Nur Jahan commented:

(Tr.) And it is the ruby-drops ofmy heart zvhich have lait their

hue to those ruby-buttons on thy silkai coat.^^

Jehangir sighting the Id moon, marking the end of Ramzan
fasting said:

(Tr.) The crescait of the feast is apparait at the apex of the

celestial sphere.

Nur Jahan responded:

(Tr.) The crescait of the Id has at last appeared in theface of the

heavai. The key of the zuine-shop (tavern) has been lost, and

at last it has been found.^

Jehangir seeing tears of reunion in Nur Jahan's eyes

—

(Tr.) A pearly tearfrom your eye is rolling (daton your cheek).

Nur Jahan replied;

(Tr.) The zvater I drank (the tears I kept back) zoithoiit you comes

forthfrom my eyes.^

Talib Amli was a poet who fell out of favour with Jehangir.

He said to Nur Jahan:

(Tr.) I zoos so embarrassed I turned into zoater, and zvater cannot

be brokai; so I am perplexed zvhy my honour ("face-zoater")

has been broken.

Nur Jahan said to him;

(Tr.) It (your honour) turned into ice and zoos shattered.^

Once seeing a meteor in the sky, Nur Jahan remarked:

(Tr.) No star has ever raised its head so far; it is the celestial

sphere, loins girded in service to the King.^

Nature seems to have formed an integral part ofNur Jahan's

poetry, whether the}'’ expressed love, joy, separation, sorrow or

any other emotions. Especially appealing are her love poems and
verses. To quote a few

—
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The love has melted my body and it has become xvaler. Any
antimony that might have remained became the antimony ofthe

bubble's eyes.

The bud may open by the morning breeze which blozvs in the

garden, but the key to the lock of my heart is the smile of my
beloved.^'

I do not give my heart to form until the course of action is

known;

I am a slave to love, and the seventy-two sects are known.

Ascetic, do not cast fear ofdoomsday into our hearts; we have

suffered the terrors ofseparation, so doomsday is already known.^'^

When I lift the veilfrom myface, a cry risesfrom the rose;

if I put the comb to my tress, a moan comes forth from the

hyacinth.

When I pass through the garden in such beauty and perfection,

a cry of "blessed" arisesfrom the nightingale's sok/s

The heart of one held prisoner by beauty and affection knows

not roses, colour, aroma, face or trees.

^

We have purchased Lahore with our sold; we have given our life

and bought another paradise.^
'

Nur Jahnn's verses, also called poetry of high order, are

proof enough for her talent in that field. She too, like Salima

Sultan Begam, wrote under the pen-name of 'Makhfi'.'’ Through

her charm, intelligence and accomplishments, she succeeded in

casting a spell over her husband. Emperor Jehangir.^

Nur Jahan Begam was not just content with composing limpid

and soulful verses. She had a keen interest in collecting books and

had her own libraiy' as well.^ She continued to add books to it by

making purchases from time to time. She is known to have

purchased the Diwan-i-Kamran for three Mohars (gold coins). The

first page of this book has three lines - "Tlrree Muhars the price of

this treasure, Nawab Nur-un-Nisa Begam."'^

Nur Jahan Begam u’as a patron of learning and the learned.

Under her patronisation, eminent poets, scholars and writers

flocked to the Mughal Court. She lent her support to them and

gave them financial assistance. Under her influence, Jehangir too

e.xtended more than generous patronage to many poets and
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scholars many of whom came from Persia. Some of them were

Naziri, Talib, Isfahan!, Shaida, Munir Lahauri, Nishani, Saida-i-

Gilani-Naqib Khan, Niyamat-Ullah and Abdul Haq Dehlvi.^ Nur

Jahan was extremely generous in her patronage towards female

poetesses of her time. One of her ladies in waiting, Mehr Harwi,

was a poetess and her Sarapa-i-Mehri still survives.’’^

Nur Jahan was active in organising poetic competitions

during her time in the royal courts at Lahore, Agra, Fatehpur Sikri

and other places.” In these competitions, also known as

'Mushairas', many celebrated poets from far and wide participated.

Qasim Khan, the brother-in-law of Nur Jahan, was one of the

famous participants of these Mushairas, and Nur Jahanwas proud

of his achievements.^

Thus, Begam Nur Jahan's outstanding contributions towards

the literary field, as in many other fields, certainly made her one

of the, or perhaps, the leading and most remarkable royal lady of

the Mughal dynasty in India. Her achievements have made her

the unforgettable star in the Mughal horizon. Her epitaph is a

reflection of her great mind which knew ambition side by side

with humility and simplicity:

(tr.) On the tomb of us poor people there will be 7ieither a light

nor a flower, nor the wings of a moth, nor the voice of a

nightingale.'^

Learned Mughal Women of Shahjahan's Time
Mumtaz Mahal

Arjumand Banu Begam was the daughter of Etimad-ud-

Daula's son and Nur Jahan's brother Asaf Khan, a powerful noble

at Jehangir's court. Arjumand Banu grew up to be a beautiful,

educated, cultured and accomplished young lady, well versed in

Persian and Arabic. She was betrothed to Jahangir's third son

Prince Khurram (Shahjahan) when he was 18 years old, and
married two years later. After Shahjahan ascended the Mughal
throne, Arjumand Banu came to be known as Mumtaz Mahal
(Cro^vn of the Seraglio). Mumtaz Mahal bore Shahjahan fourteen

children and died at childbirth in 1631 A.D., after her fourteenth

child, a daughter, was born. She was only thirty-eight years old

then. Shahjahanwas completely shattered emotionally at the death
of his queen whom heToved with all his heart, the mother of his
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children, and his constant companion in all joys and sorrows. He
immortalised his love for her by building her mausoleum, the Taj

Mahal. Mumtaz Mahal was known for her charity and her

patronisation of many scholars, poets and learned men.
Mumtaz Mahal was a woman of literary tastes and composed

verses. Her verses, like her aunt Nur Jahan's, were mostly witty

remarks said in reply to Shahjahan's comments, in betw'een

conversations. Here are a few examples:

Once Shahjahan (The King of the World), with Mumtaz by
his side, was watching from his palace, the river Jamuna leap and
foam over the stones below. As a compliment to his wife, the

Emperor remarked:

(Tr.) To see the lustre of Ihxjface the river comelh all this way.

Replied Mumtaz
(Tr.) Aud because ofthe awe ofthe 'King ofthe World' (Shahjahan)

it dasheth its head against the stones.^

A maid-servant of Mumtaz Mahal was entrusted with the

duty of waking up Shahjahan every morning. Once by mistake

she woke up the Emperor before dawn. Shahjahan in extreme

anger came to Mumtaz Mahal and said:

(Tr.) The head niusf be chopped off.

Mumtaz immediately replied:

(Tr.) The head niust be chopped of that bird xvho hath sung before

her lime, for what does this fainj creature hwiv of dusk or

dawn.*'

Tlnough much is not known about Mumtaz Mahal's literary

achievements, yet her witty verses reveal her lively mind and

intelligence. On the whole she was a cultured and educated lady.

Jahanara Bcginn

Princess Jahanara was the eldest daughter of Shahjahan and

Mumtaz Mahal. At the death of Mumtaz Mahal in 1631 A.D.,

Jahanara was fourteen years of age. She was the dearest and most

loved child of Shahjahan. After her mother's death, she took upon

herself the task of looking after her bereaved father, and this she

did with the utmost dedication till Shahjahan's last day. Shahjahan

too loved and depended on her as he could not do on anyone else,

not even his other children, e.xcept Dara to a certain extent. During

the war ofsuccession that followed the dethronement ofShahjahan
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and was followed by the Emperor's banishment to the Agra Fort,

Jahanara Begam left the life of pleasure and luxury, took upon

herself the life of exile and started living with her father within the

confines of the Agra Fort. After the death of Shahjahan, Jahanara

was given back her former position as the first lady of the royal

court and household by Aurangzeb. In 1666 A.D. she moved to

Delhi and lived there till her death on 6th September, 1681 A.D.

She died a spinster. Aurangzeb mourned her death and ordered

to be referred as 'Sahlbat-uz-Zamani' (The Mistress of the Age)

from then onwards. Princess Jahanara, like her mother Mumtaz
Mahal had a heart full of kindness and compassion for the helpless,

poor and the needy. She undertook works of charity to help

orphans, widows and other poor people.

Jahanara from her very childhood was a charming and

intelligent girl, and she received the best of education that was

available for the royal princesses in the Mughal seraglio. As her

tutoress Shahjahan appointed a Persian lady by the name of Sati-

un-Nisa (The Lance-Head Among Women). She belonged to a

family ofscholars and physicians and %vas herself highly educated,

could recite the Quran well and was knowledgeable in Persian

prose and poetry. Under the able and loving guidance of Sati-un-

Nisa, Princess Jahanara, within a short time learnt to read the

Holy Quran and gained good knowledge of Persian. SoonJahanara

began composing verses®^ on her own. Her verses earned her

appreciation from one and all for their literary merit. Her own
epitaph in the form of a Persian couplet,®^ which is found on her

simple marble grave near tire grave of Saint Nizamuddin Aulia in

Delhi goes thus

—

(Tr.) Let uothing cover my grave except the green grass

For the green turf is covering enough for the poor.^

The extraordinary humility of this royal Princess, the beloved

daughter of Emperor Shahjahan, is clearly evident in the lines of

her epitaph.

Jahanara Begam grew up to have a spiritual and mystic bent

of mind. She wrote many Risalas (pamphlets) on the subject of

mysticism and spirituality.®® The highest mark ofJahanara's literary

achievements happens to be a work called Munis-ul-Anvah, which
she wrote in i681 A.D.®® The work is a biography of the Sufi Saint
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of Ajmer, Khwaja Moin-ud-Din Chisti. It also gives biographical

notes on some of his descendants and disciples.®^ This kind of

Persian literature dealing with the lives and teachings of Muslim
saints and Sufis is known as 'Malfuzat'.®® Another work called

Risala-i-Sahibiya, the life of Mulla Shah Badakshi, is also said to

have been Jahanara's work.*’

Jahanara Begam's contribution towards the literary field did

not limit itself to her verse and literary works. Princess Jahanara,

or Begam Sahib, as she was popularly known as, was an active

patron of learning and men of letters. Many poets, scholars and

literary men flocked to her and she gave them rewards and

allowances.’'^ As a gratitude for the generosity and patronage, Mir

Muhammad Ali Mahir, also known as Murid Khan, wrote a

masnavi (long poem) in praise of Jahanara Begam.” Jahanara

Begam is known to have founded a Madrasa attached to the Jama
Masjid at Agra.’* Tliis madrasa acquired great renown and

continued to prosper even in later times.

Learned Mughal Women of Aurangzeb's Times

Zcb-uit-Nisa

During the time of Aurangzeb, the literary achievements of

his daughters Zeb-un-Nisa and Zinat-un-Nisa are indeed worth

mentioning, especially that of Zeb-un-Nisa who was a poetess of

renown.

Zeb-un-Nisa (The Ornament of Womanhood), the eldest

daughter of Aurangzeb by his wife Dilras Banu Begam, was bom
on 15th February, 1638, at Daulatabad,” when her father was the

Viceroy of the Deccan and her grandfather Shahjahan was still the

Emperor of Mughal India. Elaborate details of the life of Zeb-un-

Nisa are clearly unknown e.xcept that she was a beautiful, educated,

intelligent and ailtured lady with a mystic bent of mind. She was

skilled in the use of arms,’* had a beautiful and melodious voice

and courteous manners. Site was a deeply religious lady but not in

the conventional sense of the form. In other words, she was not a

religious fanatic like her father. She was rather liberal in her

religious views but at the same lime had deep knowledge of the

principles and doctrines of Quran. Many a time she was called to

settle religious disputes at the Court.”
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Aurangzeb ivas extremely fond of his eldest daughter, who
with her eloquence and knowledge of the Quran, gave ample

reasons to her father to be proud of her. But later, due to certain

grave differences of ideas and opinion with her father, she became

bitter. She even incurred her father's wrath by extending her

support to her brotlier Akbar, when the later rebelled against

Aurangzeb.®* Zeb-un-Nisa was imprisoned at the Salimgrah

fortress by her father, Avho not only held her captive, but stopped.

Zeb-im-Nisa passed away in Delhi on 26th May, 1702,®® living all

these days imder restraint and obscurity with a heart filled with

grief and miser}'.

Princess Zeb-un-Nisa mherited her father's keen intellect

and literar}' tastes, and spent most of her time in literar}' pursuits.

From her early childhood, like many other royal princesses, she

received good education. As her tutoress she had a learned lady

by the name of Hafiza Mariam, the wife of Mirza Shukrullah of

Kashmir, whose family originally came from Naishabur in

Khurassan.®® She had another lady teacher by the name of

Miyabai,‘“ and another who was a poet named Shah Rustam

Ghazi.’°‘ Ver}' soon Zeb-un-Nisa gained proficiency in Arabic and

Persian and learnt subjects like astronomy and arithmetic.’® She

became a 'Hafiz''® at the tender age of seven years, when she

learnt the Quran by heart.'® Her father,Aurangzeb, was overjoyed

at her achievement and feasted the whole army, gave 30,000 gold

mohurs to the poor and kept the public offices closed for two

days.'® The Princess also got a reward of 30,000 gold coins from

her father.'® Zeb-un-Nisa also started ^vriting a commentary on
the Quran, but this %vas not allowed by her father,'® probably on
accoimt of her belonging to the fairer sex. She was also capable of

%vriting different kinds of Persian hand like nastaliq, maskh and

shikaste with style and nei tness.'®

Princess Zeb-im-Nisa was fond of learning. At the same time

she ^vas equally fond of the sources of learning, especially books.

She collected several valuable books and manuscripts, and
maintained a personal library,*'’® in the Imperial palace, where her

father with her choice set aside for her some spacious rooms to be
utilised as her library."" Many skilled calligraphers were employed
by her to copy rare and valuable books for her.'" She also had a
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scriptorium in Kashmir, where this work went on continuously

because of the excellence of Kashmir paper and scribes."^ She took

great interest in this work, and every morning she personally

went through the previous day's work. She employed many
translators for the purpose of translating many valuable works of

other languages into Persian.’” Tire Princess spent several hours

in a day studying in her library, and none disturbed her then. The

ladies who waited upon her in her library were specially chosen to

help her in her studies."’

Princess Zeb-un-Nisa was a great patron of learning. We
have already discussed about her library. Apart from her interest

in books, Zeb-un-Nisa patronised many scholars and poets who
flourished under hcr."^ Her liberality and bounty compensated

for the lack of literary patronage under her father. She spent much
of her personal allowance of four lakhs every' y'car in encouraging

men of letters and helping the poor and needy people."* With her

support and encouragement Mulla Safiuddin Ardheli of Kashmir

translated the Arabic work Tafsir-i-Kabir (Great Commentary) of

Imam Razi into Persian, and named it Zeb-ut-Tafsir, after the name
of his patroness."^

Tlie greatest achievement of Zeb-un-Nisa in the literary field

lies in her poems. Poetry had appealed to her since her childhood

days. At first she wrote verses in Arabic, but an Arabian scholar,

who saw her work, found them imperfect and criticised them."*

Tliereafter her desire for perfection led her to compose verses in

Persian. Shah Rustam Ghazi, a scholar and tutor of Zeb-un-Nisa,

encouraged her in this field."’ He discovered her verses which she

wrote at first in secret, and found them to be of a very high

standard. He requested Aurangzeb to provide a fitting literary

circle for the Princess by inviting poets from Persia, Kashmir and

other parts of India to come to Delhi so that the Princess could

benefit in their company.'*® Some of these poets were Nasir Ali,

Sayab, Shamshi Wali Ullah, Brahmin and Behraaz.’’’ A poetess,

Imami, was her close friend and companion.'^

With all her poet and poetess companions, Zeb-un-Nisa often

engaged in poetical tournaments known as Mushairas, a sort of

war of wits.'” In these, one person proposed a line, sometimes

even a question. Another person provided the answer of it, or
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contradicted it^ or qualified it, or expanded it by a line or lines, in

the same meter and rhyming. Poet Nasir Ali, who came from

Sarhind, was much admired by Zeb-im-Nisa, and he came to be

regarded almost as her rival poet.’^'* Zeb-vm-Nisa's verses were

much appreciated by her father's elder brother Dara Shukoh, a

kind hearted, liberal and enlightened man. When she first began

to write, she modestly attributed her verses to him, and many of

her verses are found in the Diwan of Dara Shukoh.’^

Zeb-im-Nisa wrote under the pen-name of 'Zeb'.*^* She also

used the pen-name of 'Makhfi''^^ (the concealed one) like two of

her predecessors. Once Nasir Ali said to her

—

(Tr.) O envy of the moon, lift up thy veil and let me enjoy the

wonder of thy beauty.

Zeb-un-Nisa answered

—

(Tr.) I will not lift my veil, -

For, if I did, who knows?

The Bulbul might forget the rose.

The Brahman worshipper

Adoring Lakshmi's grace

Might turn, forsaking her.

To see my face;

My beauty might prevail

Think how within theflower

Hidden as in a bozuer

Herfragrant soul must he.

And none can look on it.

So me the world can see

Only ivithin the verses I have lurit—
I will not lift the veil.^^^

Yet at another time she says:

(Tr.) Wien from my cheek I lift my veil.

The roses turn zvith envy pale.

Andfrom their pierced hearts, rich zvith pain.

Send forth theirfragrance like a zvail.

Or ifperchance one perfumed tress

Be lowered to the wind's caress,

The honeyed hyacinths complain,

And languish in a szveet distress
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And, when I pause, slill groves among,

(Such loveliness is mine) a throng

Of nightingales awake and strain

Their souls into a quivering song.'^

Zeb-un-Nisa's poems deal ^vith feelings of love, beauty,

pathos, and spirituality. In 1724 A.D., quite a few years after her

death, her scattered writings were collected in a book named
Diwani-i-Makhfi, or 'Tlie Book of the Hidden One'.'^ It contained

421 ghazals and severals rubias. In 1730 A.D. some other ghazals

were added to it.'” Some historians like Sir Jadunath Sarkar are of

the view that the Dizvan-i-Makhfi could not have been written by
Zeb-un-Nisa Begam, as the pseudonym 'Makhfi' was used by
many poets in those days.'” May be the Diwan-i-Makhfi was not

written by 21eb-un-Nisa's hand. Someone else might have written

it according to Zeb-un-Nisa's dictations. The beautiful verses of

the Diwan-i-Makhft reveal great poetic talent and Sufi ideas, where

God Almighty is worshipped as a form of 'Supreme Beauty', the

Divine Beloved, who is loved and adored, but tvho is tyrannical

and reduces the lover to despair, but bestows on him a ray of hope
when he is at the point of death.

The path of Divine Love is a very difficult one, filled with

many obstacles.

(Tr.) Here is the path of love — how dark and long

Its winding ivai/s, zvith many snares beset!

Yet crozvds of eager pilgrims onzvard throng

And fall like dove into the fozoler’s net.'^^

But, ultimately on reaching Love's path, there is solace and

eternal bliss, and the mind realises the futility of life without the

Divine Friend.

(Tr.) 0 Foolish heart,

Thy carelessness hozo can I comprehend?

Hast thou no strength, no will, to tear apart

The barrier that divides mefrom my Friend?

Treading love's path so long.

Under such heavy burden did I bozv.

At last my chastened heart has groivn so strong.

No task, no pain, can bend my spirit nozv.
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I have wiped dean my heart

From adions, yea, andfrom desires as xoell,

And yearn alone for peace, to have no part

At Judgement Day, either in Heaven or HelF^

The love of the Beloved, which is all encompassing, binds

the lo^'er in chains, from where there is no escape. The heart then

yearns for only one tlnng— the vision of the Beloved, His beauteous

form that fills the heart with joy and longing.

(Tn) The love of Thee the bulbul sings.

The moth that bums its silken tvings

Thy love has drawn into the fire.

And see the wine of Thy desire -

On every goblet's lip it dings -

No case, no respite anywhere

And nowfor me,for in Thy snare

Blindly or •willingly Ifall.

No liberty have I at all.

Bound by the fetters of Thy hair.^^^

Long, long am I denied

The insion of Thy face, for o'er it flews

The musky darkness of thy xoaving hair.

As though a temple-curtain should enclose

The Kaaba, and our hearts, unsatisfied.

Could never see it there.

Night after endless night

I sat in lonely grief remembering thee;

Tears fell into my heart disconsolate

Ho'w long ha'oe I, in strwing to be free.

Broken my bleeding nails, but never quite

Untied the hwt offate!

Stronger my love shall grozv:

Bearing the bonds of sorroivfor thy sake.

More patient and more proud my heart shall be.

Like the imprisoned bird xuho tries to make

His cage a garden, though his wild heart bwws
He never shall befree^^
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Let ml thy curl, whose loveliness

Maddens the world, bring neiv distress

Upon thy lovers, floating free.

Tossed by the wind that all may see

And fall beneath thy sorcery.

Let not the valley of thy love

A place of bitter torment prove

For dolorous souls, already -worn

By all the penance they have borne

Betrayed by love and left forlorn'^^

The only joy for the distressed and tormented heart lies in

the glimpse of the Divine Beloved.

(Tr.) When thou unveil'st thy shining countenance.

Burnt are my lashes by thy lightning glance.

And all the night I passionately weep

While o'er my heart tempests of longing sweep;

And if ] sec it not, desiring it.

My heart is darkened like a lamp unlit.

I have no hope, no comfort anytvhere.

Caught by the fluttering of thy hair.'^"‘

No remedy can heal the heart's distress

Except the vision of thy loveliness.

Here, suffering souls, the solace that you need!

Tear not your wounds, no longer make them blecd.'^’’

All sorrows and sufferings of the soul are wiped out once the

lover has the vision of the Beloved, and the heart fills with gratitude

for the Divine grace showered on the lover.

(Tr.) From the glance Thou bestowed, O Beloved,

flows beauty no words can express;

My life - it were little to offer in thanks

for Thy bountifulncss.'*^

Some of the \'erses of the Diwan-i-Makhfi echo with the idea

of oneness of God, the Omnipresent One, who is the Supreme

Beloved. Tliey also combine the Hindu and Muslim ideas. Says

Makhfi:

(Tr.) Whether it be in Mecca's holiest shrine.

Or in the Temple pilgrim feet have trod.

Still Thou art mine.

Wherever God is worshipped is my God."’
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0 Makbfi, if the Kaaba keeper close

To thee his door.

Complain not: thou possessest even more

A holy place;

For look into the luell-Beloved Face,

Over His Eyes

Arches more fair than Kaaba gates arise;

Thy heart shall bard.

Itselfan archiuay luelcorning the Friend}^'^

In the mosque I seek my idol shrine.

On ' the Day ofJudgement we should have

had much difficulty in proving that we luere

true believers, had we not brought with us

our beloved Kafir idol as a zvitness.^^^

Zeb-vin-Nisa, unlike her father, had liberal ideas about religion

and believed in the worship of one God with the name and in the

form of the Divine Beloved, the Supreme Friend. Some of her

verses reflect the feeling of religious harmony.

(Tr.) No Muslim I,

But an idolater,

1 bozv before the image of my Love,

And zvorship her:

No Brahman I,

My sacred thread

I cast aivay, for round my neck I zvear .

Her plaited hair instead.^^

Quite a few years of Zeb-un-Nisa's later life were spent in

captivity and loneliness, she being also deprived of all her property.

Says Zeb-un-Nisa about this irony of the fate

—

(Tr.) I am the daughter ofan emperor, yet I have set myface tozvards

poverty. This is zohat adortzs my beauty and my name is Zeb-

un-Nisa (the adomer of women).^*^

Talking of her misfortune she writes

—

(Tr.) Long is thine exile, Makhfi, long thy yearning.

Long shalt thou zvait, thy heart zoithin thee burning.

Looking thus forward to thy home-returning.

But nozu zohat home hast thou, mifortunate?

The years have passed and left it desolate.
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The dust of ages blows across Us gate.

If on the Day of Reckoning

God say, "In due proportion I ivill pay

And recompense theefor thy suffering."

Lo, all the joys of heaven it would outweigh;

Were all God's blessings poured upon me, yet

He would be in my debt.'*’'

During her dciys of confinement nnd grief, her friends except

Nasir AH, gradually turned away from her side.

(Tr.) Friends had I, many friends, loho shared with me
Days glad and sad.

But mine they arc no more, I am cut free

From all I had.'"

Yet, at another place she says;

(Tr.) So long these fetters cling to my feet! Myfriends have become

enemies, my relations are strangers to me.

IVhat more have I to do with being anxious to keep my name

undishonoured when friends seek to disgrace me?

Seek not relieffrom the prison ofgrief, O Makhfi; thy release is

not politic.

0 Makhfi, no hope ofrelease hast thou until the Day ofJudgement

come. Even from the grave ofMajnum the voice comes to my
cars - "O Laila, there is rw restfor the victim oflove even in the

grave."

1 have spent all my life, and I have xoon nothing but sorrow,

repentance and the tears of unfulfilled desire.'*^

Zeb-un-Nisa indicated her father's cruelty^ in a bleak verse

couplet which runs like an epitaph:

(Tr.) I have exyerienced such cruelty and harshness in this land of

Hind,

I shall go and make myself a home in some other land.'*’'

Zeb-un-Nisa Begam is also known for her witty and smart

poetic remarks and answers to questions.

Once, one of her attendants in the palace said to Zeb-un-

Nisa

—

(Tr.) The Chinese mirror is broken and gone.

Zeb-un-Nisa replied

—

(Tr.) All's -well: an object of vanity and self-seeing is gonc.'^
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In another case, to the statement

—

(Tr.) Rarely has a piebald pearl (half black half zvhite) been seat.

Zeb-tm-Nisa remarked:

(Tr.) Unless it be the tear of a damsel with collyrium in her eyes.^^^

Once Zeb-un-Nisa, dressed in green and walking on the

palace-roof was noticed by Aqil Khan, who was courting her. He
remarked:

(Tr.) Aform dressed in green appears under the blue vault ofheaven

Zeb-im-Nisa quickly replied:

(Tr.) Neither force nor gold nor guile will bring her to thee (by

heaven).

And Avhen Aqil Khan continued to press his suit, she quoted

from poet Sadi:

(Tr.) Wiy should the zoise man (Aqil) commit an act zvhich brings

repentance in Us trainV^

Her grief and pain are also evident in this verse:

(Tr.) Oh zuaterfallfor zuhose sake art thou mourning? For zvhose sake

art thou hanging thy head down in grief?

And zohat mcmner ofpain zoas it that like me through the lifelong

night thou didst dash thy head on the ground and zoecp?'^

Zeb-un-Nisa's verses more than anything else, reflected the

pain and misery she undervs'ent in life. Perhaps this grief that she

experienced, turned her thoughts towards spirituality. But her

liberal religious views prevented her from becoming a religious

fanatic like her father. Her poems on spirituality echo with Sufi

sentiments like love of the Supreme Beloved, the bliss incarnate,

whocanbe reached through a very difficult and thorny path,whose
love binds the lover (devotee) in chains from where there is no

escape.Herreligiousviews alsoextended to the oneness ofGod and
unity of religions. Her verses are indeed praiseworthy and speak of

her high merit as a poetess. In her ovm words she says

—

(Tr.) In thefield ofpoetry, I am a concealed one, like the odour of the

rose zohich remains hidden in the petals. Whoever looks at my
poetry is inclined tozoards me.’^

Zinal-Un-Nisa

The second daughter of Amangzeb, Zinat-im-Nisa was also

educated. She too was the daughter of Dilras Banu Begam and
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was born at Aurangabad on 5th October, 1643 A.D.'® She was in

charge of her father's household in the Deccan for many years till

Aurangzeb's death in 1707 A.D., and some years after that even.

She was known for her piety and charity. At her personal expense

she built a mosque called the Zinat-ul-Masjid, in Delhi. Here she

was buried after her death.'^

Zinat-un-Nisa, like her elder sister, was also a poetess, though

much information about her poems are not available. Probably,

like many other Mughal princesses she too engaged in this as a

mere pastime. She wrote her epitaph in Persian which says

—

(Tr.) In vujgrave the grace ofGod is my only help. It is enough ifthe

shadow of the cloud of mercy covers my fomb.'^^

Thus, the Mughal age witnessed a considerable amount of

development in the liternr}' field, where like the Mughal men, the

royal ladies and princesses too contributed in their own ways.

Composing verses seems to have been the favourite pastime and

hobby for many of these royal ladies who were well educated,

cultured and highly accomplished. Some of them were not just

satisfied with composing verses and getting good education. These

ladies went a step forward and composed works of great literary,

historical and cultural value. Many royal ladies had a fascination

for collecting books and maintained their own libraries inside the

royal palaces. Many \vere great patrons of learning and built

schools and colleges for the spread of learning and education.

Tliey also gave land and monetary grants to scholars, poets and

learned men who flocked to them in large numbers.
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Six

Artistic Contributions

The Mughals were men of artistic inclinations. They were great

builders, literati, musicians, painters, garden layers, dress designers

and patronisers of almost all forms of arts and crafts. The

contribution of the Mughals in the field of Art and Architecture is

without doubt remarkable. R.C. Mazumdar is of the opinion that,

"the Mughal period was not entirely an age of innovation and

renaissance, but of a continuation and culmination of processes

that had their beginning in the later Turko-Afghan period. In fact,

the art and architecture of that period after 1526, as also of the

preceding period, represent a happy mingling of Muslim and

Hindu art Jraditions and elements."’

ARCHITECTURE
The Mughal ladies lived in utmost luxury in fine apartments

and palaces built for them by the emperors and the princes. These

apartments were separately built, spacious and splendid, according

to the position of the woman in the emperor's harem. Each of

those had their owm garden, foimtains and reser\'oirs of running

water and many other facilities that made life a pleasure. This fact

is quite evident from the -Mariam's Kothi, Turkish Sultana's

Apartments, Jodha Bai's Mahal and the apartments of other ladies

of the harem at Fatehpur Sikri, the quarters of Bilqis Makani
(Jehangir's mother), Nur Jahan and the Bengali Mahal where tire

ladies of various nations resided, at the Agra Fort, the Imtiyaz and
Rang Mahals of the ladies at the Red Fort in Delhi, and also from
the rvomen's apartments in the Lahore Fort.

The beautiful and luxurious living quarters of the Mughal
women did not prevent them from plunging into construction

work themselves. During the Mughal age tve come across
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remarkable women like Haji Begam, Jodha Bai, Nur Jahan,

Jahanara, Roshanara, Zeb-un-Nisa and Zinat-un-Nisa, whose
remarkable buildings exist even today, sometimes in totality and

sometimes partially.

Monuments Built by Mughal Women
We do not come across any building worth mentioning

constructed by the Mughal women during Babar's or Humayun's
times, except some gardens which will be discussed later on. The
first monument built under the supervision of any Mughal lady in

India was the Humayun's Tomb in Delhi, built by one of

Humayun's widows named Haji Begam during the reign of

Emperor Akbar. Gulbadan calls her Bega Begam.^ She was
Humayun's cousin and wife of his youth.^

Contribution of Haji Begum
Humayun's Ta?nb, Delhi

Tlie Humayun's Tomb was built eight years after Humayun's
death* by Humayun's widow Haji Begam in Delhi and she became

its faithful attendant thereafter.* It is one of the first garden tombs

built by the Mughals in India* and in some ways provided the

model of the later built Taj Mahal.^According to Percy Broivn, the

Humayun's tomb "is not only one of the most arresting examples

of the building art in India but it is also an outstanding landmark

in the development of the Mughal style."® In structure and spirit,

the Humayun's Tomb is an example of the synthesis of the Persian

and the Indian building traditions. To Havell, it is "a Persianized

version of Sher Shah's tomb."’ The tomb is built of Tantpura red

sandstone, wdth dressings of white Makrana marble.**

Tire construction of the tomb began in c. 1560 A.D. and was

completed in 1573 A.D." It stands on a large square platform, 22

ft. in height, having arches, whose piers are ornamented with

white marble inlay work.'^ Tlie main tomb is an octagonal

apartment, 47 ft and 4 inches across and crowned by a dome of

white marble.'* In the comer rooms are the tombs of Haji Begam
and some nine other members of the royal family. All the

apartments add up to make a building square in plan and about

155 ft. each way, "with the angles slightly cut away".'* The tomb

has a beautiful garden attached to it.
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The building is quite unlike any ofAkbar's buildings and the

plan had to be someone else's. Fergusson is of the opinion that the

"most marked characteristic" feature of the Humayim's Tomb "is

its purity—it might almost be called poverty of design."'® Sir

Sayjdd Ahmad Khan praises the monument thus:

(Tr.) Ifanyone has the desire to see paradise, tell him to come and see

the garden ofHumayun}^

Haji Begam also built a sarai called 'Arban Sarai' in 1560

A.D. which had an accommodation of 300 people.'''

Baoli ofMaryam-Uz-Zamani
During the time of EmperorJehangir, in the pargana ofJusat,

1a koss from Biana,by the orders ofJahangir 's mother,Maryam-uz-

Zamani Jodha Bai, a baoli (step-well) accompanied by a garden was

built.'® Jehangir in his memoirs writes - "This baoli (step-well) was

a grand building and had been built exceedingly well.""’ This baoli

still exists. William Finch in his account speaks of a place called

Menhapoore near Bayana where he had gone to buy indigo and

lodged at a great saray where there was a mahal or summer house

of the Queen Mother (Jehangir's mother), "Very curiously

contrived."'" These two places were probably one and the same.

Contributions ofNur Jahan Begam
NurJahan Begam, the exceedingly beautiful wife ofJehangir,

the ruler of his heart as well as his Empire, and the most versatile

of all Mughal ladies, left no field in fine and practical art untouched

without the mark of her achievement and contribution whether it

was literataure, architecture, gardening, dress designing,

decoration, hunting, shooting or anything else.

The most permanent of all of Nur Jahan's artistic

achievements was in the field of architecture, in the buildings and
monuments she designed and patronized. Among them were the

tomb of her father, Etimad-ud-Daula, at Agra, Nur Mahal sarai

near Jalandhar, Pathar Masjid at Srinagar, tomb of Jehangir at

Shahdara, Lahore and her own tomb in Lahore.

The Tomb of Etimad-ud-Daula, Agra

One of the most outstanding buildings constructed during
the reign of Jehangir was the tomb of one of his most powerful
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nobles Ghiyas Beg, titled Etimad-ud-Daula (The Pillar of

Government), who was also the father of his queen Nur Jahan.

Constructed under the supervision of Nur Jahan, the tomb of

Etimad-ud-Daula took six years to get completed, i.e. from 1622

A.D. to 1628 A.D.^'

The tomb is situated on the left bank of the river Jamuna in

Agra amidst a garden whidt is surrounded by a wall measuring

540 ft. on each side,“ having red sandstone gateways on all sides.

The tomb occupies the central position of the garden and stands

on a raised square platform, measuring 69 ft. on each side.“ The

tomb has two storeys \vith an octagonal tower at each of the four

sides, surmounted by an open pavilion. The upper pavilion

contains a second pair of cenotaphs surrounded on each side by

large latticed windows.^* The lower storey has a central chamber

in the form of a parallelogram measuring 22 ft. and 3 inches on

each side.“’ This chamber contains the main cenotaphs of Etimad-

ud-Daula and his wife Asmat Banu Begam. The floor is made of

marble and is richly decorated with mosaic ^vork. The walls have

inscriptions from the Islamic scriptures. The four comer chambers

are occupied by the brother, sister and some other members of

Etimad-ud-Daula's family.’* There are three arches opening out

each side of the main portion of the building, separated from one

another by latticed lancets.*'

The design of the tomb is intensely feminine. The tomb is not

ver)^ big or massive and one is drawn more towards its decoration

than its form. It is built entirely of white marble and covered

throughout with inlay work called "pietra dura"— the %vhite

marble surface \vorked with polished inlays ofsemi-precious stones

in a technique similar to that developed in Florence in the sixteenth

century.** TTiis type of ornamentation of this tomb was the first of

its kind in India.-’ The lower exterior of the tomb has geometrical

patterns mainly, and the upper exterior and interior surfaces of

the building has inlaid designs of flowers, cypress tress, creepers,

grapes, vases, water jugs, etc. The surface decoration is so exquisite

and remarkable that it appears "bejewelled. ..like a brilliant

casket."’'* Construction of this beautiful tomb was, a very costly

affair. According to De Laet, this magnificient tomb ^vas built at

an estimated cost of more than 10 million rupees.”As per Pelsaert's
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estimates, \vhen the tomb was not yet complete, it had "already

cost fully 350,000 rupees," and was likely to cost 1,000,000 more"

before it was finished.^^ A certain legend goes that Nur Jahan

thought of building this tomb entirely of pure silver, but was

advised to use white marble instead, as it was more suitable to the

Indian weather conditions.^ The entire expense was borne by Nur

Jahah's treasuries.

The tomb of Etimad-ud-Daula was an innovation in many
ways. It marked a transition between the Indianised red sand-

stone and marble corrstructions of Akbar and Jehangir, and the

Persianized pure marble creations of Shahjahan.^ In ways more

than one its design was adopted in the later built Taj Mahal,^ like

the entire structure of white marble, pietra-dura inlay work, use

of Persian motife on the avails, etc. The whole structure of Etimad-

ud-Daula's tomb along ^vith the octagonal towers at the four

comers provided the model for Jehangir's tomb at Shahdara,

Lahore.^ Percy Broi\Ti speaks highly of the monument when he

says.

There is no other building like it in the entire range of

Mughal architecture, the delicacy of treatment and the

chaste quality of its decoration placing it in a class by

itself...^^

Nur Mnhnl Snrni, Jalandiwr

The Mughal age "was an age of development in almost every

field we can think of including economy. The growing importance

of trade and commerce and politics too, led to the construction of

a network of roads that connected places of commercial and

political interests. Along the sides of these roads shady trees were
planted,. %vells dug out and resting places for travellers called

sarais constructed. In these activities too the Mughal ladies

participated side by side with their emperors.

The Nur Mahal Sarai near Jalandhar in the Punjab is one of

the best examples of such type of activities undertaken by some
Mughal women. This sarai, as its name suggests, was built by Nur
Jahan Begam around 1620 A.D., who bore the entire expenses
too.^ It is situated 16 miles south ofJalandhar, 25 miles east south-

east of Sultanpur and 13 miles west of Phalor.^’ The sarai was built
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on a site measuring 551 square feet. It had octagonal towers at the

comers. The western gateway, called Lahore gate is double-storied

and built in red sand-stone. Its front is divided into panels

ornamented in sculptured relief. There were figures of angels,

lotuses, nymphs, lions, elephants, birds, peacocks, men on
horseback, etc. The scenes represented by many of these had
historical importance depicting the life of Mughal emperors like

scenes of elephant fight or four horsemen playing Chaugan.'"’

Over the entrance to the gateway is an inscription, flanked by

scenes of fighting animals and sculpted lotus-mounds. The
inscription written in four rhyming verses, reads as follows:

1. During the just rule of Jehangir Shah, son of Akbar Shah,

whose like neither heaven nor earth remembers.

2. The Nur Saray was founded in the district of Phalor by

command of that angel, Nur Jahan Begam.

3. The poet happily discovered this date of its foundation:

this Saray was founded by Nur Jahan Begam in 1028.

4. Knowledge of the date of its completion was found in the

words: "This Saray was erected by Nur Jahan Begam"

lOSO."

Tliere were plenty of rooms. Emperor's quarters, a well and

a mosque inside the Sarai area. Jehangir mentions this sarai in his

memoirs when he says:

...I took up my quarters at Nur-Snray. At this spot the

Vakils of Nur Jahan Begam had built a lofty house, and

made a royal garden. It was now completed. On this

account the Begam, having begged for an entertainment,

prepared a grand feast, and by way of offering, with great

pains produced all kinds of delicate ^and rare things. In

order to please her I took what I approved. I halted two

days at this place.*^

In his memoirs, Jehangir mentions this place at another time

also.'” Nur Jahan's Sarai near Jalandhar was quite famous during

those times and 'Serai Noor Mahal' in local usage came to mean

some spacious and important edifice.'"

Nur Mahal Sarai, Agra

Nur Jnlian Begam built another sarai, also called Nur Mahal

Sarai, near Agra. Situated in the district of Nur Mahal,” Peter
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Mundy speaks of this building in his accounts. Mundy halted in

this place on 6th August, 1632 A.D. Talking about the sarai he said

that it was "a very faire one, buUt by the old Queene Noor

Mohol...for the accommodation of Travellers."^^Mundy estimated

that it could accommodate two to three thousand people and five

hundred horses.'*' It was made completely "of Stone, not one piece

of Timber in it, the rooms all arched each with severall Copula." It

stood "between Tivo gardens, built also by her."^® Sir Richard

Camac Temple says that one of these gardens was the Moti Bagh

and the other, the Nawal orNawab Ganj built during Shahjahan's

time.'”

Pathar Masjid (Stone Mosque), Srinagar

One of the mosques found in Kashmir belonging to the

Mughal times the Pathar Masjid constructedby NurJahan Begam,^
also known by the names of Shahi Masjid (Royal Mosque) and

Nau Masjid (New Mosque). The mosque is made of grey limestone

and has a front facade of nine arches, the central arch being bigger

than the other eight.^* It is said that this mosque had been deserted

and never been used for the purpose of which it was built. This

was because the Muslims despised the building as it was made
under the supervision of a woman. It was used as a store-house.^

Jehangir's Tomb, Shnhdara, Lahore

Nur Jahan Begam is also said to have designed and
supervised the construction of Jahangir's tomb at Shahdara,

Lahore.^ It is situated 6 miles north-west of Lahore, in the DiUoisha

Garden, once a pleasure ground of Nur Jahan Begam, now called

Shahdara.^ The plan of this tomb resembled that of Etimad-ud-

Daula's® at Agra and of Akbar's^ at Sikandra.

The la)'out comprised of an outer sarai ndth a series of alcoves

round the walls to provide shelter for the travellers, a tall gateway
leading to the inner garden and the main tomb building inside

this garden.®' Tirere are gateways on all the four sides. The
mausoleum stands on a low plinth, 256 ft. square and consists of

a terraced platform ^s'ith octagonal minarets of three storeys above
the terraced roof, surmounted by white marble cupolas. It is

surrounded by arcades, ha%dng a central arch flankedby a doorway
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and five othbr arches on each side “ The sarcophagus is made of

white marble with pietradura inlay work and is placed in an

octagonal chamber.^’ It is said that this marble parapet was carried

off by Raja Ranjit Singh and later restored In fact, much of the

tomb was harmed by Ranjit Singh when he carried away the

marble for his own buildings.®' The building lacks a dome and it

is not known for sure whether the tomb had a central dome which
was never completed or subsequently destroyed.®^ Round the base

of the catafalque runs a beautiful design of cyclamen and tulips

like those found in Kashmir.®^ The building is made of red

sandstone with marble inlay.

Nwr Jahan's Tomb, Lahore

Nur Jahan Begam's own tomb in Lahore is very simple and

humble compared to the other rich and lofty buildings constructed

under her supervision and with her money. After the death of

Jehangir in 1627 A.D., Nur Jahan led a quiet life in Lahore till her

death in 1648 A.D. Here she was buried at Shahdara, along the

banks of the river Ravi, not very far away from her husband.

Nur Jahan's tomb was set on a square platform occupying

the centre of a Charbagh having boundary walls. The original

garden does not remain any more, but it once is said to have had

canals, tanks, waterfalls, fountains, cypress trees, tulips, roses,

jasmine and fruit trees, especially date palms.®* The tomb of Nur

Jahan had many similarities with that of her father Etimad-ud-

Daula's and her husband Jahangir's. It was square in shape, one

story, with seven arches, opening out the corridors on each of the

four sides. The interior ^vas arranged in a series of three arched

and columned galleries. In the central part is a square room which

has the cenotaphs of Nur Jahan and her daughter Ladli Begam,

placed on a platform in the centre.®® Much of the decorative part of

the tomb was destroyed in course to time though some of it was

restored later with red sandstone and marble inlay.®® Whatever

remains of the interior surface decoration reveal painted design

rather than of inlaid stone.®^

Nur Jahan's tomb will always remain a mystery to all. What

it was in its original totality or what it was intended to be can

never be known. But the humility of the whole structure and its
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occupant is quite evident from the epitap]

Upon my grave when I shall die,

No lamps shall bum nor jasmine lie.

No candle, with unsteadyflame.

Serve as a reminder ofmyfame.

No bulbul chanting overhead.

Shall tell the world that I am dead.^

Contributions ofJahanara Begam

Shahjahan's secondary wives Akbarabadi Mahal built the

Akbarabadi Mosque (destroyed by the British in 1857), Fatehpuri

Mahal built the Fatehpuri Mosque in ChandniChowk and Sarhindi

Begam built the Sarhindi Mosque at Lahori Gate, near Khari Baoli

Bazar in Delhi. Akbarabadi Mahal also constructed hvo stepped

wells (Baoli) and a SaraL^ But the real contributions in this field

during that time were made by Shahjahan's daughters, Jahanara

and Roshanara.

Jahanara and Roshanara like some of the royal Mughal ladies

that we have discussed so far, were actively involved in

construction works and have left behind them some monuments
still with their touch like their own mausoleums. Jahanara's

contribution in the field of architecture was not corrfined to building

her mausoleum alone, but extended to the construction of gardens,

palaces, mosques, sarai, monastery and even market places.

Mosques

In the Kashmir valley. Princess Jahanara, popularly known
as Begam Saheb, is knorvn to have built a mosque "in an exquisite

artistic style," at the cost of rupees 40,000, the entire fimds being

provided by the Princess herself.™ This mosque was built for a

certain learned man called Mulla Shah Badakshani who, on this

occasion was presented with a valuable diamond on behalf of

Jahanara.^ This mosque was surrounded by large buildings meant
for the habitation of the poor, constructed at a further cost of

rupees 20,000.™ Khafi Khan too mentions this building and its

cost.™ Jahanara Begam also built another mosque in Agra, known
as the Jami Masjid, once again out of her personal allowances and
funds.™ It stands outside theAgra fort on the north-west direction.
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It was completed after five years of work m 1648 A.D., and had
cost five hundred thousand rupees. It is a fine structure of bold

design, excellent finish and magnificient proportions. She wished
it to bring her eternal and everlasting fame and reward in life

later. Shahjahan had once been interested in the construction of

the same mosque, but later allowed Jahanara to build it.” Jahanara

is said to have built a Rabat (monastery) too.” Taking into

consideration Princess Jahanara's religious bent of mind, it is quite

natural that she constructed quite a few edifices connected to

religion.

Caravausarais and Market Places

Jahanara contributed towards the development of trade and

commerce by constructing caravansarais and market places.

Manucci, Bernier, Tavernier and Thevenot speak of the caravansarai

ofJahanara Begam or Begam Saheb,” as she was popularly known
as. This Caravansarai was built in Delhi and had a lovely garden

and a reservoir. Describing the Caravansarai, Bernier writes:

Tlie Karuansara is in the form of a large square with

arcades, like our Palace Royale, except that the arches are

separated from each other by partitions, and have small

chambers at their inner extremities. Above the arcades

runs a gallery all round the building, into which open the

same number of chambers as there are below.”

Provision ^vas made for adequate safety for the travellers

and merchants, the gates being closed at night. Tlie caravansarai is

said to have been meant for the rich Persian, Usbek and other

foreign merchants.” The Begam Sarai \vas destroyed after the

Sepoy Mutiny.'^’

Jahanara Begam planned and supervised the building of the

Chowk Sarai Bazaar in Lahore.®' She also built the famous Chandni

Chowk Bazaar near the Red Fort in Delhi,®^ which is even to this

day a hub of commercial activities in the Capital.

Jahanara's Tomb

Jahanara Begam's tomb at the shrine of the Sufi saint Nizam-

ud-din Aulia in Delhi is simple, yetTCvealing her artistic sense.

Her white marble grave is open to the sky and had grass grown in
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a hollow on top of the edifice. This was done at her special request.

There are no other ornamentations on it, except a lily carved of

precious jade, green in colour.®^

Roshhnnra Begnm's Tomb, Delhi

Roshanara Begam, another daughter of Shahjahan too

designed her own tomb along with its garden, situated in the

north-western parts of Delhi. The mausoleum is beautiful, built in

pure white marble with exquisite ornamentation on the exterior

parts. It stands on a low wide platform in the centre of thfupper

terrace in the gardens still bearing her name.®^

Purhimar Banu Begam, a daughter of Shahjahan is said to

have been buried in a mausoleum built under her supervision.®^

Which of his daughters exactly bore this name cannot be said for

sure.

Tomb of Zeb-Un-Nisa Begam

During the time of Aurangzeb,one of his wives Nawab Bai,

the mother of Muhammad Sultan, Muhammad Muazzam and

Badr-un-Nisa, is said to have built a sarai at Fardapur and founded

the place of Baijipura in this suburb of Aurangabad.®® But the real

contribution in the field of architecture during the time of

Aurangzeb was made by two of his daughters: the eldest Zeb-un-

Nisa and the second, Zinat-im-Nisa.

Zeb-un-Nisa Begam built a number of garderrs like the Char-

Burji and Nawan Kot in Lahore, where she was finally buried.®^

Her tomb was made of fine marble with a pinnacle of gold. But

according to Sir Jadunath Sarkar, she 'ivas "buried in the garden of

“Thirty Thousand Trees', outside the Kabuli gate."®® Her tomb was
later demolished for the construction of a railway line. Her coffin

and inscribed tomb-stone are now in Akbar's mausoleum at

Sikandra.®’

Contributions ofZinnt-Un-Nisn Begam
Lastly, we come to the contributions of yet another Mughal

princess, Zinat-un-Nisa, the second daughter ofAurangzeb, in the

field of architecture. She is known to have built around fourteen

caravairsarais.®”At the age of 37, Zinat-\m-Nisa undertook a project
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to construct a number of inns of the highway linking Oudh with

Bengal. This effort of hers earned the praise of her father.” These

were probably the caravansarais built by her.

A splendid mosque, the Zinat-ul-Masjid, was built at her

expense in Delhi.’^ There she was buried after death, but her grave

was later removed somewhere else by the British Military

authorities when they occupied the building.” Tradition goes that

Zinat-un-Nisa demanded the amount of her dowry from her father,

and spent it in building this mosque.’'

Mughal Monuments Inspired by Mughal Ladies

After we have finished discussing about the various

construction works undertaken by the royal Mughal ladies, we
will leave the account incomplete if we do not mention the

monuments that were inspired by the Mughal Emperor's love for

his lady. We know that Jehangir had built a lovely mausoleum for

his beloved Anarkali in Lahore. He also built the garden tomb of

one of his favourite queens, Shah Begam, the mother of Khusrau,

in Allahabad. But the greatest monument ever built to

commemorate the love of an emperor for his empress is the Taj

Mahal at Agra — the finest monument of conjugal love in the

world.

The Taj Mahal, Agra

Tlie death of Mumtaz Mahal in 1631 A.D. after the birth of

her fourteenth cliild is said to have left Shahjahan heart broken.

The court festivities were stopped for days and the Emperor refused

to take part in any public affair. His grief was without limits at the

sad and untimely demise of the lady he loved so much, the lady,

who was his constant companion in difficulty as in happiness and

success. Shahjahan decided that even though Mumtaz Mahal was

dead, she would live forever in the mausoleum that would be

built as her final resting place. Tlius, the Taj Mahal came into

existence. The land on the banks of the river Jamuna towards

south of Agra, that belonged to Raja Man Singh’^ and later his

grandson Raja Jai Singh, was acquired at the site for the Taj Mahal.’*

Tlie Taj Mahal; the 'Venus de Milo' of the East, took

approximately 20 years to get completed (1632 A.D. - 1652 A.D.).
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20,000 workmen were employed in its construction. The expenses

upto 50 lakhs of rupees, but some sources estimate it to be 9 crores

and 17 lakhs of rupees.®^ The workwas supervised by Mukarramat

Khan and Mir Abdul Karim.*® Ustad Isa was its chief architect.

Artisans and material were brought from various places of the

world like Qandhar, Ceylon, Nile, Sea of Ormuz, Basrah, Yemen,

Persia, and other places.

The whole mausoleum is placed within a rectangular area

1900 ft. by 1000 ft.,** enclosed on all sides, except the river front by

a high wall with octagonal turrets. On three sides there are

gateways similar to each other, but only one of them, the southern

gateway is functional. The entrance portal, like all the other

gateways is made of red sandstone with marble inlay. Along the

frame of the central alcove are found Quranic inscriptions in black

letters against white marble background. The main gateway

descends down to a square garden measuring 1000 feet on each

side and approximately 42 acres in area.™ On the western side of

the mausoleum is a mosque. The main tomb stands on a marble

platform at the northern end of the garden and not at the centre as

the usual Mughal garden tombs were designed. The tomb building

occupies the centre of this platform.

The aesthetic beauty, grace, delicacy and serenity of the Taj

Mahal can never be described in words, how much ever we might

try. It is to be felt and experienced personally. This entire huge

structure built of pure white marble is not disproportionate in any

way. Every single aspect of it matches with the others in perfect

harmony making it an out of the world beauty. It is made of very

costly material and yet it has a marked simplicity about it. The
final result of it is certainly what it was intended to be. For no one,

who has seen and experienced the beauty and serenity of the Taj

Mahal, can ever forget it.

MUGHAL GARDENS
The Mughal rulers and their ladies were just not satisfied

with building beautiful monuments, but were also fond of laying

exotic gardens which accompanied these buildings or were
accompanied by beautiful constructions. Since ancient times India

has always been a land of large variety of flora and faima. Flowers
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have always been a necessity in social and religious life of the

people of this country. Long before the Mughals came to India,

certainly gardens had existed in this country, but they were not

geometrically designed and laid out."” It was from Central Asia

and Persia that the splendid garden traditions came into India. It

were the Mughals who carried the art of gardening in Hindustan

to its zenith.'”

The Mughals brought with them theirown ideas of gardening.

This new style developed in Persia and Turkistan was characterised

by "artificial irrigation in the form of channels and' tanks and

dwarf waterfalls ... and the plan involved a series of terraces on
slopping ground, usually numbering eight to correspond with the

eight divisions of the Quranic paradise; but sometimes seven to

symbolise the seven planets. The main pavilion was built on the

topmost terrace and sometimes of the lowest terrace in order to

enable the occupant to have an uninterrupted view of foliage and

the water-fall."'” After coming to India the new Mughal style of

gardening developed quickly. The water became the central motive

and quite a few now flowering shrubs, fruits and vegetables were

introduced.'” Tl'ie Hindu influence in gardening came with Akbar's

marriage to Jodha Bai (Mariam uz Zamani), the Rajput princess of

Amber.'”

Famous Flozvcrs and Trees

Some of the famous flowers of those days were: Banafsha,

Yasaman, and Nasarin, which were of foreign origin, being

introduced to India from Persia; and Baila, Kevra, Champa, Molsiri,

Sovtri, Damra, Karma and Laung, which were of Indian origin.'”

Some Indian flowers given Persian names were Gul-i-Kuza, Gul-

i-Sadbarg and Qaranful or Laung.'” Tlie Mughal gardens were

filled with a variety of fruit trees as well. Among the most famous

fruits found in these gardens were mangoes, apples, bananas,

grapes, oranges, pomegranates, apricots, almonds and many
others.'” Some trees, even though they bore no fruits were planted

for the purpose of ornamentation like the Sarv,"” Cypress and

Chinar''" trees. These trees are found in some of these gardens

even today.

’Tlie Mughal gardens were symmetrically laid, geometric in
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pattern, accompanied by beautiful buildings, artificial lakes,

fovmtain, wells, reservoirs, aqueducts, bathhouses provided with

hot water, and many such things which enhanced the beauty of

these gardens. Edward Terry writes:

For places of pleasure they have curious gardens, planted

with fruitful trees and delightful flowers, to which Nature

daily lends such a supply as that they seeme never to

fade. In these places they have pleasant fountaynes to

bathe in and other delights by sundrie conveyances of

water, whose silent murmure helps to lay their senses

with the bonds of sleeps in the hot seasons of the day.’”

These gardens usually had three large enclosures, one leading

to the other — the semi-public garden of the Diwani-i-Am, the

Emperor's garden with its Diwan-i-Khas where he received his

chiefs and special people, and the purdah garden of the empress

and her ladies.”^

The Mughals were quite particular in choosing the sites for

laying the gardens. Most of their gardens are foimd in Kashmir,

Lahore, Kabul, Agra and Delhi. Kashmir became a favourite spot

for gardens during the time of Jehangir. Jehangir and his Empress

Nur Jahan's love for Kashmir is well-known. In his memoirs

Jehangir writes:

Kashmir is a garden of eternal spring, or an iron fort to a

palace of kings — a delightful flower-bed, arid a heart-

expanding heritage for dervishes.”’

Famous Mughal Gardens

Some of the famous Mughal gardens in Kashmir are the

Shalamar Bagh, Nishat Bagh, Achabal, Vemag, Darogha Bagh

(Lalla Rookh's garden), Bagh-i-BaharAra and theNurAfzaGarden
near the Dal Lake. In Agra we have the Ram Bagh, Dehra Bagh,

Zahara Bagh (Nur-Manzil Garden), the Taj Mahal Garden, Garden
ofEtimad-ud-Daula'stomb, and theMotiBagh. The famousMughal
gardens ofLahorewere theShalamarBagh,Shahadara, the Badshahi

mosque garden, the Chau-Burji Bagh, and the Nawan Kot Bagh.

Thenthere are theWahBagh,HassanAbdal inRawalpindi,Khusrau
Bagh inAllahabad, Lake Palaces' Gardens in Udaipur, Humayim's
Tomb Garden and Shalamar Bagh in Delhi.
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These beautiful gardens were used for many purposes. They

served as pleasure grounds for emperors and their ladies, places

of rest and relaxation and holidaying. Feasts were organised here

and guests entertained. Jehangir in his memoirs speaks of the

royal feast given by Nur Jahan Begam in the Nur-Afshan garden

on the occasion of Jehangir's visit there”^ and the grand feast

given by Nur Jahan in the Nur Sarai garden.”® Gardens also

accompanied the tombs of the Mughals like the garden tomb of

Etimad-ud-Daula and the Taj Mahal gardens in Agra, the

Shahdara gardens of Lahore and the Humayun's tomb's garden

and Roshanara gardens of Delhi. Gardens served other purposes

too. It was in the Shalamar garden of Delhi that Aurangzeb was
hurriedly crowned after he had deposed his father Shahjahan,

and the formal coronation took place later in the Red Fort of

Delhi.'”’

The royal Mughal ladies, right from the time of Babar have

been actively taking part in laying gardens in different places and

amidst beautiful surroundings. They themselves supervised these

constructions and employed suitable men for the same. Sometimes

the emperors gifted beautiful gardens to their ladies and their

daughters, the royal princesses.

The Gardens of Kabul

During the Mughal times, in Kabul, we find quite a few

gardens belonging to the royal ladies. Both Gulbadan Begam in

her Humayuti Nmiia and Jehangir in his memoirs talk about these

gardens of Kabul. Among the royal Mughal ladies who had their

gardens in Kabul was Bega Begam or Bika Begam, who is said to

be a grandmother of Akbar, but it is not known for certain which

wife of Babar had that title. A.S. Beveridge is of the opinion that,

of Babar's wives, Bibi Mubarika (Afghani Aghaclia) is probably

this Bega Begam"% who is said to have carried Babar’s bones to

Kabul.”® Other royal ladies who had their gardens in Kabul ^vere

Shahr-Banu Begam, daughter of Mirza Abu Sa'id and Babar's

own-aunt, and Hamida Banu Begam, Jahangir's grandmother and

Akbar's mother. Gulbadan Begam speaks of Bega Begam's garden

where the royal ladies celebrated the feast of the circumcision of

Akbar in Kabul when Akbar was five years old."’
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Giving an account of the Gardens of Kabul, Jehangir writes:

First of all I walked round the Shahrara (city-adoring),

then the Mahtab (moonlight) garden, then the garden that

Bika Begam (Bega Begam), grandmother ofmy father had
made...then a garden that Maryam-Makani, my own
grandmother had prepared... . The Shahr-Ara garden was
madeby Shahr-BanuBegam, daughter of MirzaAbu Said,

who was own aimt to the late King Babar. From time to

time, it has been added to, and there is not a garden like

it for sweetness in Kabul.... While I was at Kabul I had

several entertairunents in the Shahr-Ara garden, sometimes

with my intimates and courtiers and sometimes with the

ladies of the harem.'^°

Dehra Bagh and Zahara Bagh, Agra

Dehra Bagh and Zahara Bagh in Agra are said to have

belonged to Babar's daughters.'^' The Zahara Bagh, built for Babar's

daughter Zahara (we are not siuo which one of Babar's daughters

was called so), "was one of the largest garden-palaces in Agra,

lying between the Ram Bagh and the site of the Chini-ka-Roza."'“

It had a great octagonal well which apparently sundved until

about 1912.’=^

Garden TomU of Humayun, Delhi

Humayim's tomb in Delhi was one of the first garden tombs

builtby the Mughals. Itwas built by Haji Begam, one ofHuma)am's

widows. According to the Tartar and Mongol traditions, garden

tombs, during their owner's lifetime, were places of resort and

pleasure. At death, the central pavilion became the mausoleum
and the site was handed over to the care of holy men.’^^ The

surroundings layout of the tomb was probably begun during

Humayim's lifetime. It is the earliest Mughal garden plan known
to survive without alteration.*^ It is in the Charbagh pattern.

Minute differences of level in the channels and tanks are created

to exploit the ripple of water. The supply ofwater came from great

wells outside the garden.’^* The flowers, most of the trees and the

water are no longer found. Even then, from whatever exists, we
can undoubtedly guess what it once might have been.
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The Garden of Maryam-Uz-Zamani Jodha Bai's Baoli

In the pargana of Jusat, VA koss from Biana, by the orders of

Jehangir's mother Maryam-uz-Zamani, a garden and a baoli (step-

well) was built at the cost of Rs. 20,000.’^^ Jehangir writes - "The

baooli (step-well) was a grand building, and had been built

exceedingly well."‘^* The garden is seen no more but the baoli still

exists.'” William Finch in his account speaks of a place called

Menhapoore near Bayana where he had gone to buy indigo. There

he lodged at a great saray where there was a garden and a mahal

or summer house of the Queen Mother (Jehangir's mother), "very

curiously contrived."'” These twp places were probably one and

the same.

Nur Jahan's Gardens

During the time of Emperor Jehangir, his last wife Empress

Nur Jahan took an active interest in garden laying as in other arts,

and she contributed a lot in this field. Nur jahan has been ranked

with Babar as the best and the most prolific of all those who
inspired and designed Mughal gardens.”' Villiers Stuart calls Nur
Jahan "the greatest garden lovers of them all."*”

Tlio Kashmir valley was a perfect setting for gardens and it

was a favourite one for Jehangir and Nur Jahan. There were an

abundance of fruits, flowers and water in Kashmir. Moreover,

gardens here could be layered and terraced in a number of ways

unlike the usual flat ones in the plains. Kashmir on the whole was

famed for its natural beauty witli its snow-capped mountains,

deep valleys, lakes, waterfalls and beautiful flowers like roses,

tulips, jasmines, lilies, violets, narcissus, irises and many others.'”

It has been rightly called paradise on earth. The Mughal emperors

and their ladies, especially from Jehangir's time onwards, were

extremely fond of visiting Kashmir on holidays, and no wonder

some of their most beautiful gardens with pleasure resorts were

built here. Holidays here also meant escaping the heat of the

plains in the scorching summer and improving health conditions.

Shalamar Bagh, Dal Lake, Kashmir

Of all Jehangir and Nur Jahan's gardens in Kashmir, the

most remarkable and famous one is the Shalamar Bagh, built on
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the old Hindu grounds of Pravarasena Jehangir reports:

In these two or three days I frequently embarked in a boat,

and was delighted to go round and look at the flowers of

Phak and Shalamar... Shalamar is near the lake. It has a

pleasant stream, which comes down from the hills, and

flows into the Dal Lake. I bade my sonKhurram dam it up

and make a waterfall, which it would be a pleasure to

behold. This place is one of the sights of Kashmir,'^

Though Shahjahan's contribution towards the ShalamarBagh

of Kashmir is quite evident in the famous black marble work done

in the pavilions,'^ the Shalamar Bagh when laid out by Jehangir,

was certainly much influenced by Nur Jahan,'^^ and the overall

design of it bears the mark of NurJahan in taste and innovation.*^

Bernier gives a detailed description of the Shalamar Bagh which

he calls the most admirable of the King's Gardens.'^’

The Shalamar Bagh is divided into three main areas: an

outer or public garden containing the grand canal extending from

the lake to the first large pavilion, the Diwan-i-Am to the Diwan-

i-Khas and the royal bath houses (hammam) to an upper wall with

small guardrooms at each end; and lastly, the zenana garden for

the ladies of the harem which had the large black marble pavilion

and the elaborate water works set in and across it.’*° This zenana

gardens was in Charbagh style. It was the central point from

where the four vistas opened. The Garden on the whole is simple

in design with all the trees, canals and buildings matched wdth

each other giving an imerring sense of proportion. The mountains

behind form an apt backgrormd for the Shalamar.***

Ellison Banks Findly is of the opinion that Nur Jahan's

contribution tow'ards the design of Shalamar is seen more clearly

in the functional division of the individual terraces, which made it

a place not just for private pleasure, but for the discharge of

imperial duties as well.**^ fhe Zenana garden stood as the greatest •

symbol ofwomen's transformation, w'here "womenwere no longer

veiled bearers of morality by visible paradigms of the affirmation

of the body and its sensual attributes."**^ The Shalamar Bagh with
all its beautiful features was called Farah-Baksh (the Bestower of

Joy) in the Mughal days.*** The name Shalamar dates back to the

6th century A.D. when Pravarsena 11 built a house there calling it

Shalamar, the Abode of Love.**®
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Achabal, Kashmir

About 8 km towards south of Srinagar, close to the old direct

road fromJammu to Srinagar, where the valley ofKashmir abruptly

ends and the great hills begin to descend, is Achabal, which was
a beautiful spot with springs and flowers and plants and it was
developed into a beautiful garden by Nur Jahan and Jehangir.

Being a creation of Nur Jahan, Achabal was called Begamabad
after her once upon a time.'“ Villiars Stuart calls it "an ideal site,"

and adds, "If I were asked where the most perfect modem garden

on a medium scale could be devised, I should answer without

hesitation, Achibal."”^ Achabal was built around a powerful

waterfall that rises out of the Sosanwar hill.”® The water fall is

flanked by two small summer-houses. Beloiv it are wide pools

enlived by fountains with a pleasant island pavilion set within

them. Below that the water again passes under a larger pavilion

and do\sm the length of the garden to fall with great force over the

final change of level.”’ Achabal had earlier been an ancient Hindu

site of worship named Akshavala.'*® Describing Achabal, Peter

Mundy writes:

The garden is very handsome, laid out in regular walks

and full of fruit trees—apple, pear, plum, apricot and

cherr)', Tlie waterfall produced the finest effect imaginable,

specially at night, when innumerable lamps fixed in parts

of the wall adapted for that purpose, are lighted under

the sheet of water.’”

Akbar in his days had visited Achabal often, which to him

was a source of delight and of religious refuge.’” Jehangir and

Nur Jahan were verj' fond of Adiabal and went there often.’” To

Jehangir, "it was a piece of Paradise."’” Bernier gives description

of the fountain and says that the water is so abundant that it ought

rather to be called a river than a fountain.’”

Vcmag, Kashmir

Jehangir and Nur Jahan are said to be fond of Vemag above

all other places. It is situated further south-east of Srinagar

(Shahabad) on the approach to the Banihal Pass. Prior to the

Mughals it was a religious place for the Hindus. The rare beauty,

seclusion and remoteness of Vemag made it a very special place
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for Jehangir and Nur Jahan. The name Vemag is derived from

snake-worship, an ancient religion of Kashmir, and Jehangir writes,

"The source of the Bihat is a spring in Kashmir called the Vir-nag;

in the language of India a snake is vir-nag. Clearly there had been

a large snake at that place."*®*

Talking about the flora and fauna at Vernag, Jehangir

observes,

...of the trimness of the canal and the verdure of the grass

that grew below the fountain,what can one write? Various

sorts of plants and sweet-smelling herbs grew there in

profusion, and among them was seen a stem (buta), which

had exactly the appearance of the variegated tail of a

peacock. It waved about in the ripple, and bore flowers

here and there.*®^

The imique thing about Vemag that appealed to Bernier

most were the fishes in the pond. He says,

...in one of its Ponds there are Fishes that come when they

are called, and when you cast bread to them; the biggest

whereofhave golden rings in their Noses,wth inscriptions

about them, which say that renowned Nour-Mehalle, the

wife of Jehan-Guire, the Grandfather of Aureng-Zebe,

caused to be fastened in them.*®®

On the whole Vemag was certainly a very fascinating place.

Jehangir felt that, "in the whole of Kashmir there is no sight of

such beauty and enchanting character."'®®

The Nur Afza Garden, Hari Prabat Fort, Dal Lake, Kashmir
Inside the palace fort, on the Hari Prabat hill to the west of

Dal Lake, which was built by Akbar, there is a small garden with
a small building in it. During Jehangir and Nur Jahan's first visit

to Kashmir, they foimd it to be in ruins. Seeing this state of it,

Jehangir along with Mutamid Khan made "every effort to put the

little garden in order and repair the buildings"*® and it soon
became very beautiful.A terrace 32 yards square in three divisions

was added where paintings could be hung.*** There were very
productive cherry trees in Nur Afza garden. Jehangir also built a
canal to bring in extra water to irrigate the plants there.**^ The
garden, after its restoration, had a new name, Nur Afza**® (Light
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Increasing) and this might have been because Nur Jahan Begam
had a great share in its restoration and from that time became its

patron.'^

Bagh-i-Babar Ara, Dal Lake, Kashmir

The Bagh-i-Bahar Ara is situated on the western side of the

Dal Lake at Sadurkhun. It is said to have been laid out by Nur
Jahan in 1623 A.D. but no longer exists .in totality. It had two
terraces with excellent vietvs of the water, one approaching the

lake and the other on a higher levei.’*^ There was a stone pavilion

in between the terraces.’^ These terraces were prepared in the

cliahar chenar pattern'*^ which had four chenar trees planted evenly

over a square plot to provide shade the whole day long.'“ The
water to feed the plants came from the Suid Canal,'*’ a canal dug
from the river Indus.'™

Daragha Bagh (Laila Roaklt's Garden), Manashal Lake, Kashmir

Among the many mountain gardens of the Mughals, this

place has a palace that according to some, was built for Nur Jahan.

It is set on terraced walls and planted with popular trees. '^' It juts

out into the calm water "like some great high-decked galleons,"'”

a sort of protection against the ravaging floods of the reign.'™

Shahaiiara, Lahore

Lahore, the capital city of Jehangir and Nur Jahan, was

another favourite place of the royal couple. Here too Nur Jahan

laid several gardens along the river Ravi. Towards the north-west

of Lahore, along the right bank of river Ravi, at a distance of

approx. 5 miles from Lahore, is found NurJahan's famous pleasure

garden, called Dilkusha garden (Garden of Delight). It was in this

Dilkusha Bagh, later named asShahdara, that Jehangir was buried

after his death, in spite of his dying request to take him back to

Vemag in Kashmir.'™ Nur Jahan designed Jehangir's garden tomb

after the model of the garden tomb of her father Etimad-ud-Daula

(and her mother Asmat Banu) at Agra.'™

The Shahdara gardens are entered through a serai

courtyard.'™ A tall gateivay gave access to the inner garden

with the tomb.'” The garden is very large one, about 540 yards
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square, extending to 60 acres.*^ "with fine interlocking patterns

of raised causeways, canals and tanks, in which bricks,

traditional in Lahore, has been beautifully used."’” Eight large

chabutras are formed from a series of raised fountain tanks

encircling the mausoleum.’®® The canals are bordered by cypress

trees and flowers. A narrow channel running along the edge of

the terrace watered the fruit trees in the plots.’®’ Customary

barrages regulated the flow of water, and it simply fell to the

garden about four feet below.’®^

Not far away from Jahangir's tomb lies Nur Jahan in a bare

and simple grave amidst open fields. It was set on a square plinth.

The charbagh was 400 yards square and contained the small palace

where she lived.’®® Hardly anything remains of her mausoleum

and garden today, whose limits cannot even be traced.

The Nur Sarai Garden, Jalandhar

It is situated 16 miles south of Jalandhar city. Here Nur

Jahan built a sarai and a garden in 1620 A.D. About it Jehangir

wrote, "...I took up my quarter at Nur Saray. At this spot the vakils

of Nur Jahan Begam had built a lofty house, and made a royal

garden."’®’

The Garden-Tomb of Etimad-ud-Daula, Agra

In Agra we find quite a few beautiful gardens laid by Nur
Jahan as the Empress of India, or those which were given to her by
Jehangir. Some ofthem were the garden tomb ofher father Etimad-

ud-Daula, Moti Bagh, Zahara Bagh (Nur Manzil Garden), Ram
Bagh (Nur Afshan Garden), etc. These gardens were set along the

banks of river Jamuna, most of the sites extending along the

river's eastern curve.

The garden-tomb of Etimad-ud-Daula was constructed next

to the edge of the river Jamuna in Agra by Nur Jahan. Villiers

Stuart calls it "one of the most beautiful of all the Mughal garden-

tombs."'®® The garden has gateways in the middle of three sides of

the surrounding wall with-a waterfront pavilion to the outside of

the structure on the river side. The garden is in the traditional

charbagh from, which has water channels dividing the square into

four equal quadrants with the mausoleum in the centre, at the
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confluence of the streams. On each side of the central platform

there are four small tanks on each side, each having a fountain.-

Angular channels carry water to all four comers of the small

enclosure.'®* The main gate house is approached by a straight

drive with orchards on both sides planted at regular intervals.'®^

On the whole it is one of the most sophisticated of all the Mughal
gardens.

Moti Bagh, Agra

Some foreign travellers who visited India during the Mughal
days have attributed the Moti Bagh (Moti Mahal) in Agra to have

belonged to Nur Jahan Begam. They were Pelsaert and Peter

Mundy. Mundy in his accounts speaks of Darree ca baug (Dehra

Bagh) and King Ecbars (Akbar's) garden on the side of the river

Jamuna and Mootee ca baag on the other side of the river which

was "built by Noore Mohol."'®® Pelsaert also speaks of two gardens

which he calls Chnrbagh and Moti Mahal, this being the Moti

Bagh.'®’

Peter Mundy also speaks of two gardens which had a sarai in

between them, situated on the eastern banks of the Jamuna and

according to him they belonged to Nur Jahan. Says Mundy:
I departed from ... Agra ... and crossing over the river, I

came to Noore Mohol ca Sara ... built by the old Queene

Noore Mohol for the accommodation of Travellers ... It

stands between Two gardens built also by her.'”

One of these gardens is said to have been the Moti Bagh.'’'

Ram Bagh, (Nur Afshan or Gul Afshan Garden) Agra

The Ram Bagh or Aram Bagh (garden of Repose) was

originally laid out by Babar and was called Gul-Afshan (flower

scattering) Garden. It is situated on the left bank of the Jamuna

river. In it Babar built a large well to supply water for his hot

bath, tanks and houses for his own use and the use of his other

people.'” During Jahangir's time this garden belonged to his

queen Nur Jahan.'” The garden now came to be known as Nur
Afshan (Light Scattering) garden. Nur Jahan is said to have

changed Babar's design to some e.xtent.'” Nur Jahan got new
buildings constructed here.'” The garden was especially known
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for its excellent fruit trees and some of the fruits found there

were grapes, melons, mangoes, pineapples and tamarinds.'^®

The Nur Afshan garden was frequently visited by Jehangir

and his ladies. Here guests were entertained and feasts

organised. Jehangir mentions one such occasion in his memoirs

where he says:

On Wednesday, together with the ladies seated in a boat,

I went to the Nur-afshan garden and rested there at night.

As the garden-belongs to the establishment of Nur Jahan

Begum, on Thursday the 4th, she held the royal

entertainment and presented great offerings.^’^

This feast was in celebration of the commencement of the

16th year of Jahangir's reign.”*

The Ram Bagh or Nur Afshan garden is supposed to be one

of the oldest recognisable Mughal gardens in India. The original

geometric pattern and much of its constructions do not exist in

totality any mure.

Zahara Bagh, (Nur Manzil Garden) Agra

In the memoirs of Jehangir we also come across a garden

called" the Nur Manzil located south of the Ram Bagh, on the

eastern bank of the Jamima. H. Beveridge says that this Nur
Manzil was the same garden as the Dahra Bagh,’” where Jehangir

often stayed when he left Agra to go on hunting expeditions or

diplomatic missions as he did in 1613 and 1614 A.D.^” This Dahra

Bagh is the same as the Zahara Bagh which is said to have belonged

to a daughter of Babar.“' It is not known from any source if this

garden belonged to Nur Jahan. But Elison Findly is of the opinion

that from the new name of this garden and "from the time of its

ascendance" it was certainly "one of the main projects of the

queen."^“

The Nur Manzil garden was beautifully laid with its newly
erected buildings, highly decorated residence, reservoirs, tanks,

fmmtains, cascades, and a large well just outside the gate from
where thirty-two pairs of bullocks continuously drew water to

irrigate the plants and trees.^®* Jehangir had spent many happy
days there. On one such visit he writes, "I passed the time in

enjoyment in that rose-garden of delight."^®*
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Gardens of Royal Ladies, During Shahjahan's Times
The Taj Mahal Garden

Taj Mahal, the unforgettable mausoleum built by Shahjahan

for his favourite queenMumtaz Mahal was inspired by Shahjahan's

love for his queen. Situated on the banks of the river Jamima in

Agra, and inside a beautiful garden, it is set on a river front terrace

above the end of a Charbagh. This placement is a departure from
the usual tradition where the monument is placed in the centre of

a Charbagh. The tomb complex with the garden is well planned.

To insure even distribution and equal water pressure in the

fountains, copper pots were inserted between the underground

water pipes and the fountains in the watercourse,^® The fountains

did not rise Until water filled all the pots. The fountains of marble

shaped like lotus buds were placed in the main water,channel and

not in the cross channel. The raised, square, foliated pool in the

centre of the garden has five fountains. The water supply for the

garden came from the Jamuna and stored in a huge tank outside

the western gate of the Taj enclosure. Purs, which were a rope and

buckets pulled by bullocks treading a huge ramp, raised the water

from the river into a high aqueduct which fed the storage tank.*®*

There are an abundance of trees and flowers.

The Shalamar Bagh, Delhi

It was built in imitation of the Shalamar Bagh in Kashmir

and Lahore by one of Shahjahan's wives, A'azzu-n-Nissa, kno^vn

as Bibi Akbarabadi.*®* This garden, according to Inayat Khan was

given to Akbarabadi Mahal by Shahjahan.*®* After her the place

was known as Azzabad.®®’ It is situated 6 miles north-west of

Shahjahanabad (Delhi), dose by the Grand Trunk Road near Badli

Sarai, at a distance of 2Vi koss from the prednets of the palace.*’®

According to Muhammad Saleh's estimates, it was completed in

four years at a cost of 2 lakhs of rupees,*" but according to Inayat

Khan 20 laklns of rupees were spent for it.*'* A'azzu-n-Nissa Begam

or Bibi Akbarabadi in her garden had combined all the various

architectural beauties of the Kashmir gardens. The garden was

formally opened in September 1650 A.D. on occasion of some

festival.*” Bernier found the garden regal and beautiful, but

according to him it was a mere shadow of Fontainebleau or
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Versailles.^’^ The garden hardly exists now, much of its valuable

thing being plundered by the end of the 18th century.

Gardens ofJahanara and Rashanara

Both Jahanara and Roshanara, the daughters of Shahjahan,

laid quite a few gardens in Delhi, Kashmir and some other places.

Though Jahanara Begam's tomb at the shrine of saint Nizam-ud-

din Aulia in Delhi is a very simple one made of white marble with

no beautiful garden to accompany it, she built many beautiful

gardens such as the Bagh-i-Jahan Ara,^’® Bagh-i-Safa,^'® Bagh-i-

Nur or Bagh-i-Nur Afshan and Bagh-i-Aishabad^^^ in Kashmir,

which were laid out under the supervision of Jawahar Khan
Khwajasara.^’® Another Kashmir garden, the Bagh-i-Shahara was
given by Shahjahan to Jahanara.^*’ She also owned a garden at

Ambala^'’ and another at SuraP* and also a garden in Bachchol

which had many canals and a variety of trees.^ In 1650 A.D. she

laid a lovely garden in Delhi which came to be known as Begum
Ka Bagh.^ It extended from the present National Club to the site

where is now the Lajpat Rai Market. The Begum Ka Bagh had

pools, water channels, fountains, canopies (chhatris) supported

on 12 pillars of red sandstone (baradari) providing cool resting

places and lots of flowers and fruit trees. Ali Mardan Khan's canal

flowed through it providing plentiful irrigation rovmd the year.

Many festivals were also celebrated here. The concluding part of

Pankhon Ka Mela meant for the ladies were celebrated here.^^

Also the Tees Hazari gardens outside Kashmere pate later became
the Jagir of Jahanara Begam.^

Roshanara Begam's garden tomb in Delhi, which was once

her pleasure garden, is situated in the north-western suburbs of

Shahjahanabad (Delhi).^® It is called after her as the Roshanara

gardens. The tomb is built of white marble, standing on a low
wide platform in the centre of the upper terrace in the gardens

with creeper clad walls. A raised canal bordered by flower beds

and ornamented with a row of little fountains runs between this

building and the entrance gate.“^

Gardens ofZeb-Un-Nisa Begam
Zeb-un-Nisa, the artistic, poetic, learned and one of the most

outstanding of all Mughal princesses and the eldest daughter of
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Aurangzeb, did not lag behind the other royal Mughal ladies

where constructing buildings and gardens were concerned. Out of

all her gardens the Chau-Burji Bagh and the Nawan Kot Bagh
were the most outstanding.

Much of the Chau-Burji (Four towered^ Bagh does not remain

now except the portions of walls and gates, one of them being

covered all over with turquoise, amber and azure tiles.^® Also

remains three of the four tall minarets over the main archway,

ornamented with tiles in patterns of cypress trees and flowers and

also inscriptions in Arabic and Persian.^” From one of these

inscriptions it is known that she presented this garden to her old

friend and instructress Miya Bai.*“

Zeb-un-Nisa's garden at Nawan Kot was not far away from

the Chau-Burji. She was buried here after death.“' But some other

sources say that she was buried in the Tees HaZari gardens in

Delhi, which belonged to Jahanara Begam and later became the

Jagir of Zeb-un-Nisa Begam.^^

OTHER ARTS
Tlio Mughals were men of refinement, sophistication and

artistic ability and understanding. Other than undertaking

construction works and laying gardens, the Mughal men and their

ladieswere interested and themselves engaged in a number ofother

forms ofarts like painting, music,dance, dress designing, decoration,

etc. Much is not known about the achievement of Mughal women
in these fields. Even then we come across Mughal ladies like Nur

Jahan Begam, whose accomplishments in these fields and more,

made her one of the most outstanding personalities of that age.

Some other such talented royal ladies will also be discussed here.

Music nud Dance

Since ancient times music and dance have been popular

forms of art and self-expression. In India loo they have existed

since hundreds and thousands of years. With the coming of the

Mughals to our land, many new concepts were introduced into

the already existing musical patterns, thus giving rise to new

trends in both vocal and instrumental music. Dance too received

encouragement from the Mughals.
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The Mughal Emperors were very fond of music. Their Darbars

were adorned with great musicians who were greatly patronised

and even given high ranks like that of amirs.^ Some of the Mughal

Emperors like Shahjahan and Aurangzeb could even play some

musical instruments, though Aurangzeb at a later stage in his

reign forbade music and musicians from his Court.^^ Babar,

Humaytm, Akbar and Jehangir too loved music. In Akbar's Court

there were musical geniuses like Mian Tan Sen, whose Deepak

Raga set fire, and his Meghamallhar Raga brought rain and

suppressed the fire.

Apart from these male court musicians, there were female

court singers and dancers too during the Mughal times. They

performed at marriages, festivals and feasts. There were many
groups of them known by different names. The most popular

among them were the Kanchanis, formerly known as Kanjaris and

given the name of KanchanisbyAkbar.^By the time of Shahjahan

they became very popular and much favoured and appeared

twnce at court.^®

Famous Female Singers

During the Mughal times there were famous female singers

like Meera Bai of Mewar, Mrignayani, the eighth queen of Raja

Man Singh, and Roop Mati of Malwa. Since music as a form of art

was so well known to the Mughal emperors, it is not unnatural

that their ladies were well acquainted with this art form. They

certainly attended the court festivities and had the opportimity to

hear the compositions of famous musicians. Some royal Mughal
ladies too sang beautifully, played musical instruments and

composed songs.

Nur Jahan Begam was accomplished in music^^ and so were

Mumtaz Mahal and Zeb-un-Nisa Begam.^ Nur Jahan, herself a

poetess, even composed song lyrics. Shahjahan seemed to have

been very much moved by Mumtaz's sweet voice whenever she

sang.^’ Nadira Begam, the beautiful daughter of Prince Parvez, a

son of Jehangir, and the devoted wife of Dara Shukoh, the eldest

son of Shahjahan, is believed to have been a talented singer of

classical music. Her rendering of the Dhrupad was much liked by
Shahjahan.^'”’ Shahjahan had presented her with a volume of ragas
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and raginis composed by Mian Tansen.^" Hira Bai or Zainabadi, as

we know her, was a slave girl much loved by Aurangzeb in his

youth. Zainabadi's musical skills^" and charm captivated the hearts

of many including Aurangzeb, who never forget her even after

her death.

Dancing

Dancing was not considered respectable during the Mughal
times and aristocratic ladies did not usually take interestin learning

this art. It was confined to some professional groups alone. The
Mughal emperors entertained themselves with dance performances

at their Darbar. The royal ladies watched these performances

from behind veils. They ^vere very fond of watching these and

often watched dance performances in the harem too. Many Mughal
paintings reveal the Mughal women's love for dance

performances.”’ Nur Jahan was not in favour of cheap forms of

entertainment in the harem. She encouraged classical music and

dance.”’ During Aurangzeb's time dancing and singing were

prohibited at court, but they were allowed in the harem.”®

The Art of Decoration and Dress Dcsigtiing

The ladies of the Mughal harem were verj' fond of the art of

decoration and applied it in various aspects of their lives and on

festivals and special occasions. Gulbadan Begam in her Humayan

Nama speaks of several occasions when the royal ladies took upon

themselves the task of looking into the decoration of their palaces,

gardens and the surrounding areas. Maham Begam, wife of Babar

and the mother of Humajmn took such initiatives many a times.”®

On occasion of a feast given by her, she gave orders not only to

illuminate the bazaars, as was usually done, but also the nobles'

and soldiers' quarters and after this "illumination became general

in India", says Gulbadan.”^ On this very same occasion Maham
Begam had set up brocaded, gilded and heavily ornamented

pavilions and large audience tents.’”

Nur Jahan's creativity knew no bounds and it was under her

that the art of decoration was at its zenith. She had a wonderful

sense, of colour combination and symmetry in design. The

Musamman Buq at the Agra Fort, where Shahjahan spent his days
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of imprisonment and which was Nur Jahan's apartments and

living quarters during her days, was decorated after her own
designs.^” The fine "pietra dura" inlay work of Etimad-ud-Daula's

tomb at Agra were also of her own design. The Emperor's Court

was redecorated tastefully.^ Her superb art of household

management curtailed the expenditures considerably. The royal

chambers now had good quality furniture of new designs and

other decorative pieces.^*

Nur Jahan invented new ways of arranging feasts and

entertaining guests.^^ Emperor Jehangir greatly appreciated her

ability to arrange feasts perfectly. Jehangir in his memoirs speaks

of several occasions when feasts were arranged by Nur Jahan

Begam. On the occasion of Shab-i-Barat, Nur Jahan arranged a

feast in one of her houses which was situated in the midst of large

tanks.^ Jehangir also speaks of the wonderful feast given at the

Nur-Afshan garden which Jehangir attended with his other

ladies.^

On 2nd September 1621, Nur Jahan Begam arranged the

feast of Jehangir 's solar weighing. Talking of it Jehangir writes:

...Nur Jehan Begam begged that her Vakils might make
the arrangements for the entertainment.. In truth, they

prepared one which increased the astonishment of

beholders. From the date on which Nur Jahan Begam
entered into the bond of marriage with this. suppliant,

although in all weighing entertainment, both solar and

lunar, she had made such arrangements as were becoming

to the State, and knew what were the requirements of

good fortune and prosperity; yet on this occasion she had

paid great attention than ever to adorn the assembly, and

arrange the feast.^

Under the able hands of Nur Jahan Begam textile, dress and

jewellery designing reached great heights. It is well-known that

since her childhood days she was very much interested in

embroidery in which she excelled. This childhood trait later

developed into her flair for innovation in dress and textiles. There

were a variety of new textiles that were introduced by Nur Jahan.

Among them were dndmni, whichwas a flowered muslin weighing
two dams and used for gowns, the panchtoliya, a cotton cloth
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weighing five tolas and used for veils, the kinari, a type of silver-

threaded lace, and badla or badhah, a kind of silver-threaded

brocade.^^ She also introduced an inexpensive marriage costume
ofbrocade called the Nur Mahal which could be got for just Rs. 25,

and was easily affordable for poor people. Herfarsh-i-chandani or

sandalwood carpet became very famous all over the country and
was available in different colours and designs. Some of these

designs are still famous.“^ Nur Jahan's interest and innovation in

carpet design can be seen in the designs of the exterior and interior

surfaces of her father's tomb and also in its inlay work. A female

dress known as Jammu consisting of a tight fitting kurti upto the

knee and tight sleeves fastened upto the breasts, decorated with

frills in front and worn with the Angiya (jacket), tight fitting

trousers and thin cotton dupattas became very popular.^*

Nur Jahan also designed a number of gold and silver

ornaments. New patterns and elegant designs of gold ornaments

were introduced by her.^ Khafi Khan, who wrote a century later

said that the fashions introduced by Nur Jahan still governed the

society and the old ones survived only among the Afghans in

backward towns.^'*®

Aurangzeb's daughter Princess Zeb-un-Nisa also had great

interest in the art of stitching and embroidery.’^'

Cooking

It has already been discussed how the Mughal taste for

fineries extended to their royal kitchen and to their stomachs as

well. The variety of dishes prepared in the Mughal kitchen is

proof enough for this. And what the Mughals introduced in their

menu is found even now in what is known, as the Mughalai

cuisine all over the world. Women all over the world are known to

bo the ones in-charge of the cooking in any household. The Mughals

had a number of kitchen staff to look into the cooking. But it is not

absurd or totally unbelievable that the Mughal ladies too

superv'ised the kitchen ^vork and sometimes even cooked special

dishes themselves.

Nur Jahan Begam introduced a number of speciality dishes

in the Mughlai cuisine w'hich are still found in standard cookbooks

find finest restaurants.’^’ A finely carved jade and gem-studded
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fruit krrife m the Salar Jung Museum in Hyderabad is said to have

belonged tb Nur Jahan Begam.^“ Princess Jahanara was fond of

preparing certain dishes. She herself prepared vegetables, bread

and other varieties of food for the Sufi saint Hazrat Miyan Meer.^*^

Aurangzeb's wife Udipuri Mahal once prepared a ragout or stew

when she had invited Aurangzeb to her apartments.^®

Painting

Last, but not the least, the Mughals were extremely fond of

painting, and some Mughal emperors like Babar and Jehangir

were fine painters themselves. As in the case of poets and

musicians, the Mughal Court was adorned by many famous

painters, many of whom came from Persia and other Central

Asian countries.

Nothing is clearly knorvn about the specific contribution

made by the Mughal ladies in the field of painting, but there are

enough evidences to reveal their interest in this field. Quite a few

paintings of that time are proof enough for this,^® for example, a

nim qahm drawing named 'Lady painter in the harem' (c. 1635-40)

in the Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi (No. 683) shows a Mughal
lady engaged in painting,“^ but her identity is not known. In

another painting, painter Hasan Ghulam is seen showing a portrait

to Nur Jahan which she is examining in the Darbar.^® There were

some lady painters during Jehangir's time like Nadira Banu,

Ruqaiya Banu, Sahifa Banu and Nini.^^’ But no painting exists

which can be attributed to any royal Mughal lady.

Ni(r Jahan's Influence

According to Beni Prasad, Nur Jahan could paint well.^™

But, as in the case of other royal ladies, there exists no paintings

that can be attributed to her hand. Even then, Nur Jahan Begam is

said to have influenced Mughal paintings in a subtle way and
herself took a lot of interest in this field. A copy of Hafiz's diwan,

Witten by Khwaja Abdus Samad Shirinqalam during Akbar's

time and illustrated with miniatures imder Jehangir, bears the seal

ofNurJahan and indicated that it was presented to her by Jehangir
on some occasion.^^ It is said that it was due to her influence that

women became more and more popular as the subject matter of
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painting during Jahangir's time.^ She must have also influenced

Jehangir's choice of paintings. In earlier days he was fond of

paintings with religious images of the Madonna and Christ which

he got from the European merchants and Portuguese missionaries.

But later these subjects gave way to female images including those

ofRoman goddesses. The manner in which women were portrayed

also changed considerably. Previously they were shown veiled

and so called bad women were shown being eaten up by wild

animals or getting drowned in sea. But now "women came to be

shown with open necklines and midriffs, comfortable postures

and pursuing pleasure in all its forms."^^

Nothing much is known about the contribution, direct or

indirect, of any other royal Mughal lady in this field. It is known
that Dara Shukoh had presented his album, a wonderful collection

of Mughal miniatures, to his wife. Princess Nadira.^'^ It might

have been not only for his love for his wife, but also for Princess

Nadira's great interest in painting.

Thus, we see that the Mughal age saw substantial

development in the field of architecture and other forms of art

where the Mughal ladies contributed considerably. Though what

they could do was much less than what their men did, but once

again if we think of the e.xisting social system in those days, then

the contribution of these women cannot be taken for granted.

Also, their creativity and aesthetic sense is revealed to a high

degree in their achievements in the field of art and architecture.
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Seven

Contributions of Royal Mughal Ladies

in Economic Life

The royal life in the Mughal harem and cultural heritage bears

testimony to the economic affluence and prosperity of the Mughal

age which was one of the most glorious periods of Indian history.

The Mughal empire wdtnessed developments in all spheres of

economy which included agriculture, internal and external trade,

conunerce and industries, banking and currency. Much has been

discussed and written by eminent scholars on various aspects of

economic condition of the Mughal age. The present chapter deals

with contribution of the royalMughal ladies in economic prosperity

of the Mughal empire which occupies a unique place in the annals

of India.

Sea Trade

The Mughal emperors took a lot of personal interest in trade

and commerce especially in sea-trade. Side by side with merchant

vessels, there w'ere ships owmed by the Mughal emperors that

w'eie used for sea-trade. Akbar was greatly interested in this field.

Jehangir too had his o^vn ships and partidpated in sea-trade.

IVhen Shahjahan as Prince Khurram ivas the governor of Gujarat

he carried on a highly profitable trade in broad doth, textiles,

gumlac, indigo and tobacco and carried on this even when he

became emperor.’ This profitable Red Sea trade became an area of

conflict between Prince Khurram and the English East India

Company.'

With such a flourishing atmosphere of trade and
commerce prevailing during the Mughal period, it is not very

unnatural that side by side with the Mughal emperors, the

Mughal ladies, their close relatives and the nobles also took a
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lot of interest in this field and participated actively in the

economic scenario of the Mughal Age. Though too many royal

ladies of the Mughal harem did not actively participate in the

economic field, yet there were distinguished ladies of that

time like Jehangir's mother Maryam-uz-Zamani, Nur Jahan

Begam and Shahjahan's daughter Princess Jahanara, who are

known to have taken an active participation in the trade and

commerce of that time. There were also some others who
contributed indirectly to trade and commerce.

Participation of Mughal Ladies

Tire royal Mughal ladies built market places where there

were a lot of buying and selling, built Caravansarais for the

travellers and merchants, and also owned ships which carried on

sea-trade on their behalf. These ships usually operated behveen

Surat and the ports on the Red Sea. Tliey were of different types,

like the .pilgrim ships of 400 to 1500 tons, and the junks, built on

Chinese model and roughly of 30 to 400 tons.’ The Mughal ladies

also owned large jagirs, the revenues of which went to them. Since

owning these jagirs meant a lot of income for them, it can be said

without doubt that they must have tried their best to improve the

economic condition of these jagirs.

Even in an indirect manner the Mughal ladies contributed to

the flourishing economy of the Mughal age. The needs and

requirements of the Mughal harem gave an impetus to many
industries, including both the imperial karkhams and also those

which flourished in other parts of the countrj'. To fulfil certain

requirements of their goods were also brought from foreign lands.

Starting with textiles, it is already knowm to us that the harem

ladies dressed in the costliest clothes made from the finest material

whether of cotton, silk or wool. The muslins used for their clothes

were of three types — Ab-e-Rawan (running water). Baft Hawa
(woven air) and Shabnam (evening dew).^ Muslins called Shabnam

were famous as Dhaka Malmal and came from Dhaka. The great

love of Mughal ladies for silk especially in making their dresses

resulted in a lot of silk being imported from foreign countries like

China and Persia, and also brought from many parts of the country

like Banaras, Bengal and Orissa. Some of the other well-known
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febrics used by the Mughal ladies were Satin, Kimkhab, Kattan,

Tasser, Tafta, Ambari, Atlas, etc. Both plain and brocaded velvet

called Makhmal was brought from Europe, Sashan, Yazd, Mashad,

Herat and some other places.® From thgse materials beautiful and

gorgeous dresses were made by expert dressmakers for these

royal ladies. These dresses ^vere also exquisitely embroidered by

experts.

Apart from fine fabrics and beautiful dresses, the Mughal

ladies were also interested in jeweller}', items of decoration needed

in tlieir palaces, furniture items, looking glasses, laces, carpets,

shoes and slippers, cutlerj', vases, quilts, bedsheets, pillow-covers,

shawls and many other things. Many of these were manufactured

in the imperial karkhanas by skilled artisans, but some of them

were brought from foreign coimtries. For example, equisite carpets

were made in Kashmir, Fatehpur and Jaunpur, but the most

wonderful ones were brought from Iran and Central Asia. Since

many goods came from other places including foreign lands, this

certainly helped in trade and commerce to some extent, both

internal and external.

However, too many Mughal ladies were not interested in

the economic field. In fact, till Akbar's time we practically do

not come across any royal lady who contributed in some way
towards this field, except one ofHumayun's wives named Haji

Begam, who happened to built a sarai called Arban Sarai near

Delhi in 1560 A.D., which had an accommodation of 300.® This

same Haji Begam had built the Humayun's Tomb in Delhi.

Haji Begam's motive behind building this sarai was certainly a

charitable one owing to her charitable nature, but, building of

sarais during the Mughal times, as in times before and after,

certainly helped as means to boost up trade and commerce by
providing shelter and security to pilgrims and also traders and
travellers, who went from one place to another. Because such

safe provisions were made, traders could freely and fearlessl}'

move with their goods to other places for selling and buying of

goods. In the Mughal period, the emperors and other members
of the royal family and also the nobles and other rich and
prominent men, alt .undertook the construction of sarais as

works of public utility.
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Participation of Jodha Bai in Sea Trade

Akbar's wife and Jehangir's mother Jodha Bai, who had the

title of Maryam-uz-Zamani, was greatly interested in trade and
commerce of her time and was the first royal Mughal lady who
participated directly in it. She had her own ships and carried on
brisk trade from the Surat port to various ports on the Red Sea. One
of her ships was the fafnous Rahimi of Surat.^ It carried about 1500

passengers and pilgrims to Mocha or Jedda port of Mecca. John

Jourdian calls itBeheme.® Sometimes the foreigners called it Remee."

Many foreigners who were in India during Jehangir's time

make mention of the ships of Queen Mother Maryam-uz-Zamani

and the brisk trade that was carried on by them betrveen India and

Arabia, in their accounts. William Finch wrote that, "the Emperor's

mother, or others acting under her protection, carried on extensive

trading operations, and at this time a vessel belonging too her was
being laden for a voyage to Mocha."'® The position of the English

ambassador Hawkins, seems to have suffered at the Mughal court

as a result of the dealings that Finch had with the Queen Mother's

agents who were sent to Bayana to buy indigo."

Tire foreign merchant powers had an eye for the Queen

Mother's ships including Rahimi. Tire English wanted to capture

them to make the Mughal Emperor (Jehangir) aware of the

impatience of the English merchants and their grievances.'^ In

1613 A.D. the Portuguese came into direct conflict with the Mughals

for capturing one of Queen Mother's ships "which was to be laden

for Mocha."'® 'This ship had valuable cargo and passengers and

also had a Portuguese pass guaranteeing her against molestation.'^

The Mughals were greatly angered by this high-handed behaviour

of the Portuguese. When the Portuguese showed no signs of

restoring the ship, Mukarrab Khan was sent to Surat "with Orders

to stop all traffic and to lay seige to the Portuguese town ofDaman

by way of reprisals. At the same time the Jesuit Church at Agra

\vas closed, and the Fathers were deprived of the allowances they

had hitherto received."'®

Sir Tliomas Roe also mentioned Maryam-uz-Zamani's ships

in his accounts.'® From his accounts we know that,

"On 7 June 1615 A.D. by the mediation of the Jesuit Javier,

Mukarrab Khan and Gonzalo Pinto da Fonseca, had signed
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a preliminary treaty of peace, which it was agreed should

be submitted to the great Mogul and the Viceroy

respectively for ratification within fifty days. Amongst
other things, it provided that the English should be

expelled from Surat, ... the Portuguese effects which had

been confiscated were to be restored after deducting 70,000

xerafins as compensation for the merchandise seized by

the Portuguese, and the latter were to present a ship to the

Queen-Mother in lieu of the one they had burnt at Gogo,
"17

The accounts of these contemporary writers give enough

proof of the trading activities of Jehangir's mother Jodha Bai. It

can also be seen that the trading activities of these important royal

ladies of the Mughal harem were given due importance by the

Mughal emperors and all possible arrangements were made to

provide them r\nth the best trading facilities and also to protect

their goods and vessels.

One of Jehangir's Hindu Avives Jagat Gosain AA’ho rvas the

daughter of Raja Udai Singh of Jodhpur and who was the mother

of Prince Khurram, later Shahjahan, did not contribute directly

towards the economic field, but she is said to have founded a

Adllage called Sohagpura Avhere ruins of her palace and tomb are

still found. This village was a famous manufacturing centre for

fine bangles of glass which Avere quite popular and considered

auspicious by unmarried and married ladies.’®

Commercial Activities of Nur Jahan Begam
Other than Jehangir's mother and in a scale much larger

than her, it Avas Jehangir's last Avife, the illustrious Nur Jahan

Begam who took a very active part in trade and commerce of her

time. As in other fields like art, architecture, education, literature

and even politics, Nur Jahan's participation in the economic field

too Avas quite substantial and much more than any other Mughal
lady of the royal household, except perhaps Princess Jahanara, the

eldest daughter of Shahjahan.

Unlike her mother-in-laAv Jodha Bai, Nur Jahan Begam's

commercial actiAdties Avere not confined to sea-trade alone. She is

famed to haA^e built market places and sarais, had ships of her
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own that carried on brisk sea-trade and even coins were struck in

her name. No other Muslim women enjoyed this privilege of

having coins struck in their name. NurJahan's coins ivere made of

gold and bore the twelve signs of the zodiac, one sign on each

coin.” It is not clearly known how much of an economic transaction

was carried on by these coins. Manucci calls them "current

money"-” whereas Pelsaert said that they were not so.^'

Nur Jahan had unlimited wealth around her. She was the

pivot of the Mughal administration of Jehangir's time and the

whole administrative set up revolved around her. Apart from the

wealth lavished on her by her Emperor husband, she received a

lot of uazrs or offerings from many people who wished to please

her in order to gain her favours. Nur Jahan owned vast jagirs, one

of her jagirs being that of Ramsar, which was about 20 miles south-

east of Ajmer.“ The pargana of Toda, 80 km. south east ofAjmer on

the trade route from Surat to Ajmer, and with an annual revenue

of 2 lakhs of rupees, were given to her by Jehangir as a part of the

celebrations of Shahjahan's victory in the Deccan.^ According to

Beni Prasad, "If she (Nur Jahan) could have been admitted to the

order of mansabdars, her jagirs would have entitled her too the

rank of 30,000."-* But Nur Jahan was never known to waste this

money that she had. With it she did a lot of charitable works and

built many a great monuments. It can be undoubtedly said that

•she invested a large amount from her personal accounts in cariydng

out a profitable trade.

Building of Sarais

Nur Jahan Begam built sarais too, the most famous of her

sarais being the Nur Mahal Sarai in Jalandhar. This sarai was built

around 1620 A.D. and Nur Jahan bore the entire expenses of its

construction.^ Tliis sarai is situated 16 miles south of Jalandhar, 25

miles east south-east of Sultanpur and 13 miles west of Phalor.

Tins sarai was a very famous one and could accommodate a large

number of people. Jehangir speaks of this sarai in his memoirs.^^

Nur Jahan Begam built another sarai, again by the name of Nur

Mahal Sarai near Agra. Peter Mundy mentioned this sarai in his

accounts and said that it could accommodate two to three thousand

people and 500 horscs.^^
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Crafts and Designing

Wehave already discussed aboutNurJahanBegam's interests,

talents and contributions in the fields of dress, textiles, carpet and

je^vellerj' designing. All her new innovations in these fields must

have encouraged craftsmen a lot, especially the craftsmen engaged

in such t}^es of works. During her times and because of her

encouragement inAgra there seems to have existed a whole market

called the Kinari Bazar where the craftsmen were engaged in the

manufacture of the famous Kimkitab textile. The dress making,

carpet making and jeweller}' making industries also got a boost

under her encouragement and innovations. More and more skilled

craftsmen also got emplo}Tnent in these industrial units.

Nur Jahan Begam carried on sea-trade with foreign lands

iwth a lot of enthusiastic vigour. She onmed a number of ships.

Her chief agent in her acti\'ities concerning foreign trade was her

brother Asaf Khan.^ Her ships too operated between Surat and

the Arabian coasts. Nur Jahan was a very intelligent ivoman. She

realised that the rivalry and tensions that existed between the

Mughals and the Portuguese would prevent her ships from taking

her goods to foreign lands. So she tried to favour the English so

that she could send her goods out on English ships.” According to

Sir Thomas Roe and John Fr}'er:

The one and twentieth at this instant, came unto me from

Asaph Chan, a servant, in the name of Normahal, that she

had moved the Prince for another firman, and that shee
' had obtained it, and was readie to send dowm her servant

with that, to see and take order for our good establishment,

that shee would see that wee should not bee wronged."^

Indigo and embroidered cloth were the main articles of

foreign trade undertaken by Nur Jahan.^’

Nur Jahan Begam also took an active interest in internal

trade. Tlirough the river Jamima in Agra, a number of articles

manufactured in Agra were sent to other parts of the cormtry and
similarly man}' articles of trade and commerce entered Agra
through this route. Pelsaert, while describing the city of Agra in

his accounts, ^vrote that Nur Jahan Begam had offices there which
"collect duties on all these goods before they can be shipped

across the river; and also on innumerable kinds of grain, butter
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and other provisions, which are produced in the Eastern provinces,

and imported thence."^^ De Laet too in his description of Sikandra
mentioned, "Hither are brought all kinds of merchandise from
Purob, Bengala, Purbet and Bouten (Bhutan); these pay dues to

the queen before they are taken across the river.

Commercial Activities of Jahanara Begam
During the reign of Shahjahan, his eldest daughter Jahanar

Begam was the only royal Mughal lady who took an active interest

and participated wholeheartedly in the prosperous trade and
commerce of that time. Jahanara's mother and Shahjahan's

favourite wife Mumtaz Mahal, though an influential lady of the

royal court and seraglio, did not take part in trade and commerce.

After her name stands the name of a flourishing and prosperous

area, Mumtazabad, whicli Shahjahan built to immortalise her name
after her untimely death. This city of Mumtazabad was built in

twelve years, 1631-1642 A.D. at a cost of 50 lakhs of rupees, and

apart from many buildings, had many markets and inns.^ Private

merchants too built inns and buildings here. But other than the

name, Mumtaz Mahal did not contribute anything in it. In course

of time the city of Mumtazabad merged with the older city of

Agra, but the most famous of its buildings the mausoleum of

Mumtaz Mahal known as the Taj Mahal, still stands there. A
secondarj' wife of Shahjahan, Akbarabadi Mahal seems to have

built a sarai.^^ But, it was only Jahanara Begam who participated

actively and contributed largely towards economy in those days.

Rcivuuc through Sarais, Jagirs and Ports

Princess Jahanara built the famous caravansarai known as the

caravanasarai of Begam Sahob or the Begam Sarai. It was built in

Delhi and foreigners like Manucci, Bernier,TavemierandThevenot

speak of it in their accounts. In it provision was made for adequate

safely of the travellers and merchants, the gates being closed at

night. Tliis car\’ansarai was said to have been meant for the rich

Persian, Usbek and other foreign merchants.^TheBegam Sarai was

destroyed after the Sepoy Mutiny.’’ No doubt this sarai with its

special facilities encouraged merchants to carrj' on trade and

commerce between different places through Delhi.
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Princess Jahanara, likeNurJahan Begam, built Caravansarais

and market places, engaged in sea-trade and on the whole, took

an active interest in trade and commerce. Again, like Nur Jahan

Begam, she o^vned many jagirs, the revenues of which came to

her, apart from the annual allowances given to her by her doting

father and the gifts that she received from other sources. Some of

herjagirs were Panipat,^Achchol,^ Bachchol,^® Safipur,^* Dohraha,'^

and Farjahara.'*^ The revenue of the flourishing Surat port was

given to the Princess for her expenditure of betel which she

provided for her entire household, and the revenue of the Sarkar

of Dohraha was given to her for the maintenance of her gardens.^

The pargana of Panipat yielded an annual revenue of one crore

dams."*^ Since Princess Jahanara had great influence in her father's

administration, many people, even foreigners tried to please her

through valuable gifts and presents in order to gain her favours.

The Dutch sought her intervention to solve their problems."** The

English too tried to please her with gifts like broad cloth,

embroidered cloth, mirrors, perfumed oil, cabinets, etc."*^ Tavernier

speaks of presenting the Princess with gifts."*®

Foreign Trade

Jahanara Begam invested her wealth in conducting brisk

foreign trade and also got back in return huge profits. She owned
a large number of ships and established friendly commercial

relations with the Dutch and the English. Their co-operationhelped

her to carry on extensive trade and make huge profits."*’ Manucci
estimates her income to 30 lakhs of rupees a year apart from the

precious stones and jewels owned by her.®" The most famous and
largest of Jahanara Begam's ships was called Sahebi after Begam
Saheb, the popular title ofJahanara Begam. It was constructed by
the Begam at Surat, from where it operated. Usually the captain,

crew and other officials of the ship such as the Darogha and
Munshrif were appointed by the Emperor himself. But Princess

Jahanara once left the selection of the captain and the crew of her
ship to her officials. But in the next year she made the appointment
of the Darogha of her ship herself and Muhammed Rafi was given
the post.®* This ship Sahebi was used by the Princess for profits as

well as to assist Haj pilgrims.®^
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On her first voyage on 29th November, 1643 A.D., The Sahebi

was reserved for pilgrims to Mecca and Medina. Jahanara Begam
also gave orders that every year 50 Koni of rice was to be sent by
the ship for distribution among the destitutes and needy people of

Mecca. No fare was charged from the pilgrims. But they were
warned against carrying the goods of other merchants in their

names.” Merchants with cargo were also allowed to travel in it,

though the naul (freight) collected from them was given away in

alms. The cargo of the Princess carried on this vessel was worth 10

to 15 thousands of rupees. The goods usually went to Jedd'a. The
treasurer of the ship was in charge of keeping in his custody the

amount received from fright and also the money got from the sale

of the Princess's cargo. Tlie captain of the ship was under
instructions to bring as many horses as he was able to procure at

Jedda. Tlie Sahebi, is known to have operated till 1663 A.D.”

Another ship by the name of Gunjawar, which originally belonged

to Shahjahan was given by him to Princess Jahanara in December
1629 A.D., along with the instruments, valuables, drugs and

material. It also operated from Surat.”

Building ofMarket Rlaces

Jahanara Begam is credited with the work of building two

famous market places, one at Lahore and the other at Delhi. These

market places became the most important commercial centres of

those cities where merchants even from foreign lands came with

their goods. In Lahore, Jahanara Begam planned and supervised

the building of the Chowk Sarai Bazaar.” Tlie famous Chandni

Chowk built around 1650 A.D. in Delhi was also a contribution of

Princess Jahanara.” It is situated opposite to the Lahore Gate of

the Red Fort Delhi. There was a pool in the centre of the Chandni

Chowk, fed by the water of Ali Mardan Khan's canal flowing

nearby. On moonlit nights the %vhole complex and the pool

shimmering in silvery moonlight acquired the name of Chandni

Chowk.” At each end of the Chandni Chowk there ^vas a beautiful

ornamented gate. During the time of the Mughals, Chandi chowk

was a famous and flourishing trade centre where traders came

from all parts of Hindustan and also from abroad. Each shop

specialised in a particular commoditj'. There were jewellery shops
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selling exquisite ornaments and rare gems and pearls. There were

fruit shops selling choicest fruits from Afghanistan and Kashgar.

Some shops sold fine wine some sold ornamented hookahs and

decoration materials. There were shops selling even different kinds

of birds and pet animals. Many of the articles' sold here were rare

and very costly. The rich people and the nobles often visited the

Chandni Chowk for shopping.®* The Chandi Chowk even today

continues to be one of the busiest commercial centres of the capital,

Delhi.

Economic Contribution of Royal Ladies During Aurangzeb's

Time
Building of Sarais

During the times of EmperorAurangzeb there seems to have

been no royal lady who actively participated in commercial

activities. Aurangzeb's second daughter, the charitable Zinat-un-

Nisa Begam built fourteen Caravansarais for poor travellers and

merchants.®” Then there was Aurangzeb's wife Nawab Bai who is

said to have built a sarai at Fardapur.®’ Other than these two ladies

it is difficult to say whether any other royal Mughal lady

contributed in any way towards the economic field.

This short survey of the commercial interests, activities and

contribution ofMughal ladies from the times ofBabar toAurangzeb

reveal that even in the intricate field of economy, the royal ladies

of that age, if at all they came forward and participated, they did

it actively and with a lot of interest. They invested large amounts
in trade and commerce and got back many times more as returns

in the form of profits. Also, their building market places and sarais

and having their own ships carrying on external trade, certainly

helped in the existing process of trade and commerce. May be,

very few ladies came forward to take part in commercial activities,

even then, the few that came fonvard left their deep mark in this

field.
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Travels of the Mughal Harem

The life of Mughal ladies was not always confined within the four

walls of the mahal. A lot of the time in their Iwes were spent in

travelling to other parts, both in and outside the countr}"; for

various purposes, along with their menfolk. Sometimes the Mughal

women accompanied their men in military expeditions, or during

exiles or in himting expeditions, or to look after widely scattered

family holdings, or to go to cooler parts for escaping summer
temperatures, or for the simple joy of sightseeing.

Encampments
Proper care was taken of the Mughalwomen when they went

on journeys. Several guards looked after their safety during the

journeys, as well as when they encamped. The ladies ^vere always

placed near the emperor's tents according to their ranks and

- positions in the harem, along wdth their ser\'ants and attendants.

"Each Begam was to encamp with her o^vn establishment and

within her own enclosure (Saraparda)..."’ Bermier reported:

Adjoining the royal tents are those of the Begams, or

Princesses, and of the great ladies and principal female

attendants of the Seraglio. These tents are also enclosed on
ever)^ side by rich Kanates and in the midst of them are the

tents of the inferior female domestics and other women
connected Avith the Seraglio, placed generally in much the

same order, according to the offices of the respective

occupants.^

Pilgrimages and Sight-seeing

During the course of their journeys, the Mughal ivomen,

Avith the permission of the emperor or the person in charge of

them, could make pilgrimages to local shrines, or watch natural
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wonders like waterfalls, etc., or visit nearby buildings and gardens.^

Jehangir in his memoirs mentions several such pleasure trips when
his women accompanied him. He mentions the hunt in the

neighbourhood of Rohtas,'' an occasion when Nur Jahan Begam
killed four tigers with six shots, feasts arranged on the bank of a

tank,® another feast on the bank of the lake of Fathpur® and his

visit to the Nur Afghan garden which belonged to Nur Jahan

Begam.^ Gulbadan Begam too mentions the hunting trips in Iraq

when Hamida Banu accompanied Humayun® and also his visits to

flower gardens and splendid buildings of Sultan Husain Mirza in

Khurasan.’ In those days Humayun along with Hamida Banu saw
many other noteworthy places like Herat; Jam, where he saw the

shrines of his own and of Hamida's ancestor Ahmad; and also

visited the tomb of the founder of the Safi dynasty at Ardabil.”

Travelling Placement

When on a journey the women usually travelled behind the

men." This certainly slowed down the pace of the group.” Manucci

however says that "although the princesses and ladies start the

last, they always arrive the first, having taken some shorter route."”

Sometimes, the women travelled as a smaller group with their

ladies-in-waiting, ahead of the main group. This was done to save

them a tedious journey or long wait” or to keep the emperor's

journey a secret.'®

Modes of Travelling

Tliere ^vere different modes of travelling or conveyances

used by the royal ladies during the Mughal times. Whenever these

ladies went out, the needs of purdah were well looked into. Several

contemporary native and foreign arrounls have described different

kinds of conveyances used by the royal and noble women of those

times.

Edward Terry wrote;

"His (Jahangir's) wives and women... are carryed in

palankas or upon elephants, or else in cradles hanging on

the sides of dromedaries, covered close and attended by

eunuchs."’®

Abul Fazl speaks of the foot-ser\'ants \vho carried the palkis,
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singhasans, chandols and dolls and says that, "they walk so evenly

that the man inside is not inconvenienced by any jolting."'^

The royal Mughal ladies usually travelled in hauda set up on

the backs of elephants. Elephants, because of their strength and

massiveness have always been considered useful for carrying

heavy loads, men and baggage over long distances. The hauda

which was set up on the elephant back was a square structure,

richly furnished with gold, covered with screens of gold on every

side and a covering over the top for protection which was made

"of cloth of silver".’® Terry described the haudas as "pretty

receptacles, surrounded with curtains, which stand up like low

and little turrents upon their (the elephant's) -backs."’® Bernier

calls the hauda as Mikdembar (Mekdamber) and says;

These lovely and distinguished females, seated in

Mikdembers, are thus elevated above the earth, like so

many superior beings borne along with through the middle

region of the air.^“

These Mikdembers could accommodate upto eight women,
four on each side.^’ They were latticed and covered with silken

nets.“ The richness of these haudas have been mentioned by

Manucd too who described them as, "dome-roofed" thrones, "very

brilliant, made all ofenamelled gold, and highly adored."^ Jehangir

in his memoirs has estimated that these grand haudas used by the

imperial family were each worth Rs. 30,000.^’ Proper care was
taken to hide the ladies from public view’® when the}'^ went in the

hauda. Although the women were not seen, they could observe

the passers by.’®

The palanquin or palki was another popular kind of

conveyance. It was a kind of bed, six or seven feet long and three

feet wide, with a small rail arormd it, usually made ofbamboo and
roofed over with ri-ch brocade and satin and carried on poles by
men at each come>-.^ Sometimes, they were suspended between
hvo camels or two small elephants.’® The palanquins of tlie royal

ladies were also covered with "different nettings of gold thread,"”

sometimes omranented with precious stones or pieces of looking

glass.®® About the Palanquin (palki), Ovingtom said that their

carriage was "ss easier and pleasant as that of our chairs in the

streets of Lone on, but far surpasseth them in point of state and
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quick dispatches of a Journey.^* Even during the times of Babar,

the palki with bearers was a common mode of travel for women.^^

Sometimes, the women of those times travelled in Chaudoles

which were carried on men's shoulders and similar to tact-ravans.“

They were "gilt and painted and covered with magnificent silk

nets of many colours, enriched with embroidery, fringes and
beautiful tassels."^ The women travelled comfortably in these

chaudoles which had tiger skins spread below and silk adorned

windows.^

Carriages were another kind of conveyances in the Mughal
age, popular in the royal families and with Tong-distance'

travellers. These carriages were usually drawn by oxen, sometimes

by bullocks, but usually not by horses.^ Della Valle found an

"abundance of coaches" in India, for travel not only in cities but

also in the country.^ He also found these oxen running and
galloping like horses.^ As in any other conveyance of that time,

when the royal ladies went out, these carriages were covered on

all sides to maintain purdah.^ Della Valle described these as “closed

coaches'.'*'' Bullock carriages were called bahals.'" Akbar is said to

have invented a carriage which could be used as a conveyance, or

for carrying load and even for the purpose of grinding com
sometimes.*^ He had another special carriage which was drawn
by one elephant and used as a travelling bath." A very famous

carriage ofJehangir's time was the English coach given to Jehangir

by Sir Tliomas Roe in 1616 A.D. Jehangir gave this coach as a gift

to Nur Jahan, who according to Roe had it "newly covered and

trimed rich."" Jehangir liked the coach so much that he got another

one made like it ^vhich he used for himself."

Women sometimes travelled on horsebacks for faster travel,"

either riding directly on a saddle or in a horse litter." Horses were

useful modes of travel in hilly regions. Camel and camel litters

(Kajawas) tvere also used.^® Gulbadan Begam while describing

Humayun's journey and hunting expeditions in Iraq mentions

Hamida Banu enjoying these sights from a distance in either a

camel or a horse litter."

When the royal ladies had to cross rivers or seas on their

journeys they went in boats or ships. Gulbadan Begam mentions

an occasion when the ladies of Babar's household accompanied
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him to Dholpur by boat.® The boats were luxurious with cushions,

awnings and sails.

They were rowed by oarsmen in gallery fashion or else

driven by the heart-shaped paddles as seen in Kashmir

today, the boatman sitting behind the curtained 'drawing-

rooms' of the ladies. There was no tiller but a helsman

steered with a long oar and chanted the rhythm.^’

Women were not allowed to cross rivers on rafts as they

were very dangerous.® We also know from various sources about

the pilgrimage made to Mecca by some royal ladies during the

time ofAkbar and this was done by ship.® The return journey was

very tedious and the women suffered a lot.

Whenever the royal princesses and other ladies of rank went

out, proper arrangements were made to look after their comfort

and protection. Whenever these ladies went "young, well-dressed

female slave, with a peacock's tail in ... hand,® brushed away the

dust and flie.s and men in front sprinkled water on the roadways

to lay the dust."®

Manucci reported;

When Begam Sahib leaves her palace to go to court, she

proceeds in great pomp, with much cavalry and infantry

and many eunuchs... surrounded her closely, push on one

side everyone they find in front of them, shouting out,

pushing and assaulting everyone without the least respect

of persons. The same is done by all the princsses of the

blood-royal when they come out.®

Manucci, giving an account of Roshanara Begam's retinue

on a journey, which he had once seen, speaks of similar sort of

arrangements. He observed before the Begam's elephant "a number
of bold and aggressive men on foot to drive away everybody,

noble or pauper, with blows from sticks and with pushes."® During
the journey if a princess met a nobleman who was anxious to gain

her favours at the court, she usually accepted his compliments

and gifts. If she was pleased with him betel in a decorated bag,

and, if she was not, she ordered that he "receive a shower of blows
^vhich makes him run."®

A lady while on journey, however, could be approached
only with great difficulty. Bermier writes—
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Woe to any unlucky cavalier, however, exalted in rank,

who, meeting the procession, is found too near. Nothing

can exceed the insolence of the tribes of eunuchs and
footmen which he has to encounter; and they eagerly

avail themselves of any such opportunity to beat a man in

the most unmerciful manner.”

Wherever the emperor went, his ladies accompanied him.

Sometimes the women were subjected to a lot of difficulties during

their journeys because of lack of adequate provisions or bad

weather or dangerous routes. No doubt they suffered a lot. But we
hardly come across any instanceswhen these Mughal ladies refused

to accompany their men even under adverse circumstances. We
can here give the example of Babar's grandmother Aisan Daulat

Begam and his mother Qutlug Nigar Khanum, who accompanied

Babar or went for his sake anywhere and everywhere even under

extremely difficult conditions. So did Hamida Banu Begam during

the days of Humayun's exile. Nur Jahan Begam, Mumtaz Mahal
and Dara's wife Nadira Begam, also stood by their husbands at all

times and suffered the most tedious and dangerous journeys for

their husbands' sakes. Such was the loyalty and courage of these

remarkable women of the Mughal Age.
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Conclusion

While making a study of the life, activities, achievements and

contributions of tire royal Mughal ladies from the times of Babar to

Aurangzeb, it is observed that the harems of the Mughal emperors

consisted of a large number of women of various religious and

cultural background. In these harems resided the wives, mothers,

step-mothers, foster-mothers, aunts, grandmothers, sisters,

daughters and other female relatives of the emperor. Also in it lived

the emperor's concubines, dancing and singing girls, slaves and

servantwomen and a number ofwomen officials and guards who
rvere appointed by the emperor for looking after the various needs

ofthe harem.Women usuallycame into the harem through marriage,

birth, purchase, appointment or as gifts. To the emperors the royal

seraglio, more than anything else,was a status symbol and the size

of the Mughal harem increased from age to age.

The life of a Mughal lady revolved round the emperor. Their

position in the harem was determined by the place they had in the

emperor's life. The harem women usually maintained cordial

relationship amongst themselves but jealousies prevailed and the

rvomen competed among themselves in order to please the emperor

better than the others around her. To give the emperor or prince

his first male child was a great honour. Very important ladies of

the harem enjoyed many more privileges than the others. If she

was childless, she was allowed to adopt the child of some other

harem lady. They had their separate living quarters or palaces.

They had many servants to attend upon them and their aimual

allowances were huge sums added to the jagirs that they o^\med.

They even became the recipients of lofty titles.

Marriages in the Mughal royal family were usually settled

by the parents or near relatives. But there were found certain cases
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of love marriages too. The Mughal emperors not only had Muslim

wives, but they married Hindu women too. The daughters or

relatives of Indian princes and kings who were married to Mughal
emperors and princes mostly as a part of diplomatic dealings or

because of the defeat of the girl's family in battles against the

Mughals, were generally considered as inferior wives and were

known as Bais and Mahals. But some of these wives came to enjoy

important places in the harem because they became the mothers

of emperor's or prince's first son.

The Mughal emperor's had great respect and honour for the

ladies related to them and had strong sense of family ties. The

mothers enjoyed the foremost position in the harem. The step-

mothers, foster mothers, grand mothers, aunts and sisters were
also held in esteem. Tlie Mughal emperors loved their daughters

even though the birth of a girl was usually not welcomed in those

days. They got the best arrangements made for educating their

daughters and for the cultivation of their talents. Thus we come
across quite a few talented and highly educated Mughal princesses.

Tlie royal Mughal ladies led lives of great material comforts

and luxuries. These ladies lived in grand apartments which formed

a part of the fort complex and were luxuriously furnished with

exotic gardens, fountains, orchards, tanks, etc., attached to them.

These residences were known as Mahals. Separate Mahals were

provided for important harem ladies. The harem staff, dancing

and singing girls and even the slave and ser\'ant girls were

provided accommodation by the emperors inside the fort. The

harem staff were paid high salaries. The harem was strictly

guarded. No outsiders wore allowed inside the harem. Spies were

present inside the harem w'ho kept the emperor informed about

the activities of the harem inmates. Very important harem ladies

had their own officials to look after their estates and properties.

Tlie li^’es of the harem ladies rvere governed by the strict

rules of purdah and seclusion. These women rarely went out of

the palaces, but when they did, their faces, were well hidden

behind veils. When they travelled, their palanquins, chaudoles,

carriages and howdahs were well covered so that they were not

seen by the outsiders. But inside the harem quarters these women
could move about freely.
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The Mughal emperors made adequate arrangements for the

entertainment of theirharem ladies. These ladies often entertained

themselves by musical and dance performances inside the harem.

They also attended musical performances conducted in the royal

Darbar, though sitting behind curtains. There were a number of

indoor games like chess, chaupar, cards, pachisi, chandal-mandal,

ankh-michauli, etc., that the ladies played and outdoor games and

amusements like hunting, chaugan (polo), Ishq-ba2d (pigeon flying),

watching animal fights, wrestling matches and combats, etc. where

the women participated as spectators usually. But some Mughal

ladies were experts at the use of arms and they themselves

participated in hunting. Some of them, the young and active ones

played chaugan too. There were a number of festivals including

Hindu festivals like Dasshera, Diwali, Holi, Raksha Bandhan,

Shivaratri and Janamasthami and Persian festivals like Nauroz

and Ab-i'Pashan, that were celebrated by the Mughals side by

side with the Muslim festivals like Id-uz-Azha, Id-i-Qurban, Shab-

i-Barat, Barawafat, etc. Other festive occasions were the Emperor's

birthday, marriages, coronation ceremonies, Jashns, or the times

when special guests were entertained. In all these occasions the

Mughal ladies also joined in the festivities. A special kind of

women's fair called the Mina Bazaar was also organised from

time to time and especially during the Nauroz celebrations. It was
an exclusively women's affair where emperor and royal princes

became the buyers and the harem women the sellers of various

commodities.Whatever might have been the occasion, the Mughal
ladies, though veiled and kept in seclusion, were not deprived of

taking part in the festivities and merry-making.

The lavish lifestyle of the Mughal ladies, apart from their

grand living apartments and dainty dishes of food, included the

wearing ofgorgeous dresses and exquisite ornaments. Their dresses

were made of the finest silks, brocades, satins or malmals and the

clothwasbrought from far and wide. The Mughal ladies decorated

themselves with ornaments from head to toe. There were a number
of ornaments suited for the different parts of the body. A lot of

cosmetics were also used by these ladies which added to their

beauty. In spite of the material luxuries and comforts that the

Mughal ladies enjoyed, there was a distinct void in their lives
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which only love and companionship could fill. In fact, love was

what they wanted most and seldom got. This want for love and

companionship led them into many love affairs including extra-

marital affairs and relationships with eunuchs. Their frustrations

also led them to get addicted to intoxicating drinks and drugs.

All the royal ladies of the Mughal harem were not simply

concerned with the superficial side of life like leading a life of

pleasure and luxury. They had a serious side of their lives too.

Many of them had a deep interest in religion and religious matters.

They went on pilgrimages to the shrines of holy men, they

undertook the Haj pilgrimage to Mecca, built mosques and

undertook works of great charity. Some of them had belief in Sufi

philosophy and were mystics themselves. Many royal ladies

engaged themselves in serious and constructive activities and

there was no scarcity of talent among them.

The Mughal times witnessed many politically ambitious and

powerful royal ladies. The intervention of the harem in political

matters of the Mughal age was quite prominent. Right from the

times of Babar, the Mughal ladies either directly or indirectly

played a role in political matters. They sometimes acted as peace-

makers and tried to solve differences of opinions, settled disputes,

acted as instruments to conclude peace with the enemy, secured

pardon for their near and dear ones, took interest in the

administration of the empire and some very brave and capable

ones even went- out themselves to face the enemy. But too much
harem intervention in political matters sometimes gave rise to

chaotic situations. In spite of that, the courage, determination and

strength of mind exhibited by some of the Mughal ladies is worthy

of praise and will surely be a guiding light for women all over the

world and for all ages that went and are to come.

Many of the royal ladies were educated, but their interest in

learning did not stop with their receiving good education. Many
of them composed beautiful verses and some of them have left

behind works of great literary value. They spent much of their

personal allowances in giving active support to the spread of

education, establishing education institutions, patronising men of

learning, maintaining their or\'n libraries and collecting rare and

valuable books.
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The royal Mughal ladies contributed much in the field of art

and architecture too. Many of them took an active interest and

even spent a lot of their personal allowances in constructing

beautiful monuments and exotic gardens, many of which survive

even today. They constructed palaces, sarais, garden tombs,

mosques, market places, step-wells, etc. for themselves and also

for their husbands or fathers. Their beautiful gardens were laid

amidst beautiful location of Kashmir, Kabul, Lahore, Agra and

Delhi. These ro3'’al ladies also took a lot of interest in other forms

of art like music, painting, cooking and also in the art of decoration

and designing. Some extremely talented ones even went for textile,

dress and jewellery designing. They also knew the art of perfumery.

Their aesthetic sense and creativity is revealed to a great degree in

their contributions in the field of art and architecture.

Too many royal Mughal ladies did not take interest in the

flourishing arena of trade and commerce of the Mughal times. But

the ones who were interested took an active part in the economic

field. These royal ladies built caravanserais for travellers and

merchants, set up market places and also owned ships to carry on

sea-trade. These ships usually operated between Surat and the

ports on the Red Sea. These economic ventures earned them huge

profits. Since these royal ladies had a lot of wealth and o^vned vast

jagirs, investing in trade ivas not a problem for them. The Mughal
emperors too made suitable arrangements for their ladies to

participate freely in all these fields.

As compared to the contributions made by the Mughal
emperors in different fields, the contributions made by their ladies

were quite less. But, if ^ve take into consideration the medieval

society in wlrich they lived and the prevailing social conditions

with its many aspects like purdah, seclusion, polygamy,
discouragement of women's education and on the whole the low
status of women, then, the contributions of these royal ladies in

various fields cannot be taken for granted. Their many-sided
contributions can in no \vay be considered a mean achievement.

Through these mediums, in their own special way, the Mughal
women have managed to carve a ruche for themselves in the vast

course of events collectively knorvn as Mughal history.
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